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The introductory chapter of my thesis consists of two sections. In the 
first, I discuss the importance of lamentation for the dead in ancient Greek 
society as an indispensable part of the rites accompanying a funeral 
ceremony, as evidenced in various sources: funerary vases and monuments, 
funerary legislation, literary texts. In the second section I examine the form of 
pre-tragic laments, that is, those found in Homer and the lyric poets 
Simonides and Pindar, tracing the differences between them. 
The main body of the thesis falls into two parts. The first offers a 
general consideration of kommoi, including a definition of the term as a 
particular type of tragic lament, their most prominent structural features, the 
metres most frequently used, the various occasions on which they are 
performed, their position in the play and the participants involved, their most 
prominent linguistic and stylistic features and the themes most frequently 
used. When possible, I try to establish a source in real-life lamentation ritual, 
considering also the extent to which they are influenced by the Homeric and 
lyric laments and discussing similarities and differences with other forms of 
tragic laments, so that kommoi can be better contextualized within the 
tradition of lamentation in tragedy. The first part concludes with an 
examination of Aristophanic parody of tragic lamentation. 
In the second part, I examine the dramatic function of individual 
kommoi in three plays of each tragedian, namely, Aeschylus Persae, Septem, 
Choephori, Sophocles Ajax, Electra, Antigone and Euripides Stipplices, Troades, 
Helen, considering their diverse significance within the play. Finally, I review 
the differences and similarities in the way the three tragedians treat their 
kommoi and the issues thereby raised about their dramatic technique in 
general, concluding with a discussion of theories seeking the origins of 
tragedy in a ritual threnos, which arguably derive support from the 
impressive accumulation of lamenting passages in tragedy. 
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The importance of ritual laments for the dead in ancient Greek 
society has often attracted the interest of scholars, so that a number of studies 
have recently appeared on this subject, e. g. Reiner (1938), Alexiou (1974), 
Holst-Warhaft (1992), Foley (1993), Sultan (1993), Derderian (2001). 1 These 
studies can be seen in the context of the wider scholarly interest of recent 
years in the death rituals of ancient Greece, e. g. Kurtz - Boardman (1971), 
Vermeule (1979), Garland (1985), Morris (1987,1992), Humphreys (1993), 
Sourvinou-Inwood (1983,1995), Seaford (1994), an interest extended to death 
rituals including lamentation for the dead in contemporary rural Greece as 
well. Studies in this area include: Alexiou (1974), who studies the continuity 
of ritual lament in Greek culture throughout the ages, Jarrett (1977), who 
traces the modern Greek lamenting tradition to its ancient west Asian and 
Mediterranean prototypes, Caraveli-Chaves (1980,1986), Danforth (1982), 
Auerbach (1987), Seremetakis (1991), Holst-Warhaft (1992). 
The literary genre where lamentation has a prominent role is tragedy, 
thus it is no surprise that most of the above studies take it into account while 
discussing the traditional laments for the dead in Greek society. An 
examination of the various types of tragic laments is the subject of two 
doctoral theses, Koonce (1962) and Wright (1986), which, however, suffer 
from lack of clarity in their descriptive terminology (see p. 39, n. 14). My 
purpose in the present thesis is to study specifically one type of tragic 
laments, koinmoi, defined as chorus-actor exchanges with threnetic character. 
The structure of my thesis is briefly as follows. 
In the introductory chapter I discuss first the importance of 
lamentation for the dead in ancient Greek society as an indispensable part of 
the rites accompanying a funeral ceremony, and continue with an 
examination of pre-tragic laments, that is, those found in Homer and the lyric 
poets Simonides and Pindar. 
The main body of the thesis falls into two parts. The first offers a 
general consideration of kommoi, including a definition of the term, their most 
prominent structural features, the metres most frequently used, the various 
occasions on which they are performed, their position in the play and the 
I The tradition of lamentation in other areas of the ancient world has also attracted scholarly 
interest in recent years: cf., for example, Martino (1958), Jarrett (1977), Miller (1994). 
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participants involved, as well as their most prominent linguistic and stylistic 
features and the themes most frequently used. In the recurrent features of 
konimoi I assume that we can trace the basic characteristics of ritual laments 
for the dead in Greek society. By 'ritual" I mean the highly artistic tradition of 
lamentation (with stylized postures and recurrent themes) in contrast to 
spontaneous expressions of grief. We can assume that koininoi combine both, 
although it is not always easy to trace the line between them. 
In this part of the thesis I also consider the extent to which kommoi are 
influenced by the Homeric and lyric laments and discuss similarities to and 
differences from other forms of tragic laments (namely, choral odes, 
monodies, amoibaia between actors, monologues, dialogues), so that kominoi 
can be better contextualized within the tradition of lamentation in tragedy. As 
a detailed examination of the other lamenting forms is obviously beyond the 
scope of the present study, I confine myself to a brief discussion of them. In 
order, however, to document the frequency of lamenting passages in tragedy, 
they are listed in full in Appendices I-VII. For the plays of the three 
tragedians I use the Oxford editions of Page (1972) for Aeschylus, Lloyd-Jones 
- Wilson (1990) for Sophocles and Diggle (1981a, 1984,1994a) for Euripides, 
unless otherwise stated. A detailed consideration of the tragic fragments was 
beyond the scope of this study, so I refer to them only occasionally. The first 
part of the thesis concludes with an examination of Aristophanic parody of 
tragic lamentation. 
In the second part, I examine the dramatic function of individual 
koinmoi in three plays of each tragedian, namely, Aeschylus Persae, Septem, 
Choephori, Sophocles Ajax, Electra, Antigone and Euripides Sitpplices, Troades, 
Helen, considering their diverse significance within the play. Finally, I review 
the differences and similarities in the way the three tragedians treat their 
komnioi, concluding that their widespread use in tragedy together with the 
impressive accumulation of other lamenting passages in it arguably offers a 
justification for theories which seek the origins of tragedy in a ritual threnos. 
Within the limited space of the present study I have tried to give, as 
far as possible, a complete analysis of the tragic kommoi, attempting on the 
one hand to establish a source in real-life lamentation ritual and on the other 
hand to see them in the context of the general dramatic technique of the three 
tragedians. In this way I hope to have contributed to the growing interest of 
recent years in death rituals and lame ntation in ancient Greece as well as to 
have illuminated the dramatic technique of the three tragedians from another 
point of view. 
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1. LAMENTATION FOR THE DEAD IN ANCIENT GREECE: 
ICONOGRAPHIC AND LITERARY EVIDENCE 
In ancient Greek society proper burial was considered necessary so 
that the deceased could be permanently separated from the upper world and 
incorporated into the lower: so in Il. 23.71ff Patroclus" shade asks Achilles to 
bury him as soon as possible so that he can pass through the gates of Hades. 
An indispensable part of the funerary rites was lamentation for the dead, 
which also assisted the journey to the underworld (cf. Sept. 854ff). The 
frequent combination d'KXCUUT03 OaTTT03/a'TCIý03 (cf. Il. 22.386" Od. 11.72, Ant. 
29, Hec. 30, Pho. 1634) shows the equal importance of these two rites. 1 Burial 
without lamentation was inconceivable, hence in Ag. 1542-46 the chorus 
wonder whether Clytemnestra will mourn Agamemnon despite being his 
murderer. It was also considered a great dishonour for the dead: so in Cho. 
432-33 the absence of lamentation for Agamemnon is evidence of 
Clytemnestra"s shamelessness. According to the Homeric formula (cf. Il. 16. 
457,675,23.9, Od. 24.190,296), lamentation is -yEpcL3 OavoVTWV, usually 
translated as "privilege of the dead' / 
2while lamenting the dead brings honour 
to the living as well (cf. E. Stipp. 78TG'1 TCOV ýOLTCOV TOL3 OPC-OCTL KO(7[10! ý). 3 It 
was considered as particularly unfortunate for the deceased and his relatives, 
if the manner of death prevented mourning and burial from theM, 4 while 
neglect of the living to perform these duties could cause the wrath of the dead 
or the gods. 5 Lamentation was extended to ritual celebrations performed 
yearly for divine figures such as Adonis, Linos, MariandynoS6 or to 
commemorative ceremonies in honour of a hero, e. g. Adrastus at Sicyon 
10ther instances in tragedy where lamentation and burial are mentioned together include 
Sept. 1022-23, Ag. 1541, AW. 204-5, Med. 1377, Aiidr. 1159-60, Herc. 1360-61. 
2For a discussion of this phrase see Garland (1984). 
3For a discussion of this phrase see Collard (1975, IL on 78), Diggle (1981b, 5-6). 
4Cf. 
' for example, Il. 22.426-28, Clio. 8-9, 
S. El. 865-70, I. T. 172-76. 
5Cf. Od. 11.72-73 ývn ýt' (')'(KX(IVT0V C'10(11TTOV LW' 1) O'TrLOEV K(ITCLXELITELV, VOUýLGOE'L3, pI TOL TL 
06(ýV [ITIVL[. Ia -YEVWýICU (Elpenor's soul addressing Odysseus in the underworld). 
6For these ritual laments see Reiner (1938,105ff), Alexiou (1974,55ff). 
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(Herod. V. 67.5), Achilles at Elis (Paus. VI. 23.3). 7 My interest, however, in 
this chapter is mainly with private laments. 
Vases 
In Attic art the prothesis, i. e. the laying out of the dead, is the 
dominant funerary theme, occurring on vases in an unbroken series from the 
middle of the eighth century till about 400 B. C. 8 The depiction of prothesis- 
scenes during this long period is characterized by a remarkable conservatism, 
despite the changes in style and types of vases. 9 The deceased is depicted on a 
bier surrounded by mourners, whose attitude towards him differs according 
to their sex; the female bereaved stand over the corpse, near the head of the 
bier, where they arrange the pillows, touch the deceased and sometimes one 
of them cradles his head in her hands, 10 while men do not usually come closer 
than the feet of the deceased, often approaching from the reverse side of the 
vase. Women usually outnumber men, while servants, when present, crouch 
around the bier. The active involvement of women with the dead and their 
role in caring for the corpse (that is, washing and dressing it in preparation 
for burial) is often seen as parallel to their care for infants, since both are 
equally helpless (cf. Pomeroy 1975,44; Vermeule 1979,14). On the other hand, 
Shapiro (1991,635) views their role as related to the pollution incurred by 
death: ""Since women could not escape the pollution of giving birth, as men 
could, they were presumably better suited to deal with the pollution of 
death. " Similarly, Sourvinou-Inwood (1983,38) argues that women's 
involvement with death is related to their association with disorder, danger 
and pollution. 
71 refer briefly to these cases in Appendix IX. 
8For a detailed discussion of the representation of mourning in the Geometric period see 
Ahlberg (1971), in the Archaic and Classical period Shapiro (1991). Very helpful are also the 
more general studies by Zschietzschmann (1928), Havelock (1981) and Kurtz (1984). 
9As Vermeule (1979,12) notices, the ceremonies of mourning were "probably the oldest and 
least-changing art-form in Greece". For the conservatism of lamentation cf. Lysias 11.81 8%icoý 
0[ a "OEGL XPýOCLL, Kal U 'V "YKTI TCýL!; ' (IPXO['LOL9 E 
OEPaITE'OVTa9 TO'V ITO'ITPLOV VO[IOV OXOýUPEGOM 
TOU9 Oa1TTO[IEVOU9- 
IOTouching of the corpse is often attested in the Homeric and tragic laments (see pp. 22-23 
and n. 13,112). 
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The usual gesture of women in the Geometric vases is the placing of 
both hands on the head. 11 unless one hand is occupied with another action, 
such as touching the bier or the corpse. In Geometric art gestures and 
postures are highly stylized, so this particular one could be used to denote 
equally the action of beating the head (KOITTECTOCIL) or of rending the hair 
(TLXXco7OaL). 12The two hands on the head in combination with the depiction of 
blood on the cheeks and the forehead is the iconographic expression of the 
scratching of cheeks. 13 In the Archaic period, these ritual gestures free 
themselves from stylization and the consequent static form, depicting grief 
more intensely: they are loosened now, so women extend both arms upwards, 
as if they want to beat themselves violently, or tear their hair, which is 
represented as falling over their cheeks wet from tears, or perform the actual 
scratching of cheeks. 
Men are more restrained in the expression of their grief. Their two 
most common gestures are the placing of one hand on the head and the 
raising of the arm with the palm displayed, the free hand sometimes holding 
a weapon. Ahlberg (1971,265) interprets the former as the action of beating 
the head and the latter as denoting a farewell to the deceased. 14Another male 
attitude consists in the placing of one hand on the head with the other being 
bent at the side, either touching the legs or being raised at a distance from 
them. Ahlberg (1971,266) calls this 'the funerary dancing attitude", which 
"'has the self-evident function of the ritual act of lamentation performed as a 
dance". 15 
Apart from the above gestures of mourning commonly depicted on 
vases, literary evidence provides information about some more violent 
actions of self-infliction: beating of the breast, tearing of robes or their 
loosening by women, falling on the ground and pouring dust on the head or 
I IThis mourning gesture is restricted to females in Attic prothesis, so it clearly identifies the 
figures who perform it as women (in the Geometric vases, especially of the early period, the 
sex of the mourners is not clarified in physical terms). 
12These gestures are traditional in mourning contexts. For their use in Homeric and tragic 
laments see pp. 25,118-19. 
OThis is another common mourning gesture (see pp. 25,118-19). 
AThis gesture is attested in tragedy as well, performed by males (cf. Clio. 9, AL. 768-69, E. 
Slipp. 772). 
15In tragedy we find the notion of "dance of Hades' (cf. E. Siipp. 75, Herc. 1026-27). 
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soiling oneself in another way. 16 Lucian De Ludii 12 refers to these gestures, 
concluding with sarcasm that the living are more pitiable than the dead: Ka'L OL 
C(7JVTCS' O'LKTPOTCPOL TOU VCKPOV* OL ýICV 'YCIP XO[[1C[L KVXLV80DVTGLL 1TOXXG[KLS* 
KCLL T(13 KCýCAO\[3 &PdTTO1)(TL ITPO\S' TO\ MCLý03,0 6" C' Kal KaXO\S' KaL Uixflilcov 
KOLO" VITCPPOXýV CCTTCýO1VCL)[1CVOS' *JX0\3 TrPOKCLTCLL KCIL [ICTCCL)PO3 CL)071TCP CLS' 
70ý17TIV KCKOGýIT14CV03. These violent acts were not just spontaneous, 
uncontrolled demonstrations of grief; in fact the protliesis, as it is depicted on 
vases, has a highly stylized character. According to Rohde (1925,164) they 
were addressed to the soul of the dead that "'would be pleased at the most 
violent expressions of grief for its JOSS., "17 However, most scholars agree that 
such manifestations show the mourners' desire to be identified with the 
condition of the dead (self- defilement is a symbolic image of the pollution 
attached to death). 18 
In the Geometric vases the prothesis is shown as a grand affair with a 
great number of mourners while in the Archaic period they are clearly fewer. 
What may partly account for this change is the available surface on the 
vases, 19 but it must also have been influenced by Solon's restrictive legislation 
(see pp. 16-17). In the white-ground lekythoi of the fifth century prothesis 
ceases to be the main funerary theme. 20 There are still representations of it, 
but with considerable differences from those in Geometric and Archaic art: 
the mourners are limited to three or four, no chorus of male mourners 
appears but often a single man approaches closer to the bier than in the vases 
of the earlier periods, women do not mourn so violently tearing their hair 
16These gestures are also frequently described in the Homeric and tragic laments (see pp. 25, 
118-19). 
170n the other hand, however, he reports the belief (190, n. 49) that too violent expressions of 
grief may disturb the rest of the dead and make them return. 
18See Redfield (1975,181), Sourvinou-Inwood (1983,38), Seaford (1994,86). Other 
interpretations have also been suggested, e. g. Burkert (1983,53) explains these gestures as a 
reflex to protect an endangered member, which, in the absence of any external enemy, turn 
back to the mourners themselves. 
19See Garland (1985,29): "The high, wide zone of a Geometric krater or anipliora naturally 
lends itself to the depiction of large scenes with many participants, whereas a slender lekyffios 
clearly favours an intimate scene with only a few. " 
20For a detailed discussion of the iconography of white-ground lekytlloi see Shapiro (1991, 
649ff). 
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(which is now cut short as a sign of mourning)21 or lacerating their flesh. As 
Shapiro (1991,650) notices: "'On later prothesis scenes grief recedes and is 
replaced by a mood of detachment, introspection, and quiet dignity... One has 
the sense that the women have taken to heart Perikles" advice to the widows 
and mothers in his funeral oration, to bear their grief stoically... (Thuc. 2.44- 
45). // 
Another theme, though not very frequent, of the white-ground 
lekythoi, is the mythological representation of death with the employment of 
figures such as Hermes Psychopompos, Hypnos, Thanatos, but by far the 
commonest theme is the visit to the tomb by family members or the 
preparation at home by a woman for such aViSit. 22The visitors to the tomb 
do not constitute a chorus, in fact they are never more than two or three 
(usually a woman relative, accompanied by a female slave or a male relative 
and sometimes a baby). In most cases they stand quietly without grieving, an 
attitude obviously reflected in Pericles' funeral oration, but occasionally they 
perform striking gestures such as falling to the knees with hands outstretched 
or beating the breast or clutching the head. According to Havelock (1981,115- 
16): "It seems as if their actions are motivated more by personal and specific 
feeling than by a formal ritualized occasion whereby certain modes of 
behavior are required of them", as was the case in Geometric and Archaic 
art. 23 
It seems that the white-ground lekythoi express the need of the 
mourners for a more personal communication with the deceased"24especially 
so of the women, in view of the institution of public funeral for the Attic war 
dead25which deprived them of a more intimate relationship with them and 
21This funerary practice is attested as early as in Homer (cf. Il. 23.46,135,141, Od. 4.198,24. 
46). In tragedy similar references include Clio. 6ff, 172, Alc. 215, Hel. 1087,1187-88, Or. 966, 
I. A. 1437. 
22The tending of tombs like caring for the corpse was mainly women's responsibility. 
Offerings at the tomb were made on the third, ninth and thirtieth days after death (or burial) 
and on certain festivals: see Rohde (1925,167-70), Kurtz-Boardman (1971,145-48), Alexiou 
(1974,7-8), Humphreys (1980,100-1). In tragedy this custom is best reflected in the offerings 
made at Agamemnon's tomb in Clio. and in S. and E. El. 
23For a discussion of gestures of mourning in Greek art see also Sittl (1890,65-78, with 
references to Roman art as well) and Neumann (1965,85-89). 
24See Humphreys (1980,113). 
25The time when public funerals were introduced is disputed, for example, Clairmont (1983, 
7-15) argues for the late 470s, Jacoby (1944) for 465/4, Humphreys (1993,89) that relevant 
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the prominent role they had in mourning. In this case the bodies of the dead 
were cremated on the battlefield while their bones were gathered and brought 
back to Athens in order to be buried in Kerameikos. The ceremony included 
lamentation of the close female relatives over the bones of the dead, then 
procession to the burial site where the burial was followed by the epitapllios 
logos, and finally further public lamentation. 26 Although, as this description 
shows, women could still lament for their own dead, the responsibility for the 
burial had passed from the private to the public sphere, which meant that 
they were banned from their traditional role of caring for the corpse and 
indulging in excessive manifestations of grief. In fact, the attitude the funeral 
oration suggested towards death was not mourning but praise of the valour 
of the dead, 27 while the advice given especially to women was to retain a 
certain degree of dignity in bearing their grief. 
As far as representations of the ekphora are concerned, they are rare 
both in Geometric and Archaic art. 28 In the Geometric period it is presented as 
a grand affair: the deceased is carried to the grave on a horse-drawn car 
including up to five or six chariots, with armed men leading the procession 
and mourning women following. This impressive procession would naturally 
reflect the practice of wealthy aristocrats while the unpopularity of similar 
ekpliora-scenes may reflect the rarity of the event in real life. In the Archaic 
period there are similar representations showing up to four chariots being 
readied for the procession, but the carrying of the dead by pall-bearers and 
mule-cart in other cases probably shows "'more accurately how Everyman 
was borne away"' (Kurtz 1984,325). There was lamentation during the ekphora 
as the vases show (they depict mourning gestures and aulos-players), but that 
must have been informal, unlike the dirge performed during the prothesis. The 
movement on the road would naturally prevent such a formal lament. 
evidence goes back as far as the history of polis. For references to various views see 
Hornblower (1991,292-93). 
26The practice of the public funeral is described in detail in Thuc. 11.34. 
27This was a recurrent motif in the surviving orations (cf., for example, Demosth. XVIII. 287 
TT'JV E, KE'LVWV dPCT'q'V KO9[1Tj(70VTa). Thus the epltapliios logos can be seen as the substitution for 
the traditional lamentation (see Loraux 1986,44ff). In tragedy this turning-point Is clearly 
indicated in E. Slipp. (see pp. 230ff). 
28Garland (1985,31) remarks that there are only three examples of ekpliora on Geometric 
vases in comparison with the 52 representations of protlzesis. 
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Legislation 
In antiquity the funerary legislation of several Greek city-states was 
addressed primarily to women, aiming at restraining their excessive 
manifestations of grief at funerals and limiting the right to mourn to 
kinswomen. 29 The oldest legislation of this kind is Solon's in Athens at the 
beginning of the sixth century, 30 preserved in three ancient sources, 
[Demosth. ] Against Macartatus 62, Plut. Solon 21.4-5 and Cic. Laws 2.59. So 
[Demosthenes] reports that no woman less than sixty years old was permitted 
to participate in the prothesis and ekphora unless they were within the degree 
of second cousin (O'GUL GVTO'9 CLVGOLa&ýV). 31 Furthermore, according to 
Plutarch, laceration of flesh and the use of prepared dirges (TO' OpflVEILV 
-uciTonjýiEva) were prohibited as well as bewailing anyone else at the burial 
other than the person being buried32 and visiting the tombs of non-relatives 
except at the time of interment. Similarly, Cicero reports that women were 
prohibited from lacerating their cheeks or staging a "lugubrem eiulationem'. 
Legislative programmes in other parts of Greece imposed similar 
restrictions on women. 33 whose demonstrative behaviour at funerals could 
put social order at risk (cf. Plut. Soloii 21.4'ETrE'(JTTj9C ... V%101) a1TCLP'YOVTa TO 
OLTCtKTOV Kal a'KO'Xa(7TOV). 34 Funerals and festivals were the only occasions 
when women could intrude into the public space of men. 35 and were thus the 
only means of entertainment open to them, which is what funerary legislation 
tried to suppress. It is noteworthy that no restrictions are placed upon the 
attendance of men at funeral ceremonies while the target of all legislative 
programmes is women, whose lamenting voices could also stir up feelings of 
29For a detailed examination of Greek funerary legislation see Garland (1989). 
30Garland (1989,3, n. 2) discusses the question whether what is cited as 'laws of Solon' in 
Attic prose goes in fact back to Solon's days. 
31As Humphreys (1980,100) notices: "to restrict female participation in protIzesis and funeral 
procession (ekpliora) to kin and women over sixty markedly reduced both the aural and the 
visual impact of the procession. " 
32This practice is reported as early as in Homer (cf - 11.19.301-2,19.338-39). 
33See Garland (1989,8ff). 
341t is also interesting to know the existence of TUVaLKOV%IOL (Plut. Solm 21.5), officials whose 
responsibility was to keep women in order. 
35plut. Soloii 21.4 associates their conduct in these two occasions: 
'ETrE(7TTIGE 8E K(: (L T(fL3 
I 
Cý060LS' T(ýV TINCLLK(ý1) KCIL TCýLg TTEVOEGL K(IL TOCLS' EOPT(fLS' VO[IOV.... 
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revenge. 36 Another common characteristic of the above legislation is the 
limiting of the right to mourn to kinswomen or generally close relatives, 
which, as Alexiou (1974,17ff) argues, suggests a change of emphasis from 
clan to family and furthermore the consolidation of private property and of 
the right of a son to inherit. 37 
Another provision in Solon's legislation was to reduce the levels of 
expense of funerals, which obviously aimed at restraining the aristocrats from 
displaying their wealth through ostentatious funeral ceremonies. So his 
legislative programme included provisions such as: the prothesis was to take 
place within the house for one day and the ekphora on the following day, 
before sunrise, 38 with the men walking in front and the women behind 
([Demosthenes]); food and drink brought to the tomb was not to exceed one 
obol in value; no ox was to be sacrificed at the grave (Plutarch). As Alexiou 
(1974,17ff) remarks, these measures can be seen in the context of other 
reforms of the 6th century to reduce the power of aristocratic clan cults. 
Similarly, Seaford (1994,78ff) regards the restrictions on private funerals as 
complementary to the institution of public burial. The first could prove 
divisive for the community whereas the second communalized mourning and 
death ritual. The city-state was created precisely by limiting the autonomy of 
the kinship groups. Whether Solon"s restrictions were effective is not easy to 
tell; Plato (Reptibl. X. 603e-604d), however, gives the impression that 
extravagant lamentation was still a current practice among the Athenians. 
36For the association between women's laments and revenge in ancient and- modern Greece 
see Alexiou (1974,21-23,124-25), Holst-Warhaft (1992,5-6,75ff). A representative example in 
tragedy is the great kommos of Clio. 
37The right to inherit was linked with that to mourn throughout antiquity: see Alexiou (1974, 
19-21), Humphreys (1980,98-99). In tragedy, the best example is Orestes' case in Clio. (see p. 
184). 
38Frorn the above we can infer that in pre-Solonian times the protliesis was set in a public 
place, that it would last longer than a day (in Homer the protliesis of Hector and Achilles is 
extended for nine and seventeen days respectively: cf. Il. 24.664-65,784-87 and Od. 24.63-65) 




Throughout Greek literature weeping is characteristic especially of 
women and, although males do lament, such behaviour was considered a 
sign of femininity. So in Od. 8.521ff Odysseus-' weeping as he hears the story 
of the Trojan horse is likened to that of a woman for her dead husband. In 
Trach. Heracles is found crying like a woman, as he is tortured by the 
poisoned robe: 1071-72 O'CYTL9 CZ)CYTE TTOLPOEV09 P(EýPVXC( KXCLLWV, 1075 vDV 8" EK 
TOLOUT01) OýXVS' 111')PTJý10[L TlaXa3, and similarly in Herc. 1412 after the 
realization that he has killed his children and wife. 39 Plutarch in Solon 21.5 
reports that those who disobeyed Solon's laws would be punished because 
they indulged in unmanly and effeminate extravagances of sorrow (C3g 
60MPOL9 K(A 'YUVG[LKW'8G(JL TCýL3 ITEPL TCL TFEVOTJ ITCLOCUL KCX\L %1G[PTTJ[iG1()'LV 
cvcXo[i6vo-us-). Complementary to such evidence are abundant references to 
women's indulgence in lamentation, considered as an innate characteristic, 
e. g. Aj. 5 80 KCIPTC1 TOL ýL/W'KTLUTOV -yi)vTl, Med. 928 yt)vT\l 8c OýXU KC[1T\L 
60KPVOL9 c'ýu, Pollux Onom. VI. 202 'YVVC(LKC-L0V 'YEVOS' CCTT\L OPTJV(ý&g KCL\L 
ýLXOOP-qVOV. 
However, whereas in Homer tears were not derogatory for men, the 
attitude towards women"s laments changes in later periods, when they are 
considered as a threat to the social order, undermining the unity of the polis 
(see Plut. Solon 21.4 on p. 16). 40 In tragedy, female lamentation is exploited as 
a source of opposition between males and females, the individual and the 
ruling power (some representative examples are found in Sept., Ant., S. El. ); 
Plato (Replibl. 111.398e) insists that in an ideal state the lamenting modes 
should be banned as unprofitable for women who are respectable, let alone 
for men. Hence, the paradox is that whereas women's laments are considered 
a necessary part of the funerary rites, attempts are made to suppress them. 
The Greeks considered violent emotional displays not only a sign of 
femininity but also of barbarism, thus extravagances in mourning were often 
referred to as barbarian practices. So Plutarch (Solon 12.5) mentions that 
Epimenides took away TO' 9KI\TIPO'V Kal PCLPPaPLKOV in which women used to 
indulge during mourning rites while Herodotus (VI. 58.2) finds the way the 
Spartans lament at the funerals of their kings reminiscent of the customs of 
the barbarians in Asia. 
39For other examples of male weeping in tragedy see Segal (1993a, 64ff). 
40See Segal (1993b, 64ff), McClure (1999,40ff). 
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Although, then, iconographic and literary evidence suggests that 
women are less restrained in mourning than men, in Homer and tragedy 
there is a blurring of the gender distinction. So, for example, in Homer there 
is, famously, the reaction of Achilles, violent to the point of suicidal, to the 
news of Patroclus" death (11.18.33-34) and, in tragedy, the passionate 
mourning of Xerxes and the Persian elders (Pers. 908ff), the devastation 
voiced by Creon (Ant. 1261ff) or the almost delicate pathos of Theseus" lament 
over the body of Phaedra (Hipp. 817ff). As regards the representation of such 
behaviour in the ambivalent performative context of tragedy where male 
performers acted in both male and female roles, the area of the theatre 
allowed the spectators to enjoy, without accusation of effeminacy, what was 
prohibited in real life. 410ne of the paradoxes of lamentation is its therapeutic 
effect on the mourners: TCTaPTTW'[ICGOCL 'YOOLo. according to the Homeric 
formula (cf. 11.23.10,98,24.513, Od. 11.212), 42 and Athenian audiences, 
whether male or female, may have vicariously experienced that pleasure in 
the fictive community of the theatre. 
411 discuss this theme again when talking about the final scene of Pers. (see p. 162). 
42Similar references in tragedy include S. El. 285-86 oi)8c 'YO'[P KXO1DCTaL 1TC'[pa TOCFOI)8' O'GOV 
ýJOL 01)ý16ý 1160VT'IV 
ýCPEL, Aiidr. 93-94 EkTrEýUKE 'YCIP 'YUVOILýL TEPýLS' T(ýV ITC(PEaTCL)TWV KCCK(ýV, 
E. Siipp. 79-80 XOLPLý -YOCL)V TToXviTovoý, E. El. 126 ITOXV6C[KpI)V 68ovav, Tro. 608 w'g 
T'18u' 8aKpUa 
TCýLS' KCX(ýg ITETTpOLYOULV. 
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11. PRE-TRAGIC LAMENTS 
1. HOMERIC LAMENTS 
Iliad ends with the extensive lamentation delivered at Hector's 
prothesis and the subsequent burial (24.719ff). As in some tragic plays (see pp. 
67-68), lamentation comes naturally at the end of the poem after the 
accomplishment of the disaster, so that it provides emotional release. The 
prothesis and burial of the greatest hero from the Greek side, Achilles, is 
described, correspondingly, in the last book of Odyssey, in the context of the 
second nekyia, although there the formal lament is referred to briefly (24.58- 
64). The lamentation at Patroclus' prothesis by Achilles and Briseis is also 
described, although discontinuously, since other events intervene in between 
(Il. 18.314ff, 19.282ff, 314ff), as well as the laments of Priam, Hecuba and 
Andromache (Il. 22.416ff, 431ff, 477ff respectively), as they see Hector being 
dragged behind Achilles' chariot. 
The formal lament for Hector in Iliad 24 is carried out by a group of 
singers (720 aOL80L) and three soloists, Andromache " Hecuba and Helen, each 
time responded to by the collective wailing of the wider group of participants 
who attend the ceremony: 722,746CTFIL 6C CTTCVaX0VT0 'YVVCCLKcs,, 776 ETTIL 6' 
CUTEVE 8ý[ios, aTrcLpwi). 1 Both the singers and the named soloists are described 
as leaders of the dirge: 721 Opývwv cýdpXovg, 723,747,761 (MýpXc TOOLO, 2 
although two different terms are used for it, Opývos- and yooý respectively. 
Unlike y0os- which is frequent in Homer, 3 epýVog is used only twice in the 
Homeric poems, the other case being Od. 24.61 opývcov, with reference to the 
lament of the Muses for Achilles, here with the additional information that 
they sing in antiphonal response (24.60 ctýICLPOýICVM). 4 It is reasonable to 
assume from these two passages that Opývos- refers specifically to artistic 
I Such phrases are conventional in response to a solo lament (cf. also 11.19.301,338,22.429, 
515). 
2This is a formulaic expression (cf. also 11.18.51,316,22.430). 
3As Wright (1986,21 and n. 5) remarks, in Homer this term is not confined to laments, but is 
used to denote a variety of emotions, e. g. sadness, fear, even joy. 
41nfluenced obviously by this Homeric passage, in IstIz. 8.58 Pindar refers to the Opývoý of 
the Muses for Achilles, characterized as TroXuýa[-toý, 'of many voices'. 
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lament (cf. also Od. 24.60-61 O'Tr'L KaXý OpTli)Eov), as contrasted with Toos., 
which refers to the improvisations of the kinswomen. 5 
Scholars usually associate the &OL80L mentioned in Il. 24.720 with the 
practice of hiring mourners at funerals in antiquity, referring especially to 
Clio. 733 XuTr-q GI[ILCY009, Plato Lazvs VII. 800e, Plut. Solon 21.4TO' OPTIVCLP 
TTGTTOUq[1CVa; 6 similarly, in Il. 18.339-42 the Trojan captive women are forced to 
mourn for Patroclus. At Achilles" prothesis the aOL60L are substituted for the 
professional singers par excellence, the Muses, whose presence as well as that 
of the Nereids is proper to his semi-divine personality, so that "immortal 
gods and mortal men mourn together for him" (Od. 24.64). Concerning the 
sex of the CXOL60L, there is a general agreement among scholars that they are 
males. 7 However, I think that the reference to the Muses in the passage in Od. 
as well as to female hired mourners in other ancient sources (see above), and 
generally the more prominent participation of women in prothesis-scenes, 
make it more probable that they are female. 
The content of the OpýPOL is not mentioned in either case, so we can 
only speculate about it. It is reasonable to assume that it did not have the 
personal character of the 'YOOL, so it could be a praise of the dead referring to 
their deedS8 or a lament in more general terms. 9 We can suppose that it had a 
standard core which could be easily adapted to any particular occasion. 
Lucian De Llictu 20 refers to a OpTIpwi) CTOýLCFTýV who has gathered several old 
misfortunes (TraXaLag cyvýtýopas-) and leads the dirge while the rest of the 
people groan (although this late source may not be applicable to the Homeric 
case). The purpose of these professional performances was obviously to 
contribute to the splendour of the occasion and to stir the emotions of those 
present (cf. Od. 24.61-62 E'VOa KGV 01) TLV" a8aKpVTOV 'Y" EVO-q'aas. 'Ap'YEUJV* 
TOýLOV yap bTT(, L)popc MODUa XLYELa). 
5So also Reiner (1938,4-6), Alexiou (1974,11-13). By contrast, Maas (1936,596) argues that 
Opývog was originally used to denote an inartistic expression of grief and that its use with 
reference to the compositions of Simonides and Pindar is late. More important is Peretti's 
observation (1939,24) that Opývos- refers explicitly to antiphonal performance whereas the 
YOOL are solos. In tragedy the two terms are used almost interchangeably (see p. 75). 
6Cf. Koonce (1962,50-51), Alexiou (1974,10), Macleod (1982a, on 721-2), Richardson (1993, 
352). 
7Cf., for example, Hutchinson (1985,191), Sourvinou-Inwood (1983,39), Easterling (1991, 
149), Shapiro (1991,636), Segal (1993b, 57-58). 
8So Reiner (1938,62-63). 
9So Harvey (1955,169). 
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OPýPos- is differentiated from yoog in the mode of delivery as well: it 
is clearly sung whereas yooý is most probably between sung and spoken 
delivery, in fact closer to the latter, as is to be inferred from the verb E"#tTO 
and similar ones used with reference to it (cf. Il. 19.301,22.429,437,515,24. 
746,760,776 E'ý(ITO, 18.65 ýwi)ýaaaa, 18.323 JiETEýCJ'vEE, 22.476 E' E LTFEV). 
However, the mode of delivery was evidently not usual speech, as is obvious 
from phrases such as W"ý E'#tTO KXaLwv/KXaLO'UCTa (Cf. Il. 19.301,22.429,437,24. 
746), cos- 0 PG(Pl') CYTEVaXCOP ýICTGýCO'VEE (18.323), -yooWcTa... C'ELTrEv (22.476). In 
Homer no musical accompaniment is mentioned either for Opývo3 or yoo3, but 
later literary and iconographical evidence makes it clear that it was the aaos. 
(see pp. 15,51). 
The use of the verbs (YTEVaXcL) andCTTCVWto denote the wailing of the 
larger group of mourners suggests that it consisted of cries (such as those 
found in the tragic laments) or of whole phrases (probably similar to the 
refrain atal "A8WPLV). 10 This antiphonal response comes always at the end of 
the lament, which, as Reiner (1938,33) argues, makes reasonable the 
supposition that it does not represent a real life practice, since there the 
mourners would naturally repeatedly interrupt the soloist. From this point of 
view the tragic kommoi are more life-like, as their dramatic quality allows 
them to represent what the narrative convention of the epos could not. 
The solo laments at Hector's prothesis are delivered by the three 
women closest to him, Andromache, Hecuba and Helen, whom he had met 
and conversed with in Book 6. They belong to the larger group of YUVCCLKE3 
who perform the choral wailing, out of which they arise (723,747,761 Tý' UL) to 
deliver their 'YOOL, 11 which are strictly personal in tone and have the same 
three-part form: they start with an address to the dead man, continue with a 
narrative section which consists of a reference to the past or future and 
conclude with a renewed address-12 Andromache delivers her lament while 
I OSee Reiner (1938,31-33), Alexiou (1974,134-35). 
IlSimilarly, in 11.18.315-16 there is a choral wailing for Patroclus out of which Achilles' solo 
voice stands Out 
(ITCLVVI)'XLOL TICITPOKXOI) O'[VE(JTCVCLXOVTO 70(ýVTES. TCýLCTL 8E MIXE181IS' 
616LVOD 
ýpXE 'Yo'OLO). 
12As Alexiou (1974,133-34) remarks, this form, which was not confined to laments but was 
shared by the lzyiiinos, cilkoinim and epitapliios as well, was developed in all 
kinds of ritual 
poetry. 
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holding Hector"s head in her arms, a gesture familiar from funerary vases. 13 
The relationship of the three women to the dead Hector is stated in their very 
first address to him (cf. 725 avcp, 748TroXu' ýLXTaTC -rraL8wv, 762 8aCpCOvTToXV' 
ýLXTCLTE). 14 
Andromache's initial address to Hector is full of reproach for having 
left her a widow (725-26), which is renewed towards the end of her lament 
when she blames him for having brought grievous woes upon her (742), 1-5 in 
both cases with an implied parallelism between his and her fate (725 avcp ... [IC, 
742"EKTOP* CýIOL). The self-lament and the emphasis on the suffering the dead 
man has brought to the living constitutes an indirect praise for him, since it 
points to his previous greatness and importance for those close to hiM. 16 By 
referring to Astyanax's doomed future (726ff) and the unspeakable grief of 
Hector's parents (741), Andromache praises him as protector of his family 
and the city and as hero in the battle (729ff, 736ff). 17 She concludes her lament 
contemplating a normal kind of consolation, 18 that if Hector had had a 
natural death in bed, he would have left her a word to remember him by (743- 
45). 19 Andromache's lament is strongly reminiscent, in phrasing and content, 
of her previous one in 22.477ff, which also starts with an address to Hector, 
followed directly by a note of self-pity (ýyw' 6VC7T-qVO9). With balanced phrases 
(478 o7U' ýiCv - 479 CLU'Tap cyw, 482 vDv 86 - 483 aV'Tap c[ic) she likens her fate 
to his in the past and present, reproaching him for having left her a widow 
(483-84). Then she makes a long digression contemplating Astyanax's fate as 
an orphan, which is more optimistic than its equivalent in Book 24, since here 
13Cf., similarly, Il. 23.136,24.711-12,18.71 where Thetis grasps Achilles' head in her hands 
while he is still alive (for the funerary associations of this scene see Kakridis 1949,65ff). In Il. 
18.317 and 23.18 Achilles lays his hands on Patroclus' breast before starting his lament. 
14For the superlative degree in addressing the dead cf. also Il. 19.287 ITXCL(JTOV KEXaPLCFýIEVE 
OuýiCp, 19.315 ýL'XTO' ýTa'LPWV. It seems to have been a common feature in laments, hence 
I 
Lucian's parody in De Liictii 
13TEKVOV T, 18LCFTOV. 
15For the phrasing of this line cf. 22.422, as Priam mourns for Hector's death. 
16That the deceased is special and a great loss is a commonplace in laments: cf. also Achilles 
in 19.321ff, who states that he would not be so grief-stricken, as at Patroclus' death, even if 
he 
had heard that his father or son had died. 
17Similarly, Hecuba in 22.432ff praises Hector as the saviour of the Trojans, who regarded 
him almost as a god. 
180n this see Richardson (1993, on 743-5). 
19Cf. Priam's wish in 22.426-28 that Hector had died in his arms, so that he could receive 
proper funerary rites. 
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she does not predict his death. Finally she returns to Hector's present 
situation (508 výv 6C), 20 his exposure without burial, thus commenting on his 
unnatural death, as at the end of her lament in Book 24. 
Hecuba praises Hector as a man dear to the gods, evidenced in his 
unharmed appearance (749-50,758-59), despite the maltreatment his body 
suffered at Achilles' hands. Her utterance is surprisingly controlled, including 
also a tone of malice that, despite his atrocious behaviour, Achilles did not 
manage to raise Patroclus from the dead (756). By contrast, in hery0oý in 22. 
431ff we find the most striking expression of the helplessness of the bereaved 
in the Homeric laments, TL VI) ýGLOýIaL aLVO( 17CLOODUCL, (TED G1TFOTCOVTJCOTOý; 
(431-32). 21 
Helen, the third woman to mourn Hector, remembers his exceptional 
kindness towards her', 22 which was particularly important since she was 
unwelcome in Troy (767ff), thus justifying her self-lament together with his 
(773). 23 Self-reproach is implicit in her wish to have died before coming to 
Troy (764). Each of the three women comments on her personal loss, giving 
emphasis on a different aspect of Hector's personality. As Sourvinou-Inwood 
(1983,39) puts it, the mourners articulate "the deceased's social persona. " 
Similarly, Easterling (1991) argues that their role as mourners gives the 
women the opportunity to articulate some of the great issues of the poem. In 
particular, it is mostly in the context of suffering that women are given voice, 
exemplified in the case of Briseis whose only utterance is her lament for 
Patroclus in 19.287-300. 
The lamentation over Hector was foreshadowed in Book 6.499-502 
where Andromache leads the dirge among her maids while he is still alive, 
fearing that he will not escape the battle. Similarly, Achilles' prothesis in Od. 24 
is reminiscent of the scene in 11.18.35ff. There Achilles' groans for Patroclus" 
death reach his mother deep in the sea, where she leads the dirge among the 
other Nereids (50ff). She does not know yet the reason of Achilles' present 
distress, but she laments in advance for his impending death, grieved 
especially because even his short life is full of sorrows. Thetis" 
lamentation for 
20 vDv 6C usually marks the transition from a 
digression to the past or future to the present, 
often accompanied by an address to the 
dead (cf. also 11.18-333,19.289,319,22.436,24.757). 
210n a parallelism between the lamenting scenes of Books 22 and 
24 see Deichgraber (1972, 
93ff). 
22Similarly Briseis for Patroclus in 19.287ff. 
23Both Andromache and Helen recapitulate their utterance by stating why Hector is 
lamented so much (cf. 740,773T(ý). 
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Achilles while he is still alive may be the reason why she does not deliver a 
'YOos- at his prothesis, despite being present. Priam formally closes the lament 
for Hector in Iliad 24 by exhorting preparations for the burial (778-81). 24He 
did not participate in it but expressed his grief for Hector's death in 22.416ff. 
Wright (1986,36) argues that the 'YOOL at the prothesis are more tightly 
organized than those at the discovery of the death, which are less coherent 
because of the wilder emotion of the occasion. This is a reasonable remark 
and is certainly true for Hecuba's two laments (22.431ff, 24.748ff) and 
Priam's in 22.416ff, but Andromache's two TOOL (22.477ff, 24.725ff) seem to 
be equally coherent; in fact the first, which is the longest of the 'YOOL so far 
discussed, has a longer narrative section than the second with an imaginary 
dialogue. In any case, the agitation at the discovery of the death is surely to 
account for the violent gestures performed by the mourner at that point, 
whereas they are absent from the protliesis contrary to iconographic 
representations of prothesis-scenes. So at the sight of the dead Hector dragged 
by Achilles' chariot Hecuba tears her hair and discards her veil (22.405-7), 
Priam rolls in the dung (22.414), Andromache loses consciousness so that her 
veil falls (22.466-72). Similarly, at the news of Patroclus' death Achilles pours 
dust on his head25 and falling on the ground tears his hair (18.23-27), while 
Briseis, as soon as she sees him dead, scratches her breast and face (19.284- 
85). 
It is noticeable, however, that all the Homeric 'YOOL, whether they are 
delivered at the moment one is informed of the death or during the formal 
prothesis, are characterized by a relatively calm spirit, without the agitation 
very often found in tragic laments, expressed through a variety of means such 
as interjections and repetitions. However, we have to bear in mind that tragic 
poetry had a great variety of metrical schemes and modes of delivery to 
express various emotional situations, which epic poetry was lacking, so 
although it can probably give an accurate picture of the content of a lament in 
real life, it cannot depict its actual form. Concerning the content, the basic 
themes of the Homeric laments as discussed above, namely, address to the 
dead, contrast between dead - bereaved, praise - blame, digression from the 
present to past or future, expression of an unfulfilled wish, are also frequent 
in tragic laments, so it is reasonable to suppose that they have their origins in 
24As Sourvinou-Inwood (1983,37) points out, there is a gender distinction between 
lamenting and burying, the first being the prerogative of women, the second of men. 
25Cf., similarly, Laertes' reaction at the false news of Odysseus' death (Od. 24.316-17). 
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ritual practice. 26 Concerning the form, the usual case in the Homeric laments 
is a solo delivery followed by the wailing of a group of mourners, which 
corresponds, in terms of a kommos, to the actor-chorus exchange, although 
there the chorus participates actively in contrast to its perfunctory, passive 
accompaniment in the Homeric -YOOL. The lament of the Muses and the 
Nereids at Achilles" prothesis is represented in a couple of tragic laments in the 
exchange between two choruses, which, however, unlike the Homeric case, 
have an equal share in the lament. By contrast, the structure of the formal 
dirge over Hector, with the participation of three parties, the aOL80L, the 
kinswomen and the other mourners, is not represented in the structure of 
kommoi. We can, however, see the former and the latter as combined to some 
extent in the tragic chorus whose role in different types of laments can be 
various. 27 
260n the reworking of traditional material in the 
Homeric laments see Petersmann (1973). 
271 discuss the influence of the Homeric on tragic laments in more detail 
in pp. 111ff, 134ff. 
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2. LYRIC LAMENTS 
The Alexandrian scholars classified under the title threnoi some 
compositions of Simonides and Pindar. Unfortunately, only a few fragments 
have survived, so we are not in a position to form a complete picture about 
them as a literary genre. Their largely pessimistic or philosophical tone is 
justified by the context where they are cited (e. g. in order to exemplify 
gnomic statements of Stobaeus or a philosophical discussion about the 
immortality of the soul), so this is not proof that they did not deal with other 
subjects as well, as indeed some scattered evidence from other ancient 
authors, which I will discuss later, shows. 
Another uncertainty concerning the lyric laments is the time of their 
performance. It would obviously vary according to individual pieces but it is 
more probable that they were performed some time after death, 1 and thus 
had lost the ritual associations of a threnos sung during the prothesis. Their 
tone of calm resignation or philosophical consideration suits better this case, 
too. On the other hand, Reiner (1938,99) also remarks that there is evidence 
that Pindar could compose a song quickly, so that it would be possible to be 
performed within the three-day period between prothesis and ekphora. In any 
case, in view of the lack of specific evidence we can only speculate about the 
relationship of content and time to performative context. 
Only a few of the lyric threnoi are clearly attested as such by ancient 
authors (for Simonides, for example, two of the five citations from Stobaeus), 
whereas for the rest the editors base their view on the context and the content 
of the fragments, according to what they think would best suit a threnos. 
However, there is always the danger that these criteria are not reliable, since 
passages with similar content can be found in other books as well 
(for 
example, the description of afterlife found in 01.2.61ff is very much 
like 
similar accounts in the Pindaric fragments), and it is characteristic that there 
is disagreement among scholars concerning the attribution of some of them. 
2 
Page (1962,272) shows his uncertainty about an absolute classification with 
his title: <6PHN01 ? >. 
I Reiner (1938,98-99) refers to two such examples. 
2Below I will refer to the fragments of the Simonidean threnoi as collected 
by Page (1962) and 




Simonides and Pindar are the only two of the nine lyric poets who 
are known to have written threnoi, and they were both famous for them in 
antiquity (cf., for example, Aristid. Eteon. Epic. 2Trblos- TCLDTa XLý1WVL8-qS- 
OpIqVýCTCL, TL9 11MC[PO3 TTbILOV [1EXO3 1'1' XO'YOV TOLODTOV ýýCUP6V; ). Simonides' 'n CW 
dirges especially were considered as the classical examples of threnoi in 
antiquity (cf. Catull. 38.8 maestius lacrimis Simonideis, Horace Carni. 111.38 
Ceae neniae), 3 superior to those of Pindar in view of the more vivid emotional 
quality they exhibit, as is emphasized in Dion. Hal. De imitat. 11.2.6 lTpo's- 
TOUTOL3, KaO 10 ýCXTLCLW (SC. XL[1C0VL61j9) C1)PLGKCTCLL KC1\L HL1)8dPO1), TO 
OLKTL 11 C1 CL 
f(CC70M [I \ ýtCy0tX07PETT(ýS' 'XX\ TTCLO'qTLKC03. Maas (1936,596) supposes 
that Simonides was the creator of the threnos as a literary genre, as of the 
epinician. 
The general tone of Simonides' extant threnoi is pessimistic. 
Prompted by specific cases, the poet reflects on general matters such as the 
instability and unpredictability of human life, stressing the complete 
dependence of mortals on the gods. The main purpose of these fragments is 
consolation, which arises in the thought that all men share the same lot. 
Fragment 520 is quoted by Plutarch in his Consol. ad Apoll. (11.107b), 
which is addressed to a father, trying to console him for the death of his son. 
The context where it is cited is that life is full of toils and pain, so we should 
consider the dead fortunate and not mourn them. Although it is not explicitly 
stated in Plutarch's text that it comes from a threnos, it is plausible to suppose 
so since the depiction of the weakness of mortals it gives, who, good and bad 
alike, are not able to escape death, would obviously serve as consolation to 
the relatives of the deceased. 
Fragment 521 is quoted by Stobaeus (Ecl. IV. 41.9) as indicative of 
how quickly the fortunes of mortals change. Its first two lines recur further on 
in the same chapter (IV. 41.62), where Favorinus associates them with the 
dirge Simonides composed for the loss of the family of the Scopadae, 4 So it 
3Prof. Silk suggested to me that these are not necessarily references to Simonides' dirges; they 
could equally well refer to his plangent epigrams. In any case, phrases such as these 
emphasize the strong emotional quality of his poetry. 
4The manner of their death was famous in antiquity: they were said to 
have perished when 
the hall where they were gathered collapsed while Simonides is reported to 
have just 
escaped. The story is mentioned in several ancient sources and narrated extensively 
in Cic. De 
Orat. 11.352-53 and Quintil. XI. 2.11-16. 
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must be a part of that threnos, maybe the beginning, as Reiner (1938,73) 
supposes. Although the extant fragment consists of a general reflection on the instability of mortal things, a narrative of the ruin of the Scopadae was also included in the threnos, as is made clear in Favorinus report (8LEEEPXGTaL TTIV 
T(ýV ZKOTM&ýV d0poav dTrw'XcLav). This information is important since it lets 
us infer that the lyric threnoi could also include narrative of a death, a 
common theme in tragic laments (see pp. 116ff). 
Fragments 522 and 524 are quoted by Stobaeus under his chapter 
TIEPIL OCIVOITOU (IV. 51.5 and 7 respectively), so we suppose that they come 
from threnoi, although he is silent about it. In 522 Death is described with the 
striking phrase 8aCTTTXýTa XaPUP&V, i. e. 'all-embracing'; not even those who 
possess virtue and wealth can escape it. 524 must belong to a threnos for a 
soldier who fell in battle, and the consolation it offers to his relatives is that 
death can equally well come upon somebody who has escaped battle. 
In fragment 523 Simonides uses myth to offer consolation: not even 
the demi-gods can escape toils and death, which is the reality all mortals are 
subject to. 5 Consolation through the use of myth is a device used by Pindar as 
well, so we can suppose that it was frequent in lyric threnoi, as in the tragic 
ones (see p. 125). 
For fragments 525-27 there is no explicit evidence that they belong to 
threnoi. Their classification under this title is possible only on the basis of 
their content, recalling the pessimistic tone of the other Simonidean 
fragments. 
Fragment 531, which refers to the death of those who fought in 
Thermopylae, is an exception among the others as far as its tone is concerned: 
no pessimistic thoughts about human matters but only glorification of the 
dead and felicitation of their good fortune. Diodorus Siculus who quotes it 
(XI. 11.6) defines it asCYKCO'ýUov, a term which, according to Campbell (1967, 
383), can hardly be used in its technical sense; it is probably a hymn sung at a 
commemorative ceremony in honour of the dead. One infers that Page (1962) 
included it in his collection of the Simonidean threnoi because the terms 
threnos and encomium were more or less similar in meaning, as is evidenced 
in several ancient sourceS., 6 but since it is so different from the other 
Simonidean threnoi, it is probably best not included among them. 
5For a similar statement cf. AL. 989-90. 
6For example, Ammonius De vocab. differ. 178 68upýto'v -YG'[P E'XEL 
GýV E'YKWýt[(ý TOý 
TEXCVTýcyaVTOS', Aristid. Eteon. Epic. 3 dXXd TL KCt'L 0 K'Gý101) T(ý 
OpýVCp Trpo(j' EUTC(L. 
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Pindar 
If the dominant mood in the Simonidean fragments is pessimistic, in 
the Pindaric ones it is optimistic, as they describe a happy existence after death for those who lived their life on earth piously or were initiated into the 
mysteries, by referring to Eleusinian and Orphic doctrines about afterlife and 
the immortality of the SOU1.7 
Fragment 128c is quoted by the scholiast on E. Rhes. 895, where the 
Muse starts her dirge for her dead son by defining it as a "genuine ialeinos" 
(LaXCýLCP C[A-YEVCL). Its quotation at this point as well as its content indicate 
that it is part of a threnos. It starts by juxtaposing to paeans and dithyrambs, 
songs associated with the joy of life, the songs of death, 8 and continues with a 
reference to the three sons of Calliope who died at a young age and gave their 
names to three types of song: linos, hymenaios, Memos. As Cannata Fera (1990, 
143-44) argues, the function of myth in this song must be consolatory: even 
the sons of a Muse were subject to the fate which is common to all mortals, 
while the specific reference to mythic premature deaths lets us suppose that 
the deceased was young and that the threnos was ordered by/addressed to 
his parents (thus the reference to the Muse who lost her sons would be more 
appropriate to the occasion). 
Similarly, the reference to the death of Oenomaus, the son of Ares, in 
fragment 135 can be explained as a means of consolation, in the sense that it 
emphasizes the inescapability of death even for the mighty and those with 
divine origin. 9 
Fragment 129 is quoted by Plutarch in his Consol. ad Apoll. 35.120c, 
where he reassures the father that his departed son will now enjoy a happy 
existence, free from toils. That it belongs to a threnos is proved by the phrase 
which follows immediately afterwards, KCL'L ýILKPO'V TFPOCXO(J'JV EV a'Xký 
OPýJvcý, 
7The question whether the poet shared these views himself or just reported the religious 
beliefs of his clients cannot be answered with certainty. It is more probable, 
hoýve%, er, as 
Farnell (1930-32,1.337-38) argues, that he was not initiated into any of the mysteries, but had 
a general idea of the Eleusinian and Orphic 
doctrines, so as to use them in order to console 
the relatives of the dead with posthumous hope. 
81n tragedy laments are frequently contrasted to paeans (see p. 77). 
9For this common consolatory theme see also Lattimore (1942,218,253-54). 
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after which fragments 131a-b are cited-10 Before Pindar similar depictions of 
afterlife are found in Od. 4.563-69 (Elysium) and Hes. Erga 167-73 (Isles of the 
Blessed). However, in these cases the privileged are heroes of divine origin, 
who enjoy happiness in the afterlife irrespective of the moral quality of their 
life on earth, whereas in Pindar privilege among the dead is allocated 
according to moral criteria (Plutarch's phrasing which introduces this 
fragment is clearly about GýCTCPCLa). 11 This fragment is also reminiscent of the 
eschatological account in 01.2.68ff, although there the condition of eternal 
bliss is reserved for those who have proved themselves worthy in more than 
one life, whereas here there is no such indication. However, we should not 
seek a consistent description of the afterlife in Pindar's works; it is reasonable 
to suppose that his accounts of it might be different according to context. 12SO 
in a threnos the best way of consolation would be to assure the survivors that 
the deceased, who was a righteous person, had gained a life superior to the 
one he lost. 
Fragment 130 is considered to be a continuation of 129. It is reported 
by Plutarch in his treatise De latenter vivendo 7.1130c, where, after the 
quotation of the first three lines of 129, "TOICYL XCL[ITFEL ... C 1A XcL[icL)vcacTL", he 
describes in prose the idealized place where the blessed spend their time and 
then he mentions 'the third way', which is clarified by fragment 130. There is 
no mention there that it is Pindaric but, as Farnell argues (1930-32,11.434), 
since it continues the eschatological account of fragment 129, which is clearly 
attested as Pindaric, we are right to suppose that it comes from the same 
author, although not necessarily from the same threnos. The description of 
this horrible place would serve as further consolation for the relatives of the 
deceased since they would be sure that he did not belong to this category. The 
problem that arises with this fragment is that it talks about a third way along 
which the souls of the sinful pass to eternal darkness, while in 129 there is 
reference to only one other location for the souls of the pious. Which is the 
third category of souls and the place they are led to? The answer to this 
IOWhether this phrase suggests that it belongs to a different threnos from the fragments cited 
afterwards is disputed. For different views see Wilarnowitz 
(1922,498), Farnell (1930-32,11. 
434), Cannata Fera (1990,183-85). 
"The view of some scholars, e. g. Reiner (1938,85), Solmsen 
(1968,505), that it is about 
initiation is not justified by the text. 
12Cf., for example, the negative descriptions of Hades with a gloomy and 
dark atmosphere 
given in 01.14.20-21, frs 143,207. 
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question is much disputed, often also related to the eschatological account of 
01.2, and I will not discuss it here. 13 
Fragment 131a is difficult to interpret since the text is uncertain. 
According to Plutarchs text (Consol. ad Apoll. 35.120d), its last word is 
TEXCUTai) but one of the mss gives TEXETaV. If we accept the first reading, 
XUG L TTovo3 refers to death which releases from toil; if the second, it refers to 
the mystery rites which release from toil in the afterlife. Although it is 
difficult to decide between the two, I think that the context in which Plutarch 
cites it favours the first reading: the father should consider his departed son 
fortunate because he has escaped the toils of life. 
The themes handled in fragment 131b are the immortality of the soul, 
its divine origin and the divine function of dreams, so here we find for the 
first time the conception of the dual nature of man. 14 Although in the 
epinician odes Pindar accepts the Homeric conception of the dream (it arises 
from an external intervention), and not infrequently it is treated in a negative 
way, in this fragment it comes from the gods, an Orphic idea according to 
Reiner (1938,87), and has a serious function: through it the soul foresees the 
future. Certainly the idea that one part of man does not die with mortal death 
but partakes in divinity would be appropriate consolation. 
Fragment 133 can be classified under threnoi only on the basis of its 
content since Plato who quotes it (Menon 81b-c) does not tell from what kind 
of poem it comes. The context in which it is cited concerns the doctrines of the 
immortality of the soul and metempsychosis. Scholars often emphasize the 
marked resemblance between this passage and a fragment from the Kaoap[IOL 
of Empedocles (B 146) as well as 01.2.68ff, with minor variations in each 
case. An important notion in this fragment is Persephone's grief (TTCvOo3), 
which refers to the killing of her son Dionysus by the Titans, from whose 
ashes the human race sprang, when they were destroyed by the thunderbolts 
of Zeus. Therefore, men have to give satisfaction to Persephone for their 
original sin, which consists most probably of rites of purification. Some 
people succeed in satisfying her and are rewarded with a superior existence 
while the rest will probably come back to an inferior life and undergo the 
same procedure when they die. 15 In view of the importance assigned to 
13For some views see Reiner (1938,85-86), Cannata Fera (1990,170-72), 
Willcock (1995,171- 
72). 
14A similar idea is found in the proem of Nei7i. 6.1-7, where 
Pindar proclaims a general 
kinship between man and the gods. 
15For an extensive discussion of this fragment see Rose (1936). 
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ýCICTLXýE3 it has been suggested that the person for whose honour this threnos 
was written was a king, specifically Gelon. 16 
The interpretation of fragment 134 depends on the meaning of the 
adjective C'68G(Lý, Lcov. Farnell (1930-32,11.436) suggests that it denotes ""the 
righteous after death"', while Cannata Fera (1990,195ff), noticing that the 
adjective used in the 5th century to refer to the blessed after death is not 
cý8mýtovcs- but [-L CC KCL PLO L, prefers to take it in its pregnant meaning, i. e. o C6 
TOP 8Mý, LOPa 8LCKGLýLCVOV c'Xcov, in which case the meaning is that O'Xpos- can be 
ensured for mortals only with the aid of the gods. Since this fragment comes 
from a threnos (as is explicitly stated by Stobaeus), Cannata Fera continues, 
we are allowed to suppose that the happiness given to mortals by the gods 
will continue after death as well, an appropriate consolation for the relatives 
of the deceased. 
That fragment 136a belongs to a threnos is obvious from the context: 
Aristides mourns for the premature death of a boy and quotes it (Eteon. Epic. 
12) to exemplify his grief. The verb G[VaKCLXE-L is clearly an apostrophe to the 
deceased, a traditional theme of lamentation found in Homer and in tragedy 
but not in the extant Pindaric and Simonidean threnoi. The motif of nature 
participating in the grief of somebody's death is also found in the tragic 
laments (cf. P. V. 406-435, Tro. 827-32) and is frequently attested in the 
literature of the Alexandrian era as well (e. g. Bion's Epitaph. Adon. 31ff, the 
opening of the Epitaph. Bion. attributed to Moschus). 
In 136b we have a reference to a threnos written for a young man 
newly married, where Pindar praises his virtues (praise of the deceased is a 
recurrent theme in the Homeric laments). 
Fragment 137 is in essence a ýLGKapLa[ios-, referring to those initiated 
in the Eleusinian mysteries. As Cannata Fera (1990,207-9) argues, the 
reference to the end of life and the beginning of a new one must be 
eschatological, i. e. referring to the life after death, which is the true one and 
more enjoyable than that on earth. 17 it has been suggested that this fragment 
belongs to the threnos Pindar composed for Hippocrates, although, as Reiner 
(1938,94) argues, it cannot be proved. 
16See Reiner (1938,90). Objections to this view are presented by Rose (1936,93). 
17, ' X86va does not actually allow us to suppose, as 
Reiner (1938,95) does, that the 
UlTo 
reference is metaphorical, 
denoting the passing from the life of common mortals to that of the 
initiated. 
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It is clear that the Simonidean and Pindaric threnoi have very little to 
do with the ritual laments for the dead (-YoOL) found in Homer. There the 
relatives of the deceased express their personal grief for the loss of their loved 
one, whereas here the dirge is composed by an outsider and is addressed to 
them. The distance from personal involvement and, most probably, from the 
time of the death, allows for a more accepting, philosophical tone. We can 
suppose that the lyric threnoi were similar in content to the threnos of the 
aOL60L in Iliad 24 (they are both composed by non-relatives), but since we do 
not know anything specific about the latter, the similarity remains 
speculative. 18 The Homeric -YOOL are obviously a more direct source of 
influence on the tragic laments since they exhibit the personal feelings of the 
mourners and their relation to the deceased. However, the nature of tragic 
laments is diverse, so we can also trace the influence of the lyric threnoi on 
them, although we cannot evaluate it fully since only a few fragments have 
survived. 19 However, despite the fact that the extant threnoi of Simonides and 
Pindar do not offer expressions of personal grief, it is probable that there were 
popular laments at that time which bore a greater resemblance to the Homeric 
-YOOL, and could have influenced tragic kommoi as well, as Sappho's lament 
for Adonis might imply (fr. 140 Lobel - Page, PLF). In this distich there is 
antiphony between a chorus and a soloist: the chorus ask for help in 
expressing their grief and the soloist answers by instructing them to beat 
themselves and tear their garments. This exchange is strongly reminiscent of a 
tragic kommos where both participants are united in grief. 
18Therefore, I think that one should be cautious in drawing, as Harvey (1955,169,172) and 
Alexiou (1974,12-13) do, a connection between them. 
19For an examination of the influence of the 
Homeric and lyric laments on the tragic ones see 
passini under 'Themes' and 
'Other Tragic Laments', especially pp. IlIff, 120ff, 128ff, 136ff. 
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PART ONE: GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF KOMMOI AND OTHER 
TRAGIC LAMENTS 
36 
I. DEFINITION OF KOMMOS 
In the 12th chapter of Poetics 1452b 22-25 Aristotle classifies the 
choral parts of tragedy under three headings, theTra aCYLýtov and Jpo8og, the CYT J 
theKO4ýt0g, the latter defined as a0pýVO3 KOLVO'S' XOPOD Kal CLTTO' CTKTJVý9. This 
is the first use0f K%iýtog as a technical term to denote a specific type of tragic 
lament. In tragedy the word appears only once, Cho. 423 C'KOýa Koýiýiov, where 
it is defined etymologically by the beating (KOITTECTOOLL) of breast and head 
performed in the passionate manner of an oriental dirge. There is no 
occurrence of the word KO[1[103 in the tragic scholia where Opývog is used 
instead, while some attempts from late antiquityl to classify the parts of 
tragedy distinguish the choral ones, influenced obviously by Aristotle, as 
TrGIPO&Ka, C7TG((TL[ia andKO[1[1G[TLKO[ 
. Tzetzes De tragica poesi 66-67 contrasts 
KO[1[10ý andOpýVOS': KO[1110'S' 8C OpflVOU ITEVOLKW'TEPOV ITXEOV, 0 OPýVOS' CUTIL 8' 
TJPC1_LCCrTEPOV [icpoý, while some ancient writers use it simply in the sense of 
'lamentation for the dead, as Bion Epitaph. Adon. 97 Xýyc y6cov KvOcPCU1 TO' 
CTC1[1CPOV, LCFXCO KO[-tkLwp and Suid. S. V. KO[1[109: fl'YCLTO '/UVCLLKCL)V [11)PLCL TrXTIOI')g 
[ICTOL KOýt[IOD Ka'L O'XOXVYýý. TOUTECM, y6ou Kal MVP[10D. 
The limited attestation of the wordKO[1[10S* in antiquity and the lack 
of adequate evidence concerning its meaning and use have led modern 
scholars to apply it to different passages, from lyric exchanges accompanied 
by physical manifestations of grief (in accordance with the reference in Cho. 
423ff)2 to all lyric exchanges between chorus-actor irrespective of content3 and 
to all kinds of lyric dialogues. 4 However, the Aristotelian definition makes 
clear that the term should be limited to lyric exchanges between chorus and 
actor(s) which are dirges. It is a sub-category of lyric dialogues, and I think 
that Taplin (1977,474) is right in arguing that it should not be extended to all 
of them regardless of their content, just because Aristotle does not use any 
alternative term. 
I Listed in Taplin (1977,471). 
2Diehl (1921,1196) argues that the use of the term KOýLýW! ý' is properly restricted to such 
exchanges between chorus and actor while 
Popp (1971,237) uses it for exchanges of any kind. 
3This use Of K%I[IOS' is adopted by most scholars. See, 
for example, the list of 'kommoi' in 
Cornford (1913,43) and the use of the word by Jebb in his commentaries (Passini) on the plavs 
of Sophocles. 
4 Cf., for example, Lucas (1968, on 52b 24), McDevitt (1981,19, n. 1). 
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In Poet. 1452b 17-18 Aristotle differentiates KOýL40L and Ta aTrO' Tý! ý' 
CTKTJVýgwhich are limited to some plays (ý&Ct) from the iTcxpo8o! ý- and the cyTdcjLýtov which are common to all of them(KOLVCt). He does not defineTCL 0'[1TO' 
TýS* GK'qVýS, as he defines KO[I[iOL, but scholars generally agree that this term includes all the songs of the actors, solos, duos or, more rarely, trios. In view 
of the lack of specific terms from antiquity for the several kinds of lyric dialogues, several suggestions have been made by modern scholars, not 
always satisfactory. So Diehl (1921,1197ff) classifies under K0440L the 
threnetic chorus-actor exchanges, under 4EX-n aTTO' TT-I! S' UK'qVTIS* the lyrics 
shared by actors and under C'(ýIOLpaýa the non-threnetic chorus-actor 
exchanges. 5 The term aýLOLPCLiOV is ancient, used to denote any kind of 
dialogue, spoken or sung, in epic and lyric poetry as well as in drama. 6 Popp 
(1971,221-22) uses it with reference to those tragic dialogues which are 
entirely or partly lyric (epirrhematic), 7 and recommends its use instead of 
K%týt63 and ýIEX03 aTTO' TýS' (7KTjvý3 because it is a more general and neutral 
term, whereas they cannot be used for a systematic description of the 
amoibaic form. 8 I agree with Popp that a general term to embrace all types of 
lyric dialogues is needed, so I will use %tOLPd'LOV in that sense and rcu446s- as a 
sub-category of it denoting the threnetic exchanges between chorus and actor. 
Under KOýL[IOL I will also include Sept. 875-10049 and E. Stipp. 1123-1164, 
although they are threnetic exchanges between semi-choruses and choruses 
respectively, since they belong to the choral parts of tragedy (To' XOPLK01)) but 
do not come under either theTr Gipo8o3 or the (YTO[O'LýLOVJO 
513roadhead (1960,310) also uses the term %tOLPa7LOV in this way. 
6popp (1971,221, n. 3) gives a list of its occurrences in ancient sources. 
7For the term ý-rappTjýta see Popp (1971,222), Taplin (1977,86, n. 2). It was used in ancient 
sources to denote some spoken parts of the comic parabasis. Zielinski (1885) extended it to 
embrace the exchanges of comedy and tragedy where lyric passages alternate with spoken, 
while its application to tragedy was established by Kranz (1933) and Peretti (1939), who both 
argued that its origin lay in an epirrhematic structure. 
8popp (1971), however, falls into inconsistencies, as in his classification of the amoibaia he 
uses terms such as 'astrophisch-dochmische Euripideische Epirrhematikon', 'threnetischen 
Amoibaia', which indicate a confusion in the choice of his criteria, in some cases according to 
the structural-metrical form of the amoibaia, in others according to their content. 
9My assumption is that this passage is exclusively choral (see my discussion in pp. 168ff). 
IODiehl (1921,1199-1200) classifies them under aýWLPC[Ict and ýtcX-q dTrO' TýS' aKTJVýg 
respectively, which is in both cases irreconcilable with 
his oý\, -n use of the terms. 
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The 12th chapter of Poetics has often been considered spurious, 
mainly because the definitions of some of its technical terms are inapplicable 
to 5th cent. tragedy and because it interrupts the continuity between chapters 11 and 13.11 The problem with the Aristotelian definition of KO[Iýtoý is that in 
surviving 5th cent. tragedy there are many lyric exchanges between chorus 
and actor which do not have a threnetic character. Dale (1969,35), defending 
the genuineness of chapter 12, argues that Aristotle gives general definitions, 
without being concerned for complete accuracy. Bywater (1909,206) defends 
it using another line of argument, that in his Poetics Aristotle had in mind the 
theatre of his own time, a view Cornford (1913,41) accepts, arguing (44) in 
addition that Koýt[ioý is '"a term which belongs to the theatre of the fourth 
century and to a date at which the tendency to limit amoebaean composition 
to Threnoi had gone so far that the two were practically or absolutely 
coextensive. "' 12 This seems to be a probable supposition, especially in view of 
the fact that there is an increasing tendency towards threnetic chorus-actor 
exchanges from Aeschylus to Euripides. 13 Cornford may be right in his line of 
argumentation, but the assumption that Poet. refers to the theatrical 
conditions of Aristotle's time should not be taken too far since it can be easily 
refuted by the counte r- argument that Aristotle uses examples of the 5th as 
well as of the 4th cent. drama to illustrate his statements. 1 think that we 
should accept, like most modern scholars, the authenticity of this passage, 
allowing that Aristotle has in mind the theatre of his own time as well as of 
the 5th cent., but also taking into account that Poet. is in part a practical 
treatise, thus he is justified in making general or elliptical statements. 
Having defined which exchanges I will consider under kommoi, I turn 
to the definition of their "threnetic character'. The tragedians exploit fully the 
traditional custom of lamentation for the dead, extending it to cases beyond 
bereavement so as to embrace a great variety of human suffering, mental or 
IlElse (1957a, 360, n. 1) mentions some scholars who have proposed the deletion of this 
chapter and others who accept its authenticity, arguing himself (360ff) for the first. 
12He argues further (44) that the word K%IýWý was used probably because Opývos- already 
denoted a particular type of lyric composition, and refutes (45) strongly the use of this term 
for the amoibaic passages of the 5th cent. drama. On the other hand, Masqueray (1895,17) 
argues that kommos was originally a threnetic song, employed 
later for any violent emotion. 
13SO in the extant complete plays of Aeschylus 10 out of some 21 amoibaia are kommoi, in 
Sophocles the corresponding figures are 12 out of 20 and in Euripides 33 out of 58. Cornford 
(1913,44) reaches the same conclusion about the increasing number of kommoi in the three 
tragedians, although the figures he presents are not accurate. 
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physical, referring to the past or present or anticipated in the future. Therefore, in my discussion of kommoi I will include passages where lamentation comes as a reaction to any kind of suffering. Such a wide definition is no doubt subject to objections as to whether a passage should be 
classified as a threnos or not, so I will try to define further the 'threnetic 
character" by means of specific structural, metrical, linguistic and thematic features. However, I will refrain from classifying kommoi under certain headings pointing to any of the above aspects, since I find any such attempts 
unsuccessful and confusing. 14 
As Popp (1971,224-25) remarks, a clear delimitation of kommoi (and 
of amoibaia in general) from the surrounding dialogue is not always possible, 
especially when they are astroPhic epirrhematic exchanges, since the 
preceding and following verses can be considered as part of them 
(introduction or conclusion). So the verse-numbers I have given for them 
differ in some cases from those of Diehl (1921,1197,1199) or Cornford (1913, 
43) or Popp (1971, passim). Comparing my list with that of Diehl, I have 
included Cho. 973-1043 and Rhes. 728-755,15 which I consider as epirrhematic 
compositions; 16Rhes. 895-914; the parodoiof p. V., 17Med. and E. El.; O. C. 510- 
548; S. El. 1398-1421, Herc. 749-762; Sept. 875-1004, E. Supp. 1123-1164.180n the 
other hand, I omit Trach. 863-895, Heracl. 73-110, E. Supp. 990-1033, Pho. 291- 
354. Trach. 863ff consist mainly of the questions of the chorus and the answers 
14Cf.,, for example, the terms Cornford (1913,44) uses to describe the different categories of 
kommoi (e. g. 'threnos', 'quasi-threnos', 'inverted threnos). Even more confusing is the way 
Koonce (1962) and Wright (1986) examine different kinds of tragic laments under the same 
criteria, since obviously each one of them serves different purposes, as well as the terms they 
apply to them (e. g. Koonce distinguishes, among others, between 'partial laments, 'imperfect 
laments', 'laments for an anticipated death, 'monologues expressing grief for the dead'), 
since there is no consistency in the choice of their criteria, some referring to the structure of 
the lament, some to its content and others to the occasion by which it is prompted. 
151 include Rlies. in my discussion of the Euripidean plays. Ritchie (1964) has argued, 
persuasively I think, for its authenticity. 
16As Popp (1971,224,274) argues, the anapaestic sections in these exchanges have the 
function of lyric parts, in the passage of Clio. substituting for a strophic pair. In the case of 
Rhes. this argument is reinforced by the doric a in TýXa (728). 
171 treat P. V. as an Aeschylean play despite acknowledging the problem of its authenticity, 
for which see Griffith (1977), Taplin (1977,460-69). 
18For my classification of these choral exchanges under kommol see p. 37. 
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of the nurse about Deianeira's death, 19 which, however, do not include signs 
of personal grief or agitation, so I do not consider this passage as a kommos 
(nor, for the same reasons, Heracl. 73ff). Nor do I consider as threnoi passages 
like E. Slipp. 990ff, Pho. 291ff, which, despite their soon revealed ironic or 
ominous implications, are seemingly an expression of exultation or joy (cf., 
similarly, Bacch. 1168ff, Tro. 308ff, I. A. 1475ff). Barner (1971,279) defines as 
monody any sung utterance of an actor with a relatively great length and 
independence, so he includes in his list of monodies (279-80) passages such as 
Aj. 394-427, Phil. 1081-1162, Hipp. 817-851, Andr. 1173-1196, Hel. 164-178,191- 
210, which form parts of kommoi. Despite the monodic quality of these and 
similar passages I will consider as monodies only those lyric utterances of an 
actor which are not part of a larger exchange and are not interrupted by the 
chorus or another actor (see Appendix III). 
19Alexiou (1974,137-38) argues that such questions are an 
integral part of the structure of 
laments, although most of the passages she cites 
(232, n. 16) 1 would not define as such. 
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11. GENERAL FEATURES OF KOMMOI 
1. STRUCTURE 
The form each dramatist chooses for his kommoi is usually 
illustrative of his general technique in structuring his lyrics. So in the strophic 
kommoi the number of pairs normally varies from one to three with the 
exception of some long Aeschylean compositions, e. g. seven pairs in Pers. 931- 
1065 and Ag. 1072-1177, ten in Cho. 315-475. The pattern in Eiim. 778-891 is 
unusual in that strophe and antistrophe of both pairs are identical word for 
word, which, as Sommerstein (1989,240) argues, indicates in the best possible 
way the stubborn resistance of the Erinyes to Athena's attempts at 
persuasion. Several lyric kommoi conclude with an epode (cf. Pers. 1066-1077, 
Sept. 989-1004, S. El. 233-250, Ant. 876-882, Phil. 1169-1217, E. Supp. 824-837, 
Hel. 229-252). For Sophocles, who does not favour astrophic composition, 1 the 
long epode in Phil. 1169-1217 functions as astrophon, 2 So that in this kommos 
he combines the strophic with the astrophic form. Ephymnia (refrains) are 
frequently used in the Aeschylean lyrics, reinforcing their ritual character (see 
p. 100), hence their use in his kommoi as well (cf. Sept. 975-77=986-88, Ag. 
1455-61/ 1489-96=1513-20,1537-50). In the case of Ag. the first and third 
ephymnia are not repeated, like the middle one, after the antistrophe, which, 
as Fraenkel (1950,111.661) argues, shows that additional weight is given to the 
central part of the kommos (1481-1529), which with the repetition of the cry'LW' 
LW pa(YLXcD pacyLXcD is essentially a Opývog for the dead king. 
Lyric kommoi 
Alternation in lyrics usually denotes a close emotional identification 
between the participants, whether they sing in unison (e. g. Pers. 1002-1077, 
Sept. 875-1004, E. Stipp. 798-837, Hel. 164-252) or there is some disagreement 
between them (e. g. Pers. 931-1001, S. El. 121-250, Phil. 1081-1217). In the 
strophic lyric kommoi we can distinguish three types of stanzas: 
I The only astrophic amoibaion in his extant complete plays is 
TracIl. 871-895. 
2Similarly the only other such epode in his extant plays, O. C. 208-253. 
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a) undivided without change of speaker (that is, each stanza is attributed to a 
different participant): Cho. 306-455, Hel. 164-252. 
b) single division of the stanzas between the participants, usually two in 
number: Pers. 931-1001, Sept. 875-960, Ag. 1114-1177, S. El. 121-250, Ant. 839- 
875, Phil. 1081-1168, E. Supp. 1123-1137, E. El. 167-212,1206-1232, Tro. 1287- 
1301, or, more rarely, three: Cho. 456-465, E. El. 1177-1205. 
c) multiple division of the stanzas: Pers. 1002-1077, Sept. 961-1004, S. El. 823- 
870, Phil. 1169-1217, O. C. 510-548,1670-1750, Andr. 1197-1225, E. Siipp. 798- 
837,1138-1164, Tro. 153-196,1302-1332, Or. 140-207. 
The structure of the stanzas in the first two types is associated with a 
calmer exchange between the participants than in the third type, where the 
lively dialogue arising from the multiple division suggests strong agitation. 
So, for example, the single division of the stanzas in the parodos of S. El. in 
contrast to the multiple division in 823ff differentiates the calmer lamentation 
for Agamemnon who died long ago from the agitated lament for the recently 
received news of Orestes' supposed death. Often the structure of the stanzas 
does not remain the same throughout the kommos. lnteresting, and more 
frequent, is the case of kommoi which start with stanzas divided into two and 
continue with multiple division, which indicates increasing agitation: Pers. 
931-1077, Sept. 875-1004, Phil. 1081-1217, E. Supp. 1123-1164, Tro. 1287-1332 
(here we could also include Andr. 1173-1225, although its first part is 
epirrhematic). All the above examples (with the exception of Phil. ) are 
laments for the dead (in Pers. and Tro. lamentation concerns a wider 
catastrophe as well), so the repetition of the same pattern strongly suggests 
that it has its origins in ritual practice (see pp. 59ff). 
Epirrhematic kommoi 
The prevailing types of epirrhema consist of spoken iambic trimeters 
and recitative anapaeStS. 3 The oldest and most common type of 
trimeter 
epirrhema is a group of 1-5 trimeters, a characteristic example of which 
is 
Pers. 256-289. The pattern of this kommos is as follows: a messenger arrives 
announcing the Persian defeat (249-55), and 
in the subsequent exchange he 
reveals the extent of the disaster 
in epirrhemas of two trimeters amid the 
chorus" lamenting stanzas. 
The different modes of delivery reflect the 
3For the different types of epirrhema see Popp (1971,230-32). 
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different emotional situation of the two participants: the chorus lament while 
the messenger reports, although he is himself agitated (cf. his emotional 
utterance in his last couplet, 284-85). Similarly, in Ag. 1072-1113 (the first four 
pairs of the kommos) the alternation of Cassandra's lyrics with the two 
trimeter-epirrhema of the coryphaeus contrasts effectively the calmness of the 
Elders with her agitation. By contrast, the sharing of the lyrics by both 
participants from the fifth pair onwards shows that the Elders are emotionally 
affected by Cassandra's utterances, although they still cannot grasp their full 
meaning, so they express their premonitions of catastrophe. 
The lyric-epirrhematic alternation is also used to convey a conflict of 
views, as in Elim. 778-891 and Ag. 1448-1576, where the actor delivers long 
epirrhematic rheseis, in the first case iambic, in the second anapaestic. In Ellm. 
778ff the epirrhematic exchange reflects the contrast between the emotional 
situation of the Erinyes, who are angry with the younger gods for Orestes' 
acquittal and threaten to destroy Attica, and Athena's argumentative power, 
who tries to persuade them to stay as benevolent powers. In Ag. 1448ff the 
clash between the two participants extends to the point where Clytemnestra 
denies the chorus their right to mourn for their dead king, stating with 
audacity that she will bury him without the honours due to the dead (1551ff). 
Similarly, in Alc. 861-934 Admetus, the closest relative of the dead, delivers 
anapaests while the chorus lyric verses, but in this case he recites the actual 
lament while they try to comfort him. However, as Wright (1986,115) 
speculates, it is possible, given the similarity in form with Ag. 1448ff, that the 
alternation of anapaests from the actor and lyrics from the chorus expresses 
"Admetus" vanity and lack of concern for Alcestis"'. The anapaestic epirrhema 
does not necessarily convey a clash of views, as in Cho. 306-422 (see my 
extensive discussion in pp. 187ff) and the parodos of PY. where, as Brown 
(1977,62, n. 20) puts it, it expresses "'the perceptible distance between the 
guarded sympathy of the Okeanids and Prometheus" single-minded self- 
pity". 
The most common type of epirrhema in Sophocles is a group of two 
trimeters following a stanza and/or one or two trimeters within the stanza 
(inner epirrhema, a form used mainly by Sophocles and only occasionally 
by 
Euripides). 4 The inner epirrhema in the Sophoclean amoibaia is in strophic 
responsion, so it becomes essentially part of the stanza, which 
is thus 
multiply divided as in the pure 
lyric amoibaia, and so resulting in a lively 
dialogue. The inner epirrhema is in sharper contrast with the surrounding 
4For the inner epirrherna in Sophocles see Popp (1971,250ff). 
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lyric sections than the normal type, as it falls within the stanza. It appears in 
11 Sophoclean amoibaia including Aj. 364-376=379-391,879-914=925-960, Ant. 
1261-1277=1284-1300,1306-1325=1328-1347.5 The short epirrhemas of one or 
two trimeters function in two different ways in the Sophoclean kommoi. 
When a character arrives as a messenger (Aj. 891ff, Ant. 1277ff) his utterances 
and the subsequent questioning by his partner are in iambic trimeters 
according to the norm of a messenger report. However, in other cases (Aj. 
348ff, O. T. 1313ff, Ant. 1261ff) the utterances of the coryphaeus (in the first 
case of Tecmessa as well) serve as a foil to the hero"s suffering. The brief, trite 
iambic statements of the former throw into sharp relief the passionate 
lamenting utterances of the latter. This type of trimeter epirrhema is 
associated with a negative attitude towards the hero, as in Ai. disagreement 
with Ajax's desire to die or in 0. T. disapproval of Oedipus" boldness in 
blinding himself. 
Among Euripidean amoibaia, a particular category are those in 
which an extended monodic utterance is interrupted briefly, usually by an 
iambic distich from the coryphaeus. Among them belong the strophic 
kommoi Hipp. 817-851, Andr. 1173-1196, Rhes. 895-914 and the astrophic Hec. 
1056-1108.6 The choice of monodic form is appropriate to express the grief of 
a single individual, while the brief epirrhema of the coryphaeus does not 
spoil the monodic effect. His calm iambic statements are contrasted with the 
passionate lyrics of the actor, thus indicating a certain emotional distance 
from his suffering, despite his sympathy for him. 7 
Another very common category of Euripidean amoibaia are the 
astrophic epirrhematic ones. As Popp (1971,260-61) remarks, these two forms 
are very often combined in Euripides: the majority of the astrophic amoibaia 
are epirrhernatic and the majority of the epirrhematic astrophic. 
In the 
kommoi where lamentation is the reaction to a report, the character 
bringing 
the news naturally delivers epirrhemas. Thus in Hipp. 565ff although 
Phaedra, 
as the suffering figure, would more appropriately sing, 
her mode of delivery 
can be explained by her role as informer of the chorus. 
According to Barrett 
5See Popp (1971,251). He includes among them O. T. 1329-1346=1349-1366, although 
the 
single line the chorus deliver within the stanzas 
is an iambic dimeter. 
6See Popp (1971,260), who, however, omits Mies. 895-914. The other monodic amoibaia are 
AL. 393-415 (Eumelus - Admetus), Sitpp. 990-1033 
(Evadne - coryphaeus), Or. 1369-1502 
(the 
Phrygian - coryphaeus). 
7Cf. the Sophoclean kommoi discussed above, although there the coryphaeus 
shows a more 
negative attitude towards the hero. 
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(1964,267): "Ph. 's emotions are exhausted ... ; there is no wild outburst, but 
only the quietude of resolved despair. " Similar are the cases in SlIpp. 1072-79 
and I. T. 644-656 where the sufferers, accepting their fate with resignation, 
deliver iambic trimeters while the chorus, more agitated, lyrics. 
The anapaestic epirrhema is conspicuously rare in Euripides, 
presumably because anapaests, due to their strong association with lyric 
verses, cannot be readily differentiated from his astropha. 8 In his strophic 
kommoi it is used, apart from Alc. 861ff discussed above, in the parodos of 
Med., which is developed as an epirrhematic dialogue between the chorus 
(lyric verses) and the nurse (anapaests) reacting to Medea's utterances (lyric 
anapaests) heard from inside the palace. 
Kommoi with structural function 
Kommoi do not have any overt structural function like the other 
choral parts of tragedy, the parodos and the stasima, which is why their 
presence is not necessary in a play (they are 'L8La, not KoLvd, according to 
Aristotle). While most of them fall within epeisodia, some, however, are 
found in place of a parodos or stasimon. 
The kommoi which coincide with a parodos deserve particular 
attention since there is a quite large number of them: 9 P-V- 128-192, S. El. 121- 
250, Med. 131-213, E. El. 167-212, Tro. 153-196, I. T. 123-235, Hel. 164-252, Or. 
140-207. The parodos of P. V- is the only Aeschylean example of a parodos of 
this type, a peculiarity which raises serious questions about its authenticity 
and date. So Schmidt (1971,12, n. 47) argues that P-V- should be dated after 
Med., which is the first instance of an amoibaic parodos in tragedy. Amoibaic 
parodoi are found in three plays of Sophocles (El., Phil., O. C. ), but the parodos 
of El. is the only one with threnetic character, and also unique in the extant 
Sophoclean plays in that it is preceded by a monody from the principal actor, 
a combination frequent in Euripides (Hec., El., Tro., Ion, 
Hel. ), which raises 
8See Popp (1971,230). 
9For a list of all the amoibaic parodoi 
in tragedy and the different forms they can take see 
Schmidt (1971,14-15). 
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questions about the much-debated problem of the priority of the two El. 
plays. 10 
All the kommatic parodoi, apart from Tro. and Or., present certain 
similarities in content and/or form. They are designed to give early in the 
play a lyric expression of the suffering of the principal character, who is in all 
cases female, with the exception of Prometheus. The role of the chorus is 
predominantly to intensify and magnify it, either by focusing exclusively on it 
(P. V., I. T., Hel. ) or by trying to avert the heroine from her lamentation and 
direct her thoughts elsewhere (S. El., E. El., Med. ). The parodos of Tro. is an 
exception to the above, since there the chorus share the same suffering with 
Hecuba and so draw attention to themselves. The parodos of Or. is 
differentiated from the above parodoi in that it is a sleep-scenell where 
Electra instructs the chorus not to sing and dance for fear that they may wake 
up Orestes, 12 while mourning for her and his misery. The multiply divided 
stanzas of the last two parodoi, in contrast to the previous ones, suit the 
agitation of the scene in Tro. and the comings and goings of the chorus in Or. 
In Tro. and I. T. the chorus appear summoned by a character, whereas in the 
other cases the parodos is self-motivated out of interest for the suffering 
figure. Interesting is the case of Tro. where the chorus enter divided, the first 
group in line 153, the second in 176, having been summoned by the first one 
(165ff). This divided entry, surely a striking peculiarity, serves to emphasize 
the intense atmosphere, especially by the expression of the same feelings by 
the two semi-choruses, the one after the other. 
Three of the above parodoi are preceded by a monody from the 
heroine (S. El. 86-120, E. El. 112-166, Tro. 98-152)13 while that of P. V. by an 
10I will not get involved in this discussion but I think that Kamerbeek (1974,7) is right in 
arguing that it is more likely that Sophocles imitated Euripides than Z'icc versa, especially 
since the exact structure of this Sophoclean parodos occurs only in the El. of Euripides. 
IlThere are three more such scenes in extant Greek tragedy, Tracli. 974-982, PIfil. 821-866 and 
Herc. 1042-1088, the latter sharing a number of similarities in both content and language with 
the parodos of Or. For these scenes see Dieterich (1891). 
121n effect, she prevents the chorus from their traditional activities. As 
Willink (1986, on 136- 
9) remarks, "the 'tiptoeing parodos' of Or. is a very unusual, perhaps unique piece of 
dramaturgy", where, as Kitto (1961,346) savs, the chorus is treated "as a nuisance ... a new 
experience for this ancient institution. 
" On Euripides' practice of highlighting the 
conventionalities of tragedy see 
Winnington-Ingram (1969). 
13We can say the same for the parodos of Hel., although the stanza the 
heroine delivers before 
the arrival of the chorus serves as the 
first strophe of the subsequent amoibaion. 
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elaborate combination of monologue-monody (88-127) from Prometheus. In 
these solos the main character has the chance to present his suffering before 
the parodos begins, but the following exchange clarifies it and gives emphatic 
expression to his ethos. In P. V., S. El. and Tro. the monody preceding the 
parodos coincides with the first dramatic appearance of the hero (although 
Prometheus and Hecuba are present throughout the prologue, they are silent 
figures). By contrast, in E. El., I. T. and Hel. the heroine is already familiar to 
the audience from the prologue. The parodos of Med. is an exception to the 
above in that the suffering figure sings from inside. This creates an intense 
expectation of her appearance, which finally happens in line 214 after a long 
delay during which she has been the object of attention. 
In one case, Alc. 861-934, the kommos coincides with theCTTLTrapo8oý 
of the chorus, who had left earlier together with Admetus to attend Alcestis' 
funeral procession (cf. 739-40). Some kommoi are also used in place of a 
stasimon, i. e. S. El. 823-870,14Phil. 1081-1217, Hel. 330-385. In the case of El. 
and Phil. this is in keeping with the spirit of lyric dialogues between a 
character and the chorus or two characters instead of choral odes (in fact, in 
Phil. there is only one proper stasimon, 676-729). The use of a kommos instead 
of a stasimon is appropriate in depicting the suffering of the hero more 
vividly, through lyric self-expression than by choral reflection (in the case of 
Phil. it is noticeable that this is the only time the hero sings in the play). 
Preludes to kommoi 
Some of the strophic kommoi are preceded by an anapaestic prelude 
from the coryphaeus, which is suitable to accompany the slow movement of a 
funeral procession (Andr. 1166-1172, E. Supp. 794-797,1114-1122) or that of a 
character who appears in order to lament (O. T. 
1297-1306, Ant. 801-805,15 
1257-1260). 16 
In Ant. 1257ff and Andr. 1166ff the anapaestic utterance starts with a 
conventional phrase 
(KG'L ýiijv 88' 6'vcLý) and concludes with a statement 
AThis passage can be also considered as a part of a 
long epeisodion (516-1057), although the 
view that it is a substitute 
for a stasimon is preferred: see Kamerbeek (1974, on 
823-70). 
15Antigone is actually on her way towards 
her tomb. For the associations of her movement 
with a funeral procession see pp. 
216-17. 
16For Creon's participation in Haemon's 
funeral procession see p. 228. 
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preparing for the attitude of the chorus towards the principal mourner in the 
kommos that follows: in Ant. criticism for Creon, in Andr. sympathy for 
Peleus. Both utterances in Supp. start with a similar conventional phrase (794- 
95aXXC'[ TC[6` ý8T) CTW'ýMTa XElJCTCTW TC)V O'LXOIiCVWV ITM&01), 1114-15TC& 6ý 
TI TT(JýL8WV "6TI ^jICVWV 60CYTd ý6CPCTaL), but since the chorus of mothers are the 
bereaved, they naturally include a personal statement of their misfortune 
(795ff, 1115ff). In Ant. 801ff the coryphaeus shows a strong emotional 
involvement with Antigone's suffering, although the attitude of the chorus 
towards her in the subsequent kommos is not so straightforward. 
The most impressive use of choral anapaests to accompany the 
movement of a character on stage occurs in O. T. 1297-1306. Here an unusually 
long anapaestic section of ten lines is employed to accompany Oedipus" 
extraordinarily slow, faltering movement after his self-blinding, so that the 
attention of the spectators is drawn exclusively to him. As Brown (1977,56- 
57) notices, this is the only occurrence of anapaests accompanying an entrance 
in the play, although there is a considerable number of entrances and exits in 
it, which shows its great importance. At the same time these anapaests, far 
from consisting of conventional phrases, express the strong reaction of the 
chorus to the sight of the blinded Oedipus: shock and horror in the maximum 
degree (cf. 1297 w' 8ELVOV., 1298 61 8ELVOTCLTOV, 
17 1306TOLCLV #LKfll)), so that 
they cannot even look at him, even though they want to ask a lot (1303-5). The 
Theban elders no doubt pity Oedipus and grieve for him (cf. 1299W TXý[IOV, 
1303 ýcD ýCD 8UCYTTIV'), but their prevailing emotion is horror. 18 
I chose to deal in more detail with the choral anapaests reacting to 
Oedipus' entrance in order to show that Sophocles uses this prelude to the 
kommos as a means of focusing on the individual. This is also the case in Ant. 
801ff and, less evidently, 1257ff, although in both cases the anapaestic sections 
are brief and rather conventional and thus in no sense so powerful. The 
length of the anapaestic utterance in O. T. allows for the attitude of the chorus 
to be fully developed before the kommos proper begins while in the other 
two cases the coryphaeus gives only clues which are developed in the 
subsequent exchange. So the anapaests in O. T. are more closely associated 
with the kommos (thus in his first utterance, 1307-11, Oedipus picks up the 
17This adjective is constantly repeated in the kommos (cf. also 1312,1327). 
18The reaction of the Theban elders is summarized in the 
last phrase of the messenger 
preceding the anapaests (1296 CTTU'YODVT' ETTOLKTLUaL). 
As Segal (1996,167) argues, the reaction 
of the chorus in this passage points to the par excclleiice 
tragic emotions of pity and fear the 
spectators are widely assumed to experience. 
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metre of the chorus, continuing with lyric anapaests), while the combination 
of features of the recitative and lyric type in them (see p. 57) is indicative of 
their greater emotional force. 19 
While in Sophocles, as shown above, the introductory choral 
anapaests focus mainly on the individual, in Euripides (Andr. 1166-1172, 
SuPp. 794-797,1114-1122) they are used mainly to accompany a funeral 
procession and secondly to describe the misery of the bereaved. Anapaests, 
used to accompany a stage procession, are especially suitable when this 
happens to be funereal due to their connection with mourning. So they are 
found in several such occasions apart from the ones mentioned above, e. g. 
Ant. 929-43 (Antigone's procession towards her tomb), Alc. 741-46 (CKýOpa Of 
Alcestis), Tro. 782-98 (Astyanax moving towards his death), 1251-55 (cKýopcl 
of Astyanax). In Pers. 908ff and Aj. 201ff, the introductory anapaests are 
delivered by the actor and are subsequently taken up by the chorus. 20 
Preludes to kommoi can be in iambic trimeters as well: so in O. C. 
1668-69 the messenger announces the 'YOOL of Antigone and Ismene for 
Oedipus; in E. El. 1172-76 the coryphaeus announces in conventional terms 
the entrance of Orestes and Electra after the double killing; in Rhes. 890-94 the 
Muse introduces herself, like all the dei ex machina, before she starts her 
lament for Rhesus. In other kommoi, as in Aj. 348ff and S. El. 121ff, the hero is 
introduced gradually, and thus more naturally, through a longer scene (Ai. 
333-47, El. 77-85) rather than a conventional announcement. The kommos of 
Sept. is preceded by an elaborate prelude in lyric iambics (848-60) announcing 
the arrival of the bodies of Eteocles and Polyneices and the -yoog of the chorus 
for them. 21 
Monologues following or preceding kommoi 
In several cases the lyric expression of the suffering of a character 
is 
followed by a monologue where he recapitulates the main points of the 
19For the disputed nature of these anapaests see Campbell (1879, on 
1297-1311), Jebb (1893, 
on 1303), Dawe (1982, on 1297-1311). 
20For the case of Pcrs. see the extensive discussion in pp. 
148ff. 








preceding lyric. 22 Especially in the monologues following the Sophoclean 
kommoi the hero tries to justify his behaviour with logical arguments, as in 
Aj. 430-480, El. 254-309, O. T. 1369-1415, Ant. 891-928; similarly Medea in Med. 
214-266. The appeal to Agamemnon in the great kommos of Cho. is continued 
by Orestes and Electra after its end in iambic trimeters (479-509). Three 
monologues of increasingly greater length (1178-1197,1214-1241,1256-1294), 
more and more agitated, follow Cassandra's lyric exchange with the chorus in 
Ag. 1072f f. Similar monologues following kommoi are to be found in Alc- 935 - 
961, E. Supp. 1080-1113, Hel. 255-305 and Rhes. 915-949, the latter being the 
only case where the actor continues in iambics immediately after his lyrics 
without interruption from the chorus. 
On the other hand, some kommoi recapitulate themes of a preceding 
monologue. So in the prologues of I. T. and Hel. the heroines give an 
exposition of their past misfortunes, for which they mourn in the parodoi; 
Philoctetes' singing in Phil. 1081ff is mostly a lyric expression of his 
monologue earlier in the play (927-962). 
22The juxtaposition of lyric and iambic utterances concerning 
the same theme is a usual 
technique in tragedy. See Schadewaldt 
(1926,143-44), Kranz (1933,166-67). 
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2. METRE 
With regard to the musical accompaniment of the laments, the 
depictions on vases make it clear that it was the aidos, and later literary 
evidence consistently attests its use, as, for example, Lucian De Llictli 19 il 
TTPO'S' TO'V CLIA0, I) G[1')'T1J UTEPPOTUTF(ct, Athen. IV. 174ffTOl)TOLS' (i. e. al')XcýLý) 8c 
KCR OL Upes- XP(1)TC1L EV TCýLS' OPTIVOLS. 1 Similarly, in tragedy, references to a 
song unaccompanied by the lyre, the instrument associated with joyful 
occasions (thus implying that it was accompanied by the aidos), is almost a 
commonplace, e. g. Eum. 331-33 ii)ýivos- cý'EPLI)VWV ... 
#OPýLLKT09, Ag. 990-91 TO'P 
8/ dvEi) Xýpag 8ýta)g býivcý86 Opývov'EPLPI)Og, I. T. 145-46 Td9 OV'K CVýIOVaOV 
[10i\TrdS' U'XU'POLý C'XE'TOLS-. 2 Concerning the musical tonality of the laments, it 
seems that there was a certain association with eastern modes: according to 
Plato (Reptibl. 111.398e) they were sung in the mixed Lydian(ýLLýOXV&O-TL), the 
hi her Lvdian((7UVTOVOX1)8LCrTL) and similar ones. 3 Since these modes are lost 91 
to us and there is no way to reconstruct the music of any lamenting pieces, 
the metres frequently used are the only evidence we have about their 
musical /rhythmical pattern. 
The relationship between metre and music is debatable but if, as is 
most probable, music underlined the metrical pattern of the wordS, 4 a study 
of the metres used in laments is important for the reconstruction of the ethos 
of lamentation. Therefore in this chapter I will try to give a systematic 
analysis of the metres frequently used in kommoi, considering their 
association with a specific structure and occasion, the order in which they are 
combined and when one changes to another. For metres appearing in a large 
number of kommoi with similar characteristics, we can safely say that they 
IFor more references and a detailed discussion of the association of aidos with threnoi see 
Reiner (1938,67-70). Diggle (1974,11-12) also collects passages referring to the mournful 
sound of the aidos. 
2For the use of &Xupos- in tragedy see p. 84. 
3Plato calls them OpTjvw'8ELs- apýtoi)Lm, according to the belief that musical modes 
had the 
power to influence men's emotions (cf. also Arist. Polit. VIII. 1340a-b), and 
this is why he 
excludes them from his ideal state (Repzibl. III. 398e). 
For a discussion of different musical 
modes and their use in drama see Pickard-Cambridge 
(1968,257ff) and especially West (1992, 
177ff). 
4 Dale (1968,1-14) discusses this complex problem. 
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were conventional in this type of lament and probably had their origins in 
ritual. Tragedy, with the variety of metres it could employ, could allow the 
ritual threnos to retain its original rhythmical pattern without having to 
change it into another form, as epic poetry turned it into dactylic hexameters. 
lambiýL metre 
Scholars have long recognized the regular use of iambics in tragedy 
for the expression of grief and have also attempted to associate them with 
actual ceremonial practice. So Wilamowitz (1921,208) suggested that their 
widespread use in tragic laments reflects their use in the funeral dirges of the 
Athenians. Similarly, Kannicht (1969,11.106, n. 2) remarks that iambic is the 
prevalent metre of the ritual lament, the kommos, while Broadhead (1960, 
317) argues that anapaestic and iambic metres are widely used in threnoi 
since ""a rising rhythm was suitable for the loud and shrill utterances of a 
threnos. " Iambic, with or without admixture of other metres, is indeed the 
metre most commonly used in kommoi. Lyric iambics are often syncopated 
(frequently catalectic as well) and resolved. Syncopation is very frequent in 
Aeschylean iambics whereas resolution is sparingly used. By contrast, 
Euripidean iambics are usually unsyncopated but frequently resolved. 5 
Three Euripidean kommoi are iambic throughout: Supp. 798-837 
(combined with a couple of other cola: see p. 231), 1123-1164, Tro. 1287-1332. 
All three pieces are pure lyric, with multiply divided stanzas and elements of 
antiphony, and have a prominent ritual character: Supp. 798ff is a lament at 
the prothesis, including gestures of self-infliction (826ff), Supp. 1123ff is 
delivered over the ashes of the dead, Tro. 1287ff is a lament for the destruction 
of Troy with ritual invocation of the dead (1303ff). Predominantly iambic is 
also the second part of three kommoi which fall into two parts: Pers. 1002- 
1077 (combined with several other metres: see p. 155), Sept. 961-1004 (with 
two probable dochmiacs: see p. 174, n. 45), Andr. 1197-1225. All three kommoi 
have a ritual character (Pers. 908ff is a lament for the loss of the Persian 
empire and the numerous deaths it involved, Sept. 875ff and Aiidr. 1173ff are 
delivered at the prothesis of the dead), which is intensified in their second part 
5See Dale (1968,81ff). In contrast to their extensive use in Aeschylus and Euripides, lyric 
iambics are less frequent in Sophocles, where, as Denniston (1936,121) remarks, 
they rarely 
constitute the prevailing rhythm of a stanza, 
being usually intermingled with other metres. 
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with the employment of multiply divided stanzas, close antiphony and 
demonstrative gestures (cf. Pers. 1046ff, Andr. 1209ff), and coincides with the 
change of metre into iambic. In Pers. and Sept. the second part of the kommos 
is characterized by metrical simplicity in comparison with the first part. In the 
case of Pers. the iambic metre is prepared in the preceding section (see p. 149) 
while in Sept. this is the metrical pattern from the beginning, but in the first 
part with the admixture of a variety of other metres (see p. 169). The break 
between the two parts of the kommos in both structure and metre is 
particularly striking in Andr. 1173ff where the wholly dactylic part of Peleus' 
lyrics gives way to the wholly iambic exchange between him and the chorus. 
In all these cases there is complete unanimity between the 
participants of the kommos. In Pers. this is achieved in the iambic part 
(1002ff); similarly, in Andr. the chorus participate in Peleus' lament only in 
this part. Three of the above kommoi conclude the play (Pers. 908-1077, Sept. 
875-1004, Tro. 1287-1332) while the others come close to its end. Thus they 
naturally react to a catastrophe already accomplished, which has become 
known to the participants well before this point in the play, so that they can 
compose themselves to express their grief ritually. The conclusion of the 
above discussion is that pure or predominantly iambic metre characterizes 
kommoi with prevailing ritual character, which are more or less static in the 
sense that they are not interrupted by further action on stage, are arranged in 
pure lyric strophic structure with antiphonal exchanges between the 
participants, who are united in grief, and come at or close to the end of the 
play as a reaction to a disaster previously accomplished. 
Exclusively iambic (concluding with an alcaic decasyllable, 
1226=1232) is also E. El. 1177-1232. The metre and the presence of the bodies 
of Clytemnestra and Aegisthus would suit a formal lament at the prothesis 
(according to the above examples), but the occasion by which it is prompted 
indicates that it is rather a distortion of such a lament: Orestes and Electra, 
being themselves the murderers, express not grief but rather repentance and 
horror at their deed while the attitude of the chorus towards them (they can 
neither intensify their lament nor offer them consolation) intensifies their 
feeling of guilt. To the kommoi whose second part is iambic we can add Cho. 
423-65 (the second and third sections of the kommos). As in the cases of Pers. 
and Sept., the change to pure iambic metre (which, 
likewise, has been 
prepared in the preceding section of the kommos) coincides with greater 
metrical simplicity and change in structure as well 
(see pp. 185-86). The 
iambic metre suits the narrative section of the kommos whose ritual 
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background is obvious: it takes place before the tomb of Agamemnon, 
including repeated invocations of him. In contrast to the above mentioned kommoi this one occurs in the first half of Cho., as one of its functions is to 
react to the catastrophe accomplished in the previous play of the trilogy. 
It is noticeable that ritual antiphony for the dead, in single or 
antilabic verses, is always in iambics or, exceptionally, in iamb o-dochmiacs - So, apart from the cases mentioned above, iambic is the antiphonal lament in 
Herc. 1064-67 (chorus - Amphitryon) and Pho. 1560-61 (Oedipus - Antigone), 
and iambo-dochmiac in Tro. 1229-31 (chorus - Hecuba), with the bodies of the 
deceased being present in all three cases. 
Dochmiac/iambo-dochmiac metre 
After iambic the second metre most frequently used in kommoi is 
dochmiac. It is a characteristically tragic metre6 appearing, as West (1982,108) 
remarks, in every extant tragedy. By contrast, its use in comedy is rare, and 
when it appears it is used, as Dale (1968,113) remarks, either "in 
TTO(PaTpWYCý6La or for deliberately and unsuitably prosaic sentiments". 
According to Dale (1968,110), dochmiacs, on their own or in combination 
with iambics (iamb o-dochmiacs), have to a much greater extent than any 
other metre a definite emotional connotation: they are used by all three 
tragedians to express any strong feeling, grief, fear, horror, even triumph or 
joy. 7 The great diversity of the form of this metre makes its association with 
other metrical patterns flexible. 8 Especially the likeness of some of its forms to 
syncopated iambics is, as Dale (1968,107) argues, evidently the reason why 
there are so many passages in tragedy where iambics and dochmiacs are 
mixed. 
This association is made clear as early as Ag. 1072-1177, used 
appropriately to express Cassandra"s excitement as well as the ominous 
premonitions of the chorus (1114ff). However, strangely enough, in this most 
6According to Snell (1962,52) and Dale (1968,104), it is probable that Aeschylus was the first 
to use the dochmiac. 
7For their association especially with laments cf. the scholiast on Sept. 103 that it is a p'uO[ios-... 
II EmTflýBELOS' Trpo'ý OP ýVOVý Kal UTEVa'YýtOUS% TI 
8For a discussion of the different forms of dochmiacs occurring in Greek 
drama see Conomis 
(1964). 
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excited passage dochmiacs are mixed with acatalectic trimeters 
indistinguishable in rhythm from those of dialogue (e. g. 1082=1087,1138- 
39=1148-49). This is also frequently the case in other Sophoclean and 
Euripidean kommoi of the same metrical pattern, e. g. Aj. 367=382, O. T. 1317- 
18=1325-26, Aiit. 1271=1295,1273=1297, Hipp. 819-20=838-39, SlIpp. 1124- 
25=1131-32. Dale (1968,86) argues that it is most natural to suppose a form of 
chanted delivery for these trimeters, which would make the transition from 
iambics to lyrics and vice versa without absurdity, adding, however, "that this 
must not be taken to admit a blurring of the distinction between spoken and 
sung metres. "9 
Predominantly dochmiac metre in a kommos usually expresses more 
violent emotions than the combination of dochmiacs with iambics. So, for 
example, Creon's lament in Ant. 1261-1347 (exclusively dochmiac apart from 
two iambic trimeters in the first pair) indicates greater agitation, marked in 
the use of interjections, repetitions and asyndetic structure, than Aj. 348-429 
or O. T. 1313-1368 (both passages iambo-dochmiac, with the combination of 
some choriambic cola in the first), where the heroes are more composed and 
their utterances more reflective. Similarly, the second pair of the kommos of 
Eum. 778-891 (exclusively dochmiac) indicates greater agitation, reflected in 
the use of repeated interjections and exclamatory phrases, than the first pair 
(iamb o-dochmiac), where the Erinyes retain a certain degree of composure, 
starting with an invocation of the younger gods. 
Most of the kommoi which express an immediate reaction to news 
just reported are dochmiac or iambo-dochmiac, with or without admixture of 
other metres: so the lyric utterances of the chorus in Hipp. 565-600,10 811-16, 
852-55, of Theseus in Hipp. 817-51, Hecuba in Hec. 681-722, the chorus in Herc. 
909-921, Creousa in Ion 763-799, the chorus and Creon in Pho. 1335-1353. Less 
uniform is the metrical pattern of the lyric utterances of the chorus in three 
9Collard (1975,11.392) also argues that unsyncopated iambic trimeters became "assimilated 
to the lyric context by recital to the continuous musical accompaniment" (cf., similarly, 
Broadhead 1960,314). The above views are more probable than West's opinion (1982,112), 
commenting on Cassandra's trimeters, that she "momentarily settles 
into spoken delivery. " 
That the delivery of such verses would fall somewhere in between spoken and sung mode is 
indicated by the use of forms expected to be found only in lyric verses in such iambic 
trimeters (e. g. XE'LPCO-CFLV in AW. 1297). 
IOBarrett (1964,267) prefers to give them to the coryphaeus arguing that they "seem ill suited 
to the formality of delivery in unison. " Similarly, he suggests 
(1964,318) that perhaps a single 
member of the chorus delivered lines 
811-16. 
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messenger-scenes, the oldest of this type: Pers. 256-289, Aj. 201-262, Aj. 879- 
973. All the above passages are epirrhematic compositions constituting the 
first reaction to disastrous news just disclosed. When death is reported the 
bodies of the deceased are revealed (cf. Aj. 898ff, Ant. 1293ff), so that the 
scenes acquire a ritual background, but they do not have the static character 
of the prothes is -scenes of the iambic laments, since the news of the catastrophe 
is recent and in some cases there is still action going on (e. g. in Aj. 891ff the 
moving about of the chorus as they learn about Ajax's death, in Ant. 1293ff 
the bringing forward of the ekkyklema with Eurydice's corpse). 
The dochmiac metre then, with or without admixture of other metres, 
is often accompanied by lively movement. This is also the case in Hec. 1056- 
1108, where the blinded Polymestor moves about stumbling, 11 as well as in 
Herc. 1042-88 and Or. 140-207, where the chorus attempt to approach the 
sleeping figures while being instructed to go away. Similarly, in the death- 
scenes the agitation and the moving about of the chorus as they hear the cries 
off-stage are marked mostly by dochmiac metre, as in Cho. 869-874, Med. 
1270a-1281, E. El. 1165-1171, Herc. 749-762,886-909 (in the latter passage with 
a greater metrical elaboration than in the previous ones), Or. 1296-1310. In 
Alc. 872-877=889-894 iambo-dochmiac metre is used not, as usually, as a sign 
of agitation but in an attempted consolation. 12 
In conclusion, in comparison to the iambic kommoi the dochmiac or 
iambo-dochmiac ones are concerned less frequently with death and, when 
they are, they do not have the static ritual character of the iambic laments. 
Also unlike them, they are usually epirrhematic compositions and the 
attitude of the chorus towards the mourner varies from disapproval of his 
actions /behaviour (e. g. Aj. 348ff, O. T. 1307ff, Ant. 1261ff) to attempts at 
consolation (e. g. AL. 861ff, Hipp. 817ff), sympathy for him (e. g. Hipp. 565ff, Ion 
763ff) or unanimity in lamentation (e. g. Aj. 891ff, Tro. 1209ff). Peretti (1939,39- 
49) argues that iambo-dochmiac was the metre of an original ritual threnos, 
which is reflected in its widespread use in tragic laments. However, as is clear 
from the above discussion, at least according to tragic convention iambics and 
dochmiacs or, more frequently, iambo-dochmiacs were used on different 
occasions. judging from the fact that iambics are usually used for ritual 
laments for the dead (especially at pro thesis -scenes), it is more likely that 
1IFor the monody of the blinded Polymestor see Collard (1991). 
12Dale (1954, on 861-934) suggests that since these metres pass easily into recitative, "it is 
possible that these lines were delivered 
in something less than the full singing tone, and even 
that they were given by the Coryphaeus alone. " Cf., similarly, 
Conacher (1988,189). 
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iambic was the metre of the ritual threnos and that their combination with 
dochmiacs, the tragic metre par excellence, was a tragic convention. 
Anapaestic metre 
Brown (1977) has persuasively shown that the widespread use of 
anapaests in ritual contexts in tragedy, especially mourning, points to an 
original use of the metre in actual lamentation ritual. The type of anapaests 
suited especially for mourning are the lyric "Klage-anapAste', to use the 
German term, which usually follow immediately after the recitative ones (e. g. 
Pers. 908ff, Tro. 98ff). The sung anapaests are distinguished from the recitative 
by one or a combination of the following features: 13 Doric dialect, a greater 
freedom of contraction and resolution, frequent occurrence of dimeters 
without diaeresis between the metra, admission of catalectic dimeters 
(paroemiacs) anywhere (so that they do not necessarily mark period-end) and 
of two or more of them in succession, admission of acatalectic dimeters as 
clausulae and admixture of other metres. Characteristic of the *'Klage- 
anapAste" are the spondaic sequences, so that often an anapaestic verse 
consists wholly of long syllables., which indicates a heavy, slow movement of 
the dirge (e. g. Pers. 922,925,928, S. El. 88-89,105). By contrast, a series of 
resolutions suggests great agitation (e. g. Pers. 933,936-37). 14 The peculiar 
nature of anapaests, as they participate both in the spoken and the sung mode 
of delivery, often allows the combination of features of both types in one 
system (cf. Pers. 922ff, S. El. 86ff, O. T. 1297ff). 
Anapaests are used in the first part of the kommos of Pers., 
predominantly in its first pair. It may not be accidental that this metrically 
uniform pair involves agreement between Xerxes and the chorus (unanimity 
in lamentation) while the other two, where the chorus continue each time 
with a different metre from the one in which Xerxes started, convey their 
reproaches against him. Lyric anapaests in lamentation for the dead are also 
used in the choral ephymnia in Ag. 1448ff: all three start with anapaestic 
verses (with an increasing number of them from the first to the third) and are 
13See Dale (1968,51), West (1982,121). 
AHowever, these verses can also be scanned as dochmiacs (see p. 152, n. 27). 
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followed by various lyric metres. 15 The parodos of S. El. consists of a variety 
of metres, but when the chorus come to lamenting Agamemnon (193ff), they 
turn to anapaests with frequent contraction of the short elements (193-94 are 
wholly spondaic), and Electra picks up the same metre while continuing her 
lament (201-206). It is noticeable that this is the only place in the parodos 
where they unite their voices. Euripides uses lyric anapaests to a much 
greater extent than the other two tragedians, which are especially prominent 
in four plays (Hec., Tro., I. T., Ion) mostly in astrophic sequences. 16 In the 
anapaestic parodoi of Tro. and I. T. the chorus and the heroine join their voices 
in lamentation (in Tro. they actually continue the metre of Hecuba"s previous 
monody). In Aj. 233-44 lyric anapaests are found in the context of a messenger 
report. Having learnt from the chorus that the animals Ajax slaughtered came 
from the Greek camp, Tecmessa can no longer retain the calmness of her 
previous anapaests (201ff) and expresses her agitation at the beginning of this 
section (233 W"ýLOL* KCLOCV KC-LOEV), continuing her report with the description 
of Ajax's torturing of the animals, before she resumes her calm state of mind 
in 257-62.17 
To summarize, wholly anapaestic sections are not so frequent in 
kommoi as iambics or dochmiacs /iamb o-dochmiacs. They appear either in 
pure lyric or epirrhematic compositions, mainly in single division of the 
stanzas or long astrophic sequences (with the exception of the parodos of 
Tro. ), and suggest agreement between the participants when they are united 
through the lyric mode. They concern mainly death (Pers. 931ff, ephymnia in 
Ag. 1448ff, S. El. 193ff, I. T. 123ff), although the ritual background is not 
always so prominent as in the iambic kommoi, but also other misfortunes 
(parodos of Tro. ). 
15Fraenkel (1950, Ill. 662) remarks that the metrical pattern of these ephy=ia has no parallel 
in the extant plays of Aeschylus or Sophocles but there are some analogies in 
Euripides, 
among which the parodos of Med. 
16See Dale (1968,57), West (1982,122, n. 108). Brown (1977,46, n. 2) notices that in Tro. over 
14% of the text is anapaestic, a high percentage found elsewhere only 
in Pers. 
17However, different views have been suggested on the nature of Tecmessa's anapaests in Aj. 
201-7,233-44,257-62. See Gardiner (1987,58), Stanford (1963, on 201,208-9 and pp. 251-52), 
jebb (1896, on his critical note on 208). 
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3. OCCASION 
A recent death (prothesis-scenesi 
Since contemporary funeral practice required formalized expressions 
of grief at the laying out of the body and since prothesis-scenes could be easily 
represented on stage, it is no surprise that a considerable number of them are 
staged by the tragedians. In some cases the appearance of the bodies of the 
dead meet the requirements of the performance of a formal lament, that is, 
both participants of the kommos share the same grief and the action has come 
to a stop, so a 'static' lament can take place: Sept. 875-1004, Andr. 1173-1225, E. 
Slipp. 798-837,1123-1164 (in the latter case the ritual props are the funerary 
urns). To the above kommoi we should add Pers. 908-1077 and Tro. 1287-1332, 
where the deaths lamented are many, so they cannot be represented as 
prothesis-scenes. These are typical examples of laments for cities, which were 
customary in antiquity. 1 
The above kommoi coincide with those which are wholly or in their 
second part predominantly iambic (see pp. 52-53). 1 summarize here some of 
their characteristic features: close antiphony (for which see pp. 107ff), with the 
utterances of a participant often interrupted by the other (e. g. Pers. 1020-22, 
Sept. 963-65,989-91, Tro. 1310-11, Supp. 805-7), employment of interjections, 
with an impressive accumulation in Pers. 1002ff and to a smaller extent in the 
other kommoi, and of physical manifestations of grief, performed in a grand 
scale in Pers. 1046ff and in a considerably smaller one in the other three 
pieces. In the cases of Pers., Supp. 798ff and Tro. the actor is the leader of the 
koMMOS, 2 exhorting the chorus to cry out in distress or perform gestures of 
grief, while in Andr. 1197ff the chorus undertake this role (cf., similarly, Herc. 
1064-66 and Tro. 1229-31). In the Sophoclean tragedies there is no kommos of 
this kind, which is in accordance with the general lack of ritual elements in 
them. 
The more or less uniform pattern of the Aeschylean and Euripidean 
kommoi discussed above indicates that they most probably reflect a 
traditional threnos for the dead. Broadhead (1960, on 1002ff) argues that the 
I See Alexiou (1974,83-85). 
21n the cases of Xerxes and Hecuba in Pers. and Tro. respectively the ritual status of the 
exarclioi matches their social position as king/queen. 
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form taken by the kommos of Pers. in its second part, one participant giving 
expression to his grief as exarchos and the other picking up his thought or 
even his very words, was a basic feature of the ritual threnos. 3 Similarly, 
Peretti (1939,34-35) finds the dominant role of Xerxes in this part of the 
kommos unusual, in view of the fact that in early tragedy the chorus rather 
than the actor was the protagonist, and argues that it reflects the role of the 
exarchos in a primitive threnos. On the other hand, Koonce (1962,39ff) 
associates the role of Xerxes with that of the Homeric d0L80L who act as 
'ýaPXOL c OpTlvwv (R. 24.720-21), arguing that this role was undertaken by 
somebody unrelated to the dead. However, Koonce does not take into 
account that in the Homeric representation of the prothesis of Hector, apart 
from the CLOL80L the kinswomen of the dead act as exarchoi as well (see p. 20), 
probably with a different role each. In any case, characteristic of the tragic 
passages where the role of the exarchos is most revealing is that they include 
highly stylized forms of expression, thus they could be applicable to any case 
of bereavement or other misfortune, which arguably shows that they reflect 
ritual practice. 
Sept. 875ff and Supp. 1123ff are the only cases of a tragic lament 
performed by two semi-choruses and two choruses respectively, 4 for which, 
however, there are parallels in Od. 24.58ff, Plato Laws XII. 947b and 
[Moschus] Epitaph. Bion. 46ff-5 In Sept. 875ff the chorus have no kindred 
relationship with the dead, which is certainly a peculiarity in tragedy (see pp. 
70-71), 6 but has its precedent in the cases of Od. and Plato Laws mentioned 
above. In the first passage Thetis, although present, does not participate in the 
lament of the Nereids and the Muses for Achilles, while in the second the 
dead priests in Plato's ideal state will receive at their prothesis a hymn instead 
of a threnos performed by two choirs, one consisting of girls and another of 
boys singing alternately. The non-relation of the two choirs to the dead is 
suitable to the character of a public ceremony. Similarly, in Sept. the choice of 
an unrelated chorus ensures a more restrained and impartial tone in their 
comments about the brothers. Contrary to Sept. 875ff, in Supp. 1123ff both 
3HOIzIe (1934,22-24) also shows that the parallelism in thought and the repetition of phrases 
are characteristic features of funeral lamentation. 
4Koonce (1962,36) remarks that this form of a strophic passage is unique in tragedy, which 
reinforces the assumption that it has its origin in ritual practice. 
5For these passages see Nilsson (1911,621,623). 
6This is one of the reasons why the sisters are introduced 
in this scene (see pp. 168-69). 
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choruses are close kin of the dead, which is also unusual. 7 However, this 
peculiarity most probably intends to emphasize the personal loss of the 
bereaved, which is in contrast to the preceding official and impersonal funeral 
oration delivered by Adrastus. 
Koonce (1962,33-34) notices that Euripides uses the form of the 
monodic amoibaia only for laments, thus suggesting that it was used 
originally and exclusively for lamentation, and parallels the minor 
participation of the chorus with the collective groaning at the end of each solo 
lament in Iliad 24. Whether or not we accept Koonce's speculation, the latter 
cannot be right since in Homer the women mourn together with the female 
relatives (cf. the use of the verbsGTEVW, (TTCVUXW)whereas in the above tragic 
laments the coryphaeus is emotionally distanced from the mourner, which in 
the case of Rhes. is reinforced by the physical distance between them (the 
Muse appears on the OcoXoyc-Lov with Rhesus" body in her hands: cf. 885ff). 8 
This role of the coryphaeus is contrasted to that of the whole chorus in the 
pure lyric kommoi discussed above, so I do not find it plausible that it has its 
origin in ritual practice where a more vital participation of the wider group of 
mourners would be normally expected. 
In other cases of kommoi representing a prothesis-scene, the 
conditions for a ritual antiphonal lament are lacking, as in Ag. 1448-1576 and 
Cho. 973-1043, where one of the participants is the murderer, or in Ant. 1261- 
1347, where the chorus retain a negative attitude towards Creon and so 
would not normally join in his lament. Apart from the above cases where the 
relationship between the participants and/or between them and the dead 
does not allow a formal lament, this is also precluded when the situation is 
urgent, since there cannot be a pause in the action for it to take place. So, for 
example, in Aj- 891-973 the prevailing question is the burial of Ajax and in 
Hec. 681-722 the planning of revenge for Polydorus' murder, while in Tro. 
1209-1255 Astyanax's preparation for burial has to be accomplished quickly. 
The staging of the prothesis-scenes mentioned so far and the different ways 
they are treated show that the tragedians make full use of this funeral practice 
according to the dramatic requirements of each play. It is noticeable that not 
7Koonce (1962,36, n. 10) remarks that there is no other evidence for responsive choral singing 
by the kin at Greek funerals. 
8A shared lament over Rhesus' body will be performed 
later by the Muse and her sisters (cf. 
Rlies. 976), a scene which obviously draws on the mourning of the dead Achilles 
by the 
Nereids with Thetis being present, as described in Od. 24. 
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all deaths in tragedy are lamented; this happens only when it is dramatically 
useful. 9 
The representation of a prothesis-scene is not always possible because 
of the circumstances of the death. So in O. C. 1670-1750 the traditional 
funerary rites cannot be accomplished because of the absence of Oedipus' 
body. Even lamentation is inappropriate in this case, as Theseus points out 
(1751-53), since Oedipus' death was brought about by divine will and so to 
lament can incur VCýLC013 (1753). 
The types of death lamented in kommoi vary: death in the battlefield 
(e. g. Eteocles and Polyneices in Sept., the Argive leaders in E. Supp. ), murder 
(e. g. Agamemnon in Ag., Clytemnestra in Cho. and E. El., Neoptolemus in 
Andr. ), suicide (e. g. Ajax in Aj., Haemon and Eurydice in Ant., Phaedra in 
Hipp. ), natural death (Alcestis in Alc. ), supernatural death (Oedipus in O. C. ). 
The character whose body is brought forward to be lamented can be either a 
major one with an important role in the play (e. g. Eteocles in Sept., 
Agamemnon in Ag., Ajax in Aj. ) or a minor character (e. g. Eurydice in Ant., 
Polydorus in Hec., Astyanax in Tro. ) or somebody who does not even belong 
to the drainatis personae (Polyneices in Sept., Neoptolemus in Andr., the Argive 
leaders in E. Slipp. ). The laying out of the bodies in the last two categories 
serves not only to enhance the suffering of the living but also often to 
emphasize the importance of the personality of the dead (as, for example, of 
Polyneices in Sept., the Argive leaders in E. Supp. ). Even in cases where a 
character is important in the play, his dead body can gain additional 
importance. So, for example, in the second part of Aj. everything revolves 
around Ajax's body, and the dispute about his burial indicates his 
importance, while in E. El. the sight of the dead Clytemnestra makes Orestes 
and Electra consider their deed and contemplate their future misery. In most 
cases the death lamented has occurred during the course of the play, with the 
exception of Polydorus" in Hec. and the Argive leaders' in E. S upp - 
A death which happened long ago 
The three kommoi concerning Agamemnon's doom (Cho. 306-478, S. 
El. 121-250/ E. El. 167-212) take place a long time after his death. Only that of 
9Koonce (1962,22ff) specifies the types of death in tragedy which are not lamented or at least 
not with a formalized lament. 
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Cho. has a ritual background as it is performed at his tomb. Visits to the tomb 
on certain anniversary occasions and other festivals were a common practice 
in real life (in fact, this is one of the most widespread themes on funerary 
vases: see p. 14). However, according to the Solonian legislation only close 
relatives of the dead were allowed to visit the tomb, whereas in Cho. a whole 
chorus of unrelated women do so. 10 In S. El. Electra's mourning takes place at 
the palace doors while in E. El. the setting has moved to Electra's rural 
cottage. The united prayer of Orestes, Electra and the chorus in Cho., in 
contrast to Electra's solitary prayer and the chorus" disapproval of her 
insistence on mourning in S. El. and the similar dispute between them in E. 
El., are indicative of the different ways the three tragedians treat the same 
scene and of the different relationships between the chorus and the actor. 
Naturally enough, these kommoi do not express the agitation of those 
delivered at the prothesis (hence the single or non-division of the stanzas). 
Death-scenes 
The exchanges delivered while a murder is taking place (Cho. 869- 
874, S. El. 1398-1421, Med. 1270a-1281, E. El. 1165-1171, Herc. 749-762,886-909, 
Or. 1296-1310) are typical 'death-scenes; those present (in all cases the chorus 
and in S. El. and Or. Electra as well) are informed of an off-stage murder by 
the cries of the person struck (exceptionally in Herc. 886ff by Amphitryon's), 
on which they comment. 11 As is reasonable, the emotional state of the chorus 
on hearing the cries differs according to their sympathies towards the person 
murdered. So, for example, it is undoubtedly joy in Herc. 749ff, since the 
usurper Lycus is killed by the lawful ruler Heracles; in S. El. they are shocked 
at the deed (in contrast to Electra's jubilation); in Med. and Herc. 886ff they 
pity the children murdered as well as the murderer. All these exchanges 
(apart from Herc. 886ff) are epirrhernatic compositions. More extensive are S. 
El. 1398ff, where Electra converses with the chorus responding to 
1OAs Foley (1993,107) remarks: "Any reader of tragedy knows that the genre permits 
behavior that was seemingly discouraged in the practice of the society that produced these 
plays. " 
I IFor the convention of off-stage cries and the chorus' response to them see Arnott (1982). By 
contrast, Pathmanathan (1965) argues that when death occurs off-stage, the playwright is 
always directed by motives inherent in the dramatic situation. 
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Clytemnestra's cries as well, and Herc. 886ff, where Amphitryon's cries from 
inside let the chorus imagine the murder. 
Other occasions 
Although a great number of kommoi are expressions of grief for an 
actual death (in fact, most of them involve a prothesis-scene), the tragedians 
effectively exploit this dramatic device in order to stage laments for occasions 
outside everyday experience, e. g. deaths wrongly reported to have happened 
(S. El. 823-870, I. T. 123-235, Hel. 164-252,330-385) or imminent deaths (Ag. 
1072-1135,1136-1177, Ant. 806-882, I. T. 644-656). The kommoi prompted by 
wrong information (in I. T. by a dream falsely interpreted) serve to show the 
despair into which the receiver of the news is plunged, so that it is sharply 
contrasted to the reversal of her fortunes when the truth is revealed (in all 
three plays the joy of the re cognition- amoib aion balances the despair of the 
kommos). The emotional situation of the heroines in the kommoi of S. El. and 
I. T. also determines their actions from this point onwards: Electra decides to 
take vengeance alone for Agamemnon"s murder by killing Aegisthus herself 
since Chrysothemis is not willing to help her, while lphigeneia, hardened by 
her dream, decides not to be merciful towards the two strangers, which puts 
into danger Orestes' life and thus threatens ironically to fulfil her dream. Of 
the kommoi mentioned above only S. El. 823ff presents the agitation 
characteristic of a ritual kommos with its use of multiply divided stanzas, 
interrupted utterances12 and interjections. The role of the chorus, however, is 
consolatory. All cases of lamentation for a death (whether recent or not, actual 
or false) are interwoven with lamentation for one's misery. In fact, often the 
occasion of a death is only the starting point for the shifting to other personal 
troubles (cf. S. El. 1121-22 6iTcoý EýLlal)TV KCLL 'YE'VO3 To' 1TdV %10D ý1')V Tý& 
KXaVGC0 KGLTTOUPWýLCLL crTroK and the similar references in Iliad on p. 16, n. 32). 
Ag. 1072-1135 is an impressive scene, as Cassandra in her excited 
singing describes in advance Agamemnon's imminent murder. On the other 
hand, in I. T. 644ff the chorus mourn for Orestes" impending death, which 
does not finally happen. Advance lamentation for still living heroes is not an 
innovation of tragedy; it has its precedent in Homer (see p. 24). However, in 
121n this kommos we find the first lyric aVTLXaPTI in Sophocles' extant plays, a form which is 
further developed in Ail. and O. C. 
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tragedy this device is taken further to the point where a character sings his 
own funerary dirge, as Cassandra in Ag. 1136ff and Antigone in Ant. 806ff 
(Cassandra consciously points to that: Ag. 1322-23 Opývov 4w'v -rO'v aV-rýg), 
an inversion of the normal practice of lamentation for one's death by one"s kin 
skilfully adapted to the requirements of each play. One may also compare A. 
Sitpp. 116 CCL)aa -YOOL3 [ic -nýIC) (although the Danaids do not face the danger 
of being put to death), Cho. 926 OpTlvCLv C(ý()7a. 13 
Suffering other than death - Sophoclean kommoi with similar features 
Apart from occasions concerning death a great number of kommoi 
express grief for other types of suffering, mental or physical, which is often 
represented as equal to death. So Tecmessa informs the chorus of Ajax"s 
madness with the phrase OaVaTCý 'Yap 'LCTOV 7003 EKlTCUGTl (Aj. 215), while the 
chorus, considering the blindness of Oedipus as a suffering greater than 
death, suggest he would have better died (O. T. 1368; cf., similarly, their 
reaction to Polymestor's suffering in Hec. 1107-8). All the kommoi concerning 
suffering other than death are mostly self-laments. 
The Sophoclean kommoi where a character laments his own 
misfortune (Aj. 348-429, El. 121-250, Ant. 806-882, O. T. 1307-1368, Phil. 1081- 
1217) present several features in common. As Popp (1971,255) argues, the 
suffering of the Sophoclean hero is absolute, in the sense that it is self- 
imposed and not inflicted on him by the gods or another external power, as in 
Aeschylus or Euripides. The hero"s choice to suffer, which the chorus blame 
on him (cf. El. 215ff, Ant. 875, Phil. 1095ff, 1165ff), accounts for their repeated 
appeals to him (especially in Aj., El. and Phil. ) to adopt a more flexible 
attitude to the present circumstances so as to deliver himself from his 
suffering. The heroes reject the practical advice of the chorus, since that 
would mean compromise and betrayal of their ideals, and stick to their 
beliefs: Ajax will finally kill himself, Electra will never cease lamenting, 
Philoctetes will never go to Troy. In Ant. and O. T. the catastrophe cannot be 
averted as Antigone is already on her way towards her tomb and 
Oedipus 
has blinded himself, so the chorus can only condemn their natural disposition 
which led them to suffer in this way. The chorus usually represent the 
13For further references see Johansen - Whittle (1980, IL on 116). Clio. 926 
has been interpreted 
in a different way as well (see Longman 1954). 
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average people who cannot understand the mental suffering of the hero. The 
confrontation between the two reveals the heroic nature of the Sophoclean 
characters. 14 
The different attitudes to life they adopt are emphasized in the 
kommoi of Aj. and O. T. by the different modes of delivery: the iambic 
statements of the coryphaeus are contrasted with the lyric utterances of the 
actor. Similar is the case in the second kommos of Ant. (1261ff) which, 
however, is differentiated from the above two in the attitude of the mourner 
towards his suffering: Creon is completely shattered and can in no way claim 
the heroic stature and defiance of Ajax or Oedipus. In the above kommoi the 
attitude of the chorus towards the hero varies from sympathy to disapproval 
of his deeds /behaviour. It seems to be more positive in the three kommoi 
where they converse with him in lyric verses: in Ant. they try to console 
Antigone while in El. 233-34 and Phil. 1121-22,1163-6415 they express openly 
their good will towards the hero. 16 In the kommoi of Aj. and O. T. the role of 
the chorus is very much limited but strongly condemnatory of the actions of 
the hero. The least positive attitude of the chorus towards the mourner is 
found in Ant. 1261ff. 
The hero asks his loyal companions for help, as, for example, Ajax to 
kill himself (Aj. 361) or Oedipus to be sent away from the city (O. T. 1340ff). 17 
However, he does not get the help he needs, so his feeling of isolation 
increases, indicative of which are his invocations of the light or the natural 
surroundings (see p. 93). The hero's growing discontact with those around 
him also finds expression in the form and structure of the exchange. So Ajax 
does not respond to any of the coryphaeus" or Tecmessa's appeals with one 
exception (369) while Philoctetes ignores the chorus completely throughout 
the strophic part of the kommos and addresses them for the first time at the 
beginning of the epode (1169ff). On the other hand, in the kommoi of Aj. and 
O. T. the stanzas are gradually lengthened so that they become virtually 
monodies, a process especially noticeable in the third pair in Aj. and the 
second in O. T. (where, however, Oedipus is interrupted once by the chorus). 
14For an extensive study of the characteristics of the Sophoclean hero see Knox (1964). 
15Phrases such as El. 233 and Plfil. 1164 are parodied in Ar. Wasps 335. 
16As Popp (1971,253) notices, these three kommoi are the only cases among the Sophoclean 
amoibaia whose stanzas are divided into two. Owen (1936,154ff) 
finds remarkable 




Creon in AW. 1320ff. 
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4. POSITION IN THE PLAY 
End 
The natural place for the lamentation of a disaster accomplished 
during the course of a play is obviously the exodos. Segal (1996, esp. 157ff) 
argues that laments and other ritual forms concluding a play have the effect 
of an emotional closure, and are appropriate to arouse the tragic emotions of 
pity and fear, thus leading to catharsis, which he associates primarily with 
these emotions. However, not all laments coming at the end of a play have a 
closure effect, as I will show below with some examples of kommoi. Three of 
them actually conclude the play: Pers. 908ff, Sept. 875ff, Tro. 1287ff (in Pers. 
and Tro. the catastrophe has been accomplished well before the play begins). 
In the first two the participants have time to indulge in lamentation, hence 
their great length, whereas in Tro. they have to perform their lament briefly 
since the situation compels them to leave (cf. 1328ff). Apart from the above 
three kommoi Ant. 1261ff nearly concludes the play (the final choral utterance 
does not add anything to the situation). In this kommos, however, the 
catastrophe is widened half way through it with the announcement of 
Eurydice-'s suicide, which interrupts the expected formal lament over 
Haemon"s body. 
Frequently the kommoi which come close to the end of a play but do 
not conclude it are interrupted by the sudden appearance of a character, who 
gives a different turn to the situation, so that they do not have the closure 
effect of the kommoi discussed above. So, for example, Aegisthus' appearance 
in Ag. 1577 makes any further attempts by the chorus to mourn Agamemnon 
impossible (cf. his threats against them in 1617ff, 1628ff). After the lament of 
the two sisters for Oedipus in O. C. 1670ff Theseus appears pointing to the 
inappropriateness of lamentation - his first words (1751) are rounded off by 
the final ones of the chorus (1777-78). Thus in both cases the lamentation is 
incomplete and so does not bring relief in the manner of the kommoi 
concluding a play, especially since the mourners are prevented from 
performing any further funerary rites (cf. the possession of Agamemnon-'s 
body by Clytemnestra in Ag., Antigone's unfulfilled desire to visit Oedipus' 
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death-place in O. C. ). 1 In two Euripidean plays the final kommos is followed 
by the appearance of a dclis ex inachina, Thetis in Andr. 1226 and the Dioscuri 
in El. 1233. In the first case the goddess considers the present happenings 
from a wider point of view and settles matters in such a way that the grief 
exhibited in the previous lament is resolved within a more optimistic future 
perspective. In El. the fate inflicted on Orestes and Electra, exile and 
separation, is still lamentable (cf. their anapaestic utterances in 1308ff), but in 
view of the deed they have committed this is probably the best possible 
solution. 
Begi 
The three kommoi concerning Agamemnon"s death which happened 
long ago, thus not arising from the action of the play, are naturally placed at 
its beginning: in the two El. plays they coincide with the parodos, in Cho. it 
comes later but still within the first half of the play. Their position evidently 
shows that they look forward. In fact, the kommos of Cho. initiates the action 
that follows, while those of the two El. plays emphasize the ethos of the 
heroine, that is, her insistence on mourning, which keeps her desire for 
revenge alive and thus determines her attitude in the rest of the play. 
Similarly to the above three kommoi the natural position of those prompted 
by a false death is either at the beginning of the play (as in I. T. 123ff and Hel. 
164ff) or in the middle (S. El. 823ff), so that the expectations of the sufferer can 
be reversed later. The latter kommos constitutes the climax of the play since it 
is here that Electra's fortunes reach their lowest point; immediately 
afterwards the reverse movement starts, prefigured in Chrysothemis' first 
words (871 uý' ý6ovýý is contrasted to Electra"s YOOL in 870). 
Middle 
In plays whose action is generally accepted as falling into two parts., a 
kommos often marks the turning-point. So, for example, the announcement of 
I For an extensive discussion of the frustrated ritual in the closing scene of O. C. see Easterling 
(1996,174ff). 
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Ajax's death in Aj. 891ff closes the first part of the play concerning his 
shameful deed while the appearance of Teucer immediately afterwards marks 
the movement to the second part where the issue of his burial is at stake. 
Antigone's lamentation in Ant. 806ff closes the part of the play concerning her 
fate and is followed by the process of reversal in Creon's fortunes " which leads to his kommos in the final scene, thus balancing that of Antigone. 
Similarly, the announcement of Polydorus" death in Hec. 681ff marks the 
movement from the concern about his fate to the planning of Hecuba's 
revenge, which leads to Polymestor's blinding and subsequent lamentation 
(1056ff), so that the fortunes of doer and victim are symmetrically displayed. 2 
No fixed location 
Kommoi as a reaction to a messenger report can be found in any part 
of the play, beginning, middle or end, and are usually followed by an 
extensive description of the disaster, as in Pers. 302-514 (with brief 
interruptions by the Queen), Aj. 284-327, Herc. 922-1015, Pho. 1356-1479 (with 
a brief interruption by the coryphaeus), Rhes. 756-803. Thus in all these cases 
the pattern is the same: a messenger or an actor playing his role arrives 
announcing briefly the disaster, those who are present react to the news with 
brief lamenting utterances and then he gives a full account of it. The latter is 
not always possible (e. g. in Aj. 891ff since Ajax dies alone, in Ant. 1278ff since 
the messenger report occurs at the end of the play), or necessary (e. g. in Hec. 
681ff since Polydorus' ghost has already narrated his story in the prologue). 
2The appearance of Agamemnon at the end of each of the two 
lamenting scenes (726,1109) 
reinforces this structural arrangement. 
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5. PARTICIPANTS 
Apart from the choral exchanges in Sept. 875ff and E. Supp. 1123ff 
most of the kommoi are shared between the chorus and one actor or, 
occasionally, between the chorus and two actors. As regards the choral parts, 
the lyrics are delivered by the chorus as a whole, the epirrhemas by the 
coryphaeus, while the coryphaeus or individual members of the chorus 
possibly deliver the lyric parts whose utterances are very shortl or whose 
rhythm is close to recitative (see p. 56, n. 12). 
In most kommoi the actor is the principal mourner leading the 
lament while the chorus respond to his expressions of grief. The chorus act as 
the main mourner in few cases, i. e. when the actor cannot undertake that role, 
as in Ag. 1448ff and Cho. 973ff; when a messenger arrives and the chorus are 
the only ones present to express their grief to the news, as in Pers. 256ff, Aj. 
201ff and Herc. 910ff; when they are the sufferers, as in Eum. 778ff. In all 
kommoi where a death is lamented the actors-mourners are close relatives of 
the dead, those to whom their loss is most heavily felt. 2 Exceptions to this are 
the cases of Xerxes in Pers. 908ff and Adrastus in E. Supp. 798ff, who have a 
different but still close relationship with the dead, namely, that of the leaders 
of an expedition recognizing their responsibility for its failure and the loss of 
their warriors. All the mourners lamenting a death are important characters 
with a major role in the play apart from the Muse in Rhes., who appears 
unexpectedly and without any preparation only to lament her son. This is 
probably justified by the fact that she appears as a dea ex machina - this is the 
only case in a kommos of a goddess lamenting for a mortal - and, as is usually 
the case, the appearance of the god comes unexpectedly. 
The participation of a certain character in these kommoi, and not of 
another, and the role he plays in them are indicative of where the loss is felt. 
So Koonce (1962,49) argues that the participation of two mourners in the 
lament for their father in Cho. 306ff and O. C. 1670ff suggests a family 
So, for example, Jebb (1894, on 823-70) argues that in S. El. 823ff the chorus is represented by 
the coryphaeus while Burton (1980,206) suggests that the utterances of one or two words 
assigned to the chorus are confined to individual singers. Similarly, 
Campbell (1879,438, on 
1737) argues that in O. C. 1737ff single members of the chorus converse with 
Antigone. 
2The task of close relatives was considered so essential that Clytemnestra in Ag. 1541ff is 
ironically viewed as the one who will perform it. 
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ceremony from which other members are conspicuously absent, Clytemnestra 
and the two brothers respectively, as the former is the killer while the latter 
are cursed by their father. On the other hand, the participation of 
Clytemnestra in Ag. 1448ff and of Orestes in Clio. 973ff and their boasting at 
the killing of their victims is a distortion of the usual practice of mourning by 
the relatives of the deceased. 
The employment of the chorus in lamentation for the dead in 
kommoi reflects the tradition of group participation in Greek funerals. In fact, 
Alexiou (1974,13,103) suggests that the kommos as a dramatic form may 
have developed from the antiphonal lament between a group of professional 
mourners and the solo deliveries of the kinswomen; correspondingly, 
Aristotle's definition (Poet. 1452b 24-25) makes it clear that the kommos is 
delivered by two separate groups of people, those involved in the catastrophe 
and those who sympathize with them but are not directly involved in it. So 
the chorus, although they are not always closely associated with the dead, 
retain some formal connection with him. In most kommoi the relation 
between the two is that of citizens/ subjects to a member of the royal 
family/their leader, which may vary from loyalty (e. g. to Agamemnon in Ag. 
1448ff and Cho. 306ff, Astyanax in Tro. 1209ff) and complete dependence on 
him (Ajax in Aj. 891ff) to a less close attachment, especially when he is a 
minor character (e. g. Haemon and Eurydice in Ant. 1261ff, Neoptolemus in 
Andr. 1173ff), but also when he is a more important one (e. g. Alcestis in AL. 
861ff, Rhesus in Rhes. 895ff). In Pho. 1335ff and O. C. 1670ff the chorus do not 
have any formal connection with the dead, being complete strangers to them 
when the play begins. The chorus may not even have met the dead who are 
lamented, as in the cases of Orestes in L T. 123ff or Menelaus in Hel. 164ff, but 
they participate in the lament of the principal character out of sympathy for 
her. As an exception to the above cases, a kin relationship between the chorus 
and the dead exists in E. Siipp- 798ff, where the usual relationships of actor 
and chorus to the dead are reversed (Adrastus is not related to the Argive 
leaders). 
The choice of a specific type of chorus lays emphasis on the social 
environment in which the loss is felt. So, for example, the employment of the 
Persian elders in the final kommos of Pers. and of the Trojan women in that of 
Tro. gives the scenes the picture of a national disaster. Similarly, the 
employment of the Argive elders lamenting the 
death of Agamemnon in Ag. 
1448ff shows the effect of his loss on the state while that of 
his household 
servants in Cho. 306ff concentrates on 
his family environment. 
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The principal mourner-kin to the dead is traditionally accompanied 
in his mourning by a group of people closely attached to him. So the solos of 
Andromache and Hecuba at the prothesis of Hector are followed by the 
groaning of the other women (11.24.746,760), Achilles is accompanied in his 
lamentation for Patroclus by the Achaeans (11.18.314ff). Similarly, in the 
tragic kommoi the main mourner is usually accompanied by a chorus more or 
less closely attached to him, i. e. by belonging to the same social environment 
(e. g. Electra and the Mycenean women in S. El. 121ff, Electra and the women 
of the countryside in E. El. 167ff) or being his servants (e. g. the Greek women 
serving lphigeneia and Helen in I. T. 123ff and Hel. 164ff respectively) or his 
subjects (e. g. the Theban elders and Creon in Aiit. 1261ff, the Salaminian 
sailors and Ajax in Aj. 348ff, Phaedra and the Troezenean women in Hipp. 
565ff). 
However, the close relationship between the actor and the chorus is 
often exploited in kommoi, especially the Sophoclean ones, towards creating 
the reverse effect from what would be the case in a traditional lament, 
namely, to show the isolation of the character when his mourning/ actions are 
rejected by his fellow-men who share the same social status as him (as in S. El. 
121ff/ E. El. 167ff) or have exhibited devotion and obedience to him in the past 
(as in Aj. 348ff, O. T. 1307ff, Ant. 1261ff). The same result is sought when a 
character is not accompanied in his mourning by an appropriate chorus, in 
which case the gap between them (usually emphasized by difference in sex 
and status) stresses his isolation. This is the case with Cassandra in Ag. 1072ff, 
Antigone in Ant. 806ff, and Antigone and Ismene in O. C. 1670ff, in all which 
cases the heroines are accompanied in their lamentation by a chorus of elders. 
The attitude of the chorus towards the suffering of the hero and the 
extent to which they are affected by it leads to a variety of relationships 
between them. When they both share the same suffering there may be 
unanimity between them so that they intensify each other's grief (as in Pers. 
908ff, Tro. 1287ff, E. Slipp. 798ff) or each one of them may draw attention to 
themselves so that they emphasize their different positions as mourners (as in 
Aj. 891ff, Tro. 153ff, E. Siipp- 1123ff). When the chorus are not personally 
affected by the disaster, they may focus exclusively on the suffering of the 
main character (as in Andr. 1197ff, I. T. 123ff, Hel. 164ff), thus magnifying it, or 
attempt consolation (as in S. El. 823ff, AIc. 861ff) or try to guide 
his thoughts 
in a different direction (usually disapproving of his behaviour), showing 
varying degrees of sympathy towards him (as in 
S. El. 121ff, Ant. 806ff, 1261ff, 
Aj. 348ff, O. T. 1307ff, Nil. 1081ff, O. C. 1670ff, Meti. 131ff). The chorus may 
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also adopt two different attitudes in the same kommos, which is made 
obvious in its structure. So in Andr. 1173-96 they let Peleus express his grief 
individually interrupting him only with two trimeters, where they simply 
take his thought further, while in 1197-1225 they participate actively in his 
lament. Similarly, in Hipp. 817-51 they interrupt Theseus with two iambic 
trimeters attempting consolation, while before (811-16) and after (852-55) the 




The great variety of kommoi is, reasonably, reflected in the diversity 
of their language. Some linguistic/ stylistic features occur mostly in one 
category of kommoi, others in the majority or even all of them with various 
degrees of frequency in one or another type. Several of them appear 
inevitably in other forms of laments or non-lamenting passages, but often, as I 
will show, in their accumulation they are characteristic especially of kommoi. 
It is also interesting to trace to what extent, if any, they have their origins in 
ritual and whether they are defined by the stylistic preferences of each 
tragedian and the specific dramatic requirements of a scene. 
Nouns 
Formal and other terms used for 'd 
loog is the most widespread term in tragedy referring to lamentation 
for the dead. Its power to reach and stir them is emphasized especially by 
Aeschylus: so in Pers. it causes Darius to raise from his grave (687 
qJUXaTW-Y01! ý'... TOOL 9,697 ýXOov 90ý[ý; 'YUULS- TFCTTCLCTý, LGVOg), in Sept. 854ff it is 
reported as assisting the journey of the dead to the underworld (cf. also its 
powerful description in 916ff), in Cho. 319ff it is regarded as the bridge 
between the worlds of the living and the dead. Foos- is also used with 
reference to advance lamentation for a death, as in Ag. 1445 and Ant. 883 for 
Cassandra's and Antigone's dirge for their own death respectively, as well as 
for misfortunes other than death, as in Med. 135,205 for Medea's betrayal by 
Jason and in Ion 769 for Creousa's childlessness. 
Opývoýýl is another widespread term in the same context, although it is 
used less frequently thanyOo3. Apart from the dirge for the dead, it can also 
denote advance lamentation for a death (cf. Cassandra in Ag. 1322-23) or for 
misfortunes other than death: so in the second stasimon of 
I. T. 1089ff the 
IA similar noun is opýv%ia, used three times 
in tragedy, all in Euripides and in the plural (EI. 
215, Hel. 174, Or. 132). Of the same root are the nouns OPTIVTIT ýP, Op-qvq-rýs-, which are 
Izapax in '9 'q 
tragedy (Pers. 938, Ag. 1075 respectively). 
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chorus lament for the loss of their homeland (1095 Opývovg); Electra's monody 
in Or. 982ff is a lament for the fall of the Pelopids (985 YV' GV OPTIVOLCYLV 
I aVaýOCLCycb). 2 
Although in Homer there is a clear distinction between Opývos- and 
yoog (see pp. 20-21), this difference is not retained in tragedy. 3 Even though 
the two terms are not exactly identical (for example, Opývos- is not used like 
yoo3 to rouse the spirit of the dead nor does it have its ecstatic character), 
they are often used interchangeably. So the great kommos of Cho. is called 
y0o3 (321,330) as well as Opýi)os- (335,342); similarly Electra"s lament for 
Agamemnon in S. El. (81,139,243 and 88,232,255 respectively); the lament 
for Oedipus in the exodos of O. C. is announced by the messenger as yooý 
(1668), but is later defined by Theseus and the chorus as Opývoý (1751,1778 
respectively). The juxtaposition of the two terms is also frequent, e. g. S. El. 104 
OPTIMOV CTTI)'YCPWV TE yuwv, E. Stipp. 87-88TLVWV 'Y00VS... VCKP(ýV TE OPTIVO-U3 
(indicative is also Sept. 1063-64 6'ryoog [10P0KXGWT0V E'XWP Opývov). They are 
also frequently cited with other words pointing to lamentation or weeping, as 
in Pers. 705 KXCLVýICLTCOV ... Kal yoo, )v, Ant. 883 G'[ 0L86! ý' K 011L yooi)g, Andr. 92 
OPTIVOLCYL KaL 'Y00LCTL K06L 8aKPUýU11JLV, L T. 144-47OPTIVOLS... 'EXE"YOLS'... OLKTOLCrLP. 
c Acyos- was another formal term for the dirge for the dead. Ancient 
lexicographers identify it with Opývo3, deriving its etymology from the 
laudation of the dead or the cry c C. 4 In the extant tragedies it is used only by 
Euripides, especially with reference to a lament by the heroine before or 
during the parodos (Tro. 119, I. T. 146, Hel. 185, Hypsip. 1. iii. 9) but also within 
a choral song (I. T. 1091), concerning not only lamentation for the dead (as in 
the two instances of I. T. ) but other misfortunes as well (as in the other cases). 
In Ar. Birds 218 it is used to denote the lament of the nightingale for ItyS. 5 
I/ Ldxgýo3 (ýýXqios-), from the cry La ('L-q'). The scholiast of Apoll. Rhod. 
(IV 1304) considers it as equivalent to Opývos- and in Et. Magn. it is defined as 
718og op ývov. In the extant tragedies it is found only in lyrics, in some cases an cL T1 
referring explicitly to lamentation for the dead (cf. E. Stipp. 281, Tro. 604,1304 
2For a classification of the uses of Opývos- and yOoý see also Alexiou (1974,225, n. 6). 
3Later lexicographers also define yoos- as another synonym for Opývos- (cf. Silid., Et. Magil., 
HCSI C11. S. V. 'YOOS-). Y 
TO Oav6v , Et. Magiz. Opý o 4See s. v. c'Xcyos- Et. Glid. b Opývog- Trapa EV 
XE'YELV TOU9 Tas' v 
TOTL9 TEOVE(ZO-LI) EITLXc-y6[icvos-. 
E'LPIITCLL 8C ITO-pa TO' E' C' XE'YELV b TbTL9 TGIýOLS'. "H d7TO' TOD 
E-U' XE"YELV 6L' G-ýTOD TOD 
OP'VOU TOU9 KaTOLXO[IEvovg. For further references from ancient TI 
sources see Page (1936,209-10). 
5For E'Xcyog see also Kannicht (1969,11.73). 
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LaXEýICý TOI')S' OavoVTCL3 d TT ýEL3, Pho. 1033-34 Rhes. 895-96 IaVýtcý L a 1) LE 1) CMLYEV(ý I 
TEKV0V 07 1 O'XOýUP04M), but it can also refer to lamentation for somebody still 
alive (A. Slipp. 115, Herc. 110) or to another disaster (Or. 1390 and, possibly, 
O. T. 12196). The use Of 'LCIXEýW3 for the mourning of the Danaids in A. Supp. 
115 and the unique 'LTjXG[IL9TPLa7 in Cho. 424 indicate that its origin was 
probably oriental. 8 
In Tro. 514 the phrase CTTLKý8CL09 cý8d is used for the song of the 
Muse over the fallen Troy, which is thus compared to the death of a person 
(for the same phrase cf. Plato Laws VII 800e CITLKT16CLOL 66M of the Carian 
sin ers). 9 The noun CITLKý&LOV was used by Alexandrian and Roman scholars 9 'q 
in association with the prothesis of the dead, as distinct from Opývos- which 
was not circumscribed in time, i. e. it might have been sung before the burial, 
after it or at the anniversaries. 10 Emphasis was also placed on the fact that the 
I CTTLKTj8GLov has a eulogistic character, 11 which, however, is a characteristic of 
Opývog as well (see p. 29, n. 6) . 
The word IMKXOý can also be used for the dirge for the dead in an 
appropriate context, as in Tro. 829 with reference to the mourning of a bird for 
its children, 1230 in the phrase VCKPCOV 'LaKXOV. In two cases the ttf. 111L VUýIU3 1S 
used in the same context: Andr. 1199 voýtcý TCý VCPTGpwv, Hec. 685-86 voýtov 
PCLKXC-LOV. 12Sometimes it is defined in terms of a u'[-Lvog, as in the oxymoronic 
expressions 8VCTKEXa6OV 1)'ýtvov'EPLV'VOS' (Sept. 868), Occk)v <Tci)V> KOITCL 'YdS' '08' 
Dýtvos- (Cho. 475). As I have already pointed out (regarding the interchangeable 
use of Opývos- andyOog), the use of different terms to describe the same song 
6See Pearson (1924). The text, however, in this line is much disputed; some readings do not 
even include this term, which is the only instance in the extant Sophoclean tragedies. 
7See Hcsyclz. S. V. LTjXE[IL(TTPLaý* OPTII)TITPLag. 
8For the use of the word by other ancient authors see Reiner (1938,6-7). 
9For more instances of the use of this term in later literature see Reiner (1938,3). 
10Cf., for example, Et. Magri. S. V. OPýVOS- 
&0-ýEPEL 8E EITLKT18ELOI)' O'TL To' ýLEV ýMKý&LOV, 
1TG(P' al')TO' TO' Ký80S, E'TL TOO (3W'[IaTO3 1TPOKEL[iEI)OU, 
XETETaL* 0 6E opývOg, Ol') 
ITEPL'yPaýO[iEV03 Xpovy, and the similar phrasing in Et. Glid. S. V. EITLK-q'8ELov, Eustath. on Od. 
1673 (vers. 75). Sitid. S. V. ALOVUO'Log Bu(aVTLO3 states that the Opývog was 
full Of EITL08ELa 
(E'GTL 6E ITO'LTJýIa ýICUTO'V EITLKTj6C'LWV). 
IlSee Et. Glid. above: ElTLK-q'6ELOV Kal 
OPýVOS' &aýEPEL* ýTTLKý&Loi) ýIEV 'Yap E'GTLI) EITaLVO9 TOD 
TEXCUTTIGGII)TOS' ýIETCL TLVOý ýLETPLOU GXETXLa(: Y[ioD. Cf., similarly, Eustath. on Od. 1673 (vers. 
75). 
12Cf. also Ar. Birds 210-11 vO[iovs'... 
0PTjVCLS'. 
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was usual: so the kommos of Cho. is referred to as yoos- (321,330), Opývos' 
(335,342), KO[1[103 (423), v[ivog (475); the invocation of Darius in Pers. is 
described in terms Of V'ýWOL9 (625)f -YOOLS' (687,697). 13 In particular, the 
parallel uses of Opývos- and iuýivos- attracted the attention of Plato in Laws III. 
700d KCPG1VV1)VTCS' R OPýVOI)3 TC l')[JVOLS, where he complains that the poets of 
his day confounded dirges with hymns. The general context is that of the 
decadence that followed in the years after the Persian Wars, in contrast to the 
situation before that time, when KCtL TOUTC0 (SC. TCi) V'[1VC0) CVCLVTLOV --q'V C0'8ýg 
GTEPOV EL T1 18o3 - Op'vov3 (Laws 111.700b), an opposition which must point to the 
contrast between a song addressed to gods and a song addressed to men-14 
Often in tragedy the dirge is contrasted to the joyful, normally lyre- 
accompanied, paean, which is also used catachrestically for Opývos- (cf. Sept. 
869-70 'AL8(1 T" EXOPO'V TTaLdv' ETTLýLEXTTELV, Cho. 151 TTCLLdva TOD OCIVOVTO9, 
342-43 aVTL 8C 0PTJVCL)V ... iTaLwv, Alc. 424, Tro. 578, I. T. 183-85, Hel. 177-78), or to 
other joyful sounds (cf. Cho. 340-41, Alc. 922). 
Nouns denoting lamentation 
A variety of nouns is employed both within kommoi and outside 
them to denote wailing, groaning. I summarize them here: 
a'Layga is found only in the Euripidean lyrics, always in the plural (cf. Alc. 
873, Hel. 186, Pho. 335,1519). 
KWKVTog andKW'KU[ýa (the latter mostly ip the plural) are frequent in tragedy, 
especially in trimeter passages. In Pho. 1350 the chorus exhort themselves to 
raise the dirge with the phrase avaTETE KCOKUTOV. 
68up[ýa and Mup[ý6ý-, (both mostly in the plural and in trimeter passages) are 
also used frequently in tragedy. The dead Astyanax is referred to as ITLKPOV 
0"ftpýta in Tro. 1227. 
OLKT03 is commonly used to describe the expression of grief for the dead. Its 
occurrences in kommoi include Cho. 411, Tro. 155 (withfig. etym. O'LKTOI)3 OU3 
, 
), I. T. 147, Hel. 164. In the last two cases it is combined with other 0 'L '(fl KTL 
synonyms to describe the lamenting song of the heroine. 
13Cf., similarly, in Ar. Birds: voýtov3... Dýivwv (210), Op-qveL3 (211), kEXEGLV (213), EXEYOL3 (218). 
For a discussion of this passage see Silk (1980,100ff). 
14See Harvey (1955,165), who argues that Plato does not refer only to the music that 
accompanied these compositions but to other formal differences between them as well. 
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ouýcoyjj and O'L[ýCOY[ýa (the first mostly, the latter only in trimeters) are also 
common in tragic language. In kommol 0L[iWY-q' is found in S. El. 123. 
TrEvOog is also commonly used to refer to mourning for the dead. Its 
occurrences in kommoi include Cho. 333, S. El. 847, O. C. 1708, Alc. 895, Hel. 
166 (as alternativetO 8C[KPV0*LV " Op'voLs7). Of the same root are the rare nouns T1 T1 
TTEAA[ýa (found in Cho. 432, E. Siipp. 1035), TTEVQ)]TýP (Pers. 946, Sept. 1062) and 
TrcV0]]TgLGL (only in Hipp. 805). 
07TOVOý is quite common in tragedy, used mostly in lyrics (in kommoi it is 
found in Sept. 900). Of the same root are 07TOVQXý, also mostly in lyrics (cf. in 
kommoi Aj. 203, E. El. 195, Or. 204), (7TCVQ1ý1k, far commoner in both lyric 
and trimeter passages (for its use in kommoi cf. E. Siipp. 798), and the less 
commonGT6VQJ[ýCC (in the plural, for which cf. E. Supp. 801). 
Emotive nouns 
Some nouns with emotional weight are frequent in lamenting 
language. I list them below in order of frequency in kommoi. 
8UUu is the most widespread of them, with particular prominence and in 
combination with other emotive words in Euripides, as, for example, in El. 
181-82 8aKPUUL VUXCUCO, 8aKPUCOV 8C ý10L ýICXGL, 193, Hel. 172 (followed by the 
phrase lTaOC(JL TMOC(a), 195 8G1KPVG[ 8CLKPUCFL [10L, 365,366+ CLXGG1 T" OIXECTL 
8aKPIM 6CMPUCFLV15 G'XGCýC TTaOCGL+- 
qXoý: Some characteristic examples of its instances in kommoi are: Pers. 258, 
Cho. 416,419, Aj. 948,957, O. C. 1712,1722, I. T. 197 (in the characteristic 
cumulative Euripidean manner a'Xca d'XccTLv), Ion 764,777. 
6XIog: Its occurrences in kommoi include S. El. 141, Phil. 1169-70 (6ky-n[la), E. 
S tipp. 1119,1125,1148,115 7, Tro - 172 
(in the fig. etym. cTr' a'X-YCGL 8' CATUVK), 
1310. 
1T)][ia: E. g. Pers. 1026,1038, Aj. 935,954, E. Stipp. 818, Pho. 1338. 
TraOo3: E. g. O. T. 1297,1330, Andr. 1179, E. Stipp. 1121, Pho. 1341. 
Trovos-: E. g. Sept. 994., Cho. 466, Ant. 1276 in the phraseTro'VOL 
81jaTrovOL, Hipp. 
817 65ýtoL (E), w' TrovcL)v. 
Less frequent are [ýopoý-, andlTOT[ýOS' . Among the occurrences of the 
first in 
kommoi are: Ag. 1495=1519, Cho. 441,444, Ant. 1266,1292,1313,1329. 
15Aristophanes parodies the frequency of these two nouns in Euripides' lamenting passages 
in Frogs 1353-54EýIOL 8' C'tXC' a'XEC[ KCITALTrE, 
8CXKPU(: t 8CLKPUCI 8' CLIT' O'kk(: tTWV. 
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Insistence on this notion in the latter case, combined with that of -rrOTýtog (881, 
1296,1346), indicates Creon"s preoccupation with his evil fate. In Hec. 695 the 
two notions are juxtaposed in a symmetrical phrase, TLVL 40PCp 01)1l/CTKCLS, TLVL 
1TOT[1(ý) KELGOLL; 
Verbs 
Verbs denoting lamentation, wailing 
As in the case of nouns, a great variety of verbs is used in tragedy to 
denote lamentation and wailing. I list them briefly, with particular emphasis 
on their use in kommoi. 
I/ CtLa(W (from the cry a'LOCL) is fairly common in tragedy. Its occurrences in 
kommoi include Pers. 922 (with a personification of the Persian land), Aj. 904, 
Herc. 1053 (with Opývov as object), Tro. 158. In Tro. 198 it is used in the 
compound form CýMaCOLý. 
yoCo[ýqL is used more frequently in iambic passages than in lyrics. It is found in 
Pers. 1073 in the imperative yodaOc (cf., similarly, Tro. 289). OP]]VCO is a much 
more widespread verb in tragedy than 'YOCO[laL, used extensively in both 
iambic and lyric passages (the compound KaFaOPTJVCO is also found in E. El. 
1326). As in the case of the equivalent nouns, there does not seem to be any 
noticeable difference in the meaning of the two verbs or the intensity of grief 
they express. So OpTlvCo is used of Electra"s mourning for Agamemnon a long 
time after his death (cf. S. El. 94,530) but also of the lamentation of Ajax's 
mother for her son as soon as she is informed of his madness (cf. Aj. 631). 16 
Similarly, -YOCOýLaL expresses Deianeira's many lamentations for Heracles' 
long absence but also Hyllus" immediate reaction to her death (cf. Trach. 51, 
937 respectively). The almost identical meaning of the two terms is reflected 
in phrases such as OPTIVE-L T 
"... KCL L... 'YOOL3 ... KCLXC-LcrOC' ýC (Pers. 686-88), G'[XL! ý' [iOL 
TEOPTIVTITaL -YOOLS' (Phil. 1401). 17 
OP60[ýM is not common in tragedy. It is used only by Aeschylus and Euripides, 
always with reference to women and in the present tense, in the following 
cases: Sept. 78 (where some mss give OPEDkIM), Ag. 1165, A. Stipp. 113, Hipp. 
16For the lament of Ajax's mother see Hamilton (1982). 
17According to Pearson's text (1924). 
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363 (in the last two cases with iTaka ýicXca as object), Med. 51. All the above 
occurrences are in lyrics apart from Med. 51. 
KXaLW, in the active or middle voice, is used frequently by the mourner, simple 
(e. g. Sept. 920, Cho. 457, E. Stipp. 1160 C'KXGLVCr0L, an instantaneous aorist) as well 
as compound with the prepositions KaTa (cf. E. El. 113=128,156, I. T. 149) and 
ava (cf. I. T. 230). 
K CO KU W is used always with reference to women, as in Homer. 18 Not 
necessarily so, however, as compound, occurring with the prepositions aTF6 
(cf. Ag. 1544), diva (cf. Pers. 468, Ant. 423,1227), cTrL (cf. S. El. 283 in the 
redundant phraseKXaLCO, TETTIKO[, KaTTLKWK1JC0). 
66ýpOgM is frequent in tragedy, found also in the form 8VPOýLaL (e. g. Pers. 583, 
O. T. 1218, Med. 159) or compound with the preposition ciiTo (cf. P. V. 637, S. El. 
1122). 
OLKTIýWis used in the middle voice in the sense of 'bewail', e. g. Tro. 155, I. T. 
486, Hel. 1053. 
J oL (from the cry O'LýLOL) is common in tragedy (for its use in kommoi cf - Aj. 
940,963). It is also found compound as aTroLktCO'Cco (e. g. Cho. 1014, Phil. 278, 
Med. 31) and cýoL[iw'(w (cf. Aj. 317 cýcýýiwýcv O'Lýicoyds-, Ant. 427 -YOOLCYLV 
OXOýýPOJýM is not common in tragic language, as it is in Homer. It is used 
simple in S. El. 148 and Rhes. 896 and compound with the prepositionKCITo'[ in 
L T. 644 and Or. 339. 
QTOTý(W (from the cryOTOTO-L) is not common in tragedy either. It is found 
simple in the passive voice in Cho. 327 and compound with ava in Ag. 1074, 
Hel. 371 (with Poav as object), andETFL in Pho. 1038.19 
TTcvQC3 is widespread in tragedy. Its occurrences in lamenting passages include 
Pers. 545 TTcvOoDcTL 'YOOL9 a'K0PC9T0Ta-roLs-, A. Stipp. 64 TTcv0c-L ýICV OLKTOV 
T10cwv (with reference to the nightingale), O. T. 1320. 
GTEVdýW is also very common. Its use is especially noticeable in close 
antiphony in the form of exhortation: CYTEVaCE in Pers. 1046, Herc. 1064 (in the 
latter case answered by o--rcvaCw) and Tro. 1229, GTEVa(GO' in Herc. 914. Other 
occurrences in kommoi include Etim. 788=818, Ant. 882, O. C. 1672, Ion 769, 
and as compound with the preposition ava Cho. 335, Ai. 930, I. T. 656. 
(7Tcvw (of which CTTGVaCCL) is frequentative) is commonly used in tragedy, only 
in the present and imperfect tense. Among its instances in kommoi are: Sept. 
18For the verbal distinctions used in Homer to denote the different tone of female and mate 
lamenting voices see McClure (1999,42ff). 
19For this verb see also Diggle (1994b, 480). 
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1 901 (with anaphoric repetition(TTEVOI)CYL TFI)P'YOL, CTTEVEL TT66ov), Ag. 1144, E. 
Supp. 820, Herc. 900, Hel. 186. It is also found compound with tmesis twice in 
kommoi: O. C. 1709-10 ava -yap 0'44a GE T08"... (JTCVEL, Herc. 1045 KaTa (TE 
8CLKPUOLS' CYTEVCO. 20 its most impressive use in a lamenting passage is found in 
the first stasimon of P. V. (see p. 104). 
(TTEVaXW is a poetic lengthened formOf GTEVW, also found only in the present 
and imperfect tense. It is very common in Homer, 21 but less frequent in 
tragedy (cf. P. V. 99, S. E 1.133,141,1076., Tro. 106, Pho. 1552), where it is also 
found compounded with c-ra (cf. Ag. 790, O. T. 185). 
Other verbs 
Frequent in kommoi are also the verbs&[KPýCO, T611o[ýaL and 8LCLLVW. 
8aKpvco occurs in Ag. 1490=1514, S. El. 152,829, Andr. 1201 and Pho. 1344, 
Tcyy%tm, which is less common, in Pers. 1065 and Hipp. 853-54.8LaLvw is rare 
in tragedy. It is used four times by Aeschylus, all in the kommoi of Pers. (257, 
1038,1047,1065), in three of which (257,1038,1065) in the form of exhortation 
(its only other occurrence in tragedy is in S. fr. 210.35). 
T]jKW, in the active or, usually, the middle voice, is frequently used in 
the Sophoclean and Euripidean kommoi with reference to a suffering female 
figure, 22 e. g. S. El. 123 (according to Pearson"s text, 1924), 187 the compound 
KaTaTaKO[ICLL, 835, Med. 141,159 (exceptionally, in E. El. 1209 a male character, 
Orestes, uses it for himself). Its use especially for women is parodied in Ar. 
Wasps 317, delivered by an old man, Philocleon. 
20As Stevens (1971, on 837) remarks, KaTaCFTEVELV is a strong verb, as it includes the actual 
demonstration of grief - 
21Cf. especially the formulaic expression ETTL 
6C CYTEVaXOVTO... to denote the antiphonal 
wailing of a group of mourners (see p. 20). 
221ts use in this context is also frequent in Homer: cf. 11.3.176, Od. 19.204,208,264 with 
reference to Helen and Penelope respectively. 
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Adjectives 
Adiectives cie-, cribing lamenting cries/gestures of grief 
Aeschylus and Euripides, to an extent much greater than Sophocles, 
often use in their kommoi adjectives (Aeschylus with preference for 
compound forms, 23 sometimes found in an impressive accumulation) to 
describe lamenting cries or gestures of mourning. The most characteristic are 
mentioned below. 
Pers. 280-81 6qToT[ýoi), 8VGQLaVh POaV: &ITOTý109 ("unhappy, ill-starred') is rare 
in tragedy; it is used three times, all in lyrics, only in this case by Aeschylus 
and twice by Euripides (Hipp. 1144, Pho. 1306, in both cases in the phrase 
ITOTýWV CITFOT[IOV). UUMCWý9 ('most melancholy') is found only here in 
tragedy. 
Pers. 936-37K(1KOý(iTL6G[ POCIV, KOIKOJ16XETOV 'Lav: Both adjectives, of a similar 
meaning ('ill-sounding, ill-omened, 'of evil augury"), are hapax in tragedy. 
Pers. 940 ITOXý8aKpUV 'LaXav: This adjective is used only by Aeschylus and 
Euripides, in this sense ("tearful") in Cho. 449 to describe yooý and in E. El. 126 
in the phraseTFOXU6aKPVV a8ovdv. In Cho. 333 the similar one TTOXV8dKPUTOS' 
characterizes TrcvO-q. Both adjectives are HomeriC, 24 the latter found in the 
combinationTTOXV6aKPU-1ULU -yOOLO in Od. (19.213,251,21.57) and parodied in 
Ar. Thesm. 1040.25 Similarly, in Pers. 947dLP[6CXPVS' (an adjective found only in 
Aeschylus) describes -y6us7- 
Pers. 941-42 C1L'CLV]J MiV81)PTOV 8UCTOPOOV CLU'UM aL'UVTI 9 is found only in 
Aeschylus and Sophocles. 26 In the sense "persistent, wearisome" to describe a 
cry it is also used in Pers. 636 C['LGLVý 
81590POOL PCVY[1G1TG[. 27 ITCLV61)PT09 ('all- 
plaintive') is used in the antiphonal reply of the chorus in Pers. 944, in Sept. 
969 (with reference to one of the brothers), S. El. 1077 1TG'1V8VPTO9 
&TJ8W'V, Hec. 
212TFCLV8VPTOL9 OPTJVOLý. The only occurrences of UaOpoos7 ("ill-sounding) in 
231n fact, compounds are the most significant feature of the Aeschylean. style: see Earp (1948, 
6ff). 
24See Sideras (1971,71,182). 
2513oth adjectives are also used of persons (in the sense 'much- weeping'): for 1ToxU8aKpU3 cf. 
Plio. 366, for TTOXV8aKPUTog Hec. 651, Tro. 1105. In Ar. Birds 212 Itys is called TrOXU8aKPUý (in 
the passive sense 'much-wept'). 
26For this adjective see Silk (1983,304-5,313-14) and especially Degani (1962). 
27For the cries of the chorus in this passage see Haldane (1972). 
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tragedy are in Pers., apart from 942 and 636 mentioned above, in 1077 
8UCTOPOOL3 TOOL9. 
Pers. 1053 cy-T-Ovocacyct TTXayct: This adjective is found only in Aeschylus and 
Sophocles: see especially S. El. 147 GTOVO 0 187 GTOVOECYGU T-qPU9 'CGG`... "pVLg, O. T. 
(similarly, in 11.24.721 it describes the doL8-q' for the dead Hector). A similar 
adjective is TTOXUCTTovos-, describing Medea's cries in Med. 205. In Sept. 845 it is 
used for the two brothers in the passive sense, 'mournful-'. 
Pers. 1040=1048,1066 aPTL60UTFa points to the antiphonal character of the 
dirge. 28 Euripides uses similar adjectives in his kommoi in the same context, 
i. e. (1VT[ýC01)CL (Sitpp. 800-1), CLVTLýCLX[ýQV9 68ds- (I. T. 149), as well as the 
expression 8Ld6OXd CTOL ('in turn") in Andr. 1200 and Tro. 1307, in the first case 
referring to the delivery of lamenting cries, in the second to the performance 
of ritual gestures (for the use of this adjective in a similar context cf. E. Supp. 
71-72). In Hel. 174 the responsive role of the chorus to Helen's lament is 
marked by the phrase [ioucTCLa OPTIPT1ý1aCYL ýuvLo8d (for a similar phrase cf. Or. 
132-33 and further E. Supp. 73, Pho. 1518). It is noticeable that there are no 
examples of similar adjectives in the Sophoclean kommoi, where antiphonal 
effects are considerably restricted (see pp. 107ff). 
Sept. 916-19: The power of y0o3 is described with a series of adjectives, 
80(ý KTfl'p ("heart-rending'), 1a'U'TOCFTOVOS' CLýTOTTý[ýWV ("lamenting for itself and for 
its own woes"), 8(! ý6ýpcov ('miserable"), oý ýLXOJOýS' ('not mirthful'), 
8aKp1)X6COV29 ("causing the shedding of tears"). 80(WTTJPis found as8dLKTWpin A. 
Stipp. 798 (defining y%Los-), but the rest of the adjectives are hapax in tragedy. 
Cho. 425-266LTTPLKT61TXAKTGE 1TOXV1TdXQ1KTO1 C'1TCt07(7VTG OTPLH O'PC"Y[1aTa: Despite 
the uncertainty of the text, these heavy compound epithets do not seem to 
appear elsewhere. They describe the passionate mourning gestures of the 
chorus, suggesting tight fists, beating, spattering of blood and close 
repetition. 30 
S. El. 1930'LKTPG( CLU'8CL: O'LKTPOS' is frequently used in tragedy to characterize a 
lamenting cry, as in Aj. 629, S. El. 1067-68, L T. 227, Hel. 184. In Homer we also 
findO'LKTPOTaTTIV oTra (Od. 11.421) and as adverbO'LKTP" 6'Xo#p6ýtcP-q (cf. Od. 
4.719,10.409). 
S. El. 2436ýUT6VWV yowv: The piercing sound of the y0o3 is frequently 
emphasized in tragedy with similar adjectives, as in Sept. 320 0ýVYOOL3 
XLTa_LCTLV, 1023 0'ýi)[iOMToL3 o'L WyýlagLv, Ag. 57 y6ov 6'ývPoav, Aj. 321 6ýccL)v 
28For this adjective see also p. 146, n. 1. 
29This adjective has Homeric resonances: see Sideras (1971,82). 
30See Garvie (1986, on 425-8). 
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KWKI)ýtaTCOV, 630 O'ýVTOVOU9 68ds-., An t- 13160'ýWW'KUTOV TMOO9. As Kaimio 
(1977,180) notices, 0ý'Ug is a favourite characterization of sound in Sophocles, 
while (190) there are no similar instances of this adjective in Euripides. 
In I. T. 144-47 a series of musical terms and adjectives is employed to describe 
lphigeneia's lament: 
8UCTQP1JVýTOLS' OpTlvoLý, an oxymoron. This adjective occurs once more in 
tragedy (Ant. 1211 definingE'iTo3). 
OUK Cý[ýOýCFOU [iOXTTds,: c-u'ýLovaoý is used only here in the extant complete 
tragedies. 
&XýpoLs- cXeyoL3, i. e. unaccompanied by the lyre, thus wild, dirges. G'Aupog is 
characteristic in Euripides, expressing the notion of negated song ("lyreless 
muse'): 31 so also in Alc. 447, Hel. 185 and Pho. 1028 defining V'ýIVOL, CACTos. and 
ýioDcTa respectively. These oxymora account for the fact that joyful songs and 
dances are performed as a representation of joyless occasions. In other words 
artistic lamenting songs are used to convey pain and suffering. Aeschylus 
also uses the figure of unmusical song (cf. Ag. 990-91, Eum. 331-33), but not 
Sophocles, who uses dkupog in O. C. 1222 (its only other instance in tragedy) 
with reference to death. 
KI]6CLOL3 O'LKTOLCYLV: In this sense (of a funeral or tomb') K, 98CLOS' is used three 
times in Aeschylus (Cho. 87,226,538), none of which, however, refers to a 
dirge. 
E. El. 1211[1'1ý03 (mournful, grievous") yoo3: This adjective is used in a similar 
context in Pho. 1036 hILTILOV POaV, [TýýTJLOV kic'X03. 
Hel. 188 joepov (mournful') defines voýLov (if we accept Matthiae's 
suggestion). A similar use of this adjective is found in Hec. 84 [IcXos- yocpov- 
As is evident from the above, accumulations of adjectives describing 
lamenting cries/gestures of grief are characteristic mainly of the Aeschylean 
and to a smaller degree of the Euripidean kommoi. It is also noticeable that 
Aeschylus uses them to denote wild emotions whereas Euripides offers a 
more "lyric' picture of grief. In any case, accumulations of such adjectives are 
normally found at the beginning of a kommos (cf - Pers. 936ff, L T. 144ff) or of 
one of its sections (cf. Cho. 425ff), and always while the participants deliver 
long utterances, since the agitation prevalent in multiply divided stanzas does 
not allow the use of a series of them. Unlike the Aeschylean and Euripidean 
kommoi, in the Sophoclean ones extensive self-references to lamentation with 
the subsequent decorative adjectives are missing, which is in accordance with 
the restricted number of verbs and nouns of similar content in them, in 
31For an extensive treatment of this idea see Segal (1993a, 16ff). 
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comparison to their extensive use in the Aeschylean and Euripidean kommoi. 
In general, Sophocles, unlike the other two tragedians, rarely uses metaphors 
of singing for lamentation or shows self-awareness of his own poetics. 32 
Adjectives describing one's misfortune I- 
Tragic language employs a variety of adjectives to describe one"s 
misfortune, which are found with remarkable concentration in kommoi. They 
are listed below in order of frequency. 
TUXCL9 is the most widespread of these adjectives in tragedy, used much more 
extensively by Sophocles than by Aeschylus and, similarly, by Euripides than 
by Sophocles. 33 Its occurrences in kommoi are impressive., often very close to 
one another, e. g. Ag. 1107,1136,1138,1143,1158, Phil. 1083,1088,1104,1187, 
1189,1196, O. C. 1683,1692,1711,1715,1727,1734, Hipp. 811,816,817,822,826, 
841,852,860,875. They include, as with the other adjectives mentioned below, 
cases when the sufferer points to his misery34 or is addressed by his partner 
or they may characterize the dead or other objects /situations. Apart from its 
simple form, we also find the compounds 81)CTTakaLVa (Aj. 410, O. C. 1734, 
Hipp. 570) and TaXaL#cov (Aj. 903, Ant. 866,877). 35 
[ý6Xco3 is another widespread adjective in the context of lamentation. Like 
TaXaS', it is more common in Sophocles than in Aeschylus while Euripides 
makes the most frequent use of it. Some of its instances in kommoi where the 
mourner points to his misery are: Pers. 932, Ant. 1319,1341, Hipp. 845, Herc. 
886. In Sept. 963 the compounds ýtcXcoiTovos-, [icXco1TaOT1s- are attributed to the 
dead brothers. 
T XA[iwv, like the two previous adjectives, is found in an increasing number of 
instances from Aeschylus to Sophocles and Euripides, which is reflected in its 
occurrences in their kommoi as well. As in the previous cases, it is frequently 
attributed to the sufferers by themselves, e. g. Pers. 912, Aj. 893, O. T. 1332, Phil. 
32See Segal (1993a, 18-19). 
33Here, as elsewhere, references to comparative frequency of occurrence must take account of 
the fact that the surviving plays of Euripides outnumber those of Aeschylus or Sophocles by 
a factor of approximately 2.5. 
341n this case the adjectives may be followed for emphasis by e. g. Pers. 909, Ant. 1310, 
Andr. 1179. 
35, TaVTaXas- also occurs in tragedy (Pers. 637, Andr. 140, Hec. 667) 
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1101, Tro. 185,191,1233. Apart from the simple form the compound 
TTaVTXa[IWV is found in S. El. 150 characterizing Niobe. 
8U0*T1]V0S' is used sparingly by Aeschylus while the other two tragedians use it 
extensively. Xerxes and Oedipus point to themselves with this adjective as 
soon as they appear (Pers. 909, O. T. 1307 respectively). Unlike the previous 
ones, it is used mostly of persons, thus its attribution to Troy in Tro. 173 is 
suitable to personify it. In E. Supp. 967 we find the superlative degree of the 
adverb, 8VGTaV0TaTW9. 
aQXL0S' is not very common in Aeschylus but is used extensively by Sophocles 
and Euripides. Philoctetes uses it for himself in Phil. 1214, similarly Iphis in E. 
Supp. 1076, but it is more frequently attributed to the dead by the mourners 
(in Sept. 970 the compound TFaVaOXL03 is used in this context). 
8GLXaL03 is rare in Aeschylus, but more frequent in Sophocles and Euripides. 
Its occurrences in kommoi include Ant. 1272,1310-11 in the polyptoton 
8CD\. CLL03 C-YCO' ... 6CLXaLq ... Uq, similarly S. El. 849 8CLXaLa 8CLXaLWV KUpCLg, Tro. 
192. 
Apart from the above mentioned adjectives some others of a similar 
content are less frequent in kommoi. 
6uq6qý[ýcov is used in Sept. 926, O. T. 1302, E. El. 199, I. T. 203 in the oxymoron 
8-UO78MýIWV 8aqicov. In Alc. 865 Admetus characterizes himself with the rare 
compound papv6m[iwv (its only other occurrence in the surviving complete 
tragedies is in Tro. 112). A similar adjective rare in tragedy but frequent in 
comedy isKC1Ko8a[[icov (cf. Hipp. 1362 where Hippolytus points to himself). 
8UGTVX]JS' is very common in Euripides, unlike its restricted use in the other 
two tragedians. In kommoi it occurs in Eum. 791, Andr. 1201,1214. A similar 
adjective is KQKOTVXR'_S',, used only by Euripides a few times, all in lyrics (cf. 
Hipp. 669,679, Med. 1274, Herc. 133), in all cases apart from the last one in 
association with women. 
8UCTTFOT[ý03 is used sparingly by all three tragedians. In kommoi it is found in 
Ant. 869, Phil. 1120, E. Supp. 811, and in Pho. 1348 the comparative 
8VCTTTOT[1W'Tcpa. A similar adjectiveiS ýG[PýTTOT[ý03, rare in tragedy, found only 
in Sophocles and Euripides in the following cases: Phil. 1095, Hipp. 827, Pho. 
1345 in the superlative PaPUITOT[ICOTaTag. 
6ýg[iopqs- is not found in Aeschylus (apart from the adverb 8VGý10pws- in Sept. 
837) and, in contrast to the previous adjectives, is rare in Euripides but 
widespread in Sophocles. In kommoi it occurs in Aj. 923, Ant. 865, O. C. 1672. 
ITOXVlTOVWTGTO! S' is found twice in the extant complete tragedies, Sept. 1000 and 
Hec. 721. It is superlative ofTroXvTTovos-, a fairly common adjective in tragedy, 
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frequently used as a general epithet of mortals (cf. A. Supp. 382-83 and Or. 175 
TTOXIJTTOI)WV PP0TCJV, Or. 977 cýaýtcpwv Hv-q TToXvTrova). 
CTX6T>\. LO3 is quite common in Euripides but not in Sophocles and is rare in 
Aeschylus. In kommoi it is found in Andr. 1179 61 CTXCTXL09 TFOLOCCOP e-yw',, and 
in similar phrases in E. Slipp. 1074, E. El. 1170 (such phrases are frequent in 
tragedy: cf. also AL. 408-9, Hec. 783). 
TravýýXcQgg,, ý-, an adjective rare in Sophocles and Euripides but more common 
in Aeschylus, is used twice in kommoi: Sept. 932, Andr. 1225. 
C[ LaKT03 is used only by Aeschylus three times, twice with reference to a 
person (in Pers. 931 in the sense "lamentable', in 1069 in the sense 'wailing') 
and once to describeTTi ýMTa (Sept. 846-47), in the latter combination parodied T1 
in Ar. Ach. 1195. 
yocM! s- is another adjective found only in Aeschylus, three times in the final 
kommos of Pers. (1047,1057=1063) and twice in Supp. (72,194). 
The adjectives mentioned above are often combined in an impressive 
accumulation to emphasize the misery of the mourner and to create a pathetic 
effect. So, for example, Xerxes is characterized as6VCrTTJP09, TXýýLWV, O'LCXKTOS, 
[iCXcog (Pers. 909,912,931,932 respectively); PhilocteteS TaXots. (Phil. 1083, 
1104f 1187,1189), [icXcos- (1091,1126), TXýýiwv reduplicated (1101), PCLPVTFOT[109 
(1095), 8VGTTJVO! ý' (1152); Creon TCLXaS' (Ant. 1295,1299), ýtcXcog (1319,1341), 
8CLXGLLOS' (1272,1310-11); Theseus Ta/\CLS' (Hipp. 817,822,826,852,875), [Icxcos- 
(845)., TXý[iCOV (837,880). 
Interjections 
Interjections are widespread in tragedy, in both iambic and lyric 
passages, expressing a variety of emotions: grief, fear, agitation, physical 
pain, joy. 36 In lamenting passages, they are used far more extensively in 
kommoi (none is lacking in them), in some of which they occur in greater 
density and accumulation than in any other passage in tragedy (as in the final 
kommoi of Pers. and Ant. ). 
In the Homeric laments interjections are rare: the only instances are 
11.18.54 w" ý10L C'YW' 
8CLXý, W" ýLOL 61)(TCLPLCYTOTOKCLa (which is also the only case 
of anaphoric repetition in them), Il. 18.324 w" TroTToL, which is in accordance 
36Koonce (1962,77ff) lists all the different occasions in tragedy on which each interjection is 
employed. 
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with their generally calm spirit. Nevertheless, the delivery of interjections 
seems to have been customary in the formal dirge sung during the prothesis, 
as is made clear from a vase representation. On a black-figure phormiskos 
which depicts the prothesis of a female character37 are inscribed the first words 
of the lament of the father, 0IM01 OYFA[THP], and above the surface of the 
column that is on the left of the bier the letters 01MIEK, as if the house 
mourns. As Shapiro (1991,638) remarks, ""The father's words, though part of 
a hexameter verse, sound like an authentic threnos rather than an epigram 
carved in stone. " 
If, then, interjections were characteristic of ritual lamentation, the 
tragedians have made full use of them in this context. I list below the most 
common in order of frequency in kommoi, considering the intensity of 
emotion they express and which of them are more appropriately delivered by 
the principal mourner and which by his respondent. 
LCO, single or in fewer cases duplicated, is very frequent in 
invocations, followed usually by a vocative or more rarely a nominative (see 
pp. 93-94). As Burton (1980,120) remarks, it is "a call for support from one in 
need or distress. " When it is not used in this way it is often punctuated (e. g. 
Pers. 908,1004,1005, Tro. 173, E. Slipp. 1127=1134) or also frequently followed 
by kLOL, single or duplicated (duplication in all cases is reasonable to suggest 
heightened emotion), thus drawing attention to the speaker (e. g. Pers. 974, Aj. 
385,891=937, AL. 862,875=892). The addition Of ýLOL to 'LW' gives it a strictly 
personal tone, so it is noticeable that it is always delivered by the main 
sufferer with the exception of Tro. 1237 where it is delivered by the chorus 
instead of Hecuba. However, this peculiarity can be explained by the fact that 
in effect they are the principal mourners exhorting Hecuba to lamentation. 
Similarly, in E. Supp. 798-837, although the chorus are the bereaved, Adrastus 
delivers all the interjections including the extended 'W') 'W') ýLOL ýLOL (828), 
which shows his personal suffering for the disaster. 
is the next most frequent interjection in kommoi. It is often Mal 
duplicated, sometimes followed by a genitive (e. g. Pers. 928, Hipp. 813, Hel. 
211-12) or rarely by a vocative (Sept. 892-93), but in most cases it is 
punctuated. It has a more intense emotional force than'LCO, indicative of which 
are the repeated cries of Amphitryon beginning with'LW' in Herc. 886ff before 
he exclaims a'Lal KaKCOV (899), which marks the death of the children, as the 
subsequent reaction of the chorus shows (900ff). So it is also used to express 
Electra's almost distraught situation as she insists on mourning (S. El. 136); 
37Athens, Kerameikos 691. For a discusslon of it see Shapiro (1991,636-38). 
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Creon's mad grief at the deaths of Haemon and Eurydice (Ant. 1267=1290). 
,I aLaL also expresses a sudden and violent outburst of grief, so it often 
constitutes the first reaction of the recipients of bad news (cf. Pers. 257, Herc. 
913, Pho. 1340), as well as of physical pain and suffering (cf. Trach. 1081, Hipp. 
1370). It seems from the above that it was associated with ritual lamentation 
for the dead, a suggestion reinforced by its appearance in antilabic verses 
with close antiphony (cf. Herc. 1066, Tro. 579,1229, Pho. 1560), where it is 
often combined with W"[iOL (Herc. 1065) or O'L40L (Tro. 578,1230) and the verb 
cy-rcvd(ELV (Herc. 914,1064, Tro. 1229) or, similarly, KaTa(JTEPCLV (Pho. 1560). 
tcý is sometimes followed by a genitive (e. g. I. T. 156, Or. 161) and 
rarely by a vocative addressing the dead (Ant. 1300), but in most cases it is 
punctuated like all the other exclamations. It covers a wide range of 
emotional intensity. So it is used to express Electra's passionate desire for 
revenge (Cho. 396) and Hecuba's agitation in contemplating her future life as 
a slave (Tro. 190), but it can also denote a calmer state of mind as, for example, 
when the chorus of Ag. compare Cassandra's mourning with that of the 
nightingale (Ag. 1143). 
QL[ýOL is very frequent in Sophocles and Euripides, but rare in 
Aeschylus, where it is found only four times (Ag. 1225, Cho. 434,875,38 876), 
one of which in a kommos (Cho. 434). It is often followed by a genitive (e. g. 
Aj. 367, Pho. 1345,1346) or by the dative ýWL (e. g. Phil. 1123, I. T. 155), which 
reinforces its personal tone. However, the force Of ýLOL in O'L40L is not always 
retained (as in 'Lco kLoL), as is shown from its delivery by characters not 
personally affected by the disaster, e. g. the chorus in Herc. 1051 or the 
coryphaeus in Ant. 1270, the latter being completely detached from the 
suffering of the principal mourner. When OY40L is delivered by the sufferer it 
can express different degrees of emotional intensity, for example, from 
Antigone's violent reaction as she thinks that she is being mocked by the 
chorus (Ant. 839)39 to Admetus' calmer state of mind as he remembers the 
day of his wedding (AIC. 914). 
Cý[ioL 
- 
is far less frequent in tragedy than O'L[IOL. It can be followed by 
C7 TW' (e. g. Andr. 1173, Hec. 1056) or a genitive (e. g. Aj. 900,909) or cyw' plus a 
genitive (e. g. Hipp. 591,817) or by ýLOL (e. g. Ag. 1494=1518, Ant. 1317). Unlike 
OYýLOL, 6540L always retains its personal character, thus it seems to have a 
stronger emotional force. In all cases of kommoi where it is employed it is 
381n this verse in the intensified form TFCXVOL[iOL. 
391t is noticeable that Ajax and Philoctetes preface their thoughts of being laughed at by their 
enemies with the same interjection (cf. Aj. 367, Ad. 1123). 
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delivered by the principal mourner. Only in one case, in Hipp. 591, is it 
delivered by a character not personally involved in the disaster, the chorus, 
which shows exactly how much they sympathize with Phaedra. In effect, they 
are the main mourners, being assigned lyric verses, while she delivers 
trimeters. 
OTOT6'L is the next most frequent interjection in kommoi (not found, 
however, in any of the Sophoclean ones). 40 It is used sparingly in tragedy, in 
shorter or longer versions, occurring almost exclusively in its lyric parts., apart 
from one instance (Ag. 1257), and expressing a violent outburst of emotion, 
especially climactic agitation, as is depicted in its lengthened forms. So, for 
example, in Pers. 268=274 it marks the agitation of the Persian elders as they 
contemplate the extent of the catastrophe; in Ag. 1072 the breaking of 
Cassandra's long silence; in Andr. 1197,1200 the beginning of the antiphonal 
dirge between Peleus and the chorus. 
C C" is found exclusively in lyrics, in different forms (cf. also cic C'e" in 
, CX ' in P. V. 566), as there is no agreement in the manuscript tradition Pers. 977 cE 
about its accentuation and its single or double repetition. It is used to express 
sharp agitation caused by a sudden stimulus, physical or mental. So Xerxes 
utters this cry in Pers. 977 recalling vividly the violent death of his comrades; 
Electra in S. El. 840 reminded by the previous words of the chorus (V TF 0' 
yaLaý) that Agamemnon and Orestes are dead. 
otcýL is a rare exclamation found only in the Aeschylean lyrics, in this 
form (Pers. 931, Supp. 885, Elim. 841=874) or in lengthened versions (Pers. 
955=966,1067, Supp. 876), and expresses a violent emotional situation. So, for 
example, in Pers. 955=966 the chorus raise this cry in agitation before they 
start listing the names of the Persian leaders. 
TTaiTal (with lengthened versions in Phil. 746,754) is used sparingly in 
tragedy to express strong physical or mental suffering to the point of 
distraction. So in Pers. 1031 the chorus utter this cry on hearing that Xerxes 
tore his robes; in Ag. 1114 it underlines Cassandra's derangement at her 
vision of the net of Hades. 
ITOTFOL (with the formsTroTrcýL in Pers. 550=560 andTTOTraý in Eum. 143)41 
is not common in tragedy (no occurrences in Euripides), found almost 
exclusively in lyric passages apart from Pers. 731. Its occurrences in kommoi, 
Cassandra"s cries in Ag. 1072=1076,1100 as she is overwhelmed by her 
401n fact, in Sophocles it is used only in El. 1245, and in the form -Fo-ro-rcýL in Tracli. 1010. 
41As Sommerstein (1989, on 143) remarks, interjections in -dý are common in comedy but 
none occurs in serious poetry except here. 
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visions, and Orestes" in Cho. 405 being in a position of despair, must include a 
note of frenzy. 42 
8d is an exclamation of horror43 following -rroTroL in Ag. 1072=1076 
and Cho. 405. In tragedy it is always found in combination with other 
interjections (cf. also Eum. 841=874, Pho. 1296). 
OY followed by 'yw' or cyco is found only in Aeschylus and Euripides, 
in most cases in spoken parts and always delivered by women. 44 In the 
uncombined form O'L it occurs only in the lyrics of Pers. (663=671,1003, 
104545=1053) and possibly in P. V. 602 (where, however, some mss give O'L). 
The fact that it is delivered by men only in Pers., whereas in all other cases by 
women, may point to the femininity of the Persians (see p. 162). As is also 
shown from its occurrences in Pers.., it expresses a sharp emotional state in 
contrast to the combination OL' 'yck'), which usually denotes calmer grief - 
W" is a rare exclamation found always in lyrics with the exception of 
Ag. 1214 (an iambic dimeter preceding Cassandra"s monologue in trimeters). 
In Pers. 985 it is followed by a genitive, in Aj. 372 by a nominative, which, 
according to Jebb (1896, on 372ff. ), is stronger than 6' with vocative. As 
Sommerstein (1989, on 357) remarks, its occurrence in mid-sentence (or at the 
end of a short sentence), normally expresses a strong access of emotion (cf. 
Hipp. 362, E. Stipp. 807). 
is found only in the Aeschylean lyrics, always in contexts of 
lamentation, single in Ag. 1485 and duplicated in Pers. 1004 and Stipp. 115. 
-ne is also rare, found only in the Aeschylean lyrics. In Sept. 966=978 it 
marks antiphonal exchanges at the beginning of strophe and antistrophe. Its 
other occurrences are Pers. 569=577,651=656, Stipp. 831. 
Lcoa and Aiý, the latter duplicated, are found only in the epode of the 
final kommos of Pers. (1071,1072 and 1075,1076 respectively). 
Two or more interjections are frequently combined in an extended 
exclamatory phrase (e. g. Pers. 1004 
'L T) 'L -q' 'L U') 'L W' 
, Ag. 
10720'TOTOTOTOL TFOITOL 
42Cf. Bowen (1986, on 405). Similarly in P. V. 576 and Eitni. 145 (see Sommerstein. 1989, on 
145), but in its other instances (Pers. 731,852, O. T. 168, Tracli. 853, in all of them preceded by 
WI) it denotes a calmer state of mind. 
43See Denniston-Page (1957, on 1072). 
441n some cases this interjection is delivered repeatedly throughout the play by the same 
female character, for example, Clytemnestra in Clio. 691,887,893,928, Hecuba in Hec. 154, 
438,676, Helen in Hel - 594,685,1223. 
45Here, however, the mss give O'L[IOL. 
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6d, Elim. 841 otcýL 8d ýcD) and, as has already been shown passim, they are 
very often found in strophic responsion. Collard (1975,11. on 805-7) remarks 
that "ýED ýED and 'Lw' 'Lw' are the only interjections which when syntactically 
isolated respond (very rarely) with ordinary words'", thus in E. Siipp- 805 'Lco' 
Lco=818 C'XELý E"XEL9. In cases of close antiphony they are usually taken up by 
the particle 8ýTa (cf. Pers. 1072, S. El. 844, Herc. 900, Tro. 584,1231), so that the 
second singer reinforces the cry of the first. The use of this particle in 
antiphony is parodied in Ar. Lys. 972 where it picks up an adjective. 
In most cases interjections occur at the beginning of a verse, 
sometimes also marking the beginning of a stanza. Frequently also a character 
in distress starts his lament with an interjection, as, for example, Xerxes in 
Pers. 908, Ajax in Aj. 348, Oedipus in O. T. 1307, Creon in Ant. 1261, Admetus 
in Alc. 861. In all these cases the beginning of lamentation coincides with the 
entrance of the sufferer at a critical moment of the action. So in Pers. this is 
Xerxes" only appearance in the play, long postponed; in Aj. it is Ajax"s first 
appearance after he has regained his senses; Oedipus in O. T. appears after his 
self-blinding presenting a horrible sight; Creon in Ant. enters carrying 
Haemon's body in his arms; Admetus in Alc. returns from Alcestis' funeral. 
The distribution of interjections between the participants of a 
kommos is usually indicative of the relationship between them. So, for 
example, the sharing of interjections in the final kommos of Pers. and the 
parodos of Tro. reflects the equal suffering of the participants and their 
unanimous lamentation. By contrast, in Ag. 1448-1576 and Eum. 778-891 all 
the interjections are delivered by the chorus, who are in both cases the 
sufferers, none by Clytemnestra and Athena respectively. On the other hand, 
in Alc. 861-934 the chorus do not utter any interjections in contrast to the 
actor, which indicates that they do not participate in his lamentation. 
Noticeably, this is the case in most of the Sophoclean kommoi. Exceptionally, 
in Aj. 201-262 and 891-973 the shared anxiety of the chorus and Tecmessa 
finds expression in the equal distribution of interjections between them. 
A great number of interjections in a passage is obviously indicative of 
great agitation, so it is reasonably found in kommoi reacting to a recent 
disaster (e. g. Pers. 908ff, Elim. 778ff, Aj. 891ff, S. El. 823ff, Alc. 861ff). By 
contrast, they are sparingly used in kommoi lacking the agitation of those 
mentioned above, e. g. the ones concerning Agamemnon's death which 
happened long ago (Cho. 306ff, S. El. 121ff, E. El. 167ff). Interjections may be 
scattered throughout a kommos or they may be accumulated in a specific part 
of it. In kommoi which fall into two parts they are usually accumulated in the 
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second one which denotes greater agitation (cf. Pers. 1002ff, Sept. 961ff, Tro. 
1302ff). In other kommoi which involve antilabic verses with close antiphony 
they are naturally concentrated in those verses (cf. Supp. 805-7, Tro. 1226-31, 
Herc. 1065-66). The distribution of interjections may also serve the 
requirements of a specific kommos; for example, it is noticeable that in O. T. 
1307ff all of them occur in the first strophic pair where Oedipus laments for 
his blindness, but none in the second one where he explains his motives; in 
Alc. 861ff the majority of Admetus' interjections are found in the first strophic 
pair, interrupting the consolatory statements of the chorus, thus indicating his 
unwillingness to accept the comfort they offer him. 
Invocations 
Lamenting language is rich in invocations, frequently interjected 
with co orLW', which are suitable to express heightened emotion, physical pain 
and suffering of any kind. I cite below the most frequent types found in 
kommoi. 
Invocations of natural surroundings and elements of nature are 
frequent in the Sophoclean plays, used in the moments of the greatest 
isolation and despair of the hero when he can appeal neither to men nor to 
gods (cf. Phil. 938 ov' Tap a'XXOV O'L8' O'TCý Xcyco). The landscape /natural 
elements are the only ones who can listen to his lament or complaint and not 
betray him. In kommoi such invocations are found in Aj. 394-95 L'CL') 
OXOTOS'... EPEPOS' W #[GVVOTCLTOV, 412-13'Lw' TropOL O'ALPPOOOL TT(2pCAC( T 01 TpG[ 
KGIL VE[10ý CTTO[KTLoi), 418-19 61 XK(X[1aV6pLOL 'YELTOPES' p'om, Ant. 844-45, Phil. 
1081,1087.46 
In moments of great despair one also turns to one's City: L'co' 
ZKCL[1aV6pOV 1TO'ETPLOV 1TOTOV (Ag. 1157), Jo TFOXLS' (e. g. Ant. 842, Phil. 1213, Andr. 
1211/ E. Supp. 808). Frequent are also addresses to a city/land which is 
destroyed (e. g. Pers. 1070=1074 'Lw' 'Lw' ITcpG'L3 cna 8vapaTos-, Tro. 173 TPOLGI 
TpOLG( 66i-rai)", Hel. 362 'LW' TCAOILVOL TPOM) and, similarly, to one's house 
46This sort of address to the landscape is a technique developed exclusively by Sophocles. As 
Knox (1964,170, n. 23) remarks, the first example of such an address in Greek literature seems 
to be P. V. 88f f, which, in addition to all the other disputed matters about this play, makes it 
even more problematical. 
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when it is afflicted by misfortune (e. g. Alc. 912 61' cyXýýta 86[icov, Herc. 891 'LCL) 
80[ioL, Pho. 1342 J) 6(J'J[1C[T"... O'L6L1TOV Ta8C). 
Very common are also invocations of a situation, event or person that 
is the cause of present suffering or the object of hatred., sorrow or a similar 
emotion. Examples from kommoi include: Ag. 1146 'LW' 'LCO'... PLOý, 1156 [W' 
yCl[ioL..., 1455'LC'L) impdwous-'Uh)a, Aj. 379-80 'L W'... T C[<Pov AaPT'Lov, Ant. 863-65 
LCO (aTOCL KOL[IT14aTCt T'..., 1284 t(ý 8i)cFKdO(aPTOS' T) CO ... LW "AL601) XLýIi), AL. 895 6 ýmKpc& 
ITEI)Ofl XýITGIL TE ýLXcov, Andr. 1186 clo yd[ioý..., Hel. 335'LW' [iEXCOS' C[ýLEPCL- 
Invocations of gods and semi-divine beings, either collectively or 
individually, are very common when one points to one's misery (cf. Tro. 1288- 
90, Med. 160-61, Andr. 1224-25) or when one is in despair (cf. Cho. 408-9, Ellm. 
785, Aj. 387, O. C. 1748-49), and are often accompanied by a wish (cf. Pers. 
915ff, E. El. 135ff, Hec. 1066ff) or are delivered in a reproachful tone (Eum. 
778ff, E. El. 1190ff, Hcrc. 1087ff, Tro. 1288ff). Addresses to the dead are also 
extremely frequent in kommoi (see pp. 111ff). 
Imperatives 
Characteristic of ritual laments where one participant acts as exarchos 
instructing the other what to do is the employment of imperatives. The 
longest such passage is found in Pers. 1038-1077 where almost all of Xerxes' 
utterances (apart from 107147 and 1075-76) contain imperatives with which he 
directs the movement of the chorus (1038'LOL, 1069KL E), asks them to weep 
(1038 8LaLPC, 1046 CTTCVGLCC, 1065 8LaLVOV), to deliver shrill cries (1042 'LUCE 
EXOS M'GLOV, 1058 
' 'TEL 6" 'ý', 1073 ýt -, 10,50 CITOPOLUCE yooLs-, 1054KOLITLýOCL TO' 1i au 0 L) 
yodcTO') replying antiphonally to his own (1040=1048,1066 p6a VVV aVTL80UTra 
ýtoL), and to perform demonstrative gestures (1046 c' pcao7c, 
105407TC PV' 
dpao-o-c, 1056 YEVCLOU TTEPOC ... TPLXa, 1060 TrETrXov 
8' C"PELKC,, 1062 ýdXV 
E 'OCLPCLV). In this kommos all the exhortations of the exarchos occur in its final 
part with the exception of one at its beginning (941-42YET"... aý66v). In E. Slipp. 
800-1 Adrastus begins his exchange with the mothers by exhorting them to 
reply antiphonally to his cries 
(G'(17L')CTG. T' &VTLýWV` C7TCVaY[1aTWV). In Herc. 
1064 and Tro. 1229 the chorus prompt their brief antiphonal exchanges with 
47However, as Broadhead (1960, on 1066-76) remarks, it is reasonable to assume that this line 
(according to his text, 1070) also represents a command, which is acted out by the chorus in 
the following line. 
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Amphitryon and Hecuba respectively with the imperative UTEvaCe. The 
chorus also often exhort themselves to deliver cries of mourning or perform 
gestures of grief. This may function as an introduction to their lamentation 
(cf. Sept. 854ff yowv ... EPEGMET' a4ý'L KPCXTL ... TTLTUXOV) or constitute their 
immediate reaction to disastrous news just reported (cf. Pers. 257 6LaLVEUOC, 
280-81 'LuCc 
... Ooav, Pho. 
13500'(VaTETC KLOKUTOV) or mark renewed agitation (cf. 
Pers. 955 O'LOLCýL ýooi, Tro. 1235CIPCIGGE KpdTa). 48 
In the extant tragedies of Sophocles there are no cases of imperatives 
concerning lamenting cries or gestures of mourning, since this ritual element 
is missing from his kommoi. By contrast, characteristic of them are the 
repeated imperatives and prohibitions of the chorus to the actor to be 
moderate, not to mourn excessively and generally to follow their advice (e. g. 
Aj. 3 71 I')TTCLKE KaL ýp6vflcTov Cý, 49 El. 177 [i)0'... bTr(EpdXOco, 213 ýpGl(o-u kLi 0 1) TJ 1) a Ti 
TTOpico ýwi,, Cw, Phil. 1182 [1ETPLaCE, O. C. 1722XýYETE TOD6" &Xový), which 
indicate that the role of the chorus is not to join in the lamentation of the hero 
but to reject his attitude and advise a different one to the present 
circumstances. 
The mourner often calls attention to his suffering by employing 
imperatives such as Y&ECTOE or opdTE or an equivalent phrase. They may be 
addressed to the chorus (e. g. P. V. 141, Aj. 351, Ant. 806) or to one"s city (E. 
Siipp. 808), thus inviting the pity of his fellow-men, or to the gods (e. g. Cho. 
406-7/ E. El. 1178, Tro. 1290, Med. 161). By directing attention to themselves in 
this way the heroes, in the context of the dramatic performance, invite the 
attention of the wider audience of the theatre. 
Phrases showing the impact. of a recent misfortune - Ornate language 
In tragic laments for recent deaths the bereaved express their violent 
grief at the loss of their beloved person in a way unparalleled in the Homeric 
laments. They feel that they have been completely destroyed, an emotion they 
frequently express with the verbs RXvýtm, o'LXoýtm and similar ones. So 
481n Euripides, unlike the other tragedians, actors also address themselves with imperatives, 
sometimes concerning ritual lamentation, as in E. El. 125-26,150, Tro. 279-80. For this form of 
self-exhortation, which is less natural than those a group of people address to one another, 
see Kaimio (1970,125,133-34). 
491n Aj. 368 [q'... aMCL Td8c Tecmessa as well sides with the chorus. 
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Tecmessa's first reaction to Ajax's death is O'LXWK, O'XWXa, 6LaTrcTT0'P0TJ[ICLL (Aj. 
896), which is complemented by the chorus as W"[10L, KG[TG'TrGýJ)C9, &'VG[ý, TOV& 
CrUVVaVTaV (Aj. 901-2); Theseus in Hipp. states that with her death Phaedra has 
destroyed him (cf. 839 a1TW'Xcc7a3 yClp ýidWi) ý KaTGýOLCyo, 50 846 a X/V TI 
d1TwX6kt-qv). 51 A vivid expression indicating the effect of a death on the 
bereaved is found in O. C. 1683-84 i,, Cov 6. ' O'XCOPLa Vl')ý ETT" 0[1[la(JL PEP(aKC/ 
where Antigone describes her and 1smene's grief in terms of actual death. 52 
Similar expressions are also used to describe the effect of a recent misfortune 
other than death on the sufferers, as, for example, in Hipp. 565,575,878. The 
frequent use Of O'WkLaL by Euripides in similar contexts is parodied by 
Aristophanes in Thesm. 209 where he presents him exclaiming w 
C1 IT ' XCL)XI. 53 TPLCTKCW08CL'LýLC0V, Wý a0 
The bereaved also frequently express their utter desolation and 
loneliness with the use of the adjective c'pýq[iog/cpý[iog or similar ones. The 
death they mourn for means an irreplaceable loss for them, which they 
emphasize. So after Alcestis' funeral Admetus realizes how empty his house 
is without her, and stresses it at the beginning and end of his kommos (AIc. 
861 Xýpwv [i(EXCIOpwv, 925XCKTPCOV KOLTCtS' GS' Cpfl'ýLO'Ug); Peleus stresses his 
childlessness for a second time after the loss of Neoptolemus (Andr. 1205-7 dJ 
ýLXOS-, 80ý101) IEXLTFCý G"PIJ[10V,... 'YCP0VT' G[TFM80. i)oaýLaag, 1216 a'TEKV03 
it CpTI[I0S-). 54 Similar expressions are lacking in the Aeschylean kommoi, 
naturally enough since in all cases where a recent death is lamented the 
mourners are not close kin of the dead. 
The agitation at the news of a recent death or another misfortune is 
often marked with exclamatory phrases pointing to its effect on the sufferers. 
Here are some of them: Eum. 837=870 E[-LE TFaOCLV TC16c, Aj. 900 W"[10L C[I(ýV 
VOCTTCOV/ Hipp. 845 [iEXco3, OLOV E180V G'1X'Y03 86ýiwv, Andr. 1173 W" [10 L Ey W, 
KaKOV OLOV Op(ý T06E, Pho. 1345-46 01LýLOL ýt)[iýopd3 PaPVIT0T[ICL)TC[Ta3,01LýiOL 
-1 KaKCOV U07TIVOý, co -raXaý cyco'. 
50Similar phrases are frequently delivered by the mourners, e. g. S. El. 808,1163-64, Aii t. 871, 
AIc. 1082. 
51G., similarly, Ant. 1285,1288, Andr. 1176-77, Hec. 683, E. Supp. 1073,1158, I. T. 153. 
52The image of darkness covering one's eyes while dying is common in Homer (e. g. 11.5. 
310). A picture similar to O. C. 1683-84 is given of Achilles when he is informed of Patroclus' 
death (11.18.22) and of Andromache when she sees Hector being dragged behind Achilles' 
chariot (11.22.466). 
53For other cases of Aristophanic parody of this verb see p. 139, n. 8. 
54For similar expressions cf. O. C. 1717,1735, Hipp. 847, E. Slipp. 1131-32. 
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The agitation exhibited in phrases such as those mentioned above 
indicates that the mourner is preoccupied with the immediate and particular 
disaster, so there is little room for contemplation beyond that or the use of 
more elaborate language. When the kommos consists of short exchanges 
between the participants, the lack of ornate language is more natural., but 
even in cases such as Elim. 778ff, Ant. 1261ff, Hipp. 817ff, Andr. 1173ff (its first 
part), where the mourner delivers long utterances, the language is mainly 
exclamatory with broken sentences and frequent repetitions of words and 
phrases, indicative of great agitation, which normally excludes the use of 
extensive metaphors or other images. 
These are usually found in kommoi where the tension is lower, for 
example, in the first strophic pair of the parodos of Hel. which defines the 
lamenting mood; in Ant. 823ff, the comparison Antigone draws between her 
fate and Niobe's; in Phil. 1123ff where the hero in a long digression imagines 
Odysseus playing with his bow. The lack of urgency in the situation depicted 
in the parodoi of Hel. and I. T. allows also for an extensive contemplation by 
the heroines of their past sufferings with vivid imagery (Hel. 229ff, I. T. 203ff). 
Similarly, the calmer exchanges between Electra and the chorus in the 
parodoi of S. and E. El. give the heroine the chance to exhibit her suffering in 
elaborate (cf. E. El. 175ff) and reflective language (cf. S. El. 147ff). All these 
utterances are close to monodic ones, hence their language is reminiscent of 
that of monodies proper (e. g. Tro. 122ff, Ion 881ff). 
The contrast between ornate and unadorned language in the same 
kommos is brilliantly brought out in the two distinct parts of the final 
kommoi of Pers. and Sept. The elaborate description of their mourning 
character and of the disaster with the employment of vivid imagery in the 
first part gives way in the second one to interrupted sentences consisting in 
Pers. mainly of Xerxes' exhortations to the chorus and their responses and in 
Sept. of brief comments on the misfortune of the brothers. 
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7. STYLE 
Verbal repetition of any kind, delivered either by the same person 
(anadiplbsis, anaphora, polyptoton, other forms of repetition) or shared by 
different persons (in cases of antiphony) is characteristic of lamenting 
language. 
Ana 
Anadiplosis is generally used to denote any strong emotion, thus is 
reasonably frequent in lamenting passages, where it is used especially to 
exhibit great agitation. 1 So in the first part of the kommos of Pers. (931-1001) 
there are comparatively few instances (8) in relation to their dense 
concentration in its second part (20). Similarly, there are no instances in Ant. 
806-82 but in 1261-1347 no fewer than 13 of them are employed to indicate 
Creon's agitation. Euripides uses anadiplosis far more extensively than the 
other two tragedians in his lyrics (in fact, it is the most widespread figure in 
them), and consequently in his kommoi. Also unlike them, its use in 
Euripides frequently carries little or no emotional weight (e. g. I. T. 138 a'-YCLTG3 
)1 11 ýtOXC). 2 ayaycý, Hel. 195 c'ýtoXcv c 
Anadiplosis can be found in any part of the verse but in most cases it 
occurs at its beginning. The words most often repeated in kommoi are the 
interjections. Following after them are the verbs, with particular preference 
for imperatives, especially those referring to ritual lamentation (cf. Pers. 1038 
=1046, E. Stipp. 800, Tro. 1235, Pho. 1350). Frequent are also the aorists of the 
verbs XcUrTw (Pers. 985, Hipp. 848) and, confined to the Euripidean kommoi, of 
PXCO'CFKCO (Hipp. 586-87, El. 169, Hel. 195) and 6'XXv[iL (Andr. 1187, Hel. 384, I. T. 
153, Or. 200). Quite often the anadiplosis of a verb consists of a compound 
and the verb in its simple form, e. g. Ant. 1321 CLTTa^YCTC [1'... 
dYCTC' ýL' 
(according to Pearson"s text, 1924), E. Supp. 811 TFPOCTC('YCT" <0'['YCTCX 
I Cf. the scholiast on Hec. 909 80PL 8T) 80PL: 
&TACIOIGICEL E'VEKEV TýS' XU71W. 
2For the use of this figure by Euripides and the differences with Aeschylus and Sophocles see 
Breitenbach (1934,214ff). 
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In most cases of anadiplosis one word is repeated and in fewer 
instances two (e. g. Aj. 3599C TOL CTE TOL, Andr. 1186 w' y%ioý W y%ios-) or 
even three words (cf. Hipp. 836TO' KCIT& Td9 OCXW, TO' KG[Ta 'yd3 KVE#(3)- 
Sometimes there are also two successive anadiploses indicating greater 
pathos (e. g. Pers. 1010 vcq pcq 8i)q- 8uq, Phil. 1186-87 a'M-L C16fL, 8mýIWV 
6aL[iwv, Tro. 1312'LCO' LW', ITPMýIC Flpm[iE) while often one or more words are 
inserted between those repeated (e. g. Aj. 396-97 EXcaO` E'XccY06 ý1' O'LKTITOPCL, 
E"XccTOE' [i-, Ant. 1319-20 ý-yc'o yap a", cYCO' CY" E"KC(POV, W [jcXcos-, Gyw, I. T. 148 
aTG['L ý10L (TUkLOCL'LVOVCT' aTOLL). The latter type of anadiplosis seems to express 
greater agitation, almost distraction; it is noticeable that in Creon"s agitated 
kommos in Ant. 1261-1347 there are six such cases (in verses 1273,1285,1296, 
1319-20,1321,1340-41). Anadiplosis is often found in strophic responsion as 
well, e. g. Ag. 1156 'LC'O -YC[[iOL ydýioL=1167 'LC'L) TTOVOL iTova, Cho. 382 ZEO 
ZcD=396 ýcý ýED, Hel. 195 c'[ioXcv c'ýioXc=214 c'XaXcv c'XaX(Ev. In the above 
cases of Cho. and Hel. where different participants deliver strophe and 
antistrophe, the responsion of the repetition suggests antiphony between 
them. 
Anadiplosis is not so frequent in the Aeschylean lyrics outside 
kommoi as it is in those of Sophocles and, to a much greater extent, of 
Euripides. Noticeable, however, is its use in other ritual passages in 
Aeschylus and Euripides, i. e. Pers. 650=655,657,672,680 (invocation of 
Darius), Cho. 157 (invocation of Agamemnon), Bacch. 68,116,152-53 (cultic 
hymn to Dionysus), Ion 125-26=141-42 (hymn to Apollo). It seems, therefore, 
that it was a characteristic feature of ritual passages in general, and 
consequently of laments for the dead. The great number of occurrences in the 
exodos of Pers. is perhaps sufficient evidence of that. Indicative is also the 
beginning of the mourning utterance of the Trojan seers (Ag. 408 avECTTEVOP) 
when Helen arrives in Troy, reported in Ag. 410 *"Lw' 'LW' Mqia W)ýta". Procne, 
the archetype of mourning, always cries 'Itys' twice (cf. Ag. 1144, S. El. 148, 
Phaeth. 70). 3 Anadiplosis was, then, naturally used by the tragedians in their 
laments and in any other passages denoting strong emotion. 
3See Diggle (1970, on 70): "The sense is not 'mourning Itys Itys' but rather 'mourning Itys 
Itys ," 
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Repetition of phrases 
Apart from the repetition of individual words, in the Aeschylean 
kommoi there are occurrences of whole phrases or even passages (ephymnia) 
repeated, all of them within a ritual context: Pers. 1040=1048-1066,1057=1063, 
1055=1061,1070-1074 (ritual lament for the Persian dead), Sept. 975-77=986-88 
(similarly, lament for Eteocles and Polyneices), Ag. 1072-73=1076-77,1080- 
81=1085-86 (Cassandra invoking Apollo as his priestess), 1489-96=1513-20 
(the chorus' dirge for Agamemnon). Such repetitions can be better 
understood within the prominent ritual context of the Aeschylean lyrics in 
general, 4where similar examples are abundant: Pers. 663=671, Supp. 117- 
121=129-132,141-43=151-53,162-66= <inserted>, 889-92=899-902, Ag. 
121=139-159, Etim. 328-33=341-46,1043=1047.5 Similar cases are lacking in the 
Sophoclean and Euripidean kommoi, but there are some examples in other 
Euripidean lyrics, i. e. E. El. 112-14=127-29 (in a lamenting context as well), 
Tro. 314,331 (also 310,322), Ion 125-27=141-43, although nothing comparable 
in Sophocles, which is an indication that the ritual element found in the lyrics 
of the other two tragedians is missing from his. 
An 
Like anadiplosis, anaphora is a frequent figure of speech in the tragic 
lyrics, used far more extensively by Euripides than by the other two 
tragedians. Its use in kommoi is also widespread. Its usual form is the 
repetition of a word at the beginning of two successive phrases but there are 
many examples of a tripartite anaphora as well, e. g. S. El. 201-4 clo TTaadv 
T KC, V, -rL PP40S-, C'TL VE'OV, LVOL ITXCOV aýICPCL ... W 1) W EKTTO['YX' dXOTI, I. T. 232 G" 
I/ CTL OaXoý. Frequent is also the successive repetition of two words, e. g. Aj. 911 
0 TrG[VTa KCOýO! ý', 0 TFd'VT m8pLg, I. T. 203-5 C'ý G'[pXdg ýLOL 81)C78CIL'ý1WV 
4For the ritual forms underlying a considerable number of the Aeschylean lyrics see Else 
(1977). For the prominent cultic element in them see also Kranz (1933,127ff). 
5As Johansen - Whittle (1980, IL on 117-22=128-33) remark, 
it is characteristic of the 
Aeschylean ephymnia that they denote a high level of pathos. Moritz (1979) shows in 
addition that, whatever their immediate ritual context, 
their themes are widely applicable to 
the play as a whole. The frequent use of ephymnia and the repetition of other phrases 
in 
Aeschylus are parodied in Ar. Frogs 1264-77. 
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6cL'L a 'pxds-..., while there is also the case of two successive anaphoras: 
AIC. 863TTcýL ý(ý; ITCAL GT(ý; TL XE'YCL); TL 8C ýtTl;. This figure can be also found 
V in strophic responsion, as in Cho. 431-32 ch)ci) ITO/\LTdV C'LV(IKT" 1a'VGU 8E 
TTCVfttdTCL)V=436-37 C'KG(TL ýIcv 8aL46vcov, c'i<aTL 8' d[idv XcpC, )v, where it 
emphasizes the symmetry of the antiphonal utterances of Electra and Orestes 
respectively. The words repeated in anaphora do not always present the same 
form, e. g. E. Siipp. 832-33ITLKPOI)g CO'68C3 'YG140V9, TTLKPG'tl) 8C (Mpoi) ý 6TW, 
Hel. 198-99 8L' E[IC TG[V TT0XVKT0V0V, 6L" E[10'V 0'V%1G[ ITOXVITovov. The words 
most often used in anaphoric repetition in kommoi are pronouns, with 
particular preference for the interrogative TL3, and then interjections and 
adjectives follow. 
Anaphora can be complementary to anadiplosis, that is, kommoi 
with a great number of anadiploses may be poor in anaphoric repetitions or 
vice versa, or only one of these figures may be used or both of them may have 
roughly an equal share in the kommos. So, for example, the dense 
concentration of anadiploses in the final kommoi of Pers. and Ant. is 
complemented by few anaphoric repetitions in each case: Pers. 950-51,956-57, 
966-68,978-79 (all of them, interestingly, in the first part of the kommos), Ant. 
1272-74/ 1289,1328-1333. Conversely, in the parodos of S. El. anadiploses are 
sparingly used whereas anaphoras are more frequent, so that the joint 
lamentation of the chorus and Electra for Agamemnon (193-212) is expressed 
exclusively through anaphoric repetitions (cf. 193-94,199,201-4,207-8). In the 
exodos of Tro. the lamenting mood is reflected exclusively in the use of 
anadiploses while in E. Slipp. 1123-64 the number of instances of each figure is 
almost equal (cf. 1123=1131,1127=1134 for anadiploses, and 1134-35,1138-39, 
1147-48 for anaphoras). In most instances in kommoi anaphora is used to 
denote agitation but quite often it is used in a calmer tone simply to achieve 
verbal symmetry, as in Sept. 901,904-5,911-12,941-45. It is also frequently 
used in other lyrics for this purpose (with particular prominence in those with 
ritual content), often in combination with isometric cola, rhyme and 
assonance (see pp. 109-110). 
Polyptoton 
The repetition of a word with different inflection (polyptoton) 
naturally emphasizes a notion and is exploited for the pathetic effect it can 
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have, especially by Euripides and to a smaller degree by the other two 
tragedians. Frequent in the Euripidean laments is the polyptoton of words 
with a certain emotional weight (in most cases with a cumulative effect), to an 
extent not found in Aeschylus or Sophocles, e. g. I. T. 191 [ioXOoý 8' CK [IOX00-W, 
197 ýovo3 GTFL ýovcý 6'tXca a'XECTLP, Hel. 173 TraOcCTL 7GIOCa, ýLCXGGL kLEXCa. 
Unlike Euripides, in the Sophoclean laments polyptoton is confined to 
kommoi, which is also the case in Aeschylus (I have found only one other 
instance in his laments outside kommoi, Cho. 152-53 W[icvov 6OXoýt6cvw). It can 
have a pathetic effect as in Pers. 1041 809LV KaKaV KaKC0V KaKOTL36 and Ant. 
1266 vco3 vcw ýu'v ýiopcý, but it is also used for other effects, for example, in 
Cho. 309-10 cXOpd3 yXcoao-iI3 eXOpa ykýaaa, 312-13 -rrkqyýý ýOV'Lag ITX-q'YT'IV 
ýov'Lav it is used to intensify the notion of retributive justice. 
In all the above cases polyptoton consists mainly of nouns or 
adjectives, repeated either successively or, in fewer instances, interrupted by 
other words. Breitenbach (1934,224) talks about a 'verbal paregmenon' as 
well, e. g. E. El. 1203 #ovcls' -yap 89M VDV, TOT" oý #ovoDaa, Herc. 914 
CTTEVdacco" (Wý3 CTTCVaKTda, with more or less similar effects. Polyptoton is often 
combined with anadiploses and anaphoras, a combination obviously 
indicative of heightened emotion. So, for example, S. El. 198 8ELvav 8ELVCOS- is 
preceded and followed by a number of anaphoras; the double polyptoton in 
Hec. 690 E'Tepa 8" #" ETEPCOV KaKa KaKC0V is preceded by two anadiploses. It 
is probable that polyptoton, like anadiplosis and anaphora, has its origins in 
ritual, as is suggested by the beginning of the hymn to Zeus in A. Supp. 524-26 
avaý G'LVaKTCL)V, ýIaKaPCLW [1aKapTaTE KaL TEXECL)V TEXCLOTaTOV KpaTO3. Also, it 
may not be accidental that all three figures are repeatedly used in magic 
spells and incantations (examples abound in Preisendanz 1973-74). 
Repetition of prefix 
The repetition of prefix in successive words is frequently used in 
kommoi, being suitable for the creation of pathos, especially since it is usually 
delivered by the sufferer. It is noticeable that of other lamenting passages it is 
confined mainly to kommoi. The most usual prefix for adjectives is a 




61n the use of this polyptoton Kranz (1933,134) sees the employment of the sacred number 
three, characteristic of cultic language. 
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882 6-ydýiov3 aTCKVOV9), three (Tro. 1313-1401TOLý03 C'[ýLXOý ... G'MyTo3, Ant. 876- 
77 a'KXG11)TOS', 6ý0\, Og, dvi)ýLcvaLos-) or even four (I. T. 220 dya[IOS* GLTEKV03 
71 aTTOXL3 &ýLXo3). Less usual are other prefixes such asTrai)- (Ag. 1486TravaLTLOI) 
TrCU)CP'YCTC1, S. E 1.851 Trcxv(7i)PTW TrC[ýI[ITJVCý), 61)CT- (Aj. 913-148V0*TP()1TrCX03 
r 8-ucyW'Puýtos-) and ývv- (Ag. 1116TI ývvcuvos', i ýVVMTM). The same prefix in the T1 
adjectives [icXcoTrovo3 - ýiEXEoTraOýý in Sept. 963 emphasizes the antiphonal 
utterances of the two participants. A succession of verbs with the same prefix 
is not so common as that of adjectives (cf. Ag. 1553KCLlTITE(JE KCITOaVE, KCL'L 
KCLTOCLý%iEv, Hipp. 823-24CKVCýCYCR ... C' KTTEPCKTaL). In Ant. 1272-74 we find the 
repeated tmesis CV... E'1TaLGCV, CV... G'CTELCTCV, which seems to be characteristic of 
great distress and agitation (cf., similarly, the interrupted anadiploses in this 
kommos). 7 There are also cases of different parts of speech with the same 
prefix close to one another, so that a certain effect is achieved. For example, in 
S. El. 176-77TO'V UTTEPUX-Yý XOXOV ... vTrcpdXOco the repeated use of i)TTcp by the 
chorus stresses Electra"s excessive behaviour (cf. also 217V1TCPCKTýCTCO). 
Other repetitions 
Apart from the various types of repetition mentioned so far, 
noticeable in kommoi is the employment by the same person of similar words 
and phrases close to one another, which shows his preoccupation with a 
certain notion/idea. I give some representative examples below, on which I 
will comment in detail in the analysis of individual plays: Pers. 963 ETT., 
aKTOCL9,965 clT' aKTdS' (Xerxes is preoccupied with the death of the Persians 
on the Salaminian shores); Cho. 430 IMVTOXýtC, 433 C'TXCI! ý' (Electra emphasizes 
Clytemnestra's audacity); Aj. 349 jiovoL, 350 ýIOVOL, 359 [iOvov (Ajax stresses 
that the Salaminian sailors are his only friends); S. El. 221 8C'LV" CV &LVCýLS-, 
223 dXX CV TG'[P 8ELVCýLS- (Electra points to the compulsion of her mourning); 
Ant. 852 [ICTOLK03,868 ýICTOLKOS' (Antigone mourns for her ambivalent status 
between living and dead); Tro. 1319Trca6LcTO' aVWVVýIOL, 1322 #avcg C'LCYLV 
(the chorus comment on the fate that awaits Troy). Similar repetitions are not 
as prominent in other lyrics as in kommoi, except, interestingly, in some 
7Tmesis is often used in passages describing lamentation and ritual gestures (e. g. E. Stipp. 826 
KOtTOt ... TJXOKLCTý10a, 826-27 (a[IýL ... KEX14t0a, Herc. 1045 
KOLTC1 ... CTTEVW, E. El. 146-47 KG-Ta... 
TEýIVOýIEVCX, 148-49 E'-ra... TLOCýtEVa) or passionate wishes (e. g. Pers. 917 KaTe't ... KaX4M, E. Stipp. 
829 KGtTa... E'/\OL, 830 8La ... GITaCTCLL), probably for the agitated, distracted effect it has. 
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choral odes with lamenting character. As representative examples may be 
cited: P. V. 397 a-rcvco, 407 aTovoEv, 409 cTTEi,, oi)cTL, 413 [IC'YaXOC7TOVOLCTL, 432 
CTTC VE L, 435 CYTCVOUCTLV (emphasis on the notion that the whole world mourns 
for Prometheus' suffering); E. Stipp. 44 ýOLýtcvwv, 51 ýOL4EVOVS- , 59 ýOL[ICVCOV (the mind of the mothers is occupied completely with the thought of their 
dead children). 
RedundanU 
Another form of repetitive expression frequent in kommoi is 
redundancy, that is, the employment of words or phrases of a similar or the 
same meaning, usually in the form of synonyms or positive-negative 
phrasing. Some examples are mentioned below: Aj. 896 O'L X (j) K', 0' XCL) Xa, 
8LaTTciT6pO-%IaL, S. El. 131016CE TE KCIIL el)WqýIL TCL6", 01') TL ýtc #'YYdVGL, Ant- 
11 840-41 OI')K O'LXO[ICVaV UPPLCCL! 3, G'AX CTTLýaVTOV, 1268-69 C'OavEs-, CLTrcXVOTj3, 
I 
(FýVfLS7 OU'6G 0-(fL(3L 8VUPOVXMý, Hec. 714C'(PPTIT' avwvo[iaUTa, E. Supp. 1131-33 
1ýf 7/ 8 EPTI[IO9 '3 u E Y6. ) C(o/XLOU TTCLTPO TG[XC(9 EPTI[iOV OLKOV 6pýaVE'0-%IM Xapco'V, Oý 
TTOETPO! S' CV XEP(7L TOD TCKOVTOý, Tro. 1292 o'XwXcv OU'8' G'T" C(TTL TPOLa. As is 
suggested from the above, the employment of synonyms (e. g. Aj. 896, Ant. 
1268) usually indicates great agitation, and it is this type of redundancy 
which is especially characteristic of kommoi, while that of positive-negative 
phrasing (e. g. Ant. 840-41, Tro. 1292) is used for calmer, more rational 
utterances, and, as Earp (1944,102) remarks, "is frequent and idiomatic in 
Greek, and therefore hardly typical of a particular style. "" 
Questions 
Characteristic of the agitated mood of most kommoi is the 
accumulation of questions (often marked by anaphoric repetition) in one or 
more parts of them. I give some representative examples below. 
Pers. 956-61,966-72: The chorus begin their parts in the second strophe and 
antistrophe of the kommos with two questions each time (characterized in 
both cases by anaphora ofTroD), which they address to Xerxes in a reproachful 
tone, asking about the fate of the Persian warriors. 
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Ag. 1541-50: Four successive questions (the first two and the last one with 
anaphoric repetition0f TL3) show the chorus" indignation at Clytemnestra's 
audacity to perform the funerary rites for Agamemnon. Fraenkel (1950,111. on 
1541) suggests that this type of question (usually with anaphora) conducting 
the mourning rites has most probably its origins in ritual. 
Ant. 1284-92: Creon expresses his first reaction to the news of Eurydice's 
death with three questions, the last one two-fold, characterized by repeated 
anaphoraOf TL3, and the first one by anadiplosis as well. 
O. C. 1685-88,1715-17,1734-36,1748-50: With repeated questions Antigone 
and Ismene express their anxiety about the provision of their daily food and 
their future in general after Oedipus' death. 
Alc. 863-64: In his first utterance in the kommos Admetus expresses his 
distress at Alcestis' death with a series of five brief, staccato questions marked 
by two successive anaphoric repetitions in 863 (withTrcýL andTL). 
Tro. 161-62,178-81,184-85,187-89: The repeated questions of the chorus 
throughout the parodos show their anxiety about their fate. Similarly, Hecuba 
expresses hers in 190-96, a long question characterized by asyndeton and 
repeated interrogative words (Tý, ITOD, IT4) indicating her distress at the 
thought of being a slave to the Achaeans. 8 
The accumulation of questions in kommoi seems to reflect a ritual 
practice: as Fraenkel (1950,111. on 1541) remarks, they were characteristic of 
the laments of the ancient Hebrews and other peoples, originally addressed 
most probably to the congregation of mourners. 
Especially characteristic of kommoi are aporetic questions such as 
"what to do? ", "where to turn? " or the like, indicating the difficult position of 
the mourner and/or his inability to escape a troublesome situation. Here are 
I if -3 some examples: Pers. 912TL TFGIOCO TXý[IWV;, 9Cho. 408-9 ITq TLý TPOIITOLT aV, W 
ZcD; (cf. the similar indirect question of the chorus in Ag. 1530-32 
1 dll-qXavCO... O'TTq TPCLTTWkLaL ... ), Euin. 788=818TL p'cýco;, 0. C. 1737 aXXa 
TTcFL #yco;, 
1748TrcýL [ioXw[icv, wl ZcD;, Hipp. 877-78TTq #TCO PCIPOS' KCK(ýV;. 
8Similar cases of repeated questions are abundant in kommoi: Ag. 1087,1100-1,1107-9,1114, 
1138-39, S. El. 236-38,0. T. 1307-10,1327-28,1334-35,1337-39, All. 1089-91,1159-62, Hec. 1056- 
65,1070-84, E. Siipp. 1134-37, E. El. 1194-97,1198-1200. 
9Questions in the form T'L Tra0w; are often delivered by the mourner (cf. also TracIz. 973, Aizdr. 
513, Tro. 792) and are parodied in Ar. Lys. 954, PI. 603. 
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Another type of question characteristic of laments is that expressing 
the mourner's anxiety to find words appropriate for the occasion-10 The 
magnitude of the calamity and the shock he experiences in the face of it make 
him feel that words may fail to express the depth of his sorrow. Examples of 
such questions include: Sept. 850 TL Ag. 1490-91=1514-15 TT o, E 
8CKPVCTW; #EPO'S' CK ýLXLCL3 TL TrOT' E'LlTW;, Cho. 315-18TL GOL ý(X[IEVOSI T1 TL 
PEýCtg TVXOLý1...;, A1c. 863TL XE'YW; TL 8C pl;, Hec. 154-55 TL ITOT" aTTUCTW; TTOLaV 
CLXCL), 1T(DýLov 68-upkLov ... ;. Similar questions can be seen within a wider ritual 
context (e. g. in Cho. 855ff T'L XC'YCL); TFOOGV a'PýWýIM ... ; the chorus wonder how 
to start their prayer to Zeus) or as expressive of any strong emotion (e. g. joy 
in I. T. 839 T'L (ýý; and Ion 1446 -i-'Lv' av'8av duaw Podaw; ). 
Asyndeton 
Asyndeton is frequent in any excited passage, thus it is normally 
used in kommoi to indicate agitation, as, for example, in Pers. 924-27, Sept. 
850,857-58, Ag. 1101-3, Aj. 364-66,394-97, O. T. 1340-46, Alc. 866-67, E. El. 
1178-82, Tro. 168-72,190-93, Ion 783-84. In most of the above cases the 
asyndetic structure is confined to a series of predicates defining a notion, 
whereas a series of verbs or of short, staccato sentences is used less 
frequently. Examples of this type of asyndeton include: Pers. 924ff 
+d'Y6(1PG[TO[L+ 'YGIP ITOXXO'L Xco'pa3 aMo3..., Sept. 850 CLV'TOýWa 8'L[1OPG[ 
TEXIE(a TOL8C iTaO-q, E. El. 1178ff METE Ta8' E'P'Y(2 ýOVLGL [11)(JaPCI, 8LYOVC1 
CTMICLT'.... Characteristic are the cases where the mourner attributes to himself 
a series of predicates emphasizing them with the repetition of the definite 
article, which I have not found in similar cases of asyndeton in other lyrics (cf. 
Aj. 364-65TO'V OPGKTVV, TO'V CV'KCtP6LOV, TO'V EV 80('LOLS' (ITPECYTOV [-LaXaL! 3,0. T. 
1343-44 TO'V ýIGI/" O'XEOPLOV, TO'V KOLTOLPOLTOTOLTov, Tro. 190-92 Ok TXCL[IWV ... 01 
8GLXaLa"), or describes another idea in this emphatic way (cf. the description 
of the boat of Charon in Sept. 857-58 as TaV a'(JTOXOI) ýiEVVYKPOKOP OCCOPL&L, 
TOW GKTTLPý'AiT'XXC0VL, TCLV CWCALOV). 0 
IOSimilar questions were also conventional in encomium and funeral oration (see Alexiou 
1974,161ff). For the common themes shared by the ETRT#LOý, the Opývoý, the 
ý'YKW'[ILop and 
theuiýivog see also Thomson (1953,81ff). 
IlAs Biehl (1989, on 134ff. ) remarks, the adjective with the article is characteristic of Hecuba 
in Tro. (cf. also 36,290-91). 
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Antiphony 
Apart from the various forms of repetition within one"s utterance, 
especially characteristic of kommoi is the antiphonal repetition between the 
two partners. Antiphony was a conventional feature of laments, 12 its usual 
form being the exchange between a single mourner and a chorus but, as the 
two distinct parts of the kommos of Sept. indicate, it could well take place 
between two groups of people or two individuals. It seems that the 
antiphonal dirge was eastern in origin'13 which is in accordance with the 
reputation of the Orientals for extravagant lamentation. In kommoi, however, 
it is used alike by both Orientals and others, as illustrated, for example, in the 
exodoi of Pers. and Sept. 
Antiphony can take various different forms. So two successive 
utterances (usually, but not necessarily, in the form of successive verses or in 
antilabic responsion) may begin with the same word or slightly changed (in a 
different inflection), so in effect it is a kind of anaphora each part of which is 
delivered by a different person. Some examples of this type of antiphony are 
to be found in Pers. 1002 PcPdcTL 'YG'(P TOLTFCP dypcTaL aTpa-FoD - 1003 PCPdCTLV 
OL VWVVý10L, Sept. 962 6OP'L 8' C'KGIVCý - 8OP'L 8" c"Oai)cý, 983 TaXaV 'YEVOS' - 
TaXaVla TMOOV, Andr. 1197 O'TTOTOTOTCýL -1200 O'TTOTOTOTCýL. 
14 In other cases the 
second singer picks up the last word(s) of the first one taking further his 
thought, as in Sept. 931ff XEp(J'LV 6ýtoaTrOPOLCrLV -OýLOGITOPOL 8ýTCI KlaL 
Travw'XEOPOL, Tro. 1230ff ot'ýLOL - OLýIOL 8ýTa CYCOV aXaCTTCOP KaK(ýV. I. T. 201ff 
cy-rTcýv6cL... ýCTft cyol 8a[ýtcov - ýCý dapxds- ýtoL fto78a[ýiwv 8atýiwv. In these types of 
antiphony the repetition of the same word denotes agreement between the 
two speakers emphasizing a certain notion. Noticeable is the lack of such 
antiphonal effects in the Sophoclean kommoi which, as I have repeatedly 
stressed, present fewer ritual features than those of Aeschylus and Euripides. 
12Characteristic is that in Plffl. 692-95 the chorus define Philoctetes' isolation on the island of 
Lemnos in terms of a lack of neighbour who could respond to his groans (694 GTOVOV 
GVTLTUlTOV). 
13See Nilsson (1911,620, n. 2), Hall (1989,83, n. 123; 1996, on 1040). 
14 An interesting case of this type of antiphony in later literature is found in Bion's EpitapIl. 
Adoii. 1-2: A'L(ICW TO'V "A8wvLv, "aTTW'XETO KCIX0'9 "A6WVLý". "W"XETO KCLXO'ý `A8WVL9", ýTMLCLCOUGLV 
It EPWTE9 (with similar antiphonal phrases in the rest of the poem as well). As Reed (1997,196 
under ETTaLaCOUO-Lv) argues, "the practice simulates a 
funeral lament with a leader (Bion's 
narrator) and a responding chorus. 
" 
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Antiphony can also take the form of a response of the second singer 
to the preceding exhortation/ question of the first one by picking up his 
words, as in Pers. 941 'LET' CL'LaV-q- TrCtV8VPTOV - 944 TIcyco ... 76V&PTOV, Herc. 1064 
9TE'VaCC VUV - CTTCVaCw, Tro. 1290 Ta8' OM TTaUXOýLEV 8E8OPK(a3; - 1291 
6E8opKev. To this type of antiphony involving exhortation - answer belong 
also passages such as Herc. 1065-66, Tro. 1229-30 and the extensive one in Pers. 
1038ff where the responses take the form of interjections. This type of 
antiphony also indicates agreement between the two partners as the one 
consents to the other. It is noticeable that the form of exhortation - answer is 
lacking in the Sophoclean kommoi where the role of exarchos is absent. 
There are also cases of antiphonal repetition of the same word in the 
same verse in corresponding stanzas, which emphasizes the parallel 
utterances of two speakers, as in Cho. 315=332 and 346=364 TFaTEp, 320=337 
O[iOLw3, Hel. 207-8=226-27 VXomc (in all cases, apart from the first, the word is 
found in the same position in the verse), or other antiphonal effects not based 
on close repetition or close succession of one another, but clearly indicating 
that the one participant takes into account the words of the other and 
develops his thought in one or another way. As representative examples may 
be cited: Pers. 285 ýEý, TCOV 'A"vC)v w'3 cyTeva) ýtc[iv-9[i6vo3 - 287 
TOL iTa, pcL, 928 a'L(fL <a'L(fL> - 931 88, C, 'YW' V OLOL MCWT63, Sept. 894 
OOLVC(TWV 
G[PaL - 898-99 O'1PCLLq) ... TFOT[ICý, Cho. 334-35 ETTLTI)[IPLOS' 
OPýVO3 
- 342 O[VT'L 
6E 
OPýVWV CTTLTV[iPL8LWV, O. T. 1303 ýcD ýCD 8UCVTTIV' - 1307-8 atal cild'L, 8UCTTaVO3 
cyw, Ant. 804 TO'V TFa'YKO'LTaV '00' OPCO OG'[XaýIOV - 810-11 G'AML 0 ITWYKOLTa! ý- 
"AL8a! ý-, E. Supp. 1126 cv 6' O'XL-YCý - 1129 (37080D TE ITXý003 O'XL-yov, Tro. 160 
KLPCLTGLL KCOTF1JPTJS* XcLp - 181 KLVCLV i<w'TTc[3, Hel. 176-77 bTro ýIcXaOpct vl)XLa - 
188-89 VITO' 86 TTETPLVa yuaXa. Noticeably, there are fewer instances of this 
type of antiphony in the Sophoclean kommoi in comparison to the 
Aeschylean and Euripidean ones. 
Antiphony seems to be a characteristic feature of kommoi, used 
rarely in other amoibaia of any of the three tragedians and even then confined 
to question/ exhortation - response (e. g. Trach. 888-89, Ion 193-94). The only 
case of antiphony I have found in a ritual context other than in kommoi is 
Bacch. 590 GEPETE VLV 9C cL) (the chorus exhorting one another to show 'POýtCV " 
respect to Dionysus), but I have not found any cases of antiphony where the 
second speaker reinforces the ideas of the 
first by verbatim repetition (as in 
Pers. 1002-3,1008-9), which suggests that this particular type was exclusively 
a feature of ritual laments. Sophocles uses the restrained 
form of antilabe very 
often to express strong emotions or an urgent situation while 
in the extant 
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plays of Aeschylus it is used only in the antiphonal section 961-65 of the 
kommos of Sept. It could be the case, then, that antilabic verses were 
originally used in antiphonal lamentation and extended later to cover other 
emotions or situations. 
Verbal Symmetry 
Verbal symmetry produced by repetition of any kind (especially 
anaphora), isometric cola, rhyme, assonance and various sound effects has its 
origins in ritual language, and is especially characteristic of the Aeschylean 
lyrics with such content. As examples may be cited the ritual lament in the 
first stasimon of Pers.: 550-52 'ý-cpýTl! ý- [ICV 01-YOL-YEV, TTOTTOL, ý-CPýTlý 
I if -- aTTC60XC(JEV, TOTd-L, a. -6CPý'qS-.. -=560-62 vdcý ýiEv aya-yov, iToTToL, vacs- 
aTrW'XEcTav, TOT61, vdc3..., the responsion of the interjections ýEO, T)G', O'd in 
568=576,569=577,570=578,573=581 respectively and of the phrases ov'pavL' 
aX-q, 8MýIOVL` d'XT1 in 573=581; the almost religious awe the chorus exhibit 
before Darius in Pers. 694-95 cTEýo[im [ICV 7POO18ECTOM, GCPO[im 8' aVTLa 
XGým=700-1 &O[IM ýIEV XCCPL(Ta(JOCLL, &%ML 8" aVTL(a ýWJOM. 15 Within this 
context can be better understood the remarkable verbal symmetry 
characterizing some of the Aeschylean kommoi. So in the first pair of the final 
kommos of Pers. it is used to give a description of the lamenting cries the 
Persians will raise: 936-37 KGLKOýG'[TL6(a POOLV, KaKOýICXCTOV Lal) - 9401ToXL)80Xp1)V 
LCLXaP - 942 UuOpoov ai')8dv, 9380P11MJTýpo3=946 TTEV011TýP03,940 ITG[iýco=947 
KXWYýW,, 940 1TOXV6CLKPVV - 947 d[PL6aKP'UV. In the second section of the kommos 
of Sept. similar effects are exploited to emphasize the equal fate of the 
brothers, e. g. 962 80P\L 
8' C"KCLVGS7 - 80P\L 61 C'OaVCS*, 16 963 ýtcXcoTrovos- - 
[ieXcolTaOT13,965 ITPOKCLCYaL - KGLTGKTa3,964 
'LTCL) 'YOOL - 
'LTCO MKPIM, 9728LTrXd 
XGTELV - 8LTr, \d 8" opdv - 993 6'Xod XcycLv - 6Xoa 8" opdv (cf. also in the first 
section of the kommos 
911-12(TL8TJPOTrXTJKTOL ýIC'V W18' E'XOI)(TLV, C7L8TJPOTTXTJKTOL 
8C TOI\)3 [ICVOUO-LV). The precise echoing in sound and structure in Cho. 327-28 
15AIthough symmetry in language has its origins in ritual, Aeschylus extends it to passages 
which do not have an obvious ritual content such as Ag. 785-86, Clio. 935-38=946-49, Eit"i. 
157-61=164-67. For a detailed list of symmetrical phrases in Aeschylus see Diggle (1968,4). 
16For this kind of rhyme, which is especially frequent in late Euripides, cf. also A. Slipp. 113 
'0 TTaeEa ItEXEa, Tro. 
1303KXUETE, ý10ETE, Ioii 764 E'Xapov E'TraOov, Or. 195C'KaVEý Ean all 
these cases a row of short syllables prevails. 
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I OTOTU'(CTCR 8" 0' 01)'CTKCL)V, C[VO(#1LVCTG1L 8' 0 PXG[1TTWV functions almost as a 
magic spell for the appearance of the avenger. 17 In each case Aeschylus 
effectively adapts verbal parallelism to the requirements of his dramatic style. 
In the Sophoclean and Euripidean laments symmetry in speech is not 
extended beyond a couple of verses - in the Sophoclean lyrics in general 
verbal symmetry is less prominent than in those of Aeschylus or Euripides - 
and in the majority of cases it is simply a verbal feature without a ritual 
background. Examples from kommoi include: Aj. 911 cyco 8' 0 TraVTa KWýOS, 
CI it - 11 C 0 TraVT M8PLS, S. El. 197 86Xo3 T)v 6 #&Tag, CPOS' 0 KTCLvas-, Ant. 873-74 
KPCLT03 8,8TCP KPOLT03 ýLCXCL, 1TCLPGLýGLTO'V O1')8%Lq TrcXcL, Alc. 863 iTcýL PL; 1T cýL 
CTT(, 7); TL XC'YW; TL 8C ýUq';, ýL'PCý OVICYKCL3, T'LVL ITO'TýICý KCLCTOLL;, 18 Hec. 695 TLVL 0 'r 
L T. 2270'LKTPCLV T' OL'L<OVTCL)V CR')MV OLKTPOV T EKPGLXXOVTCL)V ULKPI)ov, Hel. 
348 ac yo'ip CKOACC701, CYC 8C KOLT%tO(70L. 
19 
17Cf. Kranz (1933,128). For an extensive discussion of the verbal symmetry characteristic in 
the ritual Aeschylean lyrics see Kranz (1933,128ff). This 
feature of ritual language influenced 
the style of later Greek prose (see Fraenkel 1950,111. on 1541; Kranz 1933,130), especially in its 
exploitation of balanced and antithetical clauses, which was taken to extremes 
by Gorgias 
(see Denniston 1952, lOff). 
18Precise verbal echoing is frequent in anapaestic verses (noticed also by Fraenkel 1922,365, 
n. 2), as the metrical pattern is suitable 
for that (cf. also O. T. 1304-5, Hec. 157-58, Tro. 102,110). 
19Examples of symmetrical phrases from other Sophoclean and Euripidean laments include: 




Addresses to the dead 
In the Homeric laments the next of kin direct their attention 
exclusively to the dead. This is possible since they are in the form of a 
monologue, uninterrupted by the other mourners. In the tragic kommoi, 
however, the dialogue between the principal mourner and the chorus 
excludes such a one-sided direction of the lament so that, although addresses 
to the dead are an integral part of the laments for them, they are not so 
extensive as in the Homeric ones. The closest equivalent in tragedy are the 
monologues for the dead where the attention of the mourner is focused 
wholly on the deceased (see pp. 132ff). In kommoi the only parallel cases are 
the monodic amoibaia where interruption from the coryphaeus is minor and 
passes unnoticed by the mourner (cf., for example, the extensive addresses to 
Neoptolemus by Peleus in Andr. 1181-83,1188-96 or to Rhesus by the Muse in 
Rhes. 895-903). 
The appearance of a corpse on stage, whether or not in a proper 
prothesis-scene, calls for lamentation and the consequent address to the dead. 
In most kommoi it is the closest relative who, as the chief mourner, addresses 
the dead, 1 but Koonce (1962,58-59) is surely wrong to argue that the chorus 
do not address them at all, the only exception being in the lament for Ajax. 
The chorus do address the dead in other kommoi as well for various reasons, 
for example, in Sept. (875-78,881-84,887-92,951-52,961-65,969-71,989-92, 
998-1001) since there is no next of kin to perform the customary invocation; in 
Ag. (1489-96=1513-20) as it is they instead of Clytemnestra who mourn for the 
dead king; their addresses to Astyanax in Tro. (1216-17,2 1227-28,1251-55) are 
justified by their close attachment to him. 3 
ICf. Aj. 920,923-24, Ant. 1266-69,1300,1319-20,1340-41, Hipp. 826-29,836-41,848-51,860, 
Andr. 1181-83,1188-96,1205-7, Hec. 684,694-97,706-7, E. Stipp. 802-4,1142-44,1152,1162-63, 
E. El. 1229, Tro. 1209-15,1218-20,1232-34, Rhes. 895-903,912-13. 
21 agree with Barlow (1986a, on 1216-17) and Biehl (1989, on 1216f. ) that the addressee of 
these lines is Astyanax, not Hector, as Lee (1976, on 1216-17) argues. 
30ther cases in kommoi where the chorus address the dead are Cho. 1008, Hipp. 811-16, E. El. 
1185-89. 
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The content of the addresses to the dead varies, depending on the 
requirements of each kommos. So, for example, in Sept. the chorus repeatedly 
reproach, albeit pityingly, the two brothers for having killed one another; in 
the final kommos of Ant. Creon addresses Haemon and Eurydice only to 
blame himself for their death; in Hipp. 811-16 the chorus criticize Phaedra for 
her boldness in committing suicide, while in 848-51 Theseus praises her, 
ironically, for her virtue. A common theme in the address to the dead is the 
reproach by the mourner for having destroyed him by his death or having left 
him alone (cf. Aj. 901-2, Hipp. 839, Andr. 1205-7). 4 
In proper prothesis-scenes the mourner often touches the deceased 
while addressing him, a ritual gesture represented in funerary vases and 
mentioned in Homer as well (see pp. 11,22-23 and n. 13). So in Andr. 1174 
Peleus embraces the dead Neoptolemus while in 1181 he addresses, while 
touching, his mouth, beard and hands; a similar address to different parts of 
the body of the deceased while touching them is found in Hecuba"s lament 
for Astyanax (Tro. 1178-80); 5 in Rlies. 902-3 the Muse holds Rhesus" head in 
her hands while addressing it. The touching of the corpse was a traditional 
gesture, always sought after by the close relatives: so in Med. 1399-1400,1402- 
3 and E. Stipp. 815-17 Jason and the chorus of mothers respectively express 
their desire to touch their dead children. 
The address to the dead may include a simple vocative such as iml 
(e. g. Ant. 1266,1340), TCKVOV (e. g. Ant. 1300, Andr. 1192, E. Stipp. 1162), -yuvc[L 
(Hipp. 827,841), TTOITEP (e. g. E. Stipp. 1138,1142), dvaý (Aj. 901), or an adjective 
pointing to his misfortune, e. g. ýtdTCP OIOXLa (Ant. 1300), clo ftaýlop' AIMS- (Aj. 
923), T G1 XCI 3 (Aj. 925), or another descriptive, more elaborate phrase, e. g. C'L) 
TFGCL8CS', CO TTLKPO'V ýLXCOV 7POUTI'YopTlýia [iaTCPCOV (E. Stipp. 802-3). In the 
kommos of Sept. repeated adjectives and participles are used to characterize 
the two brothers. An adjective frequently employed by Euripides in addresses 
to the dead as well as with reference to them is ýL'XO3/ý'LXL03, indicating 
feelings of mutual love between the deceased and the bereaved, as in Andr. 
1181,1205, Hipp. 848-49, Rhes. 902-3 (addresses to the dead), and in Alc. 876, 
917., Stipp. 1137,1153,1162-63 (other references to them). The address 
4Cf., similarly, Andromache in 11.22.483-84,24.725-26. On this theme see also p. 96. 
5This practice is exploited in its full dramatic potential in Bacch. 1329ff, Agave's monologue 
(the text is lost) over Pentheus' dismembered body, for which she and her sisters are 
responsible. For a discussion of this scene see Dodds (1960, on 1329). 
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ýLXTGCTOS' is also very common for the dead (e. g. Aj. 977, S. El. 1126-27,1163, 
Bacch. 1316). 6 
Addresses to the dead may occur even when their bodies are not 
present, when the circumstances do not allow it, or, naturally, when the death 
happened long ago. So in the great kommos of Clio. Agamemnon is 
repeatedly addressed (315-18,332-35,345-53,363-66,456,459-60), 7 and with 
repeated imperatives (cf. 332,456,459-60), as the kommos is an appeal to him 
for help. 8 Oedipus' supernatural death in O. C. precludes a proper Protlicsis- 
scene; even so, however, Antigone directs two extensive addresses to him 
(1700-3,1709-14), the first three-fold, w' MITEP, CL) ýLXOý, W' TO'V IaGIL KG(Ta 'Yds* 
GKOTOV ELýICV09, which is the only such example in the tragic laments, 
although the triple invocation of the dead seems to have been a customary 
ritual practice (cf. Od. 9.65, Ar. Frogs 1176). Lesky (1943,33, n. 1) suggests that 
Orestes' triple repetition of ITG'(TC pin Cho. 491,493,495 reflects this practice, 
but this cannot be right since his invocations are not in a row, interrupted as 
they are by Electra. 9 
Wishes 
Wishes which, if they were to be fulfilled, would spare the mourners 
their present suffering were conventional in laments, attested as early as in 
Homer (cf. 11.22.426,481,24.764). In tragic kommoi unfulfilled wishes 
concerning the mourner or the deceased (when there is one) and referring to 
the past or the present are abundant and may occur in any part of them. 
In the face of the extent of the present calamity the mourner 
frequently wishes he had died earlier. So Xerxes in Pers. 915-17C'LO" 0'ýExc, 
ZED, KG'C[1E ... 
00TCLTOU KCLTCL ý10LPG- KUXVýM, and Adrastus in E. Supp. 821, both 
of them wishing they had died together with the other leaders, considering 
themselves responsible for the disaster. Often the sufferer expresses other 
wishes such as never to have got married, so that he would not have 
6Similarly in Homer (cf. Il. 19.315,24.748,762). 
7Whether 360-62 are also addressed to Agamemnon is disputed. See p. 189. 
8For similar addresses to Agamemnon long after his death cf. S. El. 100-2, E. El. 122-24,143- 
49,155-66. 
90ther invocations of the dead in kommoi in absence of their bodies are found in Aiit. 871, E. 
Supp. 1072, Tro. 1303,1312-14,1. T. 170-77, Pho. 1352-53. 
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experienced the present deaths: so Admetus in AIc. 880-81 [IýTrOTC 'Yý[-Llaý 
C'0'ýCXOV O'LKC-LV... and the chorus of mothers in E. Stipp. 786-88,822-23. The 
chorus may also express the wish that the mourner had died earlier/on a 
different occasion, as in Aiicir. 1208 OavCLv Oavclv ac, Trpca0v, Xpýv iTapos- 
TCKvcoi) and Herc. 1078-80 TOTE OaVC-LV CT' CXPýV 'OTC.... 
Often the mourner wishes for death in the present, as Ismene in O. C. 
1689-91 KaTG[ ýIC ýbvLo! ý- 'A16a3 C'XOL, so that she could share the same fate as 
Oedipus (ýv0av6p); 10 Medea in Med. 144-47 and Adrastus in E. SlIpp. 829-31 
wish for a violent death, the latter mentioning three different alternatives-11 
The wish for death is frequently expressed in the form of the question IT(ý! S' a'V 
OXOLýUJV; (cf. AIc. 864, E. Slipp. 796-97, Rhes. 751). The similar question 
delivered by Ajax in Aj. 388-91 TTC3ý di. ) ... 
OCWOLýLL K(II)TOS'; is not simply a 
rhetorical one, as in the previous cases, since he means to kill himself. 
Often the mourner wishes the deceased had met a different death or 
fate in general. So in Cho. 345-47C'L Yap VTF' 'IXLCý ... 80PLTýLTITOS' KaTqVapLCT0TjS' 
Orestes wishes Agamemnon had met an honourable death in Troy. Peleus 
wishes the same for Neoptolemus in Andr. 1182-83,12 expressing another 
unfulfilled wish for him later, that he had not married Hermione (Andr. 1189- 
92), a marriage which proved disastrous for him. 
The mourner frequently expresses the wish that the enemies of the 
deceased and/or of himself had died. So in Cho. 367-68 Electra wishes 
Agamemnon's murderers had died instead of him. 13 Similar wishes may also 
refer to the present or future (thus they take the form of a curse). So in S. El. 
126-27 the chorus wish death for Aegisthus (c'oý 0 Ta8G TTOPW'V O'XOLT)while 
10Similarly, in S. El. 1165ff Electra expresses her fervent desire to die, so as to share the same 
fate as Orestes. In Aj. 392-93 Tecmessa also states in advance that she would prefer to die 
(0ý100 KGý10ý OavElv), if Ajax fulfils his threat to kill himself, while Helen in Hel. 348ff 
threatens to commit suicide if Menelaus is dead. In E. Slipp. we find the extreme case of such 
a threat being actually accomplished: Evadne leaps onto Capaneus' pyre. Unwillingness of 
the mourner to survive the dead is also common in the funerary inscriptions: see Lattimore 
(1942,203ff). 
"Desire for death is frequently expressed by any person in suffering (cf., for example, Aj. 
394-97, Tracli. 1040-43,1085-88, Pliil. 797-98, Alc. 866-67, Hipp. 836-38,1373-77). For the desire 
for violent death, in particular, cf. lo in P. V. 582, Andromache in Aiidr. 847-50 (each 
mentioning three different ways as well). 
12Similarly,, in S. El. 1131ff Electra wishes she had not saved Orestes from Agamemnon's 
murder, so that he would have died and buried together with him. 
13The exact meaning of this passage is not clear. See p. 190, n. 31. 
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Electra in 209-12 that Zeus may make him and Clytemnestra suffer; 14 
Philoctetes in Nil. 1113-15 wishes that Odysseus may suffer in the same way 
as he does. 15 Prayers and promises of vengeance were also traditional in 
dirges of many peoples: see Fraenkel (1950,111.617). 16 So in Ag. 1507-8 the 
chorus wish for an avenger of Agamemnon"s murder; in E. Slipp. 1143-46 the 
chorus of sons promise to avenge the death of their fathers (cf., similarly, 
Achilles' promise to the dead Patroclus in 11.18.333ff). 
Contrast between vast - vresent. liviniz - dead 
In the tragic laments the mourner frequently contemplates the 
happiness of the past, contrasting it bitterly with the misery of the present, a 
theme found in the Homeric laments in a slightly different form, Le. after a 
usually extensive digression to the past or an imaginable situation in the 
future (not necessarily pleasant, however, in either case), the mourner returns 
to the present (see pp. 23-24 and n. 20). 17 This contrast is usually expressed in 
two antithetical clauses, one referring to the past, usually introduced with one 
of the phrases TOTE ýICV, TFOTE 6-q', 1TOT" w'P, and the other to the present, most 
times introduced with vDv 8C. Here are some representative examples from 
kommoi. 
Ag. 1157-61: Cassandra contrasts her growing up by the banks of Scamander 
with the doom that soon awaits her by the banks of Kokytos and Acheron 
(1158TOTE ýtcv - 1160 vDv 8'). 
Aj. 421-27: Ajax compares his past glory with his present shameful situation 
(426 TlaVDV). 
14For similar wishes against one's enemies in kommoi cf. also Med. 163-64, Mies. 906ff. 
15Cf. his similar curse in Ail. 791-95 as well as Heracles' for Deianeira in Tracli. 1037-39. P11H. 
1113 L80LýIaV 8E VLv reminds Ajax's threat against Odysseus in Aj. 384, which, however, is 
interrupted by the chorus. 
16Accordingly, Reiner (1938,21, n. 5) justifies the term Opývoý Cassandra applies to her 
utterance in Ag. 1322 on the grounds that it contains a prayer 
for vengeance. Similarly 
Fraenkel (1950,111.617), ýý, ho, however, takes also into account the fact that it contains a 
general lament (on this subject see also my 
discussion on p. 134). 
17The contrast between past - present was common in funerary epigrams (see Lattimore 1942, 
172f f) as well as in hyn-ins in the form "if ever before, so now" (see Alexiou 1974,165). 
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AIc. 915-25: Admetus contrasts the happiness of his wedding-day with the 
sorrow of the present day of Alcestis' death (915TOTE ýicv - 922 vDv 6"), a 
contrast also defined in terms of the opposing songs and clothes 
accompanying wedding and funeral (922-23). 18 
E. Siipp. 1129-30: The chorus of mothers contrast the small quantity of the 
ashes of the dead with their once glorious bodies (11306ý TFOT"). 
Tro. 1217: Whether the addressee of this phrase is Hector or Astyanax (see p. 
111, n. 2), the chorus contemplate with bitterness his present as contrasted 
with his past position as a great ruler (TTOT' W"V). 19 
Juxtaposition between the fortunes of the deceased and the bereaved 
is characteristic of the Homeric laments (cf. 11.19.319-21,22.482-84,24.725- 
26), but is not frequent in the tragic ones nor always so expliCit. 20 So in Tro. 
1083-87 o7i') ýtcv ... cýtc 66 the chorus contrast the state of their dead husbands 
(unburied) with that of themselves (carried away as slaves). In Tro. 1312-14 
Hecuba draws a similar juxtaposition, although more implicitly, between 
Priam"s situation and her own. In the context of the contrast between living - 
dead we can see general statements such as b OaVCL)V 8" C1TLXaOCTC1L (aX'YCWI) 
(Tro. 607), implying that the dead are in a better position than the living 
because they forget their sorrows (cf., similarly, AL. 937, E. Stipp. 86). 
Narration of death 
Narration of death was typical of threnos, exploited variously and 
effectively in kommoi for the requirements of each piece. In some of them it 
occupies a separate, distinguishable part of the lament, constituting its 
18The contrast between these two occasions is a common theme in laments, exploited 
brilliantly in AW. 806ff, which I discuss extensively in pp. 215ff. Cf. also Tro. 1218-20, where 
Hecuba adorns Astyanax's body for his funeral with the fine clothes he would be normally 
wearing on his wedding-day, and P. V. 555-58, where the chorus compare their lamenting 
song for Prometheus (the reference is to 397ff) with the one they sang at his wedding. 
19For other instances of this theme in kommoi cf. Aj. 410-11, PNI. 1150-52, Tro. 1221-23. 
20For this theme see also Alexiou (1974,171ff), who remarks that the contrast between 'you' 
and T is exclusive to laments, by comparison with other literary forms sharing similar 
themes (hymn, encomium, epitaphlos), where the second-person address predominates. 
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narrative section. So in Pers. 962-65,976-77 (within the second and third 
strophic pair) Xerxes gives brief, vivid descriptions of the manner of death of 
the Persian leaders; in Clio. 430-33,439 (in the second part of the kommos) 
Electra and the chorus respectively inform Orestes of the dishonour inflicted 
on Agamemnon's body after his death; 21 in E. El. 1206-26 (second pair and 
third strophe) Orestes and Electra describe Clytemnestra's supplication for 
her life and finally her killing; in Hel. 191-210 (second strophe) Helen informs 
the chorus of the disastrous news Teucer brought her. In the cases of Pers. and 
Hel. the narrative section comes after the description of the lamenting 
character of the kommos, in Clio. it follows the appeal to Agamemnon, which 
is renewed afterwards, in E. El. it is found between speculation on the future 
and concern for Clytemnestra"s body in the present. 
Similarly to the above cases, the description of Agamemnon"s 
murder is given in a distinguishable part of the kommos in Ag. 1492-96=1516- 
20, the second choral ephymnion, the only one repeated twice and addressed 
wholly to the dead, and in S. El. 193-96, the only lamenting utterance of the 
chorus in the parodos. 
In the cases of a messenger report the narrative of death/disaster is 
natural, given always in parts, as it is interrupted by the lamenting responses 
to it. So, for example, in Pers. 272-73,278-79 the messenger gives a picture of 
the shores of Salamis filled with the Persian dead and of the naval battle 
respectively; 22 in Aj. 898-99,906-7 Tecmessa reports Ajax's suicide with a 
sword, giving further (918-19) a repulsive description of his body still 
bleeding. 
In some cases the mourners express their grief by giving a 
metaphorical description of the death of their beloved persons. So in Hipp. 
828-29 Theseus speaks of Phaedra as a bird which had vanished from his 
hands and leapt into Hades while in E. Sitpp. 1139-41 the chorus of mothers 
give a metaphorical description of the journey of their sons to Hades after 
their corpses have been burnt (see p. 238). 
The traditional practice of the narrative of a death after it has 
happened is reversed in those kommoi where it is described in advance. So in 
Ag. 1107-11,1114-18,1125-29 it is adjusted to Cassandra's prophetic talent as 
she describes her visions about Agamemnon"s murder and later (1149) about 
21A description of Agamemnon's murder in the context of a lament is also given by Electra in 
her monodies in S. El. 95-99 and E. El. 157-66. 
22A similar description of the death of the Persians with the addition of horrible details is 
found in another lament in the play, in the first stasimon 568-71,576-78. 
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hers. Similarly, Antigone describes the manner of her death (Alit. 810-16,847- 
52)23 while Philoctetes also foresees his own, being deprived of his weapons 
(Plid. 1089-94,1153-62), although in his case it does not finally happen. 
In the Homeric laments there are no extensive descriptions of death 
of the kind found in the tragic kommoi; instead, brief phrases such as 
&8o(ý-y[iCvoý (11.19.319), TCLI)CL 'KEI XOAKCO (11.24.754) are used to describe 
one's killing in the battlefield. 
Gestures of mourning 
As has already been discussed (pp. 11ff), the performance of violent, 
self-inflicted gestures by the mourners was an essential part of the ritual 
expression of grief for the dead. In tragedy, references to such gestures are 
abundant, both in active demonstration and in indirect report. I mention 
below the relevant passages in kommoi. 
Pers. 1046-65 is the longest passage in extant tragedy describing 
gestures of mourning, which are performed in between the raising of 
lamenting cries. It is structured in the form of exhortations by Xerxes and 
replies by the chorus and concerns the actions of beating the head (1046,1052- 
53) and breast (1054), plucking the beard (1056-57) and hair (1062-63), and 
tearing the garments (1060). They are performed within the final section of the 
kommos in a highly stylized fashion as the chorus arrange themselves in a 
new formation escorting Xerxes out of the theatre. In Sept. 854-56 the chorus 
announce formally the beginning of their y0os- for the two brothers, as they 
see their bodies arriving, by exhorting themselves to smite their heads. 
Similarly, the chorus open the narrative section of the kommos of Cho. by 
describing their extravagant gestures of smiting the breast and head (425- 
28). 24As is obvious from the above, the description of demonstrative gestures 
in the Aeschylean kommoi has a formal function, i. e. as a programmatic 
announcement at the beginning of the kommos (Sept. 854ff) or as a formal 
conclusion to it (Pers. 1046ff) or opening to one of its sections (Cho. 425ff). 
23polyxena in Hcc. 205-10 also describes her imminent death. 
24The case of Agamemnon is the only one in tragedy where similar gestures are continued 
long after death (cf. also Clio. 23-31, S. El. 89-90, E. El. 146-49), which was surely considered an 
abnormal behaviour (see pp. 206-7), in this case helping to keep alive the desire for revenge. 
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By contrast, in the Euripidean kommoi the description of similar 
gestures is simpler than in the Aeschylean ones and has no comparable 
formal function, as their performance is prompted by the immediate 
preceding statement. So in Aiidr. 1209-11 Peleus performs the traditional 
gestures of tearing the hair and beating the head as a response to the 
preceding choral statement that he should have died before his children 
(1208), thus indicating his agreement with the chorus about the magnitude of 
his loss. Similarly in Slipp. 826-27, where the description by the mothers of 
their actions of tearing the cheeks and defiling the head with ashes responds 
to Adrastus" preceding invitation to them to look on their "sea of troubleS"2-5 
(824-25). Likewise, the ritual expression of the grief of the chorus in Tro. 1235- 
36 and Pho. 1351 is a reaction to the previous statements of Hecuba and the 
messenger respectively. 26 
Noticeable is the complete absence of similar references in the 
Sophoclean kommoi, which is strange, as Koonce (1962,100-1) remarks, at 
least in a passionate lament such as that of Creon in AW. lt is obvious that 
Sophocles is not interested in the ritual expression of grief for the dead, but 
rather in the depiction of the emotions of the participants and the relationship 
between them. 27 
Announcements of lamentation 
In the Aeschylean and Euripidean kommoi there are some extensive 
programmatic announcements of the lamentation of the chorus or a character 
(Pers. 935-47, I. T. 143-47,179-85, Hel. 164-78), all of them found at the 
beginning of the kommos. In Pers. it takes the form of successive utterances 
by the chorus, Xerxes and the chorus again, where the Elders first state that 
they will deliver cries of an oriental nature, then Xerxes exhorts them to do so 
and they respond antiphonally. Emphasis is placed on the dismal, wild 
25KaKCOV TTEXayos7 was such a common phrase (cf. also Pers. 433, Hipp. 822, Herc. 1088) that in 
O. C. 1746 TTEXayos- is used in this context without further definition. 
26For the performance of similar gestures in other lamenting passages of Aeschylus and 
FUripides cf. also A. Siipp. 69-70,120-21=131-32, Aiidr. 826-27,830-31, E. Siipp. 72-77, Tro. 793- 
94, Plio. 1490-91, Or. 961-63. 
271n the Sophoclean plays there are only indirect references to similar gestures Constituting 
the reaction to a recent disaster (cf. Aj. 310,631-34, 
O. C. 1608-9). 
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content of their cries (see the discussion of the adjectives characterizing them 
in pp. 82-83). In I. T. the announcement of the lamentation occupies the 
beginning of two successive utterances by Iphigeneia and the chorus, 
lphigeneia giving an elaborate description of her dirge with synonymous 
musical terms and decorative adjectives (see p. 84), and the chorus replying 
antiphonally by describing., also in an elaborate way, the asiatic dirge they 
will raise. 28 The passage in Hel. is abundant in references to musical terms 
and instruments., as the heroine tries to define the kind of musical 
accompaniment she needs for her dirge. 
As with the description of mourning gestures, there is nothing 
comparable to these programmatic announcements in the Sophoclean 
kommoi, which, accordingly, suggests that Sophocles is not interested in 
drawing attention to the musical content of his laments (on this see also pp. 
84-85). Apart from the above extensive passages there are also some brief 
formal announcements of lamentation in the Aeschylean and Euripidean 
kommoi: Sept. 964 'LTW 'YO09 - YTCO 6CLKpva, a renewed announcement of the 
yOog of the chorus; Andr. 1197-99OC[POI)TCL 6ECYITOT(IV 'YOOLS' VO[1(ý T(ý VEPTEPWV 
KCLTdPýW, where the chorus announce the beginning of their dirge for 
Neoptolemus; Hec. 685-86 KOLT(apX0ý1M29 V%101) ýCIKXCILOV, where, similarly, 
Hecuba announces her dirge for Polydorus. 
Brief consolatory statements by the chorus 
The employment of consolation by the chorus to comfort the 
mourner makes explicit their emotional distance from his suffering, since they 
are in a position to detach themselves from the immediate situation and 
indulge in generalized, quasi-philosophical reflections. The mourner, 
however, is so preoccupied with his misfortune that he ignores the 
consolation of the chorus continuing his lament or replies with indignation 
(as Electra in S. E 1.861ff), so the gap between his agitation and the 
detachment of the chorus is emphasized. The role of the latter in this case is 
similar to that of the choral performances of Simonides and Pindar in that 
they are addressed to the bereaved /sufferer attempting to comfort him, thus 
28For this choral announcement see Moutsopoulos (1984). 
29This verb is normally used to denote the beginning of a ritual procedure (cf. E. El. 1222, I. T. 
40, Hcrc. 750,889 and, with reference to a dirge, Or. 960 K0701PXOýML CFTEVTyýIOV). 
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they naturally share some consolatory themes with their threnoi, especially 
those of Simonides. 
In S. El. 860 the chorus try to console Electra for the death of Orestes 
with the statement that death is common to all, TrdCTL OVaTCýLg C'# ýiopoý, the 
consolation par excellence, as Lattimore (1942,250-51) remarks, not only of 
classical but also of modern times. 30 A similar statement is used by the chorus 
in O. C. 1722-23 KCLKCjJV 'YUP 6UGaXWTOý OV'8CL3. Frequent is also consolation of 
the type "It is not only you who suffers. Others have lost their loved ones as 
well"', as in S. El. 153-5401')TOL GOIL [101)Vq, TCKVOV, CIXOg GýaVTJ OPOTCOP, Alc- 
892-94 oi') cyu' ITP(ýTOý W"XE(JCL3... 'Y'UVOCLKa. .., and the similar statements in Alc- 
417-18,932-34 and Hipp. 834-35. 
Often the chorus try to offer solace by considering God responsible 
for all turns in human life, as in Aj. 383 ý1')V T(ý OCý TFdS' K(11 'YCXq KC0'6VPCTGLL 
and O. C. 1694-95 TO' OcoD KctXC6g ýcpcw (cf. the similar type of comfort in 
Antir. 851-52, Hipp. 437-38). 31 The insistence on the weakness of mortals, who 
are, therefore, completely dependent on the gods is common in Simonides (cf - 
frs 525-27). Close to the above thought is the fatalistic approach reflected in 
Ant. 1337-38 ws- TFCTFPWk1CVTj9 OUK 
6JTL 0VTjTd'L9 CT1)[1#Pd9 MTO, \ayý, which is 
common in the epitaphs as well. 32 
Frequently the chorus try to persuade the mourner of the uselessness 
of lamentation, a theme going back to Il. 24.524, as in S. El. 137-39 dXX' 016TOL 
TOV 'Y Eý 'A*L8(a TTWYK0'LV0V XLý11)01! 3 TTaTCP' al)(7TC[GELS' OU'TC 'YOOLCYLP, 01) 
XLTCLILý, 33A/c. 875, E. El. 193-95. That lamentation leads nowhere is a 
commonplace in tragedy (cf. also Aj. 852, Alc. 1079, E. Supp. 770, Pho. 1762). 
Related to the above thought is the view that it is not worth lamenting for 
past misfortunes since they cannot be undone (cf. Aj. 377-78), so one should 
30Cf. bitcr alia Simon. frs 520,522, Aiit. 361-62, and the similar phrases in S. El. 1173 and Alc. 
419,782. For other cases in Greek and Latin literature and especially in the epitaphs see 
Lattimore (1942,251ff). 
31The responsibility for the disaster is often attributed to a divine power not specifically 
named such as OE63 (e. g. Pers. 283, AW. 1273, Aiidr- 1204), ML[iCOV (e. g. Pcrs. 911,921,942, O. T. 
1301,1328, Alc- 914), [icýLpa (Pcrs- 909, Sept. 975=986, Hel. 212). In a fewer number of cases a 
specific deity is mentioned, e. g. Apollo in Ag. 1073=1077,1080=1085, O. T. 1329, Athena in Aj. 
401-3,953-54, Zeus in Herc. 1087-88. 
32See Lattimore (1942,218-19). 
0 as described 33Cf. 
" similarly, 
Alc. 986-88, statements contrasted to the power of Y'og 
elsewhere in tragedy. 
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try to face the present situation (cf. AW. 1334-35 TC-L)V 1TPOKCLýLCVWV TL XPTJ 
TFPaCTGCLP). 34 
In view of the extent of the calamity that has befallen the mourner, 
the chorus reasonably often show an understanding response to his grief, 35 as 
in O. T. 1319-20 Ka\L OCLD[id 'Y' Ol')6CV C'V TOCTOILU& TTTWa(3LV 6LIT/\d CTE 
ITCVOCLV... / 36AIc. 873 TrIETTovOas- aýL` CLLCL'Y[1UTWV, 874 8L" 06VI)CtS' CPGý, Gaý" 
L8C(/ 01 37876,891-92. Noticeable is that all the above choral statements are found 
exclusively in the Sophoclean and Euripidean kommoi. Their complete 
absence from the Aeschylean ones is indicative of the attitude of the chorus 
towards the mourner, that is, either uniting their voices with him or, when 
not, showing their enmity or pity without averting him from lamentation. 
Mythological exempla 
Mythological exciiipla were a basic characteristic of Greek thought, 
used extensively in various cases, i. e. lamentation, consolation, reproach. 38 In 
tragedy they are especially widespread and elaborate in its lyric parts while 
in the dialogic ones they are fewer and much simpler. 
The most common mythological parallel in lamenting passages is the 
comparison of female lamentation to that of Procne-nightingale, which goes 
back to 0t]. 19.518ff. 39 As Segal (1995,120) points out, this parallelism 
"perhaps corresponds to a feeling that this intensely emotional utterance is 
akin to the wildness of nature and lies beyond familiar human discourse. " 
Procne and Niobe are the archetypal figures of eternal mourning, the former 
34For a detailed discussion of the basic topol'of consolation in Greek tragedy see Ciani (1975) 
and for a more general study on the consolatory themes in Greek and Latin literature Kassel 
(1958). 
35This attitude is parodied in Ar. Lys. 961 Ka'TCO'Y' O'LKTLPW CF'. 
36Cf., similarly, Aj. 940-41, although in this case the chorus suffer equally to Tecmessa. 
37For this phrase cf. E. El. 1210 and Plio. 1561, in the latter case addressed to Oedipus by 
Antigone, who is also a sufferer. 
38See Oehler (1925). 
39For the lamenting voice of the nightingale in Homer and tragedy see Segal (1993b, 66-73) 
and for the nightingale especially in tragedy Loraux (1998,57-65). 
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lamenting for her son Itys whom she herself killed40 according to the most 
familiar version of the story, in order to take vengeance on her husband 
Tereus for the rape of her sister Philomela. 41 Comparisons with the mourning 
of the nightingale are abundant in tragedy: A. Stipp. 60ff (with an extensive 
narrative of the story as well), Ag. 1140ff, Aj. 622ff, S. El. 107ff, 147ff, 1075ff, 
Trach. 105ff, 963 (cf. also Hel. 1107ff and Pho. 1515ff42 where the nightingale is 
invoked to accompany a mourning song). In two of the above passages, Ag. 
1140ff and S. El. 147ff, the mythological parallels occur in the context of a 
kommos. In Ag. 1140-45 the chorus compare Cassandra"s mourning for her 
impending doom with that of the nightingale, a comparison Cassandra picks 
up in 1146-49 only to contrast the brutal end that awaits her (1149) with the 
sweet life of the nightingale (1148'YXIJKIJV T" a'LCj)Va), who was rescued by the 
gods from a violent death at the hand of Tereus by being transformed into a 
bird. 43 In S. El. 147-49 Electra compares her steadfastness in lamentation for 
Agamemnon with the perpetual mourning of the nightingale. 44 
Like Procne, Niobe laments for her many children, who were killed 
by Apollo and Artemis as a punishment of her own arrogance. This 
mythological parallel is less frequent in tragedy than that of the nightingale, 
40For such references in tragedy cf. A. Slipp. 65-66 66ý O[U'TOýOVWý C'L')XETO ITPO'ý XcLPO'g 
Bcv, S. 
El. 107 TEKLIOXETELp', RIzes. 549TFaL8OXETCL)P. 
41For a detailed discussion of the myth of Procne see Fontenrose (1948) and for the 
nightingale in Greek myth and life in general Thompson (1936,16-22). 
42Here and in TracIz. 105ff the nightingale is not explicitly mentioned. However, the reference 
to its sleeplessness in the passage of Tracli. (on which cf. also Od. 19.515ff, S. El. 92ff), and the 
similar phrasing of PIzo. 1515ff to Hel. 1107ff as well as the use of the adjective [IoVqIdTCOP 
(1517) do not leave any room for doubt. 
431n my interpretation of the comparison I accept the readings of Page's text (1972) ýIopov 
(1145) and Plos- (1146). For a different interpretation see Fraenkel (1950,111.522-24), who 
accepts P'LOV and ýiopov respectively. 
44Female lamentation is often compared with the cries of other birds apart from the 
nightingale, the point of the comparison being obviously their high-pitched voice (see pp. 83- 
84). So, for example, in Ag. 1444ff Cassandra's lament for her impending death is compared 
with that of the swan on a similar occasion; in E. El. 151ff the mourning of the swan is 
adjusted to Electra's case: he laments for his father, perished in a guileful net like 
Agamemnon; in Tro. 146ff Hecuba's lamenting song is compared with that of a mother-bird 
for her nestlings, appropriately since she is the mother par cxcellelice who has lost her many 
children; in I. T. 1089ff the chorus compare their lamentation for the loss of their homeland 
with that of the halcyon for her dead husband. 
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used twice in kommoi, in S. El. 150-52 and Ant. 823-33. In the first case it 
follows that of Procne, as Electra continues the comparison of her lamentation 
for Agamemnon with reference to Niobe's everlasting grief. In Ant. 823ff 
Antigone treats the myth of Niobe so as to apply it to the unusual manner of 
her living death, thus rejecting the previous choral statement that her fate is 
unique. However, the chorus reject this parallelism, emphasizing Niobe's 
divine origin in contrast to Antigone's mortality (834-35). 45 In Hel. 375-85 
Helen mentions the cases of two mythical figures, Callisto and Merops' 
daughter, who, like her, suffered at the hands of the gods because of their 
beauty by being transformed into animals. However, she considers them 
fortunate since with their metamorphosis they forgot their sorrows. 46 
In the above cases the employment of mythological parallels occurs 
either in an exchange between the participants arranged in singly divided 
stanzas (S. El. 147ff, Ant. 823ff, Ag. 1140ff) or in a monodic utterance (Hel. 
375ff), 47 which is reasonable since an agitated line by line exchange would not 
allow the development of an elaborate comparison. It is not accidental that in 
all these cases it is a female figure to whom a mythological parallel is applied 
since it was female lamentation that was considered excessive (see pp. 16ff). 
In the passages of Ag. and Ant. the chorus and Antigone respectively suggest 
a comparison which their partners (Cassandra and the chorus) do not fully 
accept. That shows a general lack of understanding between them and the 
different view-points they adopt, which are evident throughout the kommoi, 
resulting in the intensification of the feeling of isolation the heroine 
experiences. In El. 147ff the chorus do not comment on Electra's parallelisms, 
but their disapproval of her attitude throughout the parodos shows that they 
find them appropriate for her case. 
What is common in all the above exempla is that a female figure is 
transformed after great suffering into something other than a human being, 
an animal or, in the case of Niobe, a rock. In this way two of them, Callisto 
and Merops' daughter, forget their troubles, while Niobe and Procne 
perpetuate their lamentation, although it is perhaps mitigated in their new 
form. 48 By comparing themselves with mythological figures the tragic 
45For an extensive discussion of this parallelism see pp. 220ff- The image of the rock 
streaming with water in Aiidr. 532-34 as well as in 116 (in both cases compared with 
Andromache's tears) may also suggest the myth of Niobe: see Stevens (1971, on 534). 
4(, For this comparison see p. 259. 
47The kommos starting in 330ff concludes with a monody (see pp. 257ff). 
48Cf. Hcrc. 1397 where Heracles wishes he may become a stone so as to forget his troubles. 
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heroines enhance their suffering and give it an archetypal form. It is a way for 
them to console themselves in the thought that their fate has something in 
common with a figure who, through intolerable suffering, has reached a more 
elevated, respected position (S. El. 147ff, Ant. 823ff) or to stress their misery 
beyond any expected point by considering such a figure in a much better 
position than themselves (Ag. 1146ff, Hel. 375ff). In both cases they manage to 
elevate themselves above the ordinary human standard, a process implicit in 
their comparison with figures who underwent a transformation, and thus 
point to their greatness. 
In S. El. 837-45 the chorus try to console Electra through myth, a 
practice frequent in the lyric threnoi as well (cf. Simon. fr. 523, Pindar frs 128c, 
135). They choose the example of Amphiaraus, commenting on the 
similarities with Agamemnon's fate: his deception by his wife Eriphyle and 
his powerful state in the underworld (841 i-r%i#Xo3 aPaCYGEL), thus implying 
that Agamemnon holds a similar position. Electra, however, can see only the 
differences between the two cases (846-48): Amphiaraus was avenged by his 
son in contrast to Agamemnon. Thus the chorus have failed to console her, as 
they had intended to do, since she contrasts the fortunate position of 
Amphiaraus with the wretched state of Agamemnon. However, despite her 
rejection of their parallelism, the audience knows that Orestes is alive, so the 
example of Amphiaraus is indeed applicable to Agamemnon"s case. 
In Alc. 903-11 the chorus try to comfort Admetus by referring to a 
personal example, that of a relative of theirs who lost his only child but still 
endured his misfortune, 49which of course does not fit Admetus' case but is 
intended to teach endurance in general in the hardships of life, especially 
since to lose an only child was much worse than to lose a wife-50 This is the 
only case in tragedy where the chorus try to console the sufferer by referring 
to a particular personal case, which is arguably in accordance with the quasi- 
/comic' level on which Alc. operates. Tragedy proper attempts consolation 
either through generalized statements of human experience or through 
mythological parallels. By contrast, comic drama, to which Alc. is closer. 51 
49For a discussion of the view that the person mentioned here may be Anaxagoras see Dale 
(1954, on 903ff). 
5OSee Dale (1954, on 906). 
51For comic elements in AIc. see Seidensticker (1982,129-52). Scholars have also recognized 
an ironic quality in AIc. (cf., for example, Smith 1968) and have seen Admetus' emotionality 
as recalling that of more sober tragedy. For example, his attempt to throw himself into 
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includes within its diverse range the well-known propensity for taking its 
examples from particular cases of everyday life. 
Alcestis' grave, from which the chorus prevents him (897ff), resembles Haemon's actual 
suicide in AW., or, similarly, that of Evadne in E. 
Siipp- (see Segal 1993a, 59-60). 
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111. OTHER TRAGIC LAMENTS 
Choral Odes 
As Appendix 11 shows, Sophocles employs fewer choral odes with 
threnetic character than either Aeschylus or Euripides, and of these Euripides 
uses them more often in his extant plays, at least in terms of their frequency in 
some of them (for example, in Siipp., Herc. and Tro. there are four such odes)-1 
A general consideration of their dominant rhythms leads to 
conclusions similar to those of kommoi. lambics seem to be associated with 
lamentation for the dead, since they are used especially when a death, past or 
imminent, is lamented, as, for example, in Sept. 832ff, Cho. 22ff, Trach. 947ff, E. 
Slipp. 778ff, 918ff. Accordingly, it is characteristic that in the first and second 
pair of the parodos of E. Supp., which contain the supplication of the mothers 
to Aethra, ionics prevail, whereas in the third pair, which contains the vivid 
expression of their grief for the death of their sons, iambics are dominant, 
along with some trochaics. However, the normal practice during the prothesis 
was a shared lament between two participants. Of the odes concerning a 
recent death only in E. Slipp. 918ff are the bodies of the dead present while in 
Herc. 1016ff they are made visible towards the end of the choral song, which 
is followed by antiphonal exchanges over them (in Herc. 1042ff). Similarly, it 
is characteristic that the odes in Sept. 832ff and E. Supp. 778ff are sung before 
the bodies of the dead are brought in, while afterwards an antiphonal lament 
takes place (Sept. 875ff, Supp. 798ff). 
Dochmiacs are often used in combination with iambics, as in 
kommoi, to indicate violent emotions. So, for example, in Herc. 1016ff they 
express the horror at the murders Heracles has executed while in Pho. 1284ff 
the passionate lament in advance for the two brothers. It is characteristic that 
in O. T. 1186ff the first strophic pair, which contains general thoughts about 
the fate of mortals, is aeoliC, 2 while in the second, where the chorus refer to 
Oedipus' deeds and are obviously more agitated, the metre changes to iambic 
with some hypodochmiacs and choriambs. 
I It goes without saying that in all similar cases we must treat evidence of this kind with 
caution since the plays we have represent only a small proportion of the total output. 
2The aeolic metre is usually used in contemplative odes with an elaborate style and denotes a 
certain calmness of emotion, as, for example, in Aj. 1185ff, Hec. 444ff, Herc. 348ff, I. T. 1089ff. 
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Most of these choral odes include or are preceded by self-references 
to their lamenting character. In the first stasimon of Pers. and the third of Sept. 
it is announced in the anapaestic sections preceding theM3 (Pers. 546-47, Sept. 
825ff), while in two other cases at the very beginning of the ode (P. V. 397-98, 
Trach. 947). More frequently, however, the mournful character of an ode is 
indicated in the use of a formal or other term referring to lamentation. So, for 
example, the Danaids call their song anO'L KTOS' (A. Supp. 59) and later an 
LTJXCý103 (115), the latter term being also applied to the parodos of Herc. (110) 
and possibly the fourth stasimon of O. T. (1219); 4 the first stasimon of Herc. is 
defined as a dirge for Heracles, who is considered dead, by its very first word 
(348 Ct'LXLVOV); the first stasimon of Hel. is announced as a Opývo3 (1112) for the 
sufferings of Helen and the women of Troy (1113-16), which, however, is 
redefined in the course of the ode as a dirge for the woes caused to the 
Trojans and the Greeks. 
A brief consideration of the subjects of the choral lamenting odes of 
tragedy indicates their great diversity, varying from ritual, agitated laments 
(Pers. 548ff, Pho. 1284ff) to calmer expressions of grief (P. V. 397ff, Aj. 1185ff, 
Hec. 444ff, E. Slipp. 955ff, Tro. 1060ff), direct praise of the dead (Herc. 348ff) or 
odes including an elaborate description /narrative (Tro. 511ff, I. T. 1089ff) or a 
philosophical consideration (Hel. 1107ff). The threnetic odes are generally 
calmer in tone than kommoi, with the exception of Pers. 548ff and Pho. 1284ff, 
whose agitated mood is reflected in the accumulation of interjections, 
repetitions, symmetrical phrases, rhymes and other similar effects. Interesting 
is also the case of Herc. 348ff5 whose predominant tone, although it is 
announced as a dirge, is not that of lamentation but of a hymn, an encomium 
(cf. 355 V[iVýGaL, 356 8C evAoyLas', 358 ayaXýta)fi Praise for the dead was a 
traditional element of laments (cf. the Homeric 'YOOL), and frequently in 
ancient sources the terms threnos and encomium are identified (see p. 29, n. 
6). In some odes the chorus, prompted by a specific case, express their 
thoughts about the fate of mortals in general, as in O. T. 1186ff and with 
3A short choral anapaestic system preceding a stasimon is confined to Aeschylus: cf. also 
Pers. 623-33, Sitpp. 625-29, Ag. 355-66, Eiiiii. 307-20. 
4See p. 76, n. 6. 
5The length of this ode and the formality of its structure suggest that Euripides had hieratic 
forms in mind (see Bond 1988,147-48), which is reminiscent of the ritual character of several 
Aeschylean stasima. 
6From this point of view it is similar to the second stasimon of Alc. (435-75), which, however, 
is devoted entirely to the praise of the heroine without any hint of lamentation. 
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similar phrasing in Or. 976ff, Or. 340. These statements concerning the 
instability of the lives of mortals recall the pessimistic tone of the Simonidean 
fragments. A more extensive expression of such thoughts is found in Hel. 
1137ff, where the chorus give a philosophical consideration of the nature of 
god and the unexpected changes of fortune. In all these cases the chorus can 
distance themselves from the present suffering since they are not involved in 
it, and indulge in general thoughts. By contrast, the mourners in kommoi are 
so preoccupied with their own misfortune that they cannot see beyond it 
(surprisingly, however, in such an agitated kommos as Ant. 1261ff we find a 
similar, though brief, statement: 1276 'LW' TTOVOL ýPOTCOV 81)CYTTOVOL). 
Monodies 
Euripides was the first of the tragedians to employ the monody 
regularly in his plays, exploiting its many potentialities for the expression of 
personal suffering, especially of his heroines, as the majority of them are 
delivered by female characters. It is characteristic, as Barner (1971,285) 
remarks, that all the Euripidean monodies, apart from Ion's (Ion 82ff) and 
Cassandra's (Tro. 308ff), contain threnetic elements. The ancient 
lexicographers had also noticed the threnetic character of the monody, so they 
define it as Opývos-, as Sitid. s. v. ýtov(ý86v: To' 0P1JVCLV- CTTLCLK(ýg -Y&P IT&YGEL M 
(aTFO CTKTJVýý W'8(2'L C'V Tý TPWYCý&a OPýVOL E'LCYLv, and the scholiast on Andr. 
103: ý10V(ý&a CGTLV Cý T1 EV09 ITPOCTCOTTOU OPTIVODVTO9. 
All the monodies mentioned on Appendix III are astrophic with the 
exception of E. El. 112-166, which is strophic with an elaborate structure, and 
Andr. 103-116, which cannot be classified in any of the two categorieS. 7 
Regarding the metres used, there seems to be a special preference for 
anapaests, which are prevalent in four monodies (S. El. 86-120, Hipp. 1347-78 
Tro. 98-152, Ion 859-922). Elaboration of metre with sudden shifts from the one 
to the other is characteristic of Euripides' late monodies (cf. Pho. 1485-1529, 
Or. 1369-1502, I. A. 1279-1335) in accordance with the new dithyrambic music 
of the late 5th cent., 8 for which he is parodied by Aristophanes (see pp. 139, 
141). 
7See Barner (1971,293). 
8For an extensive discussion of it see Zimmermann (1992,122ff). 
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Andr. 103-116 is of particular interest in that it is the only example of 
elegiac metre in extant Greek tragedy and, what is more surprising, the first 
instance of an elegiac threnos in Greek literature. Although a great number of 
elegies from earlier times survives, none of them is a dirge, despite the 
association between the two in ancient sources. 9 Page (1936) traced the 
literary ancestor of this lament to a lost Peloponnesian tradition of threnodic 
elegies written at least as early as the beginning of the 6th cent. Bowie (1986, 
esp. 22-27), however, rejects this hypothesis, arguing that EXETos- came to 
mean 'lament' and was associated with the elegiac metre towards the end of 
the 5th. cent. 10 On the other hand, Alexiou (1974,104-5) suggests that the 
gnomic and consolatory tone of the surviving elegies may well have been an 
expansion of their original funereal theme. The dactylic metre of 
Andromache's lament is appropriate to its epic subject, 11 and is also used in 
other laments with Homeric reminiscences: so the dactylic opening of the first 
stasimon of Tro. (511ff) is probably suggested by the appeal to the Muse to 
sing, which is characteristic of epic poetry but unique in the lyrics of tragedy; 
in Tro. 595ff the employment by Andromache and Hecuba mostly of dactylic 
hexameters may be used to evoke their laments for Hector in Iliad 24. 
Monodies are positioned particularly at the beginning or end of a 
play. Those preceding the parodos form a special category (cf. S. El. 86ff, 
Andr. 103ff, E. El. 112ff, Tro. 98ff), where the heroine offers an exposition of 
her suffering before it becomes the object of the subsequent exchange. 12 As 
Appendix III shows, monodies may concern a variety of subjects, but it is 
noticeable that only in one case (Pho. 1485ff) are recent deaths lamented with 
the bodies of the deceased being present, 13 which shows, as in the case of 
choral odes, that this form was not traditional for the delivery of a lament at 
the prothesis. Although monody is suitable for the expression of personal 
emotions in contrast to the generalized, gnomic character of a choral song, the 
heroine can sometimes distance herself from her present suffering turning 
into a long, elaborate description which would better suit a choral ode (cf. Tro. 
122ff, I. A. 1283ff, in both cases marked by change of metre and shift in time as 
9 See p. 75, n. 4. For the affinity between them see also Harvey (1955,170-71). 
1OFor this discussion see also Lloyd (1994, on 103-116). 
IlHowever, as Page (1936,220-21) remarks, the Homeric reminiscences in the phraseology of 
this passage are considerably restricted. 
12See pp. 46-47. For this special category of monodies see also Barner (1971,309). 
OThe arrival of the corpses is announced in a conventional anapaestic introduction by the 
coryphaeus (Plio. 1480-84) like those preceding kommoi in similar cases. 
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well), or to generalized lamenting statements similar to those found in some 
choral odes (cf. Hipp. 669 and, especially, I. A. 1330-32, distinguished 
metrically from its surroundings). 
As in the case of choral odes, self-references to lamentation are 
abundant in monodies. Below are cited indicatively some examples from the 
pT, vcov w6ds-, 94 two monodies concerning Agamemnon"s death: S. El. 88 0' 
OPTJV(ý, 100 OLKT03,1040PTIVWV CYTU'YCPCOV TE yocov, E. El. 113=128 C 
KaTaKXaL0V(Ta, 125-26'LOL TOV GIVTOV C'YELPC yoov. Although Electra announces 
her song as a lament in Or. 984 ((v' EV OPýVOLGLV divaPodaw), she proceeds to 
give a review of the story of the Pelopidae in ornate language (thus it is 
reminiscent of choral odes in similar style, which are originally defined as 
dirges). 14 Andromache announces her monody in the trimeters preceding it 
(Andr. 91-93,96). 
Amoibaia between actors 
As Appendix IV shows, all the threnetic amoibaia between actors are 
Euripidean apart from one Aeschylean (P. V. 561-608) and one Sophoclean 
example (Trach. 971-1043). In fact, it was Euripides who developed this form 
of exchange while in the Aeschylean plays the above passage is the only such 
example and in the Sophoclean ones there is only one more (El. 1232-87, 
expressing Orestes' and Electra's joy at their recognition). It is also 
characteristic that the majority of the Euripidean amoibaia between actors 
have threnetic character (10 out of 15 in his extant complete plays). 
The lyric amoibaia are fewer than the epirrhernatic ones, found 
especially in Euripides' later plays, and, as in the case of kommoi, denote a 
close emotional affinity between the participants. So in Hec. 154ff and Pho. 
1530ff the two participants mourn for the same misfortune and, similarly, in 
Tro. 577ff and Pho. 1710ff, where they share the same fate as well. Hec. 154ff is 
marked by extreme agitation reflected in the asyndetic structure throughout 
it, the accumulation of questions, anadiploses, anaphoric repetitions and 
exclamatory phrases. In Tro. 577ff the first two strophic pairs and the 
beginning of the third constitute a characteristic example of ritual lament, as 
each participant repeatedly interrupts the utterances of the other and, picking 
14Damen (1990) argues that Electra's monody may in fact be no monody at all but a choral 
ode adapted for solo voice at some later date. 
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up her words, complements them (this effect is more emphatic in the antilabic 
verses of the first and third pair). Iambic is the predominant metre in the lyric 
amoibaia, used exclusively in the first and second pair of Tro. 577ff and in 
combination with other metres in the two amoibaia in Pho. 
As in kommoi, the contrast between the lyric utterance of one 
participant and the spoken or recitative of the other (epirrhematic amoibaia) 
may indicate lack of communication, different emotional levels, disagreement 
or even enmity between them. So, for example, in Alc. 244ff no 
communication between Alcestis and Admetus is achieved (it is characteristic 
that she does not address him at all during the amoibaion); in Trach. 971ff 
Heracles" agitated utterances as he is in intolerable pain are contrasted with 
the calmer tone of Hyllus and the old man; in Andr. 825ff Hermione"s frenzied 
despair is opposed to the effort of the nurse to restrain her. 15 The epirrhemas 
used are trimeters (in Alc. 393ff, Tro. 235ff, Andr. 825ff), anapaests (in Med. 
96ff, Andr. 501ff), a combination of the two (in Alc. 244ff), and the rare one of 
dactylic hexameters (shared by the old man and Hyllus in Trach. 1018-22). 16 
As Appendix IV shows, the content of the threnetic exchanges 
between actors is variable, but it is noticeable that only one of them, Alc. 393ff, 
represents a proper prothesis-scene - Pho. 1530ff, which also concerns recent 
deaths, is in the form of a report, and no real attention is given to the corpses - 
which shows that this form of exchange was not common in traditional 
laments. In fact, in Alc. 393ff only the child mourns while Admetus" brief 
participation may indicate that he admits his responsibility for Alcestis" death 
(the boy's addresses to him may also include a tone of reproach). 
Monologues 
Unlike monodies and amoibaia between actors, monologues with 
threnetic character are distributed almost equally among the three tragedians, 
and also unlike monodies, which are delivered almost exclusively by female 
characters, here males and females have an equal share. In between the 
iambic trimeters of the monologues anapaests are sometimes interspersed, 
15Hermione's excessive behaviour involving demonstrative gestures as well is not justified, 
as the nurse states in 866ff. So Stevens (1971, on 825ff) argues that Euripides may be writing 
conventionally here, recalling other tragic laments. 
16The only other instance of hexameter epirrhema in tragedy is Phil. 839-42. 
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denoting stronger emotion. So in P. V. 93-100 they express Prometheus' 
anguish about his suffering, before he composes himself in the following 
trimeters expressing his determination to bear his fate stoically. In S. El. 1160- 
62 anapaests are combined with an accumulation of interjections while in 
Trach. 1085-86 they express Heracles' passionate desire for death. One 
monologue, Tro. 790-98, is exclusively anapaestic, with marked signs of 
agitation, namely, employment of emotive words (790 ýioycpoD, 793 ftaýtopc), 
questions typical in laments (792-93), exclamatory phrases (795-96), practice of 
ritual gestures (793-94), which is the only such case in these monologues. In 
Trach. 1046ff and Phil. 782ff other lyric metres are also employed (a dochmiac, 
bacchiacs and cretics respectively) to show the excessive pain and suffering of 
the two heroes (in the second case this effect is reinforced by an accumulation 
of interjections). In some monologues, or in the lines preceding or following 
them, there are references to their lamenting content, e. g. PY. 99 Trý[ia 
CTTC VC1 XW, S. El. 1122 ý'V Tý& KXaUCTW K61708UPWýIaL aTro&ý Trach. 1072 
PEOPI)XCL KXaLCOV, Heracl. 44,5KXaL0, ) Kal KaTOLKTLpco, Herc. 1394 8aKPUWV a, XL3. 
In contrast to choral odes, monodies and amoibaia between actors, a 
great number of these monologues is prompted by a recent death: Cho. 743ff, 
Aj. 992ff, S. El. 807ff, 1126ff, E. Stipp. 1080ff, Herc. 1340ff, Tro. 1156ff, Bacch. 
1302ff, 1329ff, some of them being delivered over the bodies of the dead (Aj. 
992ff, Herc. 1340ff, Tro. 1156ff, Bacch. 1302ff, 1329ff), and S. El. 1126ff over 
Orestes' supposed funerary urn. At first sight this seems to indicate that this 
form of lament for the dead was traditional, 17 but in tragedy in most cases 
where a death, recent or imminent, is lamented by means of a monologue 
instead of the more normal chorus-actor exchange, the circumstances 
concerning the death/burial are abnormal. So, for example, in S. El. 807ff and 
1126ff Electra's lament for Orestes is undermined by the fact that he is alive, 
in the latter case being actually present. Teucer's lament for Ajax in Aj. 992ff is 
interrupted by the coryphaeus (1040ff) who points to the urgency of the 
situation to undertake action, since the problem of the burial of the corpse is 
at stake. Heracles' lament for his children and wife (Herc. 1340ff) is defective 
since, being their murderer, he is not allowed to perform the accustomed rites 
due to the dead (cf. his instructions to Amphitryon in 1360ff to bury and 
weep for them since qic 'Yap OV'K cq vokLoý). The lamentation for Pentheus in 
17Cf. the Homeric laments for the dead whose relation with these monologues I discuss 
below. 
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Bacch. 1302ff, 1329ff is delivered over his dismembered body, for which 
Agave is mainly responsible. 18 
Lamenting monologues allow for an extensive description of one's 
suffering, long digressions to the past or imaginable situations in the future or 
philosophical considerations. When a recent death is lamented, especially 
characteristic are personal details referring to the relationship between the 
bereaved and the deceased. So, for example., in Cho. 750ff the nurse describes 
her labours for Orestes while he was a baby; Iphis in E. Stipp. 1099ff 
remembers Evadne's affection towards him; similarly, Cadmus in Bacch. 
1318ff recalls Pentheus' reverence towards him. The shock of a sudden 
misfortune often prompts the sufferer to express general thoughts: so 
Cassandra (Ag. 1327ff) passes from her own situation to a lament for the fate 
of mortals in general, which, I think, more than anything else in her utterance 
justifies the application of the term Opývog to it (1322); 19 lphis starts his 
monologue (E. Stipp. 1080ff) with a philosophical consideration of youth and 
fatherhood, commenting later on the theme of old age (1108ff); 20 similarly, at 
the beginning of his monologue (Herc. 1340ff) Heracles expresses his thoughts 
on the nature of the gods. 
The monologues concerning a recent death are those of the tragic 
laments most closely related to the Homeric yOoL. They are both spoken or 
close to spoken delivery (for the Homeric laments see p. 22), they are 
characterized by a relative calmness of spirit (in fact, the tragic monologues 
can be more agitated than the Homeric ones, as has already been pointed out) 
and they are addressed exclusively to the deceased, pointing to the personal 
relationship between him and the mourner. Therefore, Reiner's argument 
(1938,10ff) that almost all tragic laments present certain similarities to the 
Homeric y6oL is over-simplified. He insists on the common themes they share, 
arguing that despite their artistic form they represent the traditional Greek 
lament for the dead. However, he does not take into account the differences in 
form, linguistic and stylistic features between the various forms of tragic 
lament and between them and the Homeric ones, and thus compares with the 
latter diverse passages such as Ant. 1261-1347, Alc. 393-415, E. Supp. 918-924. 
However, my detailed discussion of kommoi and the brief treatment of the 
other tragic lyric laments suggest that the Homeric YOOL had a minor influence 
on each of them, confined mainly to conventional topoi of lamentation. It is 
18For the perversion of funerary ritual in the last part of Baccli. see Segal (1994). 
19For a discussion of Cassandra's final utterance in Ag. see Treu (1975), Bollack (1981). 
200n the theme of lamentation over old age in tragedy see Byl (1975). 
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the tragic monologues for the dead, as I have shown, that are closer to the 
Homeric laments. 
Dialogues 
As in the case of the lamenting passages discussed so far, there is a 
greater number of dialogues with threnetic content in Euripides than in the 
other two tragedians. They are all in iambic trimeters with the exception of E. 
El. 1308ff, which is wholly anapaestic, and two other dialogues where 
trimeters give way to anapaests: Med. 1361-88/1389-1414 and Bacch. 1350- 
67/1368-87. This shift denotes a change to stronger emotional situation. So in 
the first passage the anapaests follow Medea's utterance containing thea'LTLOV 
of this case (1378-88), indicating Jason's agitation as he learns that he will be 
deprived of the burial of his children (hence, his first anapaestic utterance is a 
curse against Medea). In Bacch. the anapaestic passage contains Cadmus' and 
Agave's farewell to each other and to their city, as exile is the only fate that 
awaits them. In Phil. 730ff a bacchiac and exclamations extra metrum are 
interspersed among trimeters reflecting the violent access of pain the hero 
experiences. 
Stichomythia is a prominent feature in these dialogues: Med. 1361-77, 
1393-96, Hipp. 1407-15,1446-56, Hec. 417-31, Herc. 1140-45. The exchange in 
Or. 1022-55 is arranged in two-line utterances (distichomythia), kept 
throughout this passage (if we accept the deletion of lines 1024 and 1049-51, 
as in Diggle's text, 1994a). Antilabe is also frequent, e. g. Aj. 981-83, Phil. 733, 
753-54, O. C. 1438-39, Med. 1397-98. The use of brief exchanges in these 
passages can be seen in relation to similar exchanges in kommoi, used to 
heighten tension. So the interruption of the coryphaeus' utterances by Teucer 
in Aj .. 981-82 could well be part of a lyric dialogue, while these short 
exchanges allow antiphony as well, e. g. O. C. 1439-40 ýUl TOL [1' 0'81)POI) - Kat 
T'L! 3* a"V 07"... OU' KG1Td`(7TEV0L;., Med. 1363-64 W T(EKVa - (1) TT a-L&3,1370-71 O, L, 6,, 
''1 '(J' - "6' ELCYL1.1 
1372-73'LCYaCYLV -'LgaOl 8ýTCI (in the case of Med. each OUKET CL L OL I 
of the two speakers adjusts the words of the other to their own case, so as to 
accuse him). Self-references to lamentation are also frequent in these 
21 Phil. 736 '8" d VCKTT'VCL)V, Med. 1409 dialogues, e. g. Aj. 982 Trapa 0TCVG'tCGLV, CL) Ct C 
21Cf. the similar phrases in Tro. 106, Plio. 1551 and their parody in Ar. Wasps 316. 
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T a" 8C KC('L OPTJV(ý K01TTL6Gd'Cw, Herc. 1141 ac'[9 KaT0[CTTEVW TVXaý, Or. 1033 
oavo'u4co 1) KaK' ?, 1 22 Bacch. 1372 CTT' .0X OLOV TE [iln (7TEVELV a/ EV%IG[L GE, TrOITEP. 
As in the case of monologues, these spoken exchanges may indicate 
that a full lyric lament is not appropriate because of the urgency or the 
abnormality of the particular situation. Characteristic are the cases of Med. 
1361ff, E. El. 1308ff and Bacch. 1350ff, which present similar features. In all 
these dialogues, found at the end of the play, the wretched mortals mourn for 
their predicament while the deus ex machina (in Med. Medea performs this role 
on the chariot of Sun) remains untouched by human suffering, with the 
exception perhaps of Castor, who finally admits that he is moved by it (El. 
1327ff). 23 Mourning is defective in all these cases, and therefore it is not a 
proper closure of the play: in Med. because Jason cannot obtain possession of 
his dead children, in El. and Bacch. because the mourners, being responsible 
for the death of their kinsmen, are urged by the gods to make their way into 
exile. Similarly, Theseus" mourning in the passages in Hipp. and Heracles" in 
Herc. 1140ff is abnormal because they are responsible for the death of their 
children. 
Impact of pre-tragic laments on the tragic one 
Summarizing the impact of the Homeric and lyric laments on the 
tragic ones, each has influenced them in a different way according to their 
different nature. The Homeric laments, delivered by the relatives of the 
deceased, have influenced, accordingly, those in tragedy which give 
expression to personal grief. The topoi they employ are found in various kinds 
of tragic laments, but their form is recalled especially in the monologues for 
the dead. The lyric threnoi, delivered by an outsider and addressed to the 
relatives of the deceased, have influenced those tragic laments where the 
situation is similar, i. e. when the chorus try to console the mourner. Their 
more accepting, philosophical tone is also recalled in some threnetic odes as 
well as in some personal expressions of grief (monodies or monologues). 
22This statement points to the conventions of tragic lamentation: once death is close, 
mourning is expected. Similar, although not so explicit, are O. C. 1439-40. 
23Cf. also Artemis in Hipp. 1396, who, though pitying Hippolytus, states that she is not 
allowed to weep for him. 
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Of the lyric threnoi, the pessimistic tone of those of Simonides is 
especially frequently recalled in the tragic laments since it suits the view of 
human life tragedy generally presents (cf. also other passages such as O. C. 
1224-27, I. T. 475-78, E. fr. 449). By contrast, descriptions of the happy afterlife 
such as those the Pindaric fragments offer are completely absent from 
tragedy. We find, of course, the view that the dead are more fortunate than 
the living, having been released from the toils of life (see p. 116) but, despite 
that, tragic convention requires lamentation when death is close or has 
already happened (see n. 22 on the previous page). These opposing attitudes 
can be adopted even by the same person. So in Tro. 636ff Andromache is 
trying to console Hecuba (635 66g C70L TCPýLV GýLPCLXCO #EVL) for Polyxena's 
death by arguing that her fate is better than that of herself, since she will be 
soon dragged to slavery. However, when she learns the decision of the 
Greeks to kill Astyanax, she cannot do otherwise but lament (740ff). 
However diverse the Homeric and the extant lyric threnoi are and, 
consequently, their influence on different types of tragic laments, they are 
effectively combined in those kommoi where the mourner expresses his 
personal bereavement while the chorus try to comfort him. However, 
kommoi where both participants are united in grief may also have been 
influenced by popular lyric laments, which, in contrast to those of Simonides 
and Pindar, offered expressions of personal grief (see p. 34). 
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IV. ARISTOPHANIC PARODY1 OF TRAGIC LAMENTATION2 
The widespread use of lamentation in tragedy could not escape the 
notice of Aristophanes. His parody of lamenting scenes, as generally of other 
tragic scenes, may include parody of particular, identifiable passageS3 or 
general parody of the features of tragic lamentation without a specific 
reference. 4 
A representative example of the first case is the parody of 
Andromeda's monody preceding the parodos in Andrmd. in Inlaw's monody 
in Thesm. 1015-55. Thesm. is a highly parodic play, its second half consisting of 
an extensive parody of the means of escape found in Palam., Hel. and 
Andrmd., which Inlaw and Euripides adopt so that the first may be freed from 
the women who caught him spying on their plan to punish Euripides. After 
the device of Hel. has failed, Inlaw, bound to a plank by the Scythian archer, 
assumes the role of Andromeda while Euripides takes on the role of Perseus, 
who comes to release him. 
11n using this term one should be aware of its much-disputed definition and the many 
theoretical discussions about it: see, for example, Householder (1944), Dane (1988), Rose 
(1993). A term related to parody and sometimes difficult to separate from it is paratragedy: see 
Murray (1891), Kranz (1949), Rau (1967). More recently Silk (1993,479) draws a clear 
distinction between the two terms as follows: "paratragedy is the cover term for all of 
comedy's intertextual dependence on tragedy, some of which is parodic, but some is not; 
... parody is any kind of distorting representation of an original, which in the present context 
will be a tragic original. " In this brief discussion (and elsewhere in my thesis) I am not 
concerned with such differentiations, so I will use the term parody without distinction. 
2Below I will refer only to some representative examples while passim in the thesis I mention 
other cases as well. 
3For a list of tragic passages parodied by Aristophanes see Rau (1967,213-18). 
4Rau (1967,12-14) gives a detailed categorization of kinds of parody according to the nature 
of the original, e. g. whether it is a literary genre (like tragedy), a specific tragic scene or 
convention or motif... 
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Inlaw"s monody is astrophic and presents great metrical freedom'-5 
thus parodying the metrical pattern of Euripides' late monodies (see p. 129)"6 
whereas Andromeda"s solo was in anapaests, as is obvious from 1065-69, 
1070-72 (frs 114,115 Nauck, TGF), a metre frequent in monodies (see p. 129). 
Inlaw"s monody includes recollection of the beginning of disaster (1022-23, 
1043-46) and its attribution to some divine power (1047), drawing attention to 
his suffering (1029-33,1048-49), exhortation to the chorus to lament for him 
(1034-36), wish for release through a sudden death (1050-51), all of which are 
themes common in tragic laments, here being applied to the case of 
Andromeda and Inlaw alike, so that comic effect is achieved by the shifting, 
often within a sentence, from one identity to the other and one gender to the 
other. 
Inlaw starts his monody addressing the chorus as ýLXM TTaPOEVOL 
(1015), thus recalling the frequent addresses to the tragic chorus as 
ýLXOL/ýLXM, which is comic since here the chorus are neither maidens nor 
friends, and continues with the expression of the desire to escape from the 
present suffering (1016-17), also characteristic for tragic mourners (e. g. Aj. 
404, Hipp. 877-78). Verses 1018-21 parody Andromeda's address to Echo, 
asking her to desist so that she can lament with her friends (fr 118 Nauck), 
which most probably came at the end of her monody, 7 while 1022-23 were 
addressed to Andromeda by the chorus (fr 120 Nauck). TFOXV1TOVWTaTOý (1023) 
is a characteristic tragic adjective, the phrase used here (TFOXVITOVCO'TaTOV 
ýPOTCOV) being an exact echo of Hec. 721, while dTrcoX6[i-qv (1025) parodies 
similar tragic phrases showing the utter destruction of the mourner (see pp. 
95-96). 8 Verses 1029-31 parody the frequent references in tragedy to dances 
performed by young girls and the desire expressed by female characters 
while away from their homeland to participate in them (e. g. I. T. 1143ff). The 
pleasant activity of dancing is contrasted to the present misfortune (1032-33), 
thus recalling the usual theme of laments contrast between past - present. 
Lines 1034-35 recall another common theme of laments, contrast between 
5jt consists of a combination of iambic, aeolo-choriambic, dochmiac, trochaic and dactylic 
cola. For a detailed metrical analysis see Zimmermann (1984-87, IL 7ff), Parker (1997,436ff). 
6This is also evidenced in the metrical elaboration of the monodies in Birds 227-62, Frogs 1331- 
63, the latter discussed below. 
7The chorus most probably make their appearance with the question TrcýLaL XLPd&ý, 1TOLa 
CTELPTIV (fr. 116 Nauck), asking about the reason of the 
lamenting cries they heard; thus the 
parodos takes the usual form of a chorus-actor exchange. 
8Such phrases are frequently parodied by Aristophanes: cf. also Cloiids 709, Peace 1013. 
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wedding expectations and the present misery (the phrasing is especially 
reminiscent of Ant. 813-16), in view of which Inlaw asks the chorus to lament 
for him (1036 yodo-Oc ýC, w-' 'YI)VCCLKC3 echoes Tro. 289). Other features of tragic 
laments parodied in this monody are the use of polyptoton (1037 
kLC, XC a ... anaphora (1043-44 63 C"41 ... blIg exclamatory phrases 
pointing to one's misery (1038 W" TaXa3 C'YW', TaXa3, for which cf - 
Aj. 981,1047 
LCL) 40L [iOLPa3,1048 6. ') KaTaPCITOS' Eyw', for which cf. Andr. 838-39) and 
accumulation of interjections (1042 a'LdL, atai, E' c'). The wish of the sufferer to 
die through a violent, sudden death, coming towards the end of the monody 
(1050-51), results in a comic effect since at the last moment it is diverted from 
the person in misery to his enemy. 10 The idea that the sufferer does not want 
to live any longer or that it does not please him to look on the light of the sun 
(1052ff) is frequent in tragic laments (e. g. S. El. 821-22, AL. 866-69, Hipp. 836- 
37). 
The echo-scene following the monody (1056-97) is based on the 
similar one in Andmid., but serves to parody antiphonal lamentation in 
general (cf. 1059 CLPTC)80S' characterizing Echo, 11 1063 KXaCLV - C1TLKXaCLV12)' 
which is effected by the exact repetition by Echo of lnlaw"s words. So, for 
example, the imperativesO'LýIWCC, O'TOTUCC (1081) parody those the leader of a 
dirge addresses to his partner, to which he consents, whereas Echo comically 
repeats exactly the same words. In fact, she is a nuisance since she does not let 
Inlaw continue his monody (cf. 1077 c'acyov ýic [IOVCý6ýGaL). The exchange 
starts with iambic trimeters (1056-64) and continues with anapaests till the 
end (1065-97), first lyric (1065-72, which constitute part of Andromeda"s 
actual monody: see p. 139) and then recitative. Anapaestic metre is 
widespread in tragic laments, parodied frequently by Aristophanes in such 
9For an extensive parody of anaphoric repetition as a characteristic of lamenting language cf. 
Lys. 962-64, Clolia's 718-19, the latter most probably a close parody of Hec. 160-61. 
IOSuch wishes are frequently parodied by Aristophanes. Cf. the extensive one in Wasps 323ff 
where the mourner, Philocleon, mentions several alternatives of violent death according to 
the tragic model, all of which, however, conclude in a comic way, and Lys. 972ff where 
Cinesias calls down a curse upon the person who is responsible for his suffering, which also 
concludes in an unexpected and comic way. 
IlFor similar adjectives in kommoi see p. 83. 




contexts, as in the anapaestic laments of Clotids 711-22, Wasps 324-33,13 750-59, 
and Lys. 954-79. 
In Frogs 1331-63 Aeschylus attacks Euripides for his monodies, which 
he has already done earlier in the play (cf. 849 C'O KPTjTLKG'1ý [1EV CTI)XXE'-YWV 
[j0j)W8LaS-), 14 in the context of the contest between them in Hades so that it 
may be decided which of the two is a better playwright. That this passage will 
imitate the style of Euripidean monodies in general without referring to a 
specific original is made explicit in the way it is announced (1330 T0'1) T(ýV 
[1014ý&(ýV &GýGXOCILV TPOTTOV). The description of the metrical pattern of the 
monody is not definite since the colometry is uncertain in several places (cf., 
for example, the text printed by Stanford 1958, Dover 1993, Sommerstein 
1996), but its elaboration15 is certainly meant to recall that of Euripides' late 
monodies. In Frogs 1306,1308 there is a reference to the Muse of Euripides, 
which the scholiast characterizes asCKXGXV[1CVTj (cf. 1314,1349 CLELCL ... XLUCTETE, 
-XLauoucya respectively), referring to the various modulations of his musiC. 16 
One of the points of literary criticism directed against Euripides in Frogs is his 
habit of bringing OLKEILCL TFPCVY[iG[Ta on stage (959), which resulted in his 
depriving tragedy Of TG'[ ýICYLGTCL (1494-95). The content of the monody in 
1331ff is an exemplifying case of this criticism: a woman of low social status 
narrates her ominous dream and is about to exorcize it by a ritual procedure, 
when she realizes that the disaster has already happened, her neighbour has 
stolen her cockerel. Comic effect is achieved by the contrast between the 
trivial matter and the lamentation in grand style. 
The invocation of the Night and the description of the dream at the 
beginning of the monody is a close parody of Hec. 68ff. The address to the 
13The first part of the monody (317-23) is aeolic. MacDowell (1971, on 317-333) argues that 
the change in metre reflects change of mood: aeolics convey pathos, anapaests an urgent plea. 
14The reason why he calls them Kp'nTLKa! ý' is not quite clear, but I am not interested in this 
point here: see Stanford (1958, on 849-50), Dover (1993, on 849), Sommerstein (1996, on 849). 
Euripidean monody is a constant target for Aristophanes. Another extensive parody of it is 
found in Wasps 317-333. 
15According to Dover (1993,359ff) at the beginning of the monody anapaests are dominant, 
then there is a shift mainly to dochmiacs (1335aff), which are taken up by dactyls (1338-39b), 
later aeolic rhythms predominate with some iambics (1340-52ab), while from 1353 onwards 
the metre is mainly iambic. The dochmiacs and iambics are frequently resolved, as often in 
tragic laments to denote agitation. 
16Agathon was also famous for the employment of this kind of music whose 'bends and 
twists' are parodied in Thcsm. 53 KC'([IITTEL, 68 KaTC[KC'[[lTrTCLV TlaS' GTPOý(ig. 
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Night is a typical tragic invocation (e. g. E. El. 54, Hec. 68, Or. 174ff), parodied 
in Thesiii. 1065ff as well, where it shows the isolation of the heroine, as similar 
apostrophes in tragedy do (see p. 93). Rau (1967,132) suggests that the 
description of the dream "in black garments and murderous claws"' (1336-37) 
points to the habit of mourners dressing in black and scratching their cheeks. 
Other features of this monody recalling tragic laments are the accumulation 
of anadiploses and the close repetition of emotive words in 1352-55,17 the 
extensive asyndeton in 1331-37 and the repeated invocations in 1341-42 and 
1344-45, where comic effect is achieved by the juxtaposition of the addresses 
to the sea-god and the housernates in the first case and of those to the 
Nymphs and the servant Mania in the second. Typically tragic is also the 
habit of the mourner of pointing to his misfortune, as in 1346 cyw' 8" a 
TaXOLLPCL, 1355 a TXCIýIWV, with which the lament proper for the theft of the 
cockerel begins and concludes. 18 
The juxtaposition of the fortunes of Lamachus and Dicaeopolis in 
Ach. 1069ff puts forward in vivid terms the theme of war versits peace, which 
is central in the play, as the hard, stressful life of the first is contrasted to the 
care-free, joyous life of the second. The exploitation of tragic conventions in 
this scene serves to emphasize the comic effect of the parallelism. So the 
announcement of the frowning appearance of the first messenger (1069-70) 
prepares for the bad news he will reveal, according to the tragic convention 
(e. g. Hipp. 1151-52, Plio. 1332-34), while his exclamatory phrase announcing 
the troubles that await Lamachus (1071) begins in a typically tragic way, 'LCO' 
TTOVOL (cf., similarly, Sept. 994, A0.1276), only to conclude with a comic 
word-play on Lamachus" name (Ka'L [IC'(XaL KUIL Aa[laXOL). Lamachus' reaction 
(1078ff) to the more detailed account of the messenger (1073-77) is clearly 
tragic, recalling the cases where lamentation is prompted by a messenger 
report. Each of his utterances starts with an interjection (1078 'LC'L) GTP0[TTJ^Y0L..., 
19... -L0 KýPVý a'YTC XL al) ... 
20), which 1081 O'L[IOL KaKO6aL[-LWV / 1083 CL'LaL* 0"aV 
Dicaeopolis takes up with antiphonal responses (1080 ýw' CYTPaTEUkLa..., 1084 
CtUfL, TLVGt 8,, aU... G1, yycXCov; ), making fun of him. His last utterance points to 
1% a Ea KaTEXLITEV (1353) seems to be an echo of E. Sitpp. 1156. 
18Barlow (1986b, 10-12) examines in detail the parody of images, oxymora and repetitions of 
Euripidean monody in Frogs 1331ff. For the contrast between high and low see especially Silk 
(1993,487ff). 
19Lamachus attributes the same characterization to himself in 1094, in the tragic way of the 
E OJI ýLOIYEPOSI EW adjective followed by E-yw' (Cf. also 1191 TaXG! 3' E'Y(. L), 
1207 9TVYEPOS"'y' 'Y '). 
20This phrase probably parodies Aj. 221-22 O'Lav E&IXw(yas- (: tl)8p0'3 a'LOOI)Oý dyyEXýap. 
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the arrival of the second messenger, who hurries Dicaeopolis to get ready for 
a dinner. The dialogue that follows between Lamachus and Dicaeopolis 
(1094-1142) makes remarkable use of antiphonal, symmetrical phrases'21 an 
effect reinforced by their mostly one-line utterances, which are especially 
suitable to juxtapose, contrasting, the preparations of the two men for their 
different "expeditions. 
In line 1174 a third messenger arrives announcing Lamachus" injury. 
The inconsistency between his account, i. e. that he was wounded by a stake as 
he was jumping over a trench (1178ff), and Lamachus" heroic one, that a 
javelin hit him (1193), 22 is comic. The clearly tragic phrasing of lines 1184-85 is 
comically subverted by the fact that they are addressed to an insignificant 
object, the feather of the helmet. 23 1TCLP63TC(T60V CT' 'L8CO'V (1184) andOU'KET" E'L[I' 
cyco' (1185) are identifiable tragic phrases (cf., for example, Aj. 858, Alc. 207-8 
and Phil. 1217, Hec. 683 respectively). After the announcement of the disaster 
Lamachus appears on the stage lamenting, according to the tragic convention 
(cf. Oedipus in O. T. 1307ff, Heracles in Trach. 983ff, Hippolytus in Hipp. 
1347ff). It seems that in this scene Aristophanes has in mind Hippolytus, who 
enters supported by male attendants (cf. Lamachus in 1214-15,1222-23). 
Lamachus starts his lament in a typical way, with an interjection of grief (1190 
1 25 the possibility that he CLTTaTal aTTaT(fL), 24 finding particularly lamentable 
may be mocked by his rival (1195-97), a theme common in tragic laments (see 
p. 199, n. 3). By contrast with Lamachus, Dicaeopolis enters accompanied by 
two girls and, echoing his initial interjection, points to the enjoyable time he is 
having with them (1198ff). 
In the subsequent exchange between the two men (1204ff) Lamachus 
acts as a tragic hero in suffering, delivering typical exclamatory phrases 
(1204-5,1207,1210,1212), asking his friends to take hold of him gently (1214- 
1,5"26 1222-23) and describing his suffering (1218-19,1226), 27 whereas 
21 For this scene see McLeish (1980,129-30). 
22Rennie (1909, on 1193) notices that the position of the preposition between substantive and 
attribute (8opO'!; - UTro' TroXE[Aou) is in keeping with the paratragic style (cf. also Clolids 277, 
Birtis 740,742). 
23This is the view generally accepted. Rogers (1910,180, on 1184), however, suggests that 
oilt. 6[. iýta refers to the Sun, in which case the absurdity of the address is sP 
24This interjection is common in comedy but rare in tragedy (found only in Plill. 790). 
25For IaLaKTOS' (1195), a clearly tragic word, see p. 
87. 
26Cf. Hipp. 1358-61, Tracli. 1024-25 where the imperative TTpoaXapc (1025) may be parodied in 
Acli. 1215. The triple anadiplosis XOccrOE [iov, XaPcaOE ... TTpoo7X0EaO' (Ach. 1214-15) may be an 
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Dicaeopolis picks up his utterances, applying them to his own case and 
mocking Lamachus. The effect is especially remarkable as their short 
utterances allow for close antiphony28 (cf., similarly, the exchange in 1097ff). 
So Aristophanes uses the form of exchange familiar in a tragic amoibaic 
threnos to stress the separate fortunes of the representatives of war and peace. 
The position of this scene at the end of the play and its metre, iambic with 
syncopations and resolutions, show that it is meant to parody in particular 
the amoibaic threnoi at the end of tragedies. 29 The play ends with 
Dicaeopolis" victory, as the chorus side with him despite their opposition to 
peace in its first half, and with Lamachus being isolated in his misery, thus 
reflecting the isolation tragic heroes exhibit in similar circumstances, so that 
the message of the play that peace is preferable to war finally triumphs. 
echo of Aj. 396-97E'Xc(70' EXEuk ýt'... E'XcuOE [i' or of similar cases in tragic laments (e. g. AW. 
1321, E. Szipp. 811). 
27Cf. Heracles in Tracli. 983ff and Hippolytus in Hipp. 1347ff passiIII. As the scholiast remarks 
on Acli. 1219,1221, Lamachus OP-qVCOV TMPCLTPWYCý8CL. 
28For this scene see also Silk (2000,125). 
29For an association between the two see p. 177. 
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PART TWO: DRAMATIC FUNCTION OF INDIVIDUAL KOMMOI 
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1. AESCHYLUS 
1. PERSAE 908-1077 
The final kommos of Pers. constitutes the climactic scene of the play, 
as it resumes and intensifies themes dealt with in the previous scenes, 
fulfilling at the same time various expectations aroused earlier in the play. So 
the antiphonal lament between Xerxes and the chorus enacts vividly before 
the audience the predicted antiphonal lamentation between two Persian 
cities, expressed as a fearful possibility in the parodos (115-25). Xerxes' 
repeated exhortation to the chorus Poa VUV G'[VTL80VTTa ýWL (1040=1048,1066) 
recalls aVTL(SOUTTOV GICYC'FaL from 120,1 while the inter ection 6d anticipated in 
117/ 122, a ITCPCFLKOV Op-qvqkLa according to the scholiast on 116, is raised in 
earnest in the choral dirge of the first stasimon (570=578,573=581), and 
prepares for the variety of interjections that will be heard in the exodos. Also, 
the anticipated tearing of the robes by the female population (123-25) is finally 
performed by the Persian elders in the great kommos. Throughout the play 
(cf. 121-25,133-39,537-45) emphasis is placed on the mourning of the Persian 
women, which, according to Hall (1996, on 121-2), "'contributes to the overall 
impression of Asia as a 'feminine' continent. " However, despite this 
preoccupation of the text, the only female character of Pers., Atossa, does not 
express her grief in lyrics; instead, it is the chorus who repeatedly mourn for 
the Persian disaster (in the epirrhernatic exchange with the messenger 256ff, 
in the first stasimon 548ff and in the final kommos 908ff). 
Up to this point in the play the Persian defeat has been considered 
from the viewpoint of the chorus, the Queen, the messenger and Darius. 
Xerxes" appearance at last puts it in visible terms, as the picture of the ragged, 
humiliated king embodies the ruin of the whole nation, so it can be 
considered as a substitute for the 'action' which is missing from the plot. 2 This 
1 This adjective denotes not only antiphonal singing, as more strictly aVT'Lýwvov does, but also 
the resounding of the self-inflicted blows of mourning 
(60DTFOL): see Broadhead (1960, on 120- 
1), Hall (1996, on 120). 
2Scholars have often criticized Pers. on these grounds (see some references in Broadhead 
1960, xxxii; Anderson 1972,166-67), since the catastrophe it presents does not evolve from the 
action on stage and therefore what is left is the contemplation and reactions of the draiiiatis 
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is made all the more emphatic since he does not utter any speeches like the 
other three drainatis personae but, unusually for a main character in tragedy, 
delivers lyric verses only, besides being the only solo voice in the play. The 
long-postponed arrival of Xerxes fulfils the expectations of the spectators for 
his appearance, which have been aroused in previous scenes. Already in 529- 
31 the Queen, before her first exit, suggests that Xerxes may arrive before she 
returns, and asks the chorus to relieve his distress. The spectators assume that 
his entrance is imminent, but they are frustrated when later she re-enters, 
making the preparations leading up to the appearance of Darius. Similarly, in 
849-50 Atossa points to Xerxes' arrival: she states that the reason of her 
second exit is to fetch his royal robes and welcome him, an encounter which 
never takes place. These two passages have been much discussed and 
criticized for their 'inconsistencies'. 3However, it is more likely that their 
purpose is simply to whet the expectations of the audience for Xerxes' 
arrival. 4 Atossa's absence from the final scene has also greatly puzzled 
scholars and has been variously explained. 5 
Xerxes" entrance is also prepared through his contrast with Darius, a 
majestic figure, regarded almost as a god, who never harmed his country (cf. 
652-56,663 a'KaKC, 855 CLKCLKaS, 781). By contrast, Xerxes is Presented as the 
embodiment of all the defeats, and he himself admits that (cf. 932-33 'Yq TE 
71 1 ý, yEV I ýLaV)fiThis is not, of course, the historical reality, as TRITPCOCI KGIKOV ap 0 
presented by HerodotUS ,7 but Aeschylus wanted to create a poetic 
atmosphere so that the audience would feel the extent of the present calamity 
more poignantly. So the third stasimon is a eulogy of Darius stating his 
personae to it; hence, it is generally considered as a drama simple and static in form (cf., for 
example, Fowler 1967,1; Michelini 1982,72). 
3For a detailed discussion of them see Taplin (1977,92ff), Thalmann (1980,261ff). 
4Cf. Dawe (1963,29-30), Thalmann (1980,266-67). 
5For some interpretations see Broadhead (1960, xxxix, n. 1), Taplin (1977,120-21), Dworacki 
(1979). 
6As Hall (1996,25) remarks, KaKO! ý- and its cognates have a striking predominance throughout 
the play, and are also exploited, as seen in the above examples, to emphasize the contrast 
between the harmful Xerxes and the harmless Darius. 
7Said (1981) compares the pictures of Xerxes and Darius given by Aeschylus and Herodotus 
showing that, although the historian stresses the continuity between past and present, the 
tragedian draws a line between them, giving an idealized picture of the past so as to 
emphasize Xerxes' responsibility. For other historical inaccuracies in Aeschylus see Conacher 
(1974a, 147-48). 
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achievements during his kingship, thus constituting an inverted lament and 
dominated by a nostalgic mood for the happy, old dayS8 (cf. also the similar 
mood in 555ff, 584ff). So it stresses through opposition Xerxes" guilt and 
responsibility, and comes into sharp contrast with the rebukes with which the 
chorus welcome him. 9 
Xerxes" ragged appearance certainly constitutes an emphatic visual 
contrast to Atossa's splendid clothing on her first entrance (cf. 607-8), 10 
Darius" royal attire (cf. 660-62) and the surely splendid dresses of the chorus 
as befitting their high rank (cf. 1060 TFETTXOV KOXTRaV). It is generally agreed 
that Xerxes arrives on his chariot (cf. 1000-1), which would contrast his 
humiliated entrance with the first pompous one of the Queen as well as with 
the pompous description in the parodos of his lupLov ap[ia (84) and the 
numerous men he leads to war against Greece. Exceptionally, Taplin (1977, 
123) argues, on the basis of line 913, that Xerxes enters on foot. 11 rejecting the 
evidence of lines 1000-1 about the chariot by taking them to mean that neither 
it nor Xerxes' attendants have returned (a forced reading of the text, I think). 
In this way, Taplin argues, the contrast between what set out and what has 
returned would be more emphatic. However, even on a chariot the rest of 
Xerxes" appearance would be enough to fulfil the above purpose. 
Coming to the kommos itself now, its two distinct parts (908-1001, 
1002-77) are differentiated in rhythm, structure and tone. The first starts with 
Xerxes' recitative anapaests (908-17), which continue in the first choral 
8The contrast between past - present, a common theme in laments (see pp. 115-16), is here 
adjusted to the comparison between Darius - Xerxes. 
9Therefore, the scenes of Darius and Xerxes are interconnected by contrast, so criticisms such 
as "The final CTTaCTLýWV (852-906) does nothing to prepare us for the appearance of the King"' 
(Broadhead 1960, xxxix) miss the point of the construction of the play. The opposition 
between father - son, central in Pers., can be seen from the point of view of the influence of 
the father upon his children, which, as Caldwell (1970) shows, is one of the most important 
themes in the extant plays of Aeschylus. 
101t is characteristic that in her second entrance Atossa appears without her royal robes and 
previous pomposity, which can be taken as a visual demonstration of Persia's downfall: see 
Sider (1983). 
IlHowever, it is reasonable to assume that Xerxes dismounts from his chariot as soon as he 
enters, in order to participate in the shared lament with the chorus. As Taplin (1977,128) 
argues, we are to imagine both participants performing on the same level: "Even if there was 
a raised area for Pers, Xerxes would surely not have mounted it: the choreography of the 
antiphonal dirges and of the procession should be arranged around the actor. " 
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utterance (918-21), 12 taken up by nine anapaestic lines (922-30) which present 
the characteristics of lyric anapaests, i. e. doricisms (928), resolution (930), 
wholly spondaic dimeters (922,925,928), absence of paroemiac, but are also 
distinguished from them by consistent diaeresis in mid-verse. 13 They are thus 
linked to what precedes but at the same time mark a transition to the lyric 
anapaests which start in line 931 and are arranged in three strophic pairs with 
each stanza shared between the two partners in single division. Anapaests 
make a strong appearance in the first strophic pair while in the second they 
are combined with a variety of other rhythms: Xerxes introduces ionics (950- 
51)14 while the chorus respond with dochmiacs (955), choriambs (956), 
lecythia (957-58). 15 In the third pair the frequent occurrence among the 
anapaests of the iambic phrase ----- (in 974,976,977,986) can be regarded, 
as Broadhead (1960,317) remarks, as an anticipation of the iambics in 1002 
onwards. 
In the first part of the kommos Xerxes confronts the Persian elders, 
being the object of their criticism for the catastrophe he has caused. In a way 
they adopt the role Darius had asked them to undertake (829-31), although 
they rebuke Xerxes rather than admonishing him. Their outspokeness could 
be considered as inconsistent with the obedience and respect of the Persian 
subjects to their king and rather as a characteristic of the democratic Athens. 16 
However, it is not altogether unnatural for the Persian nobles to criticize their 
king in this way. Their first outspoken criticism occurs in the first stasimon 
550ff, where (584ff) they also express their fears for rebellion of the common 
people now that the power of the Persian empire has been ruined. Therefore 
their attitude towards Xerxes in this part of the kommos exemplifies the 
7app-nGLa they had foreseen would follow his failure (591ff). 
Xerxes appears as a completely shattered man, beginning his part in 
the play with an exclamation of grief ('Lw), blaming the Persian defeat on the 
12Broadhead (1960,287) wonders whether these lines are delivered by the coryphaeus, in 
which case the distinction between the recitative and the subsequent transitional anapaests 
would be more emphatic. 
13See Broadhead (1960,287). For the peculiar nature of anapaests see p. 57. 
AThis rhythm, with clearly oriental associations (see Dale 1968,124; West 1982,124), has a 
striking predominance in the play (cf. esp. 65-114,633-71). 
15As regards the metrical analysis of the kommos, the solutions of the editors vary widely 
since text and colometry are not firmly established. For a 
detailed discussion of it see 
Broadhead (1960,294ff), which I use in my analysis here, Dale (1937; 1983,158ff). 
16See Broadhead (1960, xxv-vi). 
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cruelty of fate and the god (909-12), 17 and expressing his feelings of guilt and 
humiliation before the representatives of the Persian nation (913-14), whom 
he does not have the courage to address directly, with the desperate cry TL 
TMOW TXý[ICL)V; (912) and the wish he had died together with the other warriors 
(915-17). The chorus welcome Xerxes" arrival with the interjection 6'-FOTCýL (that 
was also their reaction to the news brought by the messenger: cf. 268=274), 
mourning for the loss Of CTTPaTLa, TL[Ifl', KOCTýLOý Mp(ýV (918-20), 18 for which 
they, as Xerxes earlier, consider a divine power responsible (921). However., 
in the rest of their utterance (922-30) they accuse Xerxes directly of having 
crammed Hades with Persians19 and having ruined the power of the empire: 
divine and human action go hand in hand, a key-theme throughout the play 
summarized in 742. This transitional anapaestic section (922ff) marks a rise in 
emotion, as is indicated by the slow and heavy movement of the spondees (cf - 
especially the wholly spondaic character of lines 922,925,928, with the 
striking prevalence of sounds a, M in the first and last of theM)20 and the 
series of asyndetic predicates attributed to the lost Persians in 924-27.21 It is 
also characterized by vivid imagery: it starts with the picture of a nation 
mourning for the loss of its manhood (922-23), which is repeated throughout 
the play (cf. 61-62,548-49,730), 22 and concludes with the picture of the land of 
17The idea of a malevolent divine power that has brought disaster upon the Persians is 
repeatedly emphasized throughout the play (see the extensive discussion by Broadhead 1960, 
on 345-6). The metaphor of a daemon falling upon a mortal, as in 911-12 8aL[iwv EvEP-9 
TTEpcrCov -ycvEq, is common in tragedy (cf., for example, Pers. 516,942-43, Ag. 1175,1468-69, 
AW. 1272-74). 
18Thalmann (1980,274-75) analyzes in detail these three notions, remarking that they 
"represent slightly different ways of looking at a single entity-the Empire" (274). 
19As Hall (1996,21) remarks, the images of filling and emptying are recurrent throughout the 
play: the shores of Salamis are filled up with the corpses of the Persians (272-73,421), the sea 
is filled up with wrecked ships and dead men (420), Asia is emptied by its men (118-19,718, 
730,761). 
20These sounds were a conspicuous characteristic of the Persian language, and are used in 
other choral passages as well (cf. 256ff, 633ff) as a means, among others, to create a 
distinctively oriental, non-Greek atmosphere: see Morenilla-Talens (1989), who also discusses 
the Aristophanic parody of these sounds. On the latter issue see also Colvin (1999,287ff). 
21ForXw'pcts- dvOog (925) cf. the similar phrases in 59-60,252. 
221f TrEV011TýPQSý (946) is taken with TmXEws- rather than with yEvvas- 
(for the different 
alternatives see Broadhead 1960,229), we 
have once more the same motif. For an examination 
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Asia been brought to her knees (929-30), so that the effect of the catastrophe 
rises climactically, embracing first Persia and then the whole continent. In 
both cases, the earth that laments and the continent that kneels are virtually 
personified as women, which continues the image of the 'feminine' 
Persia /Asia, which is prevalent throughout the play. 
The way the Persian elders welcome Xerxes, namely, by reminding 
him of his responsibility for the disaster, shows considerably less respect than 
their attitude towards either Atossa or Darius. Instead of prostrating 
themselves before him. 23 as they did before Atossa (152) and they probably 
do when they address Darius (694ff)., 24 he most probably bends his knees 
before them (913). 25 Similarly, instead of the solemn words with which they 
greet Atossa (155ff) and the reverential, almost religious awe they exhibit 
before Darius, they greet his return with mourning cries. iTp6#Oo-yYov (935) 
recalls TFP007ýOO'YYOL3 ýIUOOLUL from 153-54, thus contrasting more 
emphatically the honorary titles addressed to Atossa with the wails 
welcoming Xerxes. Furthermore, there is no announcement for his entrance in 
contrast to the long one for hers (150ff). 
The recitative, and probably the transitional anapaests, are delivered 
while Xerxes and the chorus are taking their position in the orchestra, so the 
kommos proper starts in line 931. The lyric anapaests open with Xerxes 
drawing attention to himself (93186" GyWV26), as he did in his first utterance 
) '), this time viewing himself as the object of lament (931 (909 8UUT-qVOS' GyW 
-33). The rest of the first pair MaKT03), and admitting his responsibility (932 
consists of a programmatic announcement of the intention of the chorus to 
sing a dirge (cf. the futures TTC'ýLýW, 
"CYCO, KXWYýWin 940,944,947 respectively), ,q 
which is properly fulfilled in the second part of the kommos. The self- 
referential character of the first pair is marked by unanimity between Xerxes 
of the imagery of the play see especially Dumortier (1935), Fowler (1967,1-10), Anderson 
(1972), Petrounias (1976,1-32), Hall (1996,21-22). 
23For this characteristically oriental act before mortal superiors, which the Greeks regarded 
as particularly degrading, see Hall (1996, on 152). For other gestures of reverence in ancient 
Persia see Frye (1972). 
24See Hall (1996, on 152 and on 694-702). 
25See Taplin (1977,123), who suggests that by doing so he embodies Asia, as it is depicted in 
the picture given by the chorus in 929-30. 
26This is an ionic form found only here in tragedy, and for this reason it has aroused 
suspicion (see Broadhead 1960, on 931). Aeschylus uses several 
ionicisms in Pers. seeking to 
add local colour to his picture of the Persians. For a list of them see 
Headlam (1898,189-90). 
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and the chorus (cf. his exhortation to them in 941 and their antiphonal reply 
in 944). 1 have discussed elsewhere (see pp. 82-83) the accumulation of 
adjectives used in this pair to describe the lamenting cries of the chorus as 
well as its striking verbal symmetry (p. 109), reinforced by the same metrical 
pattern (------- )27 for the phrases KaKOýOLTL8a POGEV, KG[KO[ICX(ETOV 'LaV/ 
ITOXV6CLKPVV 'LaXav. The emphasis placed on the ill-sounding, wearisome 
content of the lamenting cries of the chorus prepares for the wild, exotic 
interjections that will be heard in the second part of the kommos. 
The chorus define them in the style of a Mariandynian mourner (938 
MG[PLaV8VVOD Op'qVIJTýPOS). The Mariandynians, who lived near the Euxine., 
were famous for their wild ritual dirges attested as late as first cent. B. C., 
which concerned the death of a youth called Bormos or Mariandynos, and 
had acquired a proverbial quality in later times (according to the scholiast 
their av'X63 was especially suited to dirges). 28 Aeschylus wanted to ensure a 
distinctively oriental, non-Greek atmosphere in this kommos, hence the 
references to oriental styles of mourning, first to the Mariandynian and later 
to the Mysian (1054). 29 According to the scholiast the Mysians and Phrygians 
were the people most abandoned in lamentation. 30 Whether these references 
to specific lamenting modes were distinguishable in the chorus' cries is not 
easy to say. Hall (1996, on 1054-5) notices that the response of the chorus to 
Xerxes' exhortation in 1054 consists of the same unusual word (1055 dvLa) 
with which they first reacted to the messenger's news (256), 31 not attested 
outside this play, so it may have something to do with Mysian mourning 
(although this remains speculative). 
27This sequence, which is found several times in the kommos (933=943,945,973,, 986=1001), 
can be scanned either as a dochmiac or as an anapaest. Dale (1937,108ff) argues for the first, 
Broadhead (1960,294) for the latter scansion, while Else (1977,76 and n. 13) prefers to see it as 
having a more ambivalent (anapaestic/dochmiac) flavour. 
28For the dirges of the Mariandynians see Broadhead (1960,228), Alexiou (1974,58ff), Hall 
(1996, on 935-40). 
291n tragedy there are several references to laments that are barbaric/ oriental in nature, 
whether they are performed by non-Greeks (cf. A. Siipp. 69, Cho. 423ff, Plio. 1302ff, Or. 1383ff, 
1395ff) or by Greeks (cf. I. T. 179ff). Aeschylus seems to have in mind a particular mode (i. e. 
Kissian, Mysian) while Euripides was thinking of the sound of the lament as asiatic-barbaric, 
as the references from his plays show. 
30See Hall (1996, on 1054-5). 
31This is the mss reading in both cases, which editors usually emend (Hall 1996, however, 
keeps it). 
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After the descriptive, self-referential character of the first pair, the 
following two constitute the narrative section of the lament (see pp. 116ff), 
adapted appropriately to the requirements of the play so as to represent the 
conflict between Xerxes and the chorus. In 950-54, a passage with dense 
images difficult to interpret, 32Xerxes refers to the defeat the Persian fleet 
suffered at the hands of the Greeks, which prompts the chorus to deliver in 
four successive stanzas a list of names of Persian leaders inquiring about their 
fate. Although Xerxes began the strophe with a new theme, thus taking the 
lead, he is now found in the position of replying to the chorus' questions, 
having but little to say. This list of names picks up by ring composition the 
catalogue of the departed leaders given in the parodos (21-52), only to 
contrast the splendour of that list conveyed in the use of many attributes and 
highly descriptive language with the feelings of failure and desolation 
reflected in the bare listing of names in this final catalogue. A similar mood is 
reflected in the catalogue of the dead delivered by the messenger (302-30), 
where he gives a horrifying picture of the manner of their death. 33 
However, in this final scene the delivery of the names has a direct 
bearing on Xerxes, since he is responsible for the disaster, and makes his 
feeling of guilt deeper, as he is forced to reply to the reproachful questions of 
the chorus (cf. the relentless anaphoric repetitions of TroD in 956-57,966-68). 34 
The leaders mentioned by the chorus were Xerxes" friends (956 ýLXwv C'Mog 
6XXos-), comrades (9577aplaCTTaTaL, 989ETapwv) and close collaborators (978- 
79)35 or distinguished commanders (1002 OL-YPETCLL CTTPCLTOD), so their death 
32For a discussion of it see Broadhead (1960, on 950-4). 
33As Anderson (1972,169) remarks, these three passages serve "to reinforce the developing 
emotional tone of the play, from a proud confidence in Persia's might..., through appalled 
horror at the sudden devastation of Persian manhood, to the final, woeful understanding of 
the full extent of the disaster which Xerxes has wrought upon his nation. " Striking during the 
delivery of all three catalogues would certainly be the acoustic effect of barbarian names, 
which, as Hall (1989,118) remarks, has no exact parallel in extant tragedy. For the problem of 
the historical existence of these leaders and the authenticity of the names as Persian see 
Broadhead (1960, App. V: 318-21), Hall (1989,77-78). 
34The 8C following TroD in all these lines reinforces the reproachful tone of the questions, 
conveying "'a note of surprise, impatience, or indignation" (Broadhead 1960, on 956-61). 
Alexiou (1974,84-85) shows that repeated anaphoric questions with TroD were traditional to 
laments for cities, referring, biter alia, to an anonymous tragic fragment (372 Nauck) 
lamenting the fall of Persia, where these questions are answered in the last line. 
35For the title/position of that person see Broadhead (1960, on 978-84), Hall (1996, on 979). 
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was especially sorrowful for Xerxes himself and the chorus. Broadhead (1960, 
320-21) argues that the fact that the majority of the names are, or were meant 
to be, Persian, indicates that there is a narrowing of interest from the first and 
second list, where the leaders of several nations are mentioned, to the third 
one, which focuses exclusively on the fate of the Persians. The number of 
names, greater than in the other two catalogues, serves to show the complete 
disaster that has befallen the Persian nation. 
The questions of the chorus are especially pressing for Xerxes in the 
first two stanzas (cf. 973), thus he answers them, but in the third one the 
Elders, having seized fully the magnitude of the calamity, answer for 
themselves (985-86)., 36 while in their last utterance they do not question him 
any longer., but simply express in a resigned mood their longing for a number 
of other Persians, sure that they have perished as well. The feeling of loss felt 
throughout the catalogue of the dead is stressed with the use of the same 
verb: XLTTCL) v (9 6 1), aTTGXCLTT0V (962), E'XLTTES' G'ALTTES' (985), in its repetition in the 
latter case sounding like a despairing cry. 
In his first two responses to the chorus Xerxes gives brief narrative 
accounts of the manner of death of his comrades. In 962-65 he gives the 
description of Persians falling from their ships and dying on the shores of 
Salamis, both themes emphasized by the messenger. 37 The general sense of 
loss is emphasized by the use Of 0'X00Vg, C"PPOVTag, OCLVOVTag, as in his previous 
utterance byalTTIUpa, KCPCTa[1CV09 (for the last one cf - 921 
c'TrCKCLPGV), while the 
gloomy atmosphere is complemented with the description Of aKTds- as 
CTTVýCX0038 (cf. in the corresponding strophe 6V98MýLOVCC aKTav and the 
ominous associations evoked by V'UXLaV 1TXdKCL39). Xerxes" next description 
(977) is that of the Persians gasping like the dying fish (a picture made vivid 
witha(37 TT 0[ Lpot)CyL). 40 In his third response Xerxes does not give narrative 
36Broadhead (1960, on 985-6) suggests that Xerxes answers the question of the chorus by a 
nod or a pained silence, which would in itself be self-explanatory (cf. 986 XE-YEL9), hence the 
exclamation of the chorus W" 60' C'O' (985). 
37For the picture of Persians being hurled from their ships cf. 305,313, for the picture of them 
dying on the shores 272-73,303,421. 
38Cf. 303(M)ýXOUý ITGP' aKTaS. CTr' aKTds, (965) repeated after ýW&KTaI3 in the previous line 
has aroused suspicion. 1f it is not an error, the repetition most probably denotes pathos: see 
Broadhead (1960, on 962-73). 
39For this unusual expression see Broadhead (1960,230). 
40Cf. 424-26 where the Persians, struck with oars and spears by the Greeks, are compared to 
fish in a net. 
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accounts of the death of his comrades any longer, since the chorus had 
already anticipated his answer (cf. 986 KaKCL TTPOKaKa VYCLý). 41 Instead, he 
expresses his passionate yearning for them (988-89), a theme which the chorus 
pick up immediately afterwards in iToOoD[iev (992). 42 
The second and third pairs of the kommos can be paralleled with the 
exchange between the messenger and the chorus (249ff) in that in both cases 
the actor gives the cue for the exchange by referring briefly to the disaster, to 
which the chorus react and, as a consequence, the actor responds to their 
comments. The parallelism between the two scenes can be also traced in the 
fact that neither actor reports in his last utterance but ' instead, expresses his 
emotional state, thus giving the cue for the next choral statement. It is 
characteristic that in this play with its simple plot, where there are no open 
confrontations between characters, the only conflictive element is 
incorporated in the framework of the kommos, thus advancing its dramatic 
quality. So this part has a dynamic character in contrast to the more static one 
of the section that follows. 
In the second part of the kommos (1002 onwards) iambics are 
combined with some other rhythms, i. e. pherecrateans (1022-24), choriambs 
(1007,1016-20,1045), anapaests (1075,1076), dochmiacs (1073,1076,1077). It is 
reasonable to assume that the metrical simplicity of this part of the kommos, 
accompanied by simplicity in language as well, in comparison with the 
elaboration of the first part, serves to let the spectators" attention be occupied 
wholly by its striking visual effect, in particular the demonstrative gestures in 
1038ff. The form the lament takes from this Point onwards must reflect the 
characteristic features of a traditional ritual kommos with Xerxes leading the 
dirge (see pp. 59-60). Through repetition of the same words or phrases 
agreement between the two partners is achieved. The chorus do not reproach 
Xerxes any longer, but consent to his words. They sympathize with him now 
and treat him as a sufferer rather than as the cause of the disaster, as before. 
The fourth pair exhibits remarkable signs of antiphony. Here Xerxes 
brings to an end the mournful catalogue of the dead with one word, PEPdCTL 
(1002), describing thus in a categorical and unequivocal way their lot. 
Similarly, the chorus" agreement (1003 pcpdaw) followed by VCOVU[IOL - an 
41Hall (1996, on 990-91) remarks that, unusually, Xerxes picks up the chorus' diction here (cf. 
990 ITPOKaKa Xcywv) whereas in the rest of the kommos he takes the lead introducing new 
language and ideas, so she suspects that the attribution of the lines may not be authentic. 
42The longing for the departed men has been stressed in the parodos as well (cf. 61-62 
'OW 'VETaL [. taXcpC3)- Ovs'... Tro , UTE I 
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obvious contrast after the extensive lists of names - erases them at once in 
their thought, which is a presupposition for the unanimity between them and 
Xerxes in this part of the kommos. The antiphonal effect is repeated in the 
corresponding lines of the antistrophe with a verb in the perfect tense as well 
(1008,1009 TETTXýy[jeel), 43 the first time in the kommos that Xerxes uses the 
first person plural. Characteristic in the play is the repeated use of perfects, 
which signify "not only the totality of the Persians' commitment to the 
expedition against Greece but also the utter finality of the results. "44 The 
strophe concludes with a reference to the gods' responsibility for the 
unexpected disaster, 45 and in particular to the god-sent delusion (1007"ATa). 
This is a key-theme in the parodos (93ff), taken up in the chorus" address to 
Xerxes as [IC'YaXaTE (1016)46 1 and in their subsequent phrase a'TaLCYL TTOVTLaLCrLV 
(1037). In the corresponding part of the antistrophe (1011-12) the chorus refer 
to the human agent of their defeat, the Greek sailors, so in this pair the 
recurrent theme of the collaboration of divine and human action is 
symmetrically stressed. 
In the fifth strophic pair the subject changes from the disaster at sea 
to the pitiable spectacle of Xerxes with his rent robes, deprived of his arms 
and unaccompanied by his comrades. Although some scholars have taken 
CYTOM9 (1018) to mean the remainder of his attendants, it must certainly refer 
to his robes. 47 Indicative of that is also the fact that in the corresponding line 
of the antistrophe (1030) he refers to his action of rending them. Xerxes' 
concern about his appearance is certainly strange, especially after he has 
lamented the loss of his great host (1014-15), but., as the majority of modern 
scholars agree, the concern about costly dress, which is repeatedly 
emphasized throughout the play, has a symbolic meaning: when it is 
unharmed it indicates that the Persian power is intact whereas its rending 
43The metaphorical use of this verb is very common in tragedy (e. g. Pers. 1015, CIzo. 31, Alc. 
, 
ýVýIýOpq TrETrXTIT[I' EwC Evoý. 405,856), hence its parody in Ar. Viesni. 179 ', y' 
8' KCLLVý 
44Avery (1964,176). For the use of such perfects in other lamenting passages, frequently used 
in anaphora in asyndetic structure, see also E. Slipp. 1138-39, Tro. 582, Or. 971. 
45For CICX1TT0V KOKOV (1006) cf. Trýýi' O'LEXITTOV (265,1026). 
46Hall (1996,99) translates "man of great calamity". For a detailed discussion of this unusual 
reading see Broadhead (1960, on 1014-16). 
47See Broadhead (1960, on 1017), Thalmann (1980,272, n. 37), Hall (1996, on 1016-18). 
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marks the ruin of the empire. 48 Already before Xerxes appears emphasis has 
been placed on his tattered garment by Darius (832ff) and Atossa (845ff), who 
thus direct the expectations of the audience concerning his appearance. 
Xerxes' action of tearing his robe is foreshadowed in Atossa's dream (199), 
and is narrated in turn by the messenger (468), Darius (834-36) and finally 
himself (1030). In his figure we witness the most extreme and representative 
example of the Persians' tearing of their clothes in distress, which is only a 
verbal image in 123-25 and 537-38, but is enacted with particular 
intensification by the chorus at the end of the play. 
Throughout the play Aeschylus stresses the antithesis between the 
Greek and Persian military tactics (especially sea- vs. land- battle), with 
specific emphasis on the contrast between the Greek spear and the Persian 
bow, 49 which, as Gow (1928,156-57) shows, from a consideration of historical 
evidence, is over-simplified. However, as Hall (1989,86) notes, "Aeschylus is 
creating a poetic discourse by which to define the difference between 
barbarian and Greek, and in the victory of the spear over the bow he is using 
a conceptual shorthand which enables him to reduce history to accessible 
symbolic form", which reaches its climax with the attention he draws to 
Xerxes" quiver. 50 With his tattered garment, his empty quiver and deprived of 
his faithful comrades (insistence on the latter is placed in the final, 
corresponding lines of the pair: 1024=103651), Xerxes embodies the Persian 
defeat in the best possible way. 
From 1038 onwards the kommos abandons any narrative themes, 
focusing exclusively on threnodic language per se, which consists of 
inarticulate cries and interjected phrases, and on the description of gestures of 
self-infliction. So, whereas up to this point Xerxes and the chorus exhibit their 
dramatic personality, from now on their roles are purely formal and thus less 
48Cf. Avery (1964,179ff), Holtsmark (1970,21), Thalmann (1980,268ff). As Thalmann (1980, 
272) argues, indicative of this association is that Xerxes points to his empty quiver (1020ff) 
immediately after his robe. 
49See Petrounias (1976,29), Hall (1989,85-86). The defeat the Persian bow has suffered is also 
emphasized in Pers. 268ff, 278. 
5OAs Bacon (1961,3) puts it, "the reference to its emptying makes it part of a complex of 
symbols of outpouring, squandering, draining. " Similarly, 
Taplin (1977,127) suggests that it 
symbolizes the way Persia has been emptied. 
51Hall (1996, on 1036) comments on the funeral overtones of TrpoiT%tTroý (1036), especially 
when the word is found in a threnetic context. In this case all 
Xerxes' escorts are dead, so the 
chorus will undertake his processional escort. 
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revealing. This new shift of emphasis is accompanied by the arrangement of 
the chorus in a new formation (perhaps around or behind Xerxes), as they are 
prepared for their final processional movement out of the theatre, which is 
marked by Xerxes' exhortation Trpog 8b[iov3 6' ILOL (1038), repeated in the 
epode (1069 c3 80ýLOVý KLE). 52 6040L may mean either the houses of the Elders 
or the palace. Avery (1964,182, n. 18) prefers the first, suggesting that line 
1071 may indicate that Xerxes is dispersing the chorus through the city by 
sending them home. However, it would be more appropriate that they escort 
him to the palace, as Atossa had instructed them to do (530 TTpOTFE[_LTFCT` C'3 
6%1OU3), 53 in which case KaT' 69TV may imply that the chorus need to cross 
the city on their way to the palace. 54 In any case this procession would 
resemble, in the intensity of emotional extravagances that accompany it, a 
funereal one. However, the dead cannot have a proper funeral, since they 
were left unburied at Salamis, so in the person of the ruined king the chorus 
would seem to perform the funeral procession of "Persia' itself - 
In this part of the kommos Xerxes is in complete command of the 
situation. His role as the leader of the dirge, which started formally in 1002ff, 
is now strengthened, as is indicated in the multiple imperatives he addresses 
to the chorus (see p. 94). So now he seems to 'regain' the power he lacked in 
the first part of the kommos, where he was subject to the criticism of the 
chorus. However, Xerxes is the leader of the Opývos- from the beginning 
(despite his seeming weakness) from the point of view that he gives the 
musical and narrative cues which the chorus develop or comment on, but 
from 1038ff the kommos gains a more ritual character, so his leading role 
becomes prominent. Here the obedience of the chorus to Xerxes is 
emphasized in their address to him as 8ECYTTOTa (1049), which is the attribute 
they apply to Darius (cf. 666 8CCTTFOTCL 8CGTTOTdV). In this final part of the 
kommos Xerxes exhorts the chorus to deliver cries of mourning and perform 
gestures of self-infliction (see p. 118), which they execute responding 
52Taplin (1977,128) argues that the preparation for the final formation starts at 1038, but the 
actual procession seems to start at or soon after 1066. 
53See Taplin (1977,128). 
54See Hall (1996, on 1071-2). The question where the action of the play takes place is a 
complex one, and I will not attempt to deal with it here. 
See the discussions by Broadhead 
(1960, xliii-xlvi), Taplin (1977,103-7), Hall (1996, on 140-1). 
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accordingly. 55 The effect of this passage must have been powerful, especially 
as it contrasts emphatically the stately Elders of the parodos with the pitiable 
sight they present in the exodos. The quicker pace of the kommos in this part 
is heightened by the intensification of its kinetic and visual aspects from 1038 
onwards. 
The dancing movements of the chorus, which, unfortunately., cannot 
be recovered, would have contributed to the extraordinary overall effect. 56 A 
possible reference to them is to be found in appOpaTaL (1073). Although 
compound adjectives with aPpo- are used elsewhere in the play (41,135,541, 
543) to describe the luxury of the Persians, 57 the force of this compound in 
1073 is probably more than a reference to the soft steps of the chorus: 58 
according to Bayfield (1904,163) it suggests "posturing and the performance 
of certain conventional movements of a refined and artistic nature by the 
mourners as they move off. "59 Another reference to a dancing movement in 
Pers., although it is not clear in which part of the play it occurs, is found in Ar. 
Frogs 1028-29, where Dionysus says that he particularly enjoyed the hand- 
clapping of the chorus in Pers. while they cried'LaUCýL. There is no such cry in 
Pers., but the closest to it iS'LWa (1071,1072), so it is reasonable to suppose that 
the hand-clapping takes place in the final kommos or at least in the 
reperformance to which Aristophanes presumably refers. 60 Finally, Hall 
551t is also possible that the cryO'TOTOTOTCýL in 1043 (and probably the corresponding one in 
1051) is delivered by Xerxes and the chorus in unison, as oýIOD TLOE'LS' (1042) suggests. See 
Broadhead (1960, on 1042-3), Hall (1996, on 1042). 
56For a detailed discussion of the dancing movements of the tragic chorus, with references 
passini to that of Pers., see Lawler (1964,22-62). 
57Kelley (1978-79) remarks that compounds with specific elements (some of them are appo-, 
-aV8POýJTUTO-, TOýO-, XPUCTO-) occur repeatedly in Pers., some of them found only in this play. 
It is also noticeable that the number of descriptive epithets in it is greater than in any other 
Aeschylean tragedy (see Earp 1948,54ff). For a detailed discussion of the use of the 
ornamental epithet in Aeschylus see Bergson (1956, passini). 
581n tragedy the softness of steps is usually applied to female or effeminate male barbarians: 
see Hall (1996, on 1073). 
59He argues (162-63) that, similarly, the element appo- in the compounds appoTTEYOCL3 (135), 
aPPO'YOOL (541) denotes the artificial elaborations of 
Asiatic mourning, and not tenderness or 
abandonment in grief. 
60Stanford (1958) emends the text so as to refer to this part of the play, suggesting (on 1028-9) 
that Aristophanes has deliberately distorted this cry so as to give a barbaric effect or that 
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(1996,21, on 1046) makes the interesting suggestion that the choice of the verb 
I, EpEcycyw (1046) to denote the self-inflicted movements of the chorus is 
especially appropriate in this play concerned with a sea-battle, speculating 
that they would be strongly suggestive of the rowing movements of the 
sailors at Salarnis. 61 
Characteristic is also the acoustic effect produced by the repetition of 
interjections throughout the kommos, which is intensified in the epode with 
their striking accumulation there. As Scott (1984,156) suggests, "at the end of 
the play the Persian elders are so exhausted or overcome with mourning that 
they cannot continue a formal ode and they leave the stage with cries of 
unorganized mourning. Such a conclusion strengthens the impression of 
Persia's debilitating disorder 
... and consequent decline. " The great variety of 
interjections in this kommos, greater than in any other lamenting passage in 
extant tragedy, with two of them ([Wa, ýý ýý) found only in Pers. (see p. 91), 
and their frequent occurrence especially in its second part, with a remarkable 
accumulation in the epode, would have struck the audience as oriental, and 
seem to have made a particular impression on them, since Aristophanes 
recalls these cries in Frogs 1028-29. 
Xerxes' final utterance in the kommos (1075-76)62 is a recapitulation 
of the naval disaster, so it fittingly concludes his part in it. The term he uses 
for ships in 1076, PCLPLCYLV (cf. also 553), is a foreign word, used to give an 
exotic colour to his description. 63 The last choral utterance (1077) also 
resumes themes suggested earlier in the kommos: Trc4w is recalled from 940 
in the context of the chorus' welcoming of Xerxes' return64 while 6i)cTOp6oLg 
possibly the chorus in Pers. pronounced 'LWa very much like 'Lavol. For the view that this 
gesture occurred in the Darius-scene see Sommerstein (1996, on 1028 and 1029). 
61For the use of this verb in a lamenting context imitating rowing movements cf. Sept. 855, 
also in the form of a self-exhortation by the chorus. 
62Hall (1996, on 1075-6) finds suspicious the interruption of the line-by-line alternation of the 
two participants and prefers to give line 1076 to the chorus, arguing that a subsequent 
command by Xerxes to escort him home, to which the chorus reply in their final utterance, 
has dropped out. For a different view see Broadhead (1960, on 1066-76). 
63For a discussion of it see Broadhead (1960, on 550-53). For foreign vocabulary in Aeschylus 
see Kranz (1933,81ff), Stanford (1942,50ff), who remarks that it is especially accumulated in 
Pers. and Siipp., which indicates that this was one of Aeschylus' devices for characterizing 
foreign people. 
64Hall (1996, on 1078) also remarks that it "is possibly intended to pick up the notion of a 
quasi-funeral procession from line 1036. " 
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'YOOLg recalls the ftcyOpoov av'8av (942) he asked them to raise. Thus the 
phrasing of the epode recalls by ring composition the programmatic first pair 
of the kommos (cf. also a'LCLKT09 in 931 and 1069). The promises given there 
have now been accomplished, so the chorus escort Xerxes into the palace 
fulfilling Atossa's injunctions (1077 TTqiýw also recalls 1TPOTTE[IlTET' from 530), 
not, however, in consolation, as she had instructed them (530 TTap'q'yOPC_LTC), 
but in unrelieved lamentation. The open ending of the play suggests that the 
atmosphere of mourning is to be continued, and I do not think that it 
provides any evidence to suppose that "Xerxes has been supported and 
comforted, and that a new life as king (and new clothing) await him in the 
palace. 1`65 Rather the opposite seems to be true. As Taplin (1977,128) 
suggests, "Xerxes' total involvement in the procession, as in the lament, 
shows him as a shattered man. " 
The final scene of the play has often puzzled scholars, and its 
interpretation is closely related to the interpretation of the play as a whole. 66 
Few scholars nowadays would see Pers. as a patriotic eulogy of the victory of 
the Greeks (or only the Athenians), as commonly in the nineteenth century, 
when the final scene was often viewed as a means to ridicule Xerxes. Such an 
interpretation arguably deprives it as well as the play as a whole of the tragic 
tone and the universality that should normally characterize a tragedy and 
denies Xerxes the characterization of a tragic hero. However, as Broadhead 
(1960, xxiii) argues: "'This final scene can be understood and appreciated only 
if we recognise that Xerxes, unsuitable as he was for the role of traditional 
tragic hero, is nevertheless the mainspring of the tragedy. "" Hall (1989,71) also 
refers to the view that the chorus can be seen as a collective tragic 'hero' in as 
far as they represent the unfortunate Persian people. According to this 
interpretation Aeschylus means his audience to sympathize with the Persians 
by describing fully the extent of their misery. Taking this argument further, it 
is reasonable to suppose that he intends to draw their emotions to the pathos 
he exhibits, so that in the suffering of the Persians they could see the fall from 
prosperity to destruction of a fellow-people, in whose position they could be 
found as well. This interpretation is in accordance with the view supported 
by most modern scholars, which emphasizes the universality of human fate. 67 
65Gagarin (1976,42). 
66For the two main trends of interpretation of Pers., which I discuss briefly below, see Hall 
(1989,71-72; 1996,16-17). 
67For an extensive discussion of the final scene of Pcrs. in this light see Pelling (1997,13ff). 
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A striking characteristic of this kommos is its length (it is the second 
longest in extant Greek tragedy after the great kommos of Cho. ), which 
perhaps makes it monotonous for modern spectators (especially the part in 
1038ff). Certainly, however, its appeal was not the same for the ancient ones, 
for whom similar lamenting scenes were part of their everyday experience. In 
fact, its great length was an additional means together with the various others 
I have discussed to characterize the Persians as Orientals. Similarly, it is 
performed by a chorus of males, which is not the case in any other extant 
Greek tragedy, and we may doubt whether Aeschylus would have allowed a 
Greek male chorus to behave in this way. Tragedy presents males indulging 
in grief (see p. 19), but mostly as individuals; by contrast, female choruses 
often exhibit a similar behaviour, whether they are Orientals (e. g. Cho. 23ff, 
423ff, Tro. 1307ff, Pho. 1350ff) or Greeks (cf. E. Supp. 71ff, 826ff). 68 The use of 
female, foreign choruses was especially appropriate for the staging of 
lamenting scenes since extremes of mourning were considered by the Greeks 
as a sign of barbarism and femininity (see p. 18). No doubt, then, Aeschylus 
meant to characterize the Persians as Orientals and effeminate, and so 
luxuriating in grief and lacking in self-control (notably, in no other lament 
performed by foreigners is the ethnic colour emphasized to such an extent). 
This picture of them is, then, in accordance with the picture of Asia 
repeatedly presented in the play as feminised. 
Nevertheless, despite the fact that the kommos of Pers. would have 
struck an Athenian audience as typically oriental, it is almost certain that they 
would have recognized in it their own dirges for the dead. In other words, 
Aeschylus presents the essential characteristics of a traditional Greek lament 
under the cover of orientalism. The fact that he permits on stage behaviour 
that was seemingly discouraged by society shows that despite the attempts of 
the state to control excessive lamentation, it remained firmly embedded in the 
Greek soul and thus not necessarily seen under a negative prism. Rather the 
attitude of the spectators towards the kommos of Pers. would have been more 
ambivalent, in the sense that, although they may have disapproved of its 
great length and extravagance as "oriental", they would most probably have 
welcomed these features as an unrestrained version of the practices of their 
own society and as a licence to enjoy in the theatre what they could not 
practise in real life. 
68For evidence of laments performed by eastern choruses or characters in tragic fragments 
see Hall (1989,131-32). 
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2. SEPTEM CONTRA THEBAS 875-1004 
The kommos of Sept. constitutes, like the final one of Pers., the 
culmination of the play, as it, likewise, comes at its end picking up in a 
powerful and complex way themes introduced in previous scenes. Its 
discussion is also closely related to some of the most important issues of the 
play, namely, the participation or not of the sisters in the lament and the 
problem of the authenticity of its end (1005-78), so I will inevitably have to 
take them into account in the course of my subsequent analysis. 
The first reaction of the chorus to the news of the mutual killing of 
Eteocles and Polyneices is given in the third stasimon of the play (832-47) 
preceding the kommos. Their initial hesitation in the anapaestic introduction 
to the odel whether they should celebrate the salvation of the city or weep for 
the death of the brothers (825ff TFOTEPOV XCILPCL) KO'LTTOXOXI)ýCL)... "n... KXaUCrCL) ... ) is 
soon resolved, as the much longer and more elaborate clause referring to the 
fate of the brothers clearly suggests that their song will be a lament. 2Their 
concern with the doom of the brothers rather than civic success is in 
accordance with the gradual shift of emphasis in the course of the play from 
the fortunes of the city to those of the house of Laius. Already in this 
anapaestic introduction the chorus attribute the same characterizations to 
both brothers (827ff), thus blurring the distinction emphatically drawn in the 
earlier part of the play between the good brother, defender of his city, and the 
bad one, its attacker, which is a constant theme in the subsequent kommos. 
Of particular importance towards that direction is the attribution to 
both brothers of the adjectiveTFOXVI)ELK63 (830), 'producing many quarrels", 
in a word-play on the name of Polyneices. An etymology of his name was 
given by Amphiaraus (577-78) and by Eteocles himself (658 cTTcovuýtcý 6c 
KapTa, HOXUVELKfl Vyco, which is recalled in 829-30) while its application to 
Eteocles was prepared by the chorus in 677-78, while they were trying to 
prevent him from fighting with Polyneices: in his eagerness to do so he is 
very much like him. The etymology of the names of the two brothers is 
I For anapaestic preludes to the Aeschylean stasima see p. 128, n. 3. 
2Page (1972, in his apparatus criticus) and Dawe (1978,88-89) suggest along with Verrall that 
these anapaests may be spurious, but, as Brown (1976a, 9, n. 11) argues, it would indeed be 
strange if the chorus started their dirge straight away without taking into account the news of 
the city's safety. 
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particularly important in the play. 3 The name of Eteocles is not properly 
etymologized, as is that of Polyneices, but we can trace a word-play on it in 
923-25, where the chorus state that both brothers indistinguishably won fame 
in battle. Hecht - Bacon (1974,14-15) suggest another possible meaning of 
Eteocles, 'the one truly bewept' (from K XCL L co). Although this is not 
etymologically justified (KXcTIg is not related to KXCLLw)., a certain association 
between Eteocles' words and the motif of lamentation seems to be intended in 
the play. At its beginning he predicts that if things do not go well in the city 
(which, however, finally do), he will be "hymned in mourning"' (6-8 
ETCOKXEIIS'... I)ýIVCýLO... ITOXVPPOOOL9 O'LýLW"Y[IagLV), thus anticipating in a way the 
4 mixture of praise and lamentation his corpse receives in the final lament. 
Eteocles has tried to silence the lamenting voices of the chorus and he does 
not allow weeping even when he realizes that he will have to confront his 
brother in a single combat (656), but his attempts are finally proven 
unsuccessful, as the choral lament over his and Polyneices" bodies shows. 5 
The metre of the third stasimon, iambic throughout, continues into 
the following astrophon (848-860)6 and the kommos, so that the metrical 
affinity of these pieces reinforces the lamenting mood pervading them. Most 
of the themes dealt with in the third stasimon are also picked up in the 
subsequent exchange. So the strophe opens with a reference to the fulfilment 
of Oedipus' curse (832-33), 7 which corresponds to the opening of the 
antistrophe (840-41),, 8 and is also a recurrent theme in the kommos (cf. 885-86, 
945-46). It continues with a description of the lament of the chorus in 
Dionysiac terms (cf. especially OULag in 836, which suggests abandonment to 
passionate emotion), which is in accordance with other cases of tragic 
mourners described with language associated with Dionysiac cult. 9 The 
3See Hecht - Bacon (1974,14-15), Hutchinson (1985, on 830). 
4See Foley (1993,135). 
5Foley (1993,135ff) regards the lament of the women as a social resistance to the city's former 
leader, since it undermines his claims. 
6Brown (1976a, 6-8) argues, on metrical grounds, that this passage cannot be antistrophic. 
71n the second half of the play emphasis is placed on curses and their accomplishment (cf. 655 
)I apaL TEXCCTýOPOL, 695 +TEXCL+ apd, 724 TEXCUM, 766 TEXELCIL, 791 TEXEMý). 
8Cf. the verbal similarities between TEXEL'CI (832) - ýýcTrpaýcv (840), O'L&ITOV T' 01pa (833) - 
IT(ITPOOEV EI')K-ra'LO- ýaTL9 (841). 
9So Hecuba's mourning for Polydorus is described as a voýtov PaKXE-LOV (Hec. 685-86); 
Antigone is compared to a PaKXa VEKUWV in No. 1489-90; similarly Evadne in E. SlIpp. 1000-1 
'Piav 6polidig ... 
ýKP(IKXEvaa[iEva. This motif goes back to the comparison of Andromache to a 
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intense emotional situation of the chorus is stressed with the striking 
asyndeton throughout the stanza; as Hutchinson (1985, on 835) notices, none 
of its sentences has a connecting particle. However, despite this passionate 
description, the tone of the kommos is surprisingly calm (see p. 176). 
The third stasimon is figuratively a funereal lament, as TV[IPCý [1CXOS' 
(835) suggests, 10 distinguished from the subsequent lamentation over the 
bodies (thus we have an inversion of what happened in real life). However, 
the praise (E'YKCO' [ILOV) of the dead implied in the phraseTU[Ipcý [1E OS' is 
ironically subverted in this case, since the chorus criticize the two brothers for 
their deeds. In the antistrophe this is effected with the interjection L'W' 
TrOXUCFTOVOL (845), including a mixed tone of grief and reproach, which 
prepares for the similar ones that will follow in 875ff. Now the brothers are 
presented as doers of an unbelievable deed (845-46TO6" E'LpydcTacTO" a'lTLCFTOV") 
rather than as victims, as in the strophe (836ff), two notions often juxtaposed 
in the kommos (e. g. 877-80,961-65). 
When the procession bearing the dead becomes visible to the 
spectators is a matter of dispute, although most scholars associate it with the 
astrophon 848ff (in this case oU' XOycg, 847, prepares appropriately for the 
imminent arrival of the bodies). So Scott (1984,218, n. 36) argues that it 
happens when the chorus utter the words Ta8' aU'T06flXa (848), which is the 
point when they themselves see them approaching. 12 Taplin (1977,170ff) 
relates this question to that of the entrance of the sisters and the authenticity 
of the anapaests in 861ff. He argues that they should be better eliminated., 
since a lyric entrance announcement followed immediately by a second 
announcement seems confused and over-elaborate, in which case the 
astrophon 848-60 need no longer be regarded as a unit and falls into two 
sections: 848-53, during which the corpses are brought on with a brief 
announcement (in view of the serious corruption of these lines he finds it 
even possible that originally the announcement was in iambic trimeters), and 
maenad in 11.22.460. On the associations of funerary lament and Dionysiac emotionality see 
Seaford (1993). 
IOSee Hutchinson (1985,179). The suggestion that liEXo3 refers to the previous stasimon 
(720ff), made by Tucker (1908, on 820) and Haldane (1965,37), seems to me completely 
unjustified. E'TCVýa (835) is simply an instantaneous aorist. 
IlThis adjective is repeatedly used in this scene: cf. also in 842 and 876 with reference to 
LW Lalus' disobedience and the brothers respectively (in the latter case after the exclamation t(ý 
IL % 6'g#ovcg, as in 846 after Lw' 1TOXI)GTOVOL). wv 
12See Taplin (1977,172-73), Hutchinson (1985, on 847). 
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854-60, which can be taken as an astrophic prelude to the lament in 875ff. 13 
On the other hand, Brown (1976a, 8-12) proposes to transpose lines 
848-60 to precede 832-47 and prefers to place the entrance of the bodies after 
960, arguing that there is no proof of their presence anywhere before that line. 
However, as he himself admits, it would be indeed unusual to have a passage 
of astrophic iambics coming after an anapaestic introduction while the 
entrance of the bodies (after 960) without any explicit announcement is also 
strange. Furthermore, as is generally accepted, 848ff suggest that the chorus 
see the procession approaching, despite Brown's attempts to prove otherwise, 
while the description of the mourning gestures of the chorus in 854ff would 
normally require the presence of the bodies. The use of lyric iambics instead 
of recitative anapaests, as in other entrance announcements (see pp. 47ff), is 
indicative of the intense emotional state of the chorus-14 
The first section of that passage (848-53) reveals their agitation at the 
sight of the dead bodies with the employment of short phrases, asyndeton, a 
series of short syllables in 850 and the consecutive questions in 850-51, which 
indicate their inability to express their feelings in words (for this theme in 
laments see p. 106). By 854 we may suppose that the bodies have been set 
down in the orchestra, which justifies the shift of the choral song into 
something more imaginative and impressive, as the chorus announce 
formally their mourning for the brothers in a lengthy and elaborate sentence 
(854-60). They exhort themselves to smite their heads, a gesture which will 
assist the boat of Charon carrying the two brothers to cross Acheron. 15 The 
connection of the images of mourning and propelling a ship is achieved by 
the insertion of words which apply literally to the dirge (TOWI), Oiýtý'L KPaTL, 
13SO this prelude would match the one in 961-65 before the second part of the kommos. 
AstroPhic preludes are not unusual in laments (cf. also Hel. 164-66). 
14As Hutchinson (1985,179) argues, "the prelude is sung because anapaests would have 
interrupted the continuity of the whole, and because this introduction must rise higher than 
822-31". 
15As Brown (1976a, 15) remarks, aILEV (856) adds effectively to the pathos of the scene: 
mourning has always been practised as a means of assisting the dead to complete their final 
journey. 
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XcpcýLv) among words which, borrowed from nautical imagery, are related to 
mourning: 16EPEGGET", 17 TFO[ITFLklov, 18 TFLTI)XOV. 19 
The depiction of the ship propelled by the chorus" dirge is an 
elaborate one, as it is contrasted with the OEWPLS, the embassy ship the 
Athenians sent to Delos, the sacred island of Apollo, so that the atmosphere of 
lamentation and death is contrasted with that of rejoicing. 20 The embassy ship 
was decorated for the festive occasion and had white sails whereas this one is 
aCYTOXOV21 with black sails. 22 The epithets in 858 are sometimes taken to define 
XEpcrov, in which case the meaning is that the land towards which the ship of 
death is travelling is a sunless one, untrodden by Apollo. However, Brown 
(1976a, 16-17) argues that the syntax suggests that the epithets should be 
taken with OEWPL8a, assuming that Apollo was thought to be present in some 
sense on it (perhaps it carried an image of him), whereas he would never 
tread on the ship of Charon; he shunned death and mourning. 23 The reference 
to Apollo has certainly a particular bearing in this play since he is responsible 
for the destruction of the family of Laius. 24The land of the dead is iTaV80KOV, 
/all-receiving', 'common to all", whereas Delos was forbidden to the dead, and 
6ýavý, 'dark, a characterization contrasted with the name of the island itself 
16For a detailed discussion of the fusion of the two images see Brown (1976a, 17-19). 
17For the use of this verb in similar contexts cf. Pers. 1046. 
18This word as well as others from the same root such as TrpoTrEýtiTw are often used in the 
sense of escorting the dead (cf. also Sept. 916,1059). Especially on the use of ITpoTTop-TrOý in 
funereal contexts see Hall (1996, on 1036). 
19For an extensive discussion of the different meanings and uses of this word see Barrett 
(1964, on 1464). For its metaphorical use relating to the blows of self-infliction cf. Tro. 1236. 
20For a detailed analysis of this comparison see Tucker (1908, on 839ff), van Nes (1963,93-95), 
Cameron (1971,68-69), Brown (1976a, esp. 19-21), Hutchinson (1985, on 856-60). 
21Brown (1976a, 15-16) seems to be suspicious about the meaning of this reading as 
'undecorated'. 
22The real OEWPLs- had black sails on one occasion, when Theseus on his return from Crete 
forgot to change the sails to white and Aegeus, taking that to mean that his son had failed in 
his expedition, threw himself from the Acropolis. This instance shows that the association of 
the ship of death with the OEWPL3 is not, after all, completely groundless. 
23Hutchinson (1985, on 858) considers T(11.1 (IVaXLOV eEWPL6cc a strange expression, and deletes 
the adjective, while Brown (1976a, 20) suggests that it could act as a gloss on aaTLýý 
'ATTOXXWVL. 
240ne can think of the etymology of his name given in Ag. 1080ff. 
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M/\oý means 'bright', "clear). 25 It is generally accepted that the most 
prominent image in Sept. is that of the ship of state', 26which develops in the 
course of the play reflecting, accordingly, its focus. So in 689-91, which 
anticipates the imagery of 854ff, the ship is applied to the family of Laius, 
which sails upon the river Cocytus towards its final destruction, while in 
854ff it is transformed into the boat of Charon, which carries to Hades the last 
descendants of Laius. The sea that prevails in previous appearances of the 
nautical imagery has now been substituted for Acheron while oarsmen 
become the women of the chorus with their arm movements. 
The problem of the authenticity of verses 861-74 is related to that of 
the authenticity of the final scene (1005ff). It is natural to suppose that these 
anapaests were written in order to prepare for it by introducing the sisters. 
Numerous discussions have been made on grounds of style, metre and 
vocabulary of these passages to prove that they are or are not authentic. Some 
recent discussions arguing that they are spurious are to be found in Fraenkel 
(1964), Dawe (1967,1978), Nicolaus (1967), Taplin (1977,176-91). On the other 
hand, Scott (1984,162-65) supports the authenticity of these passages; Erbse 
(1974) that of the final scene; Potscher (1958) accepts the sisters in the lament 
but rejects the final scene; Brown (1976b) rejects lines 861-74 and therefore 
Antigone's part in the final scene, but accepts the rest of it, i. e. the herald's 
speech and the choral anapaests, as genuine. Lloyd-Jones (1959, with an 
extensive bibliography on the subject) has tried to show not necessarily that 
the passages in question are authentic but that the evidence against them does 
not prove with certainty that they are spurious. I am convinced that both the 
anapaestic verses 861-74 and the final scene are interpolated, and I will argue 
towards that direction. 
The main arguments against the authenticity of verses 861-74 may be 
summarized as follows. They oddly interrupt the lament of the chorus 
announced impressively in lines 854-60, while their style is problematiC, 27 
especially so after these lines. Taplin (1977,170ff) observes in addition that the 
case of mourners introduced after the arrival of the corpse as well as of two 
successive entrance announcements are unusual in tragedy. If the sisters are 
25For this connection see Pindar fr. 33c. 
26Dumortier (1935,27ff) discusses it extensively. As Cameron (1971,58) notes, Sept. -presents 
the most extended example of the metaphor of the ship of state in ancient literature". 
27For a criticism of the language of this passage see Fraenkel (1964,58-59), Nicolaus (1967,15- 
29), Dawe (1978,90-92). The attempts of Potscher (1958,143-47) and Lloyd-Jones (1959,100-4) 
to defend it are not always successful. 
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eliminated, then the sole mourner of the brothers is a chorus unrelated to 
them, a peculiarity in kommoi (see pp. 70-71). Clearly, then, the interpolator 
introduced the sisters so that the dead would be lamented by their close 
relatives. This introduction is also in accordance with the larger part of the 
actors at a later date when that of the chorus had been considerably restricted. 
However, the interpolator failed to give the lament the personal 
element the presence of Antigone and Ismene would require. So apart from 
lines 996-97, which are problematic anyway. 28 in no other part of the kommos 
do the mourners express their personal grief. Therefore to conclude, based 
exclusively on these lines, that the part 961-1004 was written for the sisters, as 
Lloyd-Jones (1959,107-8) does, seems to me unjustifiable and not to bear in 
mind the general tone of the lament. Surely if the sisters were meant to 
participate in it there would have been phrases characteristic exclusively of 
them. Furthermore, if this were the case, they remain silent for a very long 
time (almost one hundred lines). As Taplin (1972,84ff) has persuasively 
shown, this long silence is totally unlike an Aeschylean one, since it is not 
revealing of the emotional state of the sisters nor does it add anything to the 
overall dramatic situation, and attempts to prove the opposite are not 
convincing. 29 Some editors, wishing to give the sisters a longer role, give 
them parts in the first section of the lament (875-960). 30 However, this is 
clearly excluded by the choral statement that they will lament first (866), 31 
which means that the sisters have to wait till verse 961. Therefore I accept that 
verses 861-74 are spurious and that the part 961-1004 was sung by two 
members of the chorus. 
The singly divided stanzas of the first section of the kommos (875- 
960) can be reasonably distributed between two semi-choruses. Its iambic 
metre is often syncopated, combined with several other cola such as 
anapaestic, dochmiac, choriambic, aeolic, in such an arrangement that, as 
Hutchinson (1985,182) remarks, the portion sung by one semi-chorus is 
rhythmically distinct from that sung by the other. 
As has already been stated, the first part of the lament functions as a 
subverted encomium, conveyed through an accumulation of adjectives and 
28See Fraenkel (1964,60-62), Taplin (1977,177, n. 2), Hutchinson (1985, on 996f. ). 
29E. g. Lloyd-Jones (1959,101-2), Scott (1984,215-16, n. 21). 
30See the references cited by Taplin (1977,179, n. 1). 
31Taplin (1972,87-88) discusses the unpoetic phraseITPOTEPOV ýTjýqg, which is taken to mean 
'before their song', and the emendations proposed by several scholars, which, however, cause 
other problems. 
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participles, to an extent unusual for a lament, describing the character and 
actions of the brothers. So the first pair starts with a strong criticism of them 
(875-76), culminating in the idea that they have sacked their own house (877- 
78), 32which is repeated in the antistrophe with the ironic use of 
ýP(ELýLTOLXOL 
(882), a type of epithet which was usually applied to great warriors. 33 
Emphasis in this pair is placed on the notion of the house (cf. 877 86[iovs-, 880 
8%icov, 881 8WýLaTWV) and the close association between its destruction and the 
death of the brothers. The latter idea is repeated in the second strophe 895-96: 
the piercing blow that killed them was also a piercing blow for the house. The 
third antistrophe starts by praising their bravery in battle (922-25) with 
language normally expected to be applied to great warriors. 34However, this 
praise is ambivalent, since they caused harm to their own countrymen, and is 
overshadowed by their abominable deed of mutual fratricide (cf. 922 
aOXLOLULV). In the lines that follow (926ff) language of praise for the mother of 
a dead warrior is, similarly, employed only to be distorted: Jocasta is 
considered to be the most unfortunate of all mothers. The reason is given in 
the following lines (929ff): as the birth of Eteocles and Polyneices was a 
monstrosity, being the product of incest, likewise their death by mutual 
killing was a horrible deed. The horror of fratricide is stressed by the 
juxtaposition0f TGTVýtýICVOL OýLOG1TXa'YXVOJV TE 1TXCVPCL)ý1GLTWV (887-90), 
&XXaXOýOVOLý - OjiOCTTFOPOLO-LV, Oý1OGTTOPOL -TTaVCO'XGOPOL (930-33). Another 
inversion of the praise of the brothers is intended by the use of c' TraVOLGC1VTCS' 
followed by TTOVOLUL in 951-52: instead of having crowned their race with 
victories, they have destroyed it with their death. 
The irony pervading the lament is exploited especially in the use of 
the imagery of allotment, which together with the related themes of 
arbitration, division and death, which are all interwoven with one another in 
a complex way, constitutes the main source of imagery in the first section. 35 
The imagery of allotment is recurrent in Sept. in various conteXtS, 36 but with 
32As Hutchinson (1985, on 877f. ) remarks, this idea is made more poignant if we accept a[Xýjd 
instead Of aXKq in 878. 
33See Hutchinson (1985, on 882f. ). 
34Hutchinson (1985, on 922-5) traces an epic flavour in this utterance, which would serve to 
enhance the valour of the brothers. 
35Thalmann (1978,62-78) gives a detailed analysis of the use of each of these images in the 
play and of the way they are interwoven with one another. 
36See Thalmann (1978,69-72), who remarks in addition (78) that language of allotment occurs 
more frequently in this play than in any other extant work of Aeschylus. 
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reference to the brothers' division of their inheritance it is introduced first at 
the beginning of the second stasimon (727-33). Thalmann (1978,63ff) argues 
that the audience of the fifth cent. B. C. must have been familiar with the 
custom of equal division of inheritance and casting of lots for the shares 
under the supervision of an arbiter, a procedure which is distorted in the case 
of the brothers since they divide their inheritance by hostile means (cf. 788-89 
CTL6aPOVO[ICý ... XCPL). He suggests in addition (62) that the actual phrasing of the 
curse is given in 788-90 and that the language of allotment may have 
originated in it (cf. 789 8La ... XaXc-Lv). Hutchinson (1985, xxix) also considers 
verses 788ff, suggesting that the curse is likely to have mentioned iron, 
probably (xxvi) reconciliation (as judged from 766ff) and perhaps more 
allusively the division of the inheritance (as may be implied from 711). On the 
other hand, Cameron (1971,24ff) traces its wording in 727-29 and 941-42, 
arguing for a gradual revelation of its meaning in the course of the play. 
The image of iron as arbiter between the brothers is also introduced 
at the beginning of the second stasimon (727ff), appropriately since it covers 
the time during which the duel between them takes place, is mentioned later 
by the messenger (816-17) and is fully exploited in the final lament (cf. 883-84., 
911-12, and especially 941-44). The notion of iron as mediator is combined 
with that of Ares (cf. 908-10,944-46), not unjustifiably since he is the 
personification of war and dispute. Thalmann (1978,73-74) shows that in the 
figure of iron or Ares Aeschylus distorts several uses of arbitration, both in 
the public and the private sphere, for example, that the arbiter, although he 
has done his job well, does not get any thanks (908-10,941-46) and that he is a 
foreigner (727-28,941-42), although in the case of political mediation he was 
usually sought from a friendly state. However, ironically he is finally proved 
to be not at all a stranger but the iron of their own swords. Thalmann (1978, 
73-74) also argues that the function of iron as a settler of quarrels (941), the 
characterization of Ares as8LaXXaKTTJP (908) and the use of the verb 8L TIXXaX0C 
(883-84) for the reconciliation of the brothers point to the technical terms 
8LaXXaKTaL and 8LaXXaTTELV, which describe the task of both public and private 
arbiters as reconcilers. In this case the arbiter has indeed brought all their 
quarrels to an end (cf. 936-37). 37 
Associated with the idea of arbitration is that of the division of 
inheritance, introduced first when Eteocles refers to the truth of the dreams as 
TT Ct -r P0 ýIdTWV 6aT 
ýPLOL (711), taken up in the second stasimon as WV XPTI a TI 
37For the theme of arbitration and related technical terms see also Hutchinson (1985, on 727- 
33). 
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KTEaVWV XpflýMT06CRTa3 (729) and in the final lament in the similar expression 
XpflýMTWV 8aTTITag (944-45). Here the idea of division of property obtains a 
literal meaning as well, namely, the division of the bodies of the brothers by 
the sword (cf. 895-96 8LaVTaLG(V..., 9348LG[T%tCCLS' oý ý'LXaLs. ), which is prepared VL 
in line 735 when the chorus express their fears in case the brothers die 
aýTOUILKTOL, 'self-slain", 'self-divided. The notion of division by lot is also 
associated with that of [icýLpa, 'fate": 906-7 E[10LPGLa0LVT0... W"GT` YCTOV XaXCLV, 947- 
48 C'X0U(TL ýICýLPUV XaXOVTCg.... 
The notion of death is inevitably associated with that of ýicýLpa and 
lot. W"(TT" YCTOV XGLXCLV (907) certainly refers to the equal shares of death the 
brothers have received, especially in view of the preceding OaVaTOU TEX09 
(905). A word-play on XayXavw in relation to death is probably intended in the 
use Of XaXCLL (914), 38 "an equal share in their father's grave", although it is 
etymologically associated with XaXaLVW (in that case XaXaL refers to the 
digging of the grave). Ironically, their shares in land will be abundant beneath 
their bodies (949-50), although what they now need is just enough land to be 
buried (cf. 731-32,818). Earth is a rich source of imagery in Sept. 39 When the 
chorus contemplate the possible outcome of the duel of Eteocles and 
Polyneices, they use the picture of the earth drinking their blood (735-36), 
which is picked up by the messenger (820-21) and is developed in the final 
lament (937-40) with the comment that now the brothers are truly 6[IaLýLoL 
since their blood is mingled in the earth, an ironic play on the normal use of 
this adjective to refer to the ties of brotherhood. Its use (cf. also in 681) is in 
accordance with the other olio- compounds found in this lament (see p. 170), 
which, by emphasizing the blood relationship, stress the horror of fratricide. 
Musical imagery is pervasive in the exchange of the two semi- 
choruses. The second antistrophe begins with a reference to the mourning all 
over Thebes, which is joined with the mourning of the chorus, with the 
1 (900-1). 40 The idea of the lament emphatic useOf CTTOV09, CTTG'V0V9L, CYTEPCL 
rending the City (900 8LTIKEL) is picked up in the description of yoog as 8dýKTTIP, 
"heart-rending" (916). In 916-21 the chorus employ highly decorative language 
to describe the qualities of yoos- (see p. 83), which is presented as acting 
almost for its own sake (cf., similarly, Cho. 330-31), which shows its extreme 
power to control the emotional reactions of the mourners. The last choral 
utterance (953ff) constitutes a distortion of the song and the trophy of victory, 
38Page (1972) obelizes 912-14. 
39See Fowler (1970,36), Cameron (1971,85-95), Thalmann (1978,42-50). 
40Cf. the repeated use of this verb and its derivatives in the first stasimon of P. V. 397ff. 
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as the language of triumph is applied ironically to the destruction of the 
house. Both brothers had anticipated a victory celebration: Eteocles had 
instructed the women to raise the 6'XoXv-yT1 (267-68) and Polyneices was 
praying that he might sing the CACOGLý10V TraLdva (635), but finally the Arae 
raise the victory-cry (953 ETTTIXdXaýai)). At 705ff the chorus suggest to Eteocles 
that the daemon of the house may turn to be more favourable, but instead the 
curses rout the family (954-55), so in the end he is the winner (cf. 812-13). 
While the Arae raise the song of victory Ate erects a trophy at the gates where 
the brothers killed each other (956-57) instead of theTpoTraia Eteocles had 
promised to erect, if victorious (277). 
Although the exchange between two semi-choruses is not usual, the 
employment of antiphony suggests a characteristic feature of ritual kommos. 
In the first two pairs and the fourth strophe the first semi-chorus takes the 
lead while the second replies continuing their thought and completing their 
utterance: 879 [IEXCOL 6ý0`141895XCTCLý142936VELKC03 EV TCXCVTqis picked up 
in the following synonymous phrase TrCTraVTaL 6" ('EXOos- (937). By contrast, in 
the third and fourth strophes the first semi-chorus comments on themes the 
second one has just introduced. On the other hand, in the third pair the 
second semi-chorus introduces themes completely different from the 
preceding ones, namely, the power of y0os- in the strophe and the reference to 
Jocasta in the antistrophe (the passion of yoog in the first case finds its 
counterpart in the horror of the crimes in the second). Similarly, the utterance 
of the second semi-chorus in the fourth antistrophe marks a strong break to 
what precedes, as they change to the theme of inverted praise. 
In the second part of the lament (961-1004) the two semi-choruses are 
reasonably substituted for their leaders, delivering one-line or antilabic 
utterances in strict antiphonal alternation, 43 while the whole chorus would 
most naturally sing the refrain. 44 The iambic metre continues from the first 
41This particle takes up interjections in ritual antiphony (see p. 92), but here it takes up 
adjectives (cf. also 933) or verbs (982) since they are repeated instead of interjections. As 
Hutchinson (1985,180) remarks, "this section echoes the form, but diverges from the spirit, of 
more normal lamentation. " 
42For this type of response in kommoi cf. Clio. 444, Tro. 1310. 
43As for lines 978-81, which Page (1972) gives to the same singer, I think that they would be 
better delivered by several, as most editors suppose, so that the distribution of parts 
corresponds to that of the strophe (see Hutchinson 1985, on 979). 
44See Hutchinson (1985,181). 
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part of the kommos, now pure without the combination of other metreS, 45 
with some syncopation which is especially dominant in the last lines of the 
epode (10OOff), probably to express a greater emotional intensity. As in the 
kommos of Pers., the second part of this one has a simpler metrical form than 
the first, probably so that the attention of the spectators will be wholly 
occupied by the spectacle of the two bodies displayed symmetrically for 
mourning (cf. the technical term TTPOKCLCTaL in 965) and addressed alternately 
by the two singers. 
In this part of the kommos the exchange between two solo voices is 
exploited brilliantly to emphasize the symmetry of the scene: there are two 
bodies and two singers, an effect which would not be achieved by the 
exchange between an exarchos and a chorus. This arrangement also helps to 
emphasize the equality of the brothers. As Hutchinson (1985, on 961-1004) 
argues, neither singer mourns a particular brother. They are entirely 
indistinguishable, which shows that they treat them as of completely equal 
status. Furthermore, the anonymity of the singers directs the attention of the 
spectators exclusively to the dead whereas if the lyric dialogue was shared 
between the sisters or between an exarchos and a chorus, it is almost certain 
that the spectators would focus on them as well. The symmetry in metre, 
rhythm and language is also remarkable, reinforced by the repetition of the 
same word (or element) in the same place in isometric cola (see 962,963,964, 
971,972,983,993,994). Like the symmetry in spectacle, it is exploited so as to 
emphasize the equality of the fate of Eteocles and Polyneices. 
The elaborate imagery of the first part of the kommos gives way to 
simpler phrases in the second part, which is obviously defined by the shorter 
utterances of the participants. 46 Whereas previously the brothers were talked 
of as a pair, now they are addressed individually. The device is different but 
the result is the same since in both cases no distinction is drawn between 
them. The question which singer addresses which brother is puzzling. 
Hutchinson (1985, on 961-1004) concludes after a long argumentation that 
with the exception of lines where the part of the second participant starts with 
av 8" (961,969-70,989-90), where both brothers are addressed, the two 
participants refer to one brother only in each stanza. Since it is Polyneices in 
the antistrophe and the first part of the epode (obviously the subject of 
ý86LýaTo and KCLTý XOC9 in 979,991 respectively), Eteocles must be 
45With the possible exception of two dochmiacs in 975=986 (see Hutchinson 1985, on 975-7) 
46Cf. the transition from more elaborate language and themes to threnodic language par 
excellewc in the final kommos of Pers. 
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symmetrically addressed in the prelude and the strophe. The first speaker is 
obviously the leader in this exchange since his words are constantly picked 
up by the second, whereas the opposite happens only once (981-82). 47 
In the prelude, which consists exclusively of antilabic utterances, the 
symmetry of expression, accompanied by symmetry in metre after the first 
line, is remarkable. Here the singers address the brothers as both victims and 
doers (961-65)48 and finally make a brief announcement of their lament (964), 
which matches the extensive one preceding the first part of the kommos 
(854ff). They continue in the strophe with a reference to their passionate 
emotional state (967-68), 49 expressed with the verbs ýW'LVCTM andCTTCVCL (in a 
chiasmus figure), which recall previous occurrences: [1aLVCTaL points to the 
theme of madness of lamentation exploited in 835ff, GTCVCL recalls the 
repetition of this verb in 901. In the middle of the stanza (971) the two 
speakers point to the paradox of the mutual killing of the brothers, which 
justifies their previous characterizations of them as TTdv8vpTc (969), ITaVaOXLC 
(970). 
In the refrain the chorus invoke, recapitulating, the supernatural 
agents responsible for the disaster: Moira, Oedipus" shade', 50 Erinys, all of 
them characterized by adjectives indicating their awesome power. The epithet 
attributed to Moira, PCLPU60T(E Lpa. 51 is characteristic of the portion she 
distributed to the brothers. As for the other two powers, although, as 
Hutchinson (1985, 205) remarks, an identification between them is not 
necessary, it is favoured by the use Of ITOTVLa, in 976 characterizing CTKLC1, in 
886'EpLvUg, and the echo of kLc-yaa0cvTIs- from line 70 where Ara and Erinys 
are identified. Moira and Erinys are also closely connected in AeschylUS, 52 So 
the reference to these three powers constitutes a powerful accumulation of the 
agents at work. 
47Those who give the lines to the sisters make Antigone speak first and Ismene follow, 
arguing that Antigone's utterances refer to Polyneices and Ismene's to Eteocles, an 
arrangement which, as Lloyd-Jones (1959,106) shows, can be easily refuted. 
48EOavEs. KaTCLKTCLVCOV (961) was prepared in Polyneices' words as reported by the spy, 
KTaVWV OaVETV (636). Symmetry in this line is also achieved by the chiasmus figure participle 
- verb - verb - participle. 
49For an expression similar to 967 conveying passionate emotion cf. Pers. 991. 
5OIt may point back to 710-11 EVUJTVLWV 
#WTCLGýICLTWV 0'ýCL9. 
51Hutchinson (1985, on 975-7) notices that in the use of this adjective a common type of 
epithet for deities is perverted. 
52See Fraenkel (1950, Ill. on 1535f. ). 
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In the antistrophe neither brother is addressed. Here the singers 
begin by referring to Polyneices' return from exile (978-79), only to stress the 
subsequent disaster (980ff), a theme picked up in the epode (991ff). By 
contrast, the beginning of the epode (989-90) introduces a new theme, the 
knowledge the brothers obtained, probably of the power of the Erinys, if we 
accept TO'L VLV insteadOf TOLVUV in 989, in which case vLv refers to the Erinys 
mentioned before. 53 From 1000 onwards the brothers are addressed together, 
as in the first part of the kommos. Lines 1000-1,1002-3 form obvious pairs 
while 1004 is a comment on what precedes. The first two characterize the 
brothers, recapitulating their misfortune, while the next two refer to their 
burial, with 1003 answering 1002. The absence of a'v aftero'Trou in 1003 shows, 
as Hutchinson (1985, on 1003f. ) remarks, that the speaker has a particular 
place in mind, which is made clear in the following verse: the brothers will be 
buried in the same place as Oedipus (although not necessarily in the same 
grave), which will be a TTý[ia for him. Brown (1976b, 213-14) denies the 
implication even of the same place and takes iTapcupov metaphorically: the 
honourable burial given to the sons he cursed will pain the dead Oedipus. 
However, I think that lines 914 and 1004 would strongly suggest to the 
audience that the brothers are to be buried by their father (if not in the same 
grave, which I find more probable, certainly on the same spot), so it is made 
clear that they will receive a common funeral. 54 
This kommos does not present the agitation frequent in other 
kommoi. Although the chorus announce a passionate lament at the beginning 
(854ff) and later describe the extreme power of yoos- (916ff), the tone of their 
utterances is generally restrained. They do not use any personal interjections 
such as W[iOL, LW ýLOL or other expressions of personal grief (apart from the 
disputed lines 996-97)55 nor do they address the brothers with phrases of 
affection, as relatives of the dead would normally do. It is precisely the lack of 
any personal element that serves to direct the attention of the spectators 
exclusively towards the dead and their fate while the restrained tone makes 
possible the striking use of irony and the complex combination of images in 
the first section of the kommos. 
If. as I strongly believe, the play ends with the choral lament, how 
much of the original text is missing? Hutchinson (1985, xlv) argues that the 
53See Hutchinson (1985, on 989). 
541T / apcuvov may also point metaphorically to the relationship of Eteocles and Polyneices with 
Oedipus as 'lying beside him', i. e. as his brothers. 
OL Wa 55They used such an expression only when they first heard the news (808 T'XaLVa). 
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insertions themselves indicate that the interpolator did not care to delete a 
considerable part of the original text or to rewrite it substantially, so he 
supposes that only a few lines were omitted at the end of the play. In 1002-4 
there are hints of an impending procession. It is reasonable, therefore, to 
assume that a few lines followed with more explicit references to the 
processional exit of the chorus and probably the burial of the brothers before 
the play reached its end. The final anapaests explicitly allude to some sort of 
procession (1069a'L8C TTPOTTO[IITOL), which is paralleled in other Aeschylean 
plays (cf. Pers. 1069 cs- 8%10VS' KLE, 1077Trqtýw, Lim. 1006TCOV& TTP07T%11TC)JV, 
1034Trokmq), 
so we can suppose that the interpolator reworked the actual 
ending of the play (which was perhaps also in the form of an anapaestic 
conclusion). 
That we are very close to the end of the play with line 1004 can be 
also inferred from the similarity between the structure of this epode and the 
one concluding Pers. In both cases interjections are abundant: in Sept. all lines 
from 1000 onwards start with an interjection, and in view of the fact that in 
the epode of Pers. most of them are duplicated, it may be better to accept 
duplication Of 'LW' in 1001-3 as well, as some mss suggest. If not, then its 
repetition in 1004 may mark the beginning of the processional exit. It seems 
that lines 1000-4 form a unit (the same interjection is repeated at the 
beginning of each and alliteration ofTr characterizes the first and the last), so 
perhaps after line 1004 the whole chorus sang the concluding part of the 
trilogy. Furthermore, Fraenkel (1961,133-35) shows that the metrical pattern 
and syntax of the final verses of the kommos of Sept. are characteristic of 
laments at the end of tragedies. So, for example, he observes that the 
combination of a cretic and an iambic metron in 998,1002 (with the 
interjections extra metrum) is exactly the metrical form of Pers. 1070,1074. The 
same pattern is also found in two verses of a paratragic threnos towards the 
end of Ach. (1205-6). However, I think that he is wrong in suggesting that 
1004 is the last line of the play. As Hutchinson (1985, on 1003f. ) argues: ""One 
would also expect the whole chorus to conclude, especially in view of the 
refrain in the strophic pair. "' 
The arguments for and against the authenticity of the final scene are 
many and much-discussed. My purpose here is not to deal with, or even give 
a list of, them nor to get involved in the question whether it was influenced 
by S. AW. or E. Pho. I will discuss only those which I consider of particular 
importance in relation to the final lament. The question whether a new issue 
can be raised at the end of a trilogy is arguable, and since we have only one 
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complete trilogy by Aeschylus it may not be safe to draw conclusions. 
However, in this case there are several indications in the text (cf. 742-45,953- 
60) that the curse has reached an end with the deaths of the brothers, so a 
scene pointing to future troubles for the city is beside the point. 56 
Furthermore, as has repeatedly been stated, in the final lament the two 
brothers are considered as completely equal from a moral point of view and 
equally accursed in the sight of the Erinys. The dual case, frequently 
employed after the messenger has brought the news of their death (cf. 812, 
816,921,923,959), stresses their doubleness, which is emphasized more 
specifically in verses such as 849-508LTTXd ... 8L6V[1aLV ... 8L[IOPa (although the text 
is seriously corrupt), 972 8LlTXd XCTCLV - 8LiTXd 8'opdv. 57 However, in the final 
scene the distinction between them from the point of view of the polis is 
renewed, as the messenger announces that Eteocles will be buried with 
honours as the defender of the city while Polyneices will be cast out as a 
traitor. It is clear that two different funerals are envisioned here, and the 
separate departure of the two semi-choruses, apparently by the two exits, 58 
does not leave any doubt that the bodies will be taken to different places. 59 
Thus the final scene is a disruption in the sense that it raises the distinction 
between the brothers the lament has so skilfully resolved. 
Although in Sept. Eteocles is presented in a favourable light from the 
point of view of the besieged Thebans, the preceding stage of the trilogy may 
have supported Polyneices' claimOf 8LKTI, SO the final lament and the equal 
treatment the brothers receive from the chorus may be viewed as the 
attribution of final 8LK-q. This is better realized in performance if the mourners 
are representatives of the Theban state than if the lament has a more personal 
character. It is noticeable that, although Polyneices is an enemy of his city, the 
56Similarly, passages such as 689-91,734-38,813,1054-56 arguably show that Aeschylus 
wishes to point to the extinction of the house of Laius with the death of Eteocles and 
Polyneices (734ff seem to rule out the existence of Antigone and Ismene as well) and does not 
allude to any further threat for the city, namely, the expedition of the Epigoni. However, this 
is a major controversial issue, closely related to the interpretation of dTCKVOV!; - (828), ETTVYOVOLý 
(903), which I do not intend to discuss here. 
57The doubleness of Eteocles and Polyneices is also stressed in the choral lament of Plio. 1284- 
1307 with similar phrases (cf. 1288 &8výia TEKECI, 1296 &8UýIOL OýPES-). 
58See Taplin (1977,190). 
59LIoyd-jones' argument (1959,96) that the two processions in different directions do not 
necessarily imply different destinations is surely not supported by the action and 
choreography of the play: see Brown (1976b, 213), Taplin (1977,191). 
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whole of Thebes mourns for him no less than for Eteocles (900-2) and the 
chorus are ýLXOL (909) of both, which strongly suggests that, although the 
extent of each brother's responsibility is not made clear in this play, they were 
equally guilty. So after their death and since the curse of Oedipus has been 
fulfilled a tone of reconciliation prevails. Therefore it seems to me unlikely 
that the play does not end in this conciliatory mood but continues with the 
herald's speech (1005ff), which refutes the equality between the brothers and 
the attribution of the final justice so strongly emphasized in the choral 
lament. 60 
I showed in the analysis of the kommos that, as in the case of Pers., 
themes treated earlier in the play are picked up in it, combined in a complex 
way so as to serve the requirements of the lament, while the dramatic tension 
culminates in this scene as the bodies of the brothers become the centre of 
attention throughout it. So in its revelation of the full meaning of the curse 
with an accumulation of images, the final lament illuminates any references 
or allusions to it found in Sept. or even the other two plays; it thus functions 
as the culminating point not only of this play but of the trilogy as a whole, 
since the curse must be its focal point. When the chorus leave to bury the 
brothers all the issues previously raised have been solved. It seems to me that 
the cumulative and climactic effect of the lament will be destroyed by any 
scene following it, especially one which, in its present form, is so problematic. 
As one could hardly imagine any other scene following the kommos of Pers. 
without destroying its extraordinary effect, likewise I think that it is fair to 
say the same for the kommos of Sept. 
600n the other hand, Orwin (1980,196) argues that the dispensations Of 8[K-q are 
accomplished only with the final scene, but I am not persuaded by his arguments. 
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3. CHOEPHORI 306-478 
When discussing the kommos of Cho. we are in the advantageous 
position, in contrast to those of Pers. and Sept., of being able to estimate its 
function in the trilogy as a whole. Being placed in the first half of the play it 
looks both backwards and forwards, commenting on the action that precedes 
and initiating the action that follows. In its complex form, unique in tragedy, 
it combines the functions of an ýITLTUýIPL03 Opývos- and an ii)ýLvog C[VG[KX1jTLK03, 
which are closely related and share many themes. 1 Thus Aeschylus uses a 
ritual form familiar to his audience, adapting it to the specific dramatic 
requirements of the play. 
As an GTTLTV[iPL09 Opývos- (cf. 334-35,342) the kommos constitutes the 
first proper mourning rite that is acted out for Agamemnon; thus it 
accomplishes the expectations raised, but not fulfilled, at the end of the 
preceding play of the trilogy. The threnos that should have taken place there 
over the body of the dead king is postponed till the beginning of Cho., and, 
after a considerable lapse of time, finally takes place by his tomb; thus, in 
effect it is the E'1TLTVýLýLOS* aLVO3 the Argive elders wanted for their king (Ag. 
1547), from which they were prohibited by Clytemnestra. 
In its function as anuiýivos- aVaKXTITLK03 the purpose of the kommos 
is to invoke Agamemnon's spirit so as to ensure his aid against his murderers. 
The chorus define it as Ui[ivo3 of the nether powers in 475, which in this case 
is synonymous with cTrw8ý, as in Pers. 620,625.2 The direct appeal to 
Agamemnon for help starts late in the kommos and is very brief (456-60), but 
it continues at a considerable length in the iambic section that follows (479- 
509). The verbal similarities between the invocation of Agamemnon and that 
of Darius in Pers. 3 would most probably have suggested to the audience that 
I See Schadewaldt (1932,313), HOlzle (1934,47-48). For the practice Of ýTTLTUýLPLOS- OPýVO! 3- Cf. 
also E. El. 1326. 
2See Haldane (1965,39). For a discussion of prayers to the dead see Pulleyn (1997,116ff). 
30. especially Clio. 459 U'KOUGOV ... [ioXco'v - Pers. 657-65'LOL 
ILKOD, 'EXO'... PCC(YKE... 'OITWS... KXIJT13, Clio. 
459 cs- ýdo3 - Pers. 630 E3 (tCog, Clio. 489 CIVEý ý10L - Pers. 650 aVEL-qg, the invocation of Earth 
in Clio. 489 - Pers. 628-29,640-41 (combined in Pers. with that of other nether powers). For the 
use Of TFC[iTTCLv and its derivatives, which are frequent in the invocation of Darius (Pers. 626, 
630,644,650), Cf. Clio. 477. For the practice of necromancy in Aeschylus see especially Eitrem 
(1928), Lawson (1934), Bickel (1942), Rose (1950). 
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Agamemnon might rise from his tomb, which must have added to the 
suspense of the kommos. The reason for this failure has been explained in 
various ways. So Sommerstein (1980,68-69) argues that the chthonic deities, 
although they want vengeance to be carried out, are reluctant to release 
Agamemnon from his tomb to help Orestes with his advice, while Garvie 
(1986, on 549) that there is no need for him to appear because his power has 
entered Orestes in the symbolic form of a snake (cf. 549 C'K8PaK0VTW0C'L3 8" 
cyw'). At the end of the kommos Orestes appears indeed strong enough to act, 
so Agamemnon's presence is not needed, in contrast to that of Darius in Pers., 
who has to offer advice and prophecy as Xerxes appears completely 
shattered. 
As the kommoi of Pers. and Sept. form the culmination of the play 
and everything seems to lead up to them, so the scenes preceding the 
kommos of Cho. powerfully build towards it, as it unites the three voices 
previously heard separately. 40restes starts his delivery in the prologue with 
an appeal to Hermes Chthonios (1-2)5 and closes it with a prayer to Zeus (18- 
19) while in between he calls upon his father to listen to him. Similarly, 
Electra starts her parallel prayer with an appeal to Hermes and the chthonic 
deities (124aff), while after the two siblings have recognized one another 
Orestes prays to Zeus on behalf of both (246ff). The prayers to the chthonic 
powers and Zeus culminate in the kommos (cf. 399,405ff and 382ff, 408ff 
respectively) and are exploited later in the play as well (cf. the accumulation 
of powers invoked in the choral anapaests 719-29 and in the second stasimon 
783ff). 6 The appeal to Agamemnon for help, first introduced in Orestes" 
prayer and picked up in Electras (130ff), is obviously the main purpose of the 
kommos. Agamemnon is repeatedly invoked with the verbs KXuw and aKouw 
before, during and after it (cf. 5,139,157,332,459,500,508), which are part of 
invocation ritual (cf. also 399,476). In her prayer to Agamemnon after the 
parodos Electra describes her and Orestes' sufferings and the attitude of his 
4Lebeck (1971,96-109) discusses in detail how the motifs of the scenes preceding the kommos 
are taken up in it. 
5Garvie (1970) stresses the importance of the reference to chthonic Hermes at the very 
beginning of the play, which, according to Aeschylus' usual practice of establishing the mood 
of the play at the outset, looks forward to the kommos with its appeal to the underworld 
powers. 
6As Winning ton-Ingr am (1980,157) remarks, "'the most striking feature, theologically 
speaking, of the konviios - and of the play as a whole - is the convergence of divine powers. " 
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murderers (132ff) in her attempt to rouse his anger,, 7 a theme which recurs in 
her first stanza in the kommos (332ff), in its second section (429ff) and in the 
iambic invocation that follows it (491ff). 
As soon as the chorus enter the orchestra they introduce the theme of 
ritual lamentation (23ff), which they pick up in the kommos (423ff), and 
comment on the theme of retributive justice (48,61ff), which they exploit 
further in 121ff, 160ff, and in the kommos (306ff, 400ff). The second strophe 
and antistrophe and the epode of the parodos end with dark, gloomy pictures 
(cf. 51ff, 65,83). Darkness is a prevalent image in the first half of the play: the 
black clothes of the chorus (11) and probably of Electra (16-18), the mourning 
for Agamemnon, the repeated invocations of the nether powers, the libations 
to them and, above all, the dominance of the tomb of Agamemnon, around 
which the action revolves, contribute to this atmosphere. 
The kommos has been the subject of a long controversy as far as its 
purpose and its relation to the action are concerned. 8 Especially disputed is 
the question of how determined Orestes is to undertake the deed of 
vengeance before the beginning of the kommos and to what extent his 
original attitude changes during it, in other words whether the kommos is 
dramatically static or dynamic. The principal representative of the first view 
is Schadewaldt (1932), who argues that Orestes has taken his decision before 
the kommos begins and that he remains constant in his resolution throughout 
the play with the exception of his momentary hesitation in 899; thus, he 
explains all his expressions of despair found in the kommos as ritual motifs. 
This view, which presents the kommos as rather lacking in purpose, was 
developed as an answer to another extreme treatment of the subject, that of 
Wilamowitz (1914,205-10), who argued that the main function of the kommos 
was to present Orestes' inner struggle before he reaches the decision to kill his 
mother. However, this view does not take into account Orestes' presentation 
of his motives preceding the kommos (299ff). 
Lesky (1943) attempted a compromise between these extreme views 
by arguing that the kommos depicts the process of Orestes' deciding to follow 
Apollo's command, making his own the task forced on him by the god earlier; 
thus, it is during the course of the kommos that Orestes is transformed into a 
tragic person. Lesky (1966) parallels Orestes' attitude during the kommos 
with that of other Aeschylean heroes (Agamemnon, Eteocles), who, once they 
7For Electra's role in the scene preceding the kommos see Tarkow (1979). 
8For a discussion of the dominant views on the kommos see Lesky (1943,4-9), Lebeck (1971, 
94), Conacher (1974b, 332-34), Garvie (1986,122-24), Sier (1988,70-77). 
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have undertaken to commit a dreadful deed under the compulsion of 
necessity, begin to desire it. However, as Scott (1984,203, n. 97) argues, there 
is no parallel to Lesky's view of Orestes in the kommos, since Aeschylean 
characters make their decisions quickly without openly debating issues on 
stage. Furthermore, he finds (1984,91) unparalleled in Aeschylean drama the 
separation of the two sides of Orestes' motivation, as argued by Lesky (1943). 9 
In fact, this is easily refuted by the passage immediately preceding the 
kommos (297-305), where Orestes clearly states his personal desire for 
vengeance according to his own'LýLCPOL (299), which are in compliance with 
the god's commands (300CýCTktaL). Line 298 suggests that even in the case of 
disbelief in the oracle10 the deed of vengeance must be done because of the 
personal motives stated immediately afterwards. Divine and human 
motivation, necessity and free will are inextricably interwoven in this 
passage, as later in the kommos (cf. 436-37). 11 
More acceptable, in the sense that it takes into account the difficulties 
the previous interpretations present, is Lebeck's argument (1971,110-14) that 
Orestes has taken his decision before the kommos but during it he gains 
greater understanding of his task, so at the end of it he can repeat his resolve 
with full awareness of the situation. 12 The reasons compelling him to 
undertake the deed of vengeance, as they appear in his speech preceding the 
kommos, are grief for his father (300), poverty (301). a theme mentioned in his 
prayer to Zeus as well (249-50), and his desire to rescue the glorious 
conquerors of Troy from dishonour and humiliation (302-4). All these reasons 
9Garvie (1986,124) agrees that it is difficult to find anything like this elsewhere in tragedy, 
but he suggests that "'one might compare the well-known practice of epic 'not only to narrate 
simultaneous events successively, but also to represent theni as if they had actually occurred 
successively' ". 
IOWhether this disbelief refers to the oracle as a whole (see Lebeck 1971,111) or only to the 
threats of Apollo (Conacher 1974b, 331-32) is not a matter of importance for the present 
discussion. 
IlGarvie (1970,82ff; 1986, xxxiff) argues that Orestes is not doubly but triply motivated: apart 
from the Olympian gods (Zeus, Apollo) and his personal will, vengeance is demanded by 
Agamemnon and the nether powers. The relationship between Orestes and the latter is as 
complex as that between him and Apollo: he becomes their instrument but at the same time 
the decision to act is his own. 
12Cf. also Scott (1984,92): "The kommos in the Clioeplzoroi continues and supports the first 
scene, introducing elements from all sides to portray the complexity of the choice that Orestes 
has already made. "' 
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are developed in the kommos. The first constitutes one of its chief motivations 
since it is Orestes' first chance to mourn properly for his father (cf. 8ff ol') TG'1P 
TFCLPWV (ýJICJýC[ (701), TTaTEP, [iopov), the second is taken up in 336ff, 407ff while 
the third is developed mainly in Orestes' wish that Agamemnon had found a 
glorious death (345ff) and in the information he gets about the dishonour 
inflicted on his corpse and about Electra's humiliation (429ff, 439,444ff). 
Lebeck (1971,113) remarks that the only reason Orestes does not mention 
before the kommos is that of retributive justice, which he, like Electra 
previously, is taught by the chorus during it. She dismisses (112) the temporal 
relationship between the kommos and the preceding dialogue, justifying on 
these grounds the fact that Orestes states his decision both before and during 
the kommos. I think, however, that it is better to suggest with Conacher 
(1974b, 339) that this distinction lies in the difference between logical choice 
and the emotional impetus the deed requires, which are appropriately 
represented in dramatically different terms. 
It is obvious from what has been said that the kommos has 
potentialities different from the preceding dialogue. It dramatizes within the 
ritual context of lamentation Orestes' process towards a more fixed resolution 
and creates the emotional context within which he restates the decision he 
had taken earlier, based on logical grounds. Furthermore, Orestes' 
participation in a proper lament for Agamemnon legitimizes him as his heir, 13 
while the participation of Electra and the chorus creates the social context 
through which he becomes an integrated member of the society, in contrast to 
his previous status as an exile. Orestes has to undergo this procedure in order 
to be able to act rightfully as Agamemnon's son and avenger, so the kommos 
is a presupposition for the initiation of the action that follows. It is 
characteristic that after it Orestes acts with some authority, as he alone is able 
to explain Clytemnestra's dream, while the fact that Electra's role ends after 
the iambic invocation following the kommos (507) indicates that he can now 
undertake her role in motivating vengeance, so she is no longer needed. 
The kommos is the longest and most complex lyric composition in 
surviving Greek tragedy; according to Wilamowitz (1914,209) it is indeed the 
most complicated song in Greek poetry. It is arranged in four sections, in the 
first two of which the corresponding stanzas do not succeed one another but 
are interlocked in an elaborate way. The first section (306-422) is based on 
triadic structure. It consists of four triads where Orestes" strophes are 
answered by Electra's antistrophes., separated from them by choral stanzas 
13For the connection between lamentation and inheritance see p. 17, n. 37. 
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which form two strophic pairs. Each triad is preceded and followed by a 
recitative anapaestic system (after the last one, however, the anapaests 
disappear). Scott (1984,89) remarks that although anapaests are not generally 
a strophic metre, Aeschylus has made them approximate to strophic 
responsion in the choral stanzas: so in this case 340-44 correspond to 400-4, 
each of these units falling in each half of the first section of the kommos. The 
pattern of stanzas in this section is as follows: anap. aPa '- anap. y P-y '- 
anap. 8c6 '- anap. Cc 'C '. From the elaborate triadic pattern of the first 
section with the interchange of lyric and epirrhematic parts the kommos 
moves on to simpler, shorter forms. Besides, the disappearance of anapaests 
from the second section onwards helps accelerate the mourning. This section 
(423-455) is not characterized by the symmetry of the first one: Orestes is 
assigned only one stanza, Electra two and the chorus three. Brother and sister 
do not sing in responsion any longer; their lyrics now correspond to those of 
the chorus. The arrangement of the parts in this section is unbalanced, indeed 
unparalleled in tragedy: aPy -y'a'p', which is why some critics have tried 
to restore order by moving the stanza assigned to Orestes after 455, in which 
case the pattern would be: apy a'p', y'. 14 The third section of the kommos 
(456-465) consists of a single strophic pair, which joins the voices of all three 
participants in corresponding utterances of the same singer. So here the 
triadic structure of the first section returns, but in an arrangement not found 
elsewhere in the kommos, in that the characters break the form of the stanza 
by singing individual lines. The kommos concludes with a strophic pair sung 
by the chorus (466-475)15 followed by three anapaestic lines from the 
coryphaeus (476-78), thus it ends with the same metre with which it started. 
As I will discuss in the course of my analysis, the structure of the kommos is 
closely related to its content, affecting its interpretation as a whole. 
The metrical pattern is similar to the structural one: from variation 
and shifting of rhythms towards simplicity and repetition of the same 
rhythm, which recalls the similar pattern in the two distinct parts of the 
kommoi of Pers. and Sept. So the first section of the kommos is mainly aeolo- 
choriambic with the appearance of various cola, combined with iambics, 
enoplia, dactyls, dochmiacs-16 The iambic rhythm, which makes occasionally 
14This shift, however, involves questions of interpretation, which I will discuss when dealing 
with these lines. 
15This is the prevalent view, although there are different opinions about the assignment of 
this pair. See Scott (1984,94,204, n. 104), Garvie (1986, on 466-75). 
16For a detailed metrical analysis of the kommos see Garvie (1986,357ff). 
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its appearance in the first four strophes, has a more dominant presence in 
strophe E and, after prevailing in strophe C, the second section of the kommos 
is dominated by a monotonous iambic rhythm. Str. -q is characterized by an 
unresolved repeated iambic (all verses apart from one are trimeters), strophes 
0, L by two basic patterns: iambic plus cretic, iambic plus ithyphallic. In the 
third section repetition continues (str. K opens with three identical lines: 
iambic plus lecythion) while the last one, based mainly on choriambic and 
hipponactean, moves away from the iambic pattern, recalling the rhythms of 
the first section. As Thomson (1929,125ff) shows, there is a close connection 
between the metrical pattern and the content of the kommos. The 
employment of three voices in its lyric parts (two actors and the chorus) and 
one in the anapaestic sections (the coryphaeus), and the elaborate exchange 
between them contribute to the overall complexity of the kommos, which 
undoubtedly constitutes part of its power. 
The question which of the participants dominates the kommos is 
disputed. McCall (1990,23) argues that simply on numerical and structural 
grounds it is the chorus: of the 173 lines 96 belong to them, 42 to Electra and 
35 to Orestes, which means that 60% of the total lines is choral; furthermore, 
the kommos begins and concludes with long choral utterances. 17McCall 
argues in addition (23ff) that the structural dominance of the chorus in this 
composition is in accordance with the leading role they assume in their 
exchanges with Orestes and Electra (they advise, encourage, exhort them 
whereas the opposite never happens) and with their attitude in the play in 
general (cf. their instructions to Electra before the kommos, to Kilissa in 
766ff). Their dominating presence is all the more striking as it is in contrast 
with their lowly status as foreign slave women, 18 tothe extent that, according 
to McCall (1990,26), "No other slave chorus in surviving tragedy is remotely 
comparable, and very few choruses of any kind. "' In fact, several scholars 
favour the idea that the female slaves of Cho. prepare in their appearance and 
dominating character the Furies of Lim. So Sider (1978,18ff) insists on the 
similarity of the black robes of mourning, the masks with bloody cheeks and 
the torn clothes of the chorus of Cho. (as described in 10ff, 24ff) with the torn 
17Bowen (1986,73) also talks about "the vital role of the chorus in starting and pacing and 
framing the invocation as a whole. " 
18McCall (1990,17-21) employs a long argumentation to show that despite the several views 
expressed about their identity, the only safe supposition the text allows us to make is that 
they are foreign slave women, servants in the palace for a long time, without any indication 
that they are specifically Trojan, brought back home by Agamemnon. 
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black robes and the bloody faces of the chorus of Lim. (cf. Eum. 52ff), arguing 
that the appearance of the slave women suits their role in the first half of the 
play as agents of the Furies (they express the Furies" code of vengeance in 
400ff). A group of women unrelated to the deceased lamenting at his tomb 
was contrary to funerary legislation (see pp. 16-17). How, then, was the 
audience supposed to react to their extreme behaviour? I think that the 
answer is much the same as in the case of the kommos of Pers. (see p. 162): 
they would disapprove of the excessive female, oriental-like attitude., but they 
would also have the opportunity to enjoy on stage a clearly Greek practice 
which was prohibited in real life. 
In the first part of the kommos Electra echoes the music as well as the 
content of Orestes" stanzas, which shows their parallel roles, while the chorus 
lead their thoughts reassuring and encouraging them. In particular, the choral 
stanzas serve as a completion and strengthening of the lament of the siblings, 
while the epirrhemas lead their thought to a new direction; 19 notably, they all 
start with aXXa (306,340,375,20 400). In the opening anapaests the coryphaeus 
calls on the Moirai to accomplish Zeus' justice, presenting the inexorable 
demands of the ancient law of retaliation as delivered by a personified Dike. 21 
The whole conception is emphasized with the strikingly symmetrical phrases 
aVT'L ý16 1) ... TEXCLUOU), aPTL 66... TLV6TC0 (309-10,312-13), the three paroemiacs 
308,311,314 ending in-CL (ý1CTG1PG[LVCL, al)TCL, ýwvd) and the alliteration0f T 
throughout the stanza. However, the law that the doer must suffer (313 
6pa(MPTa qTCLOCLV)22 is expressed as a general statement, so it has ominous 
implications not only for Clytemnestra but for Orestes as well. 
Orestes ignores the theme of revenge and starts his part in the 
kommos by trying to establish communication with his dead father with the 
ritual formulaTL CTOL ý%IGVOS' T'J' TL P'Eýa3 TUXOL[I'...; (315-17). 23There is a big 
gap between the worlds of the living and the dead (319-20), represented here 
19See Sier (1988,69). 
201n this case 6W is found at the beginning of the fourth line because the first three look 
backwards. 
21Thus in the kommos a variety of powers are concerned with this law: Zeus, Dike, the 
Moirai, the Erinys in 400ff. 
22Cf. Ag. 15641TCXOE-LV TO'V C'PýaVTCL. 
23Cf. Electra's question in 418TL 
8' CIV ýG-VTES' TýXOLýtEv; and the similar ones before the 
kommos begins (87-88,91-92,118), expressing her anxiety as to what is the right thing to say. 
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by the opposition of the spheres of light and darkneSS, 24 So it is important to 
use exactly the right words and ritual in order to achieve contact with the 
dead (for similar phrases cf. Pers. 633ff, Ag. 1489ff, Or. 1231ff). Garvie (1970, 
82-83; 1986, xxxiii) remarks that in this kommos Aeschylus combines two 
conflicting but simultaneously held Greek beliefs about the dead (on a 
discussion of various such beliefs see Mikalson 1991,114ff). On the one hand 
that they have a very insubstantial existence in Hades, taking no interest in 
the events of the upper world, so that prayers can reach them with difficulty 
(315ff), and on the other hand that they are powerful figures showing interest 
in the events of this world (324ff). In this stanza Orestes, drawing on the first 
belief, expresses his anxiety that Agamemnon is far away in Hades, so only a 
properly conducted -yuuý; can bridge the gap between the two worlds, in 
particular a yoo! 3 EU'KXET13 (321) which will be pleasing to Agamemnon. 
In response, the chorus try to reassure Orestes that the ýpOvqýLa of the 
dead remains intact (324-25) and redirect his thought from a yoos- EV'KXEýS' to 
a yoog EV8LK03 (330), a lament that contains Its further 8L' KTI, IS just. 
characterization with the verb ýIaTEVEL (pointing to hunting imagery) and the 
participle TCLPaXOELý helps represent it almost as a living creature that is 
stirred up and requires punishment, thus pointing to its tremendous power. 
Lines 326-28 refer persistently to Agamemnon, the subject of all three clauses, 
emphasizing the theme of late justice (cf. also 61ff, 382ff). It will finally come, 
bringing light metaphorically (hence ýa'LVEL, a'Vaýa'LVGTCLL), 25 when the dead 
man26 is properly roused byyOo3 and is thus able to harm his enemies. 
Electra in turn (332 cv ýtEPCL) tries to achieve communication with 
Agamemnon appealing to him to listen to their lament, which is personified, 
like the y0os- in the previous stanza, with the use0f aVagTEVaCEL (335). She 
goes further than Orestes in trying to rouse the anger of the dead 
Agamemnon by describing their common misfortune (cf. her prayer in 130ff): 
they are suppliants and exiles alike at the tomb of their father, which thus 
functions as an altar (cf. 106). Literally speaking, Electra is not an exile, but 
exaggerations of this kind (cf. also 132,254) help to stress the parallel fortunes 
24The imagery of light and darkness is important not only in this play but in the trilogy as a 
whole. See Peradotto (1964,388-93), Fowler (1967,64-65), Fagles (1975,13-85 passilli). As 
Peradotto (1964,390-92) remarks, in terms of that imagery the action of Clio. is a struggle to 
bring light back to the house of Agamemnon. 
25For the use Of ýMVE(70M to refer to the avenger cf. also Clio. 131, Eiiiii. 320, S. El. 172,846. 
26Garvie (1986, on 327-31) remarks that o OvTICTKWV is a 'timeless' present, chosen for the sake 
of symmetry with o pXaTrTWV, which is potential since Agamemnon has not yet been aroused. 
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of brother and sister. In response, the coryphaeus takes up her CIRTI)OL09 
Opývo3 (334-35) as Opývcov ETTLTU[iýL&WV (342), converting it into a more T1 
hopeful sound (341 KCXa801)ý E1'W0'Y^Y0TEP0V3), in particular a paean (343). In 
both cases the chorus redirect Orestes" and Electra's thoughts by exploiting 
their own phrases and images. The wish for the raising of a paean as well as 
of an 6XoXuyýi6s- in 387 prepares for the choral song in 935ff (note also the verb 
ETTOX0XVýCIT" in 942). 27 
Despite the encouragement of the chorus, in the second triad Orestes 
and Electra do not look ahead to the future but express two unfulfilled wishes 
referring to the past. Orestes wishes that Agamemnon had died gloriously at 
Troy so that he would have been honoured with a conspicuous tomb and 
would have left glory to his children, a wish modelled on Od. 24.30ff. 28 The 
chorus direct his thought into something more hopeful, the illustrious status 
of Agamemnon as a king in the underworld (354ff), which they emphasize 
11 29 with phrases such as CýIITPCTFWV, 07CýLVOTL[109 CLVCLKT(j-)Pl TFP0IT0X0S'... TVPCLVVWV 
This interpretation is possible if we accept that the syntax of this stanza is 
independent of the previous one, in which case the chorus express a reality in 
contrast to Orestes' unreal wish. 30 So this stanza parallels the corresponding 
strophe in that they both comment on the status of the dead man, the first in 
more general, the second in specific terms. Of particular importance is also 
the person of the verbs in line 360 (whether second or third). Garvie (1986, on 
360-2) accepts the third person (T'Iv, c'(-q) on the grounds that the chorus 
nowhere else in the kommos (until 459ff) address Agamemnon directly. I 
think that this is preferable for the additional reason that the chorus' 
emotional distance as they talk about Agamemnon is in contrast with the 
preceding and following addresses to him, as in the previous triad. 
27Haldane (1965,37-39) notices that in the Oresteia every victory, whether recounted or 
represented in the drama, is marked by the raising of the 6XoXUYTI or the paean. However, it 
always contains within it the seeds of disaster, so the paean leads inevitably to the Opývos'. 
Finally in Elon. the true meaning of paean and 6XoXuyTj, which was distorted in the two 
previous plays, is restored. 
28There are some specific Homeric reminiscences in the phrasing of this triad: KCLT'qVC1PLGOTjý 
(347) recalls the Homeric verb CVOPLCCLV, O'#a (360) is common in Homer but rare in tragedy, 
used only in lyrics, 
ýOL[IEVOS' (364) is an epic participle. 
29GE[IVOTLý109 is used elsewhere only in Eiini. 833, where it is applied to the Erinyes. For 
I (describing the status aVa'KTCL)p cf. S. El. 841 -rrdýtýuXog avdacrcL of Amphiaraus in the 
underworld). 
30See Garvie (1986, on 354-62). 
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Uninfluenced by the chorus' words Electra complements Orestes" wish by 
correcting it: she wishes that not Agamemnon but his murderers instead had 
perished, so she first aims words at the killers. 31 The close correspondence 
between her and Orestes" thought is stressed by the verbal similarities in their 
utterances: IATO' TPWLa3 (363) recalls VTr I XL W , 
(345), 80VPLKýtýTL (365) picks 
Up 60PLT[iflT09 (347), a hapax. 
The epirrhema following the third antistrophe (372-79) is almost 
twice as long as the previous and the subsequent ones (340ff,, 400ff), which 
shows its great importance. The first three lines look back to Electra's wish 
while the second part of the epirrhema (375ff) brings the discussion to the 
present reality. Sense and punctuation in 375ff are disputed. If we take with 
Bowen (1986, on 375) &1TXýS' 'YG'(P ... LKVCLTOLL as an explanatory parenthesis, the 
double lash (&TrXý [iapcryn) is the y0os- of the children, 32 and the coryphaeus 
reassures them that it reaches Agamemnon (a theme continued from 324ff). 33 
In this case, which I find more likely, the coryphaeus continues his 
reassurance with the ýLCv- and 8C- clauses (376ff), emphasizing the opposition 
between the situation of Orestes and Electra, who are gaining Agamemnon's 
aid, and that of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, who are thus in a 
disadvantageous position. 
Orestes and Electra, having finally caught the point of all the 
previous lecturing of the chorus - as Orestes says in 380-81, it pierces his ear 
like an arrow - wish for vengeance in their next two utterances. He invokes 
Zeus Chthonios commenting on the late-coming justice (382ff), 34 without, 
however, recognizing the part he himself must play in the act of vengeance, 
and concludes his stanza with the ambiguous phrase TOKEDUL 
8" 0'ýICL)3 
TEXCiTaL (385). The meaning0f TOKEDUL is much-disputed. 35 I find attractive 
Lebeck's suggestion (1971,118) that it refers indiscriminately to both 
Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, in which case, as Garvie (1986, on 382-5) 
remarks, this is the first passage in the play where Orestes distinguishes her 
31The exact content of her wish, especially the manner of death she wishes for Agamemnon's 
murderers, is much-disputed. For some views see Garvie (1986, on 367-71), Sier (1988, on 
367ff. ), Georgantzoglou (1990). 
32Tucker (1901, on 374) suggests that this idea is emphasized with the beating of the breast 
and the ground by brother and sister on either side of the tomb. For the beating of the earth to 
stir the dead cf. also Pers. 683, E. El. 678. 
33For a different interpretation of this phrase see Garvie (1986, on 375-9). 
34For bUTEP01TOLVOV a'TCLV (383) cf. Ag. 58-59 b(j-TEp6TrOLVOV.. '. EPLVUV. 
35For the different opinions suggested see Lebeck (1971,118), Garvie (1986, on 382-5). 
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from Aegisthus as the object of his punishment, 36 while he directs his anger to 
her alone for the first time in 434ff. In the following choral stanza the chorus, 
employing musical imagery as in 340ff (cf. 387 6X0X1)ykt0V), 37 indulge once 
more in wishful thinking, expressing the wish, now for the first time 
explicitly, that Aegisthus and Clytemnestra may be killed. It is the first time 
that a clear distinction between the two murderers is drawn, so they take 
further Orestes' implication inTOKCD(TL (385). 
Responding to Orestes' previous stanza, in the corresponding 
antistrophe (394ff)38 Electra appeals to Zeus and the chthonic powers for 
vengeance, expressing more savage feelings than him (cf. 396 KaPCLVa 6dLýGL3), 
but, likewise, without hinting at any personal involvement in it. The last 
epirrhema (400-4) responds to Electra's preceding demand for justice, as the 
coryphaeus reassures her that there is such a law, vividly presented in the 
image of blood itself making demands (401 1TP0CTaLTCLV picks Up dL1TaLTC0 from 
398). However, since there is no reference to divine powers, the suggestion is 
that this law has to be acted out by human agents. This anapaestic section 
repeats the vengeance-motif that was introduced in the first one (306ff), again 
as a generalization, which, likewise, has ominous implications (especially 
ominous is the reference to the Erinys in 402). 
The despair Orestes exhibits in his following stanza, especially in the 
question concluding it (408-9), has been interpreted variously. Lebeck (1971, 
199, n. 13) suggests that it concerns not only the external circumstances, i. e. 
the lack of means to accomplish the deed, but also the inner dilemma Orestes 
faces. It is the nether powers, the curses of the dead he invokes at the 
beginning of his utterance., 39 that are responsible for this dilemma, so he calls 
upon Zeus to help him. His despair is reinforced by TT 0 TT 01 8d (405), the 
361n the previous scenes she and Aegisthus are usually referred to together in the plural (cf. 
117 TOIS' aLTLOLS, 144 TOU'S' KTavoVTCLS, 273 TOU'ý MTLov3,367 OL KTaVOVTEý, 377 TCOV 
KpaTOUVTCOV). See Lebeck (1971,116), who sees a progressive realization in the kommos of the 
deed of vengeance as matricide. 
370, XOXI), yýjog was associated especially with women and had sacrificial associations (for a 
detailed discussion of the word see Diggle 1994b, 477-80). Garvie (1986, on 386-9) argues that 
its use here indicates that the killing of the murderers is probably envisaged as a ritual 
sacrifice. 
38The parallelism between the two utterances is emphasized by verbal echoes: 381 PExog - 
395 PGXOL, 382 ZED ZED - 396 ýED ýED- 
39TT0XUKPa'FELý 'APaL (406) makes an effective contrast with the helplessness of Orestes and 
Electra. 
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dochmiacs in 406 and the neuterT 61 XoLTr' (407), 8w[idTWV a'TLkLa (408), which 
add pathos to his utterance. 40 The tone of the following choral stanza is in 
sharp contrast with their previous encouragement of the two siblings, as now 
they are moved by Orestes" lament. They express their own anxiety with 
vivid metaphors such as 1TCTrG[XTG[L ... KýP (410)141 UITXa'YXVCL KCXaLV0D-raL (413- 
14), imagery sharply contrasted with that employed in the corresponding 
strophe 388ff to depict their relentless C"'YKOTOV a-rvyoý (392). However, they 
seem to regain their confidence towards the end of the stanza (415-17), 
although the text there is beyond restoration. 
Electra's aporia TL 8" GIV ýaVTCS' TvX0L[1CV; (418) introducing her 
following stanza concludes the first section of the kommos in the same way it 
started (cf. Orestes' similar question in 315ff), while her next question 
-1 ... 42 (418-19) looks forward to the second section, T1 TCKO[ICVWV; preparing for the 
narrative account that will follow. Thus this stanza is the transitional point 
between the two sections. The question whether Electra"s introductory 
utterance, and subsequently the narrative section of the kommos, are meant 
to be addressed to Agamemnon or Orestes, is disputed. Lebeck (1971,120-21) 
summarizes the two views, concluding that they should be joined together: 
"'In form and content the second part of the commos resembles the ritual of an 
anakletikos hymnos; however, the old form is put to new purpose. Motifs 
associated with invocation to the dead are used here to rouse the living. "" 
Similarly, Garvie (1986, on 418-19) argues that in the first instance the 
narrative is intended to rouse Agamemnon but its purpose changes as it 
progresses, so it is finally directed at Orestes. Ultimately, as Conacher (1974b, 
339) suggests, the ambiguity as to the actual addressee of this section may be 
intentional. 
In this part of the kommos the responsion of the utterances of Orestes 
and Electra is abandoned, since their roles are no longer parallel. Now 
Electra's stanzas correspond to those of the chorus since they have parallel 
tasks, to inform Orestes of the horrors of Agamemnon"s murder and her 
sufferings. Being the focus of their attention, he delivers a single stanza 
(corresponding to a choral one), which is, however, of critical importance, 
40That this is a cry of total despair and not simply a request for divine help (as the appeals in 
130ff, 246ff) is obvious, as Garvie (1986, on 410-17) argues, from the fact that this is the only 
place in the kommos (until its very end) where the chorus fail in reassuring the two siblings. 
41This phrase has Homeric associations: see Schnyder (1995,135), Bowen (1986, on 410). 
42The plural is again unspecified. Young (1971,308) may be right in suggesting that it means 
the mother and the stepfather. 
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since he makes explicit for the first time in the kommos his decision to kill 
Clytemnestra. 
This section begins with a description by the chorus of their wild, 
oriental-like dirge (cf. 423-24 E'KOýa K04[1O'V "APLOV ... 
KLCTCYLa3. 
.. 
'LTIXE [I LCTTPUIý 43)" 
which is represented as a "professional competence at mourning". 44 Their 
demonstrative gestures are expressed with three unusual, compound 
epithets (see p. 83) and with words pointing to noise (427KTUITCO, CITEPPOOEL/ 
428 KPOTTITOv) and stretching-out movements (426-27 6gy[ia-ra avwOcv 
aVEKOEV). Movement, dance and music must contribute to a powerful scene 
while, as Bowen (1986, on 423) remarks, the steady beat of the iambic trimeter 
is appropriate to an insistent, monotonous lament. The interpretation of the 
aorist C'KOýa is puzzling. It has been suggested that it refers to the present, 45 
to the recent past (the parodOS)46 or to the distant past (the time of 
Agamemnon's murder). 47Perhaps, since we are in the narrative section of the 
kommos, it is better to prefer the third suggestion; the continuation of 
Electra's narrative in the next stanza and the description of her own 
mourning in ant. -9, which thus responds to that of the chorus in str. TI, 
reinforces this view. However, the chorus by performing these gestures in the 
present doubtless re-enact their mourning in the past, recalling the similar 
scene of the parodos as well (especially since the rhythm in both passages is 
iambic), so it seems that the aorist was intended to be taken ambivalently. 48 
In the next stanza Electra focuses on the dishonour Agamemnon 
suffered after his murder by the IMVTOXý103 (430)49 Clytemnestra, namely, 
that he was buried without the presence of citizens and the customary 
mourning. Now Clytemnestra is the sole focus of attention while Aegisthus is 
completely ignored. In ant. L the chorus continue Electra"s description of the 
43Cf. the reference to the Kissian wailing in Pers. 120ff. 
44Bowen (1986, on 424). He also argues (on 423) that its double illustration is probably 
employed to denote its strikingly extravagant character. 
45E. g. by Sommerstein (1980,66-67). For similar instantaneous aorists referring to 
lamentation cf. Sept. 835, E. Supp. 1160, Hel. 673. 
46E. g. Lloyd-Jones (1970,33, on 423). 
47E. g. Garvie (1986, on 423-8). 
48As Goldhill (1984,148) remarks, "once more the openness of the reference allows the 
implication of the repetition of events: Electra, however, recalls the non-burial of 
Agamemnon, which suggests a narrowing of reference. " 
49This idea is repeated in E'TXaS' (433). For the same characterization of Clytemnestra cf. Ag. 
1237 ITOTTOTOXý109,1542 TXýO'fl. 
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outrageous way Agamemnon's body was treated, by referring to the 
mutilation it suffered from Clytemnestra, ýýtacyXaXLO'0-q (439). 50 In ant. -q 
Electra compares the dishonour she suffered with that of Agamemnon, 51 
recalling the occasion of the funeral when she was not allowed to pay the 
tribute due to her dead father, being confined in the interior of the palace (446 
[il)XCO 8' 60EPKTOS', an idea rounded off inKCKpuýtýtcvct, 449). With this account 
she fulfils her promise in 418-19 of describing her suffering. Her solo 
mourning in a secluded space is in contrast to the chorus' group mourning., 
probably in an outer space, as described in the corresponding stanza, so the 
expression of their grief frames the narrative proper. 52 
The position of lines 434-38, which constitute Orestes' first clear 
promise in the kommos to kill Clytemnestra, is decisive for the question 
whether he remains constant in his resolution throughout it or not. 
Schadewaldt (1932), who argues for the first., agrees (345-46) with the ms 
order, i. e. that this stanza comes after line 433. In that case Orestes' decision is 
stated in the middle of this section., while the chorus and Electra continue 
their narrative only to show that Clytemnestra's death, as announced by him, 
is well-deserved. On the other hand, Wilarnowitz (1914,205-10) followed by 
Lesky (1943,101) proposes to transpose the lines after 455, in which case 
Orestes needs to listen to a longer list of past crimes in order to be 
strengthened in his decision. 53 Garvie (1986, on 423-55) summarizes the 
arguments for and against transposition showing, persuasively I think, that 
there is no conclusive reason for it. Therefore it is better to retain the ms 
location, accepting that Orestes has taken his decision before the kommos 
begins, but that he states it explicitly in this place motivated by the additional 
information he receives about Agamemnons dishonour. Lines 436-37 (two 
rhyming and metrically identical cola) emphasize the juxtaposition of divine 
and human will (reinforced by anaphora), this being the first time in the 
kommos that Orestes points clearly to his personal involvement in the deed of 
vengeance. If we accept C'PEýaS, TCLCTCLý in 434,435 respectively (Herwerden's 
5OCf. S. El. 445. For this practice see Garvie (1986, on 439). 
5IThe idea of dishonour is a key-theme in this part of the kommos: 434 dTLýicbý, 435 dTLJiWCTLV, 
443 dTLýiou! ý-, 445 a'TLýLO! 3' (cf. also 408 d'TLýta in the first section), pervading the whole play as 
well (see Macleod 1982b, 141). 
52Similarly, in the kommos of Pers. the narration of the death of the Persian leaders is placed 
between descriptions of mourning. 
53For a reference to some other critics defending and others rejecting this shift see Scott (1984, 
202, n. 95). 
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suggestions instead Of E'XCýa3, TLCTEL of M), Orestes" desire for revenge is 
presented in a more passionate way since he aims his words directly at 
Clytemnestra. 
The third section of the kommos is its climax, as the direct appeal to 
Agamemnon for help, so long postponed, is finally accomplished. The 
sharing of the strophic pair among the three participants quickens the pace of 
the exchange and shows complete unanimity (07CLUL3 TTa'YKOLvo3, as the 
chorus term it in 458). Orestes takes the lead, Electra follows and the chorus 
conclude the stanzas with a much longer utterance. 54 The strophe is rounded 
off by Orestes" appeal to Agamemnon (456 ýVY-YEVOD TTCLTCP ýDOLS-)55 and the 
chorus' balanced response (460), while his utterance in the antistrophe (461 
`Ap-qý "APEL ýUýIPC(XGTL, ALKQ1 ALKa), with its chiastic arrangement and the 
juxtaposition of two polyptota, summarizes the nature of the struggle to 
come: Ares as well as justice will be on both sides. Garvie (1986, on 461) 
comments on the ominous implications of the suggestion (the first such in 
Cho. ) that Clytemnestra can claim justice on her side. joining her voice with 
Orestes', Electra asks for justice from the gods (462), 56 while the chorus 
express a shudder of horror for the doom that is to come (463ff), surprisingly 
after all their previous exhortations towards vengeance. 
The tone of foreboding the chorus express in 463-65 continues into 
the final strophic pair, in effect a lament for the fate of the house. The strophe 
contains nothing but exclamatory phrases reflecting the anxiety of the chorus, 
which culminates in the last two lines (469-70) with the comment about the 
unending troubles of the house. Like other passages in the kommos, several 
references in this stanza are ambivalent. SO aTa (467) can refer either to 
Clytemnestra's or Orestes' ruin, MýIu I UEUUU iTXaya (468) can denote the 
stroke inflicted on Agamemnon as well as that which Clytemnestra will 
suffer. The ominous musical implications of iTapd[io-ucyos- (467), 'discordant, if 
-rTXaya is taken to mean the blow on a musical instrument, and of 8UCTTOva 
(469), if derived ambiguously from TCLVW, 'to stretch the chords", or from 
541t is characteristic that throughout the kommos Orestes is assigned only strophes, thus 
initiating the musical and metrical pattern followed by Electra in the first and the chorus in 
the second section. That may indicate that he is not such a weak character as his utterances 
show, and may anticipate his leading role after the kommos. 
55This appeal recalls the one to Hermes and Zeus in the prologue, yEvoý av[i[, taXoýý (2,19 
respectively). 
56Goldhill (1984,149) remarks that CV6LKW! 3' (462), with the implication of a single standard of 
6LKTI, contradicts A'LKq ALKIa of the previous line. 
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CTTCvw, 57are ironically contrasted with the joyful paean and the 6'XoXvyýtos- the 
chorus had anticipated in 343 and 387 respectively. 58 The antistrophe seems 
to have a more hopeful tone in the sense that it accepts the possibility of 
healing. Cure can be attained only from within the house (471 c'ýtýLOTOV) since 
it concerns a imvo3 cy-ycvTIS- (466), but it will involve a bloody strife (474 
CILýIUTTJpdi., recalls CILýLCITOEU(Ya from 468). The kommos concludes with three 
anapaestic lines introduced with dXXd like the previous epirrhemas, which 
give a more optimistic turn to the preceding foreboding, as they appeal to the 
nether gods59 for victory (in fact, VLKT ,I 
is the very last word of the kommos). 
The alliteration of TT in the last two lines marks the end of the kommos with a 
distinctive musical effect (cf. the same alliterative effect in Sept. 10OOff). 
The final strophic pair with the anapaestic lines that follow interrupt 
the appeal to Agamemnon (456-65), which continues with renewed intensity 
in Orestes' and Electra"s spoken iambics after the end of the kommos (479- 
509). 60 Although some critics find this interruption disconcerting, 61 it Must 
have a specific importance: Orestes and Electra have reached a high degree of 
excitement in appealing to Agamemnon, so they are unaffected by the 
forebodings of the chorus and continue their appeal undiminished; by 
contrast the chorus, having exhorted them in that direction, can now 
withdraw. The long iambic appeal to Agamemnon develops, in a rapid 
exchange, the short lyric one. Orestes, fully determined now., takes the lead 
while Electra answers complementing his utterances, so that their tightly- 
woven pairs recall their corresponding stanzas in the kommos. 62 This iambic 
57For these adjectives see Tucker (1901, on 465,467), Silk (1974,110), Garvie (1986, on 466-8, 
469-70). For 6UCYTOVa KT16'9 Cf. Sept. 984,998 (this adjective is found only in Aeschylus). 
58Haldane (1965,40) points to the importance of the musical imagery in Aeschylus, where it 
is used "to reveal the deeper meaning of the drama", and not simply, as in Sophocles and 
Euripides, "to enhance the effectiveness of the plot and to strengthen the emotional impact 
made on the audience. "' On the prominent role of music in Aeschylus see Moutsopoulos 
(1959). 
59 a0 (476) has been taken to mean the chthonic gods or Agamemnon himself. ýI KaPES' XO'VLOL 
Perhaps the phrase is deliberately ambiguous so as to denote both. For a further discussion 
see Garvie (1986, on 476-8). 
60For a similar appeal to Agamemnon in iambic trimeters cf. E. El. 671-84, Or. 1225-45, both 
shared among Orestes, Electra and a third character who takes the role of the chorus, the old 
man and Pylades respectively. 
61See, for example, Scott (1984,93-94). 
621n two cases, however, Orestes develops what Electra has just said (493,503). 
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exchange presents remarkable symmetry. In its central stichomythic piece 
(489-96) the appeal reaches its climax with the intense invocations of Earth 
and Persephone, the calling upon Agamemnon to remember the manner of 
his murder (which was omitted from the narrative section of the kommos) 
and to rise from his tomb. All this is marked by symmetrical, antiphonal 
utterances, which recall the strophic correspondences of the kommos: the 
vocatives followed by imperatives in 489-90., the repetition of ýiqivqcyo at the 
beginning of 491-92 followed by relative clauses, the matching datives in 493- 
94, the repetition of ap" at the beginning of 495-96. The urgency of the 
invocation is marked by the repetition0f TTaTCP throughout it: 479,481,491, 
493,495,500. After the trimeter invocation the dramatic pace quickens 
significantly, as the plan for revenge is devised and put into action. However, 
the emotional preparation given in the kommos is more important since it 
summons and gains the help of the forces required for the execution of the 





After Tecmessa"s extensive CPY-YEXLa of the affliction that befell Ajax 
(284ff), it is time to see the hero himself. We saw him mad in the prologue, 
now we will see him sane. His appearance is prepared in a long scene (333-47) 
where his off-stage cries (333,336,339) and a more articulate iambic couplet 
(342-43) are commented upon by Tecmessa and the chorus so that his 
prolonged delay creates a mood of suspense before the ekkyklema is finally 
pushed out to reveal him, I probably surrounded by some of the slaughtered 
animals. 
In the kommos that follows all the lyric parts are attributed to Ajax, 
contrasted with the iambic trimeters of Tecmessa and the coryphaeus, a 
division which not only depicts emphatically the clash between their views 
and personalities but also shows that Ajax, by dominating the lyric part of the 
kommos, silences any possible attempts of the other two participants to 
express themselves in a similar way. Ajax's stanzas are of increasing length, 
marked by intense emotion., as reflected in the choice of metre (mainly iambo- 
dochmiac with some choriambs in the first and second pair) and the echoing 
of the cries 'LW' (348=356,394=412) and a'LCt-L a'LCL-L='LW' ýLOL kLOL (370=385). By 
contrast, the comments of Tecmessa and the coryphaeus are constantly 
confined to two trimeters at the end of each stanza. In the second pair they 
also manage to interrupt Ajax"s lyrics half way through, but they are unable 
to repeat that in the third set of stanzas before his passionate utterances, 
whose length transforms the kommos almost into a monody. Burton (1980, 
20) and Gardiner (1987,51-52) comment on the role of the chorus before 
Ajax's appearance (348) as that of an actor fully participating in the 
development of the action. However, when Ajax appears his greatness 
overshadows them, so their role is reduced, confined to some brief, trivial 
comments. 
1Most scholars accept the use of the ekkykleii, la in this scene. See jebb (1896, on 346f. ), 
Kamerbeek (1953, on 346), Taplin (1977,443), Gardiner (1987,61, n. 22), Ewans (1999,183). 
For a different view see Stanford (1963, on 348ff. ). 
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There is a close bond between Ajax and the Salaminian sailors: they 
come from his native land, serve on his ship and have shared with him the 
hardships of long years of war. Thus it is no wonder that before his entrance 
Tecmessa asks them to help him (328ff) and when he appears he indeed turns 
to them for help. At the beginning of his first strophe he addresses them as his 
only friends and companion sailors, stressing their loyalty to his friendship 
(349-50), and calls them to look at his suffering (351-53). Similarly, in the 
corresponding stanza he addresses them with an elaborate phrase, stressing 
once again the close relationship between them (357-58), and directs a 
passionate appeal to them for help (359-60), 2 explained in his following 
request to kill him (361). The chorus are appalled by the sight he presents, so 
in his first couplet (354-55) the coryphaeus does not even address him but 
turns to Tecmessa instead, admitting that she was right in what she said 
about his situation. As for his second request, he receives it with horror, 
trying to avert a new disaster (362-63). 
After his elaborate addresses to the chorus in the first pair, in the 
second strophe Ajax addresses them with a simple opqg (364), expressing his 
shame at the fact that he, a bold, mighty warrior, has turned his wrath against 
unprotected animals (364-66). What he is most ashamed of is that he is being 
mocked by his enemies (367), a notion he also insists on in the corresponding 
verse of the antistrophe (382), there with specific reference to OdysseUS, 3 
whom he attacks in the greatest part of that stanza in language derived, as 
Burton (1980,21) remarks, from the market-place: KCLKOITLVCCYTC(TOV T/ CIX11ýIC[ 
(381), T6'v MýlUXW'TaTOV, eXOpo'v d'XTIýta (388-89). Tecmessa appeals to him 
almost like a suppliant (368 VgCTO[IM c7c), trying to avert his mind from this 
thought but Ajax, who had ignored her presence completely at the beginning 
2Cf. the repetition o-E TOL GE TOL (359). Throughout the first pair Ajax stresses that these 
sailors are the only ones he can look to for help with the repetition of ýIOVOL (349,350), ýIovov 
(359), ýLXOL, (PLXWV (349; cf., similarly, the repeated addresses of Oedipus to the chorus in O. T. 
1321,1329,1343), and the employment of the phrase -yEvo3 ... 
dpcoyov (357), which recalls 
Tecmessa's vao's, G'(PCO'YOL (201). 
3Although the spectators know that this is not true: in the parodos Odysseus not only did not 
laugh at Ajax but pitied him. Ajax himself was laughing in his madness while thinking that 
he was torturing the Atreidae and Odysseus (303). What the heroic code cannot bear is being 
laughed at by enemies, which the heroes imagine at moments of despair. This idea is 
constantly repeated in Aj.: 79,454,957-58,961,969,988-89,1042-43. Cf., similarly, Etini. 
789=819, S. El. 1153, Aii t. 839, Phil. 258,1023,1125, Med. 383,797,1049-50. 
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of the kommos, rebukes her harshly (369). 4 In fact, this is the only case he 
replies to any of the admonitions of his interlocutors, ignoring all their other 
attempts to advise him (cf. their repeated imperatives in 362-63,368,371,386). 
Even when after the end of his singing he composes himself to set forth his 
arguments in an iambic speech (430ff), he still does not respond to them. So 
after ignoring the advice for (Yw#ocrVv-q (371), 5 he turns to himself (372 W" 
8V()-['L0p0S-), 6 expressing his regret at having failed to kill his enemies (372-76). 
Similarly, in the corresponding part of the antistrophe he wishes he could kill 
Odysseus and the Atreidae and then die himself (387-91). 
The fact that he has ceased addressing the chorus shows that he is 
growing increasingly isolated from them. They have tried to help him, as he 
had asked them, but the practical advice they give is not what he had 
expected to hear, so the relationship between them quickly worsens, as he 
feels that they cannot understand him and becomes absorbed in his own 
thoughts. His isolation from the people who could support him is more 
emphatic especially after his reference to the feelings of devotion and loyalty 
between them. Therefore he does not take into account the advice of the 
coryphaeus to face the present situation (377-78) nor his moderate statement 
that god is responsible for joy or calamity (383)7 and continues his attack on 
Odysseus (384). The coryphaeus assumes that Ajax will utter a curse (cf. Phil. 
1113ff'L80L[IaV 6C VLV ... 
) and tries to interrupt him (386 [i-n8cv [iCY" C'L'TFTIý). 8 
4The phrasing of this verse (OUK 
ýKTOý; OU'K 60OPPOV 
... ;) indicates that Tecmessa was trying to 
approach him physically on the ekkyklenia during her previous appeal. 
5The attribution of this verse has been questioned. The manuscripts give it to the chorus, 
which, according to Jebb (1896, on 371), is right, since he believes that Tecmessa would not 
dare speak after Ajax's former rebuke. However, McDevitt (1981) has shown that in the 
Sophoclean amoibaia when the parts of two speakers are reversed in two corresponding 
stanzas, there is always absolute consistency in the division between them, and so he argues 
(22-23) that 371 must be given to Tecmessa, so that her part is naturally taken up by the 
coryphaeus in the antistrophe (386). In addition, it is more appropriate for Tecmessa to cry 
TrpOS- OcCov, an exclamation more touching than one would expect from this chorus (see 
Kamerbeek 1953, on 371). 
6For w" plus nominative see p. 91. 
7For similar ideas see p. 121. 
8Commentators usually compare this phrase with S. El. 830 kT18Ev ýtEy' ai)aiI3, supposing 
that the chorus try to prevent the actor from uttering an irreverent word that can incur divine 
wrath. Exceptionally, Gardiner (1987,62, n. 23 and 152, n. 23) argues that the two phrases 
have a different meaning. 
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Unaffected by this appeal for restraint he continues his thought and, also 
leaving Tecmessa" s appeal (392-93) unanswered, proceeds to sing a longer 
lyric piece. Neither Tecmessa nor the coryphaeus has managed to divert his 
train of thought. 
The structure of the kommos shows that Ajax is in full control of it. In 
the third pair his language regains the dignity it had lost in the second one-9 
His thoughts move away from those around him and his enemies in 
addresses first to the elements of nature (strophe) and then to his natural 
surroundings (antistrophe), indicating in both cases his desire to die. In the 
strophe the urgency of his appeal is emphasized by the repetition of G'XCcT0C 
(396-97) and the oxymoron that darkness is light for him (394-95), which has 
been explained in various ways. So Musurillo, who remarks (1967,9) that 
light and darkness constitute one of the prevalent images in the play, argues 
(10-11) that under these notions Ajax recognizes the two contradicting sides 
of his personality. Burton (1980,22)., on the other hand, thinks that this 
confusion reflects the turmoil in his mind. However, I think that Scott (1996, 
76-78) is right in arguing that Ajax's stanzas show his increasing ability to 
perceive his situation clearly. From the state of pitying himself and asking for 
help, he has now moved to a clearer understanding of his position and sees 
that death is the only option left to him, thus perceiving it in a way that seems 
to be an oxymoron because it is his only deliverance. He explains this in the 
rest of his stanza. He can expect nothing good either from the gods or the 
mortals any longer (397-400): Athena has destroyed him (401-3), he will soon 
be killed by the Greeks (408-9) and there is therefore no means of escape for 
him (note his anxious questions in 404 with the anaphoric repetition of ITCýL). 
In the antistrophe Ajax turns exclusively to the neighbouring 
territories, the sea, the sea-caves, the pastures of Troy (412-13) and Scamander 
(418-19). 10 He speaks to the natural surroundings because there is nobody else 
he can speak to: both gods and men are his enemies (as he has stated in the 
previous stanza), and his close friends cannot understand him. On the other 
hand it is as if he addresses them for the last time since he makes evident his 
intention to commit suicide (414ff, especially 416-17,421-22). 11 He concludes 
his utterance by contrasting his previous greatness, proudly renounced in 
9See Burton (1980,21), Poe (1987,71). 
1OFor similar addresses see p. 93. 
Ilov' ýnj with subjunctive (421-22) gives a strong emphasis (Jebb 1896, on 421f. ) while the use 
of the third person (421ff), which Ajax uses elsewhere as well (98,864), gives a loftier tone to 
his utterance (Stanford 1963, on 426-7). 
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422-26, with his present dishonourable situation, TCLVýV 8" CITLý109 WT86 
TTPOKCLýML (426-27), words "symbolic of what he feels may happen to his 
12 Ajax has lost his TLýIT / corpse, "'. 1, which is what is worth living for in the 
heroic world, and feels as if already dead (ITPOKGLýIaL is used of the dead who 
lie exposed). 
His soliloquy is interrupted by Tecmessa (410-11), who now 
addresses herself (Jo 8VCTTdXaLva), expressing her despair that Ajax is unlike 
his previous self (cf. also 317-20). The form of her expression, accusative plus 
infinitive (TOLa8'... ýWVCLV), is a highly affective exclamation, 13 while she 
deliberately calls himXPTICTLýLOV, pointing back to 405 (his services to the 
army), which would be a motive for him to continue living. 14 In the choral 
couplet that concludes Ajax's song (428-29) the coryphaeus acknowledges his 
complete inability to converse with him any longer and gives up-15 We are far 
from the expectations of a traditional kommos, where the voices of the 
participants are united for a common purpose. 
By contrast, what is emphatically depicted in this exchange is the 
conflict between the mourner and his interlocutors. Ajax laments the loss of 
his TLý01 while the chorus and Tecmessa try to advise him on practical 
matters. Thus, it is soon realized by both parties that there cannot be real 
communication between them, so Ajax pursues his own train of thought 
without responding to them, while they soon give up their attempts to advise 
him: in the third pair Tecmessa speaks to herself and the coryphaeus 
expresses only his bewilderment. Through this conflict the ordinary, weak 
men, concerned chiefly about practical issues, act as a foil to Ajax's greatness, 
who is concerned to maintain his honour by killing himself. 
In this kommos, then, we see Ajax's view of his deed. He feels no 
guilt for his assault - Odysseus and the Atreidae were his enemies since they 
denied him theTL[iý due to him, and so according to the heroic code he had to 
harm them. He is grieved only about his bad luck in slaughtering the animals 
instead of them. The only way to make up for his failure and to preserve his 
TL [ITI is to die; in 417 he claims that any man who is sane (#ovCJv) will agree 
with that. This appears again as his only option in his iambic speech (430ff), 
12Burton (1980,23). He also suggests (22) that after uttering these words Ajax "falls amid the 
carnage like a cast out corpse", thus enacting what he has already said. 
13See Kamerbeek (1953, on 410,411). 
14Stanford (1963, on 410). 
15As Stanford (1963, on 428-9) remarks, the full antithesis in these verses shows the utter 
helplessness of the chorus. 
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where he considers carefully all the possibilities left to him. 16Simpson (1969) 
sees in the play the transformation of Ajax from a doer of deeds to a speaker 
of words, defining three stages in this process, ""first as a man of violent 
action, then as passive and wailing after he recovers his sanity, finally as the 
Ajax who uses reason and discourse to achieve the vision of reality which 
justifies his suicide"' (93), which, he argues, correspond roughly to his 
appearance in the prologue, then in the kommos and finally from 433ff up to 
865. However, as has already been stated, the kommos shows a gradual 
process from a helpless Ajax pointing to his predicament (first pair) to an 
evaluation of his deed (second pair) and finally to an estimation of the results 
and taking of decisions (third pair). Accordingly his stanzas grow longer as 
his thought develops, continuing in the iambic speech, so that at the end of it 
the coryphaeus recognizes that now Ajax speaks totally from his own mind 
(482 -rýs- CYCLUTOD #cvog), in contrast to Tecmessa's previous realizations (317- 
20,410-11). 
01-262,879-973 
If this kommos enacts the greatness of Ajax in comparison with 
lesser, ordinary men, in those which precede and follow it (201-262,879-973) 
his importance in their lives is stressed through his absence. These two 
kommoi can be examined together since the circumstances under which they 
occur have a mirroring effect. The first one comes after the parodos in which 
the Salaminian sailors expressed their fears about the rumours that Ajax 
slaughtered the cattle of the Achaeans, and in its last stanza (192ff) appealed 
to him to appear and resolve their anxieties. However, instead of him 
Tecmessa appears to inform them of his situation and confirm their fears. The 
second kommos follows the re-entry of the chorus after Ajax' s suicide (866ff), 
which presents marked signs of agitation, in contrast to the solemn anapaestic 
parodos, mirrored in the divided entry of the chorus and their movement 
about the orchestra, as they look desperately for Ajax. However, instead of 
him Tecmessa appears again as a messenger, this time to report a more 
16As Knox (1964,34-36) remarks, the desire for death is frequent in Sophocles, and several 
times it is realized in the form of suicide. "It is no accident that the plays of Sophocles contain 
so many suicides... The world as it is, life as it is lived, refuses them freedom to be what they 
are, and they are ready to leave it rather than to change. "' (42) 
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terrible disaster, the death of Ajax, so she cannot compose herself to deliver 
the stately anapaests she did in 201ff; instead, now her first utterances are 
interjections of grief (891,893). 
In both cases the chorus receive the news expressing fear for the 
future. In the first kommos they fear death by stoning (254-56), in the second 
their first thought is that theirVOUTOS' is at risk (900). The Salaminian sailors 
are weak men, completely dependent on Ajax without whose protection they 
are defenceless (cf. 137ff, 165ff). Like the chorus, Tecmessa is utterly 
destroyed by Ajax's death (896), considering the enslavement that awaits her 
and her son (944-45). Whereas at the end of the first kommos Tecmessa has 
managed to calm the agitation of the chorus, however wrong they may be in 
their estimation of Ajax's situation, at the end of the final kommos the tension 
has not been relaxed, but the chorus are prepared to face the new situation 
that Ajax has created with his death. Thus these two kommoi start the two 
distinct sections of the play, the first dominated by Ajax"s presence, the 
second by his dead body. 
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2. ELECTRA 121-250 
In S. El. the heroine dominates the play. She is a constant presence on 
stage, and thus the centre of attention, for some 1400 lines, from her first 
appearance (line 86) till the very end of the play, with the exception of the 
third stasimon (1384-97) during which she withdraws in the palace. She is 
situated outside the doors of the palace (cf. 108-9,328,518), lamenting for 
Agamemnon and expressing her resistance to the tyranny of Aegisthus and 
Clytemnestra. Her loud cries constitute a threat to the political and social 
order (cf. 641-42), so it is not surprising that Aegisthus considers shutting her 
up in a rocky cavern (381-82). 1 According to Sophocles' habit of presenting 
characters paired so as to emphasize the conflict between them, Electra's 
personality is unfolded in depth through her successive encounters with the 
chorus, Chrysothemis and Clytemnestra. However, before she is presented 
engaged in any sort of confrontation with other characters, it is important for 
the spectators to get a first picture of her while alone. This is achieved 
through her monody (86-120), which is a natural link between the prologue 
and the parodos. 
The structure of the opening of the play, i. e. the division between 
characters who neither address one another nor occupy the stage together 
(first Orestes, Pylades and the Paedagogus, then Electra alone), is a feature 
unique in the extant Sophoclean tragedies but a device often used by 
Euripides (Hipp., Hec., L T., Ion, Pho. ). 2 Scholars generally agree that the 
separation of brother and sister corresponds to the opposite traits they 
embody, the incompatible worlds they represent as male and female. 
Woodard (1964,165ff) discusses extensively the contrast between male C'pya 
and female XO'YOL: Orestes, being confident and ambitious, plans and acts 
while Electra only moans and suffers passively. The difference between them 
is emphasized visually as well: Orestes is well-dressed, Electra in rags (this 
visual contrast will continue with the appearance of the chorus). Kitzinger 
(1991,302ff) defines the duality of sexes rather in the contrast between male 
and female XO'YOL: while Orestes uses language as a means to achieve his 
1The phrasing of these verses is strongly reminiscent of AW. 773-74 where Creon announces 
the manner of Antigone's death. 
2The successive appearances of brother and sister, with the former planning to act and the 
latter being concerned about his fate, is very similar to the prologue of I. T. 
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plans, for Electra it is a way of being, she is defined through it. The two 
different voices are merged when Electra's passionate cry Lw' ýLOL [-LOL 
81)'CYTTI'VO3 (77) with its long, heavy syllables interrupts Orestes" rational 
exposition of his course of action. 3 
Orestes recognizes Electra's voice, but urged by the Paedagogus to 
action, does not stay to overhear, as in the similar scene of E. El., so the fact 
that there is nobody to listen to Electra's monody emphasizes her solitary 
mourning. Barner (1971,284-85) stresses the greater importance a monody 
delivered at the beginning of a play has for the depiction of the ethos of a 
character (whether this is his first utterance or not), as compared with one 
delivered in another part of the play. 4AII the themes suggested in Electra"s 
monody are developed in the parodos and in other parts of the play: the 
description of her mourning and the manner of Agamemnon's death, her 
intention not to cease lamenting, the comparison of herself with the 
nightingale, the prayer for revenge. 5 So by the end of her monody the 
spectators have all the clues that constitute her character. 6 
The concept of time, as Electra perceives it in her monody and the 
parodos, is, like all the other qualities she embodies, in contrast with that of 
Orestes and the Paedagogus in the prologue. 7Whereas for them time is 
linear, meaning movement forward, for her it is static and does not mean any 
change. 8Her days and nights are all the same, constituting an endless process 
of mourning, and she envisages the future in exactly the same way. Her 
emblems are the always wailing nightingale (107,147-49), 9 who suits her 
31n contrast to this play which opens with two clearly different attitudes, in Clio. the voices of 
Orestes and Electra complement one another both before and during the great kommos. 
4Similarly, Burton (1980,189) argues that this device for the introduction of the principal 
actor "isolates his personality, increases the pathos of his situation, and evokes a heightened 
emotional response from audience and reader". 
5This theme that was prompted in the kommos of Clio. mainly by the chorus is here enacted 
by Electra. Thus the focus has shifted from a communal prayer shared by the chorus and two 
actors to the prayer of an individual. 
6Sophocles and Euripides are more interested in exploring Electra's character than in 
depicting the fate of the house of the Atreidae, as Aeschylus does, so her monody as well as 
the lyric exchange with the chorus serve this purpose. 
7Woodard (1965,196f f) gives an extensi%, e discussion of the two different visions of time. 
8Her constant, unmoving presence on the stage during almost the entire play embodies 
visually that quality. 
9The chorus also liken her to the ITGLV&PTOý a-q6w'v in the second stasimon 1075-77. 
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mental state (147 c1papcv #cvaý) in that they are both distraught with grief 
(cf. 149 o'pvL! 3 aTVCOýtCVO[, IO 135 dXikLv for Electra), and the ever tearful Niobe 
(150-52), whom she considers a goddess because of her constancy in grief-11 
The term best applied to Electra"s case is aCL (cf. 122,141,148,165" 218, 
1075). 12 To human beings who are subject to time and nothing in their life 
remains unchangeable this notion is not properly applied, thus she obtains a 
god-like quality., like Niobe. 13 
Seaford (1985), comparing Electra's mourning with ancient and 
modern mourning practices in Greece, shows that what is unusual about her 
case is the boundlessness of her lamentation. The period of mourning 
normally terminates at a specific time after death and the mourners are 
reincorporated into the everyday social life. Electra, on the contrary, insists on 
her lamentation beyond the socially accepted limits. As Seaford (1985,318-20) 
remarks, her social exclusion or liminality corresponds visually to her staying 
outside the doors of the palace for almost the whole play while the 
punishment Aegisthus is thinking of imposing on her can be paralleled to 
certain penalties imposed by funerary legislation on women who ignored the 
restrictions on excessive manifestations of grief. Electra is alone in her defiant 
mourning for her father (cf. 100-1,119-20 with the emphatic position of ýIoVvTl 
at the beginning of 119), starting her monody with an invocation of the 
natural elements (86-87) as witnesses of her many dirges and concluding it 
with an appeal to the nether powers (110ff) for help in the vengeance of 
Agamemnon's murder. 
As Winnington-Ingram (1980,224) notes, the parodos of this play 
together with the monody that precedes it constitute the longest lyric 
composition in Sophocles, which must have a special importance for the 
depiction of the relationship between Electra and the chorus. We cannot say 
IOThe chorus apply this participle to Andromache in Aiidr. 131 sympathizing with her grief 
but also reproaching her for useless resistance to necessity. 
IlThe story of Niobe is a classic one of a mortal who incurred the wrath of the gods because 
of her presumption (see Whitman 1951,93-94). However, her steadfastness in affliction made 
her divine, and this is how Sophocles treats her (cf. AW. 834ff). 
12Maybe we should also read with jebb (1894) a'LC'L in 152 referring to Niobe's perpetual grief, 
as a! Ev in 148 refers to the ever-lasting lament of the nightingale, although CL'La7L gives an exact 
responsion between 152 and 136. The notion of time endlessly repeating itself is also stressed 
by Electra in her second kommos with the chorus, 851-52Traýtýiijvw ... 
13Timelessness is a characteristic quality of the Opýi)os- of the Sophoclean Electra. In the 
Euripidean play &EL is referred once in her monody (145) but it is not given much emphasis. 
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with certainty when the chorus enter the orchestra, but we can assume that it 
probably happens while Electra still sings since, as their opening words show, 
they have heard at least some of her words. It would be an effective dramatic 
device if their appearance coincided with Electra's urgent invocation of the 
Erinyes in 115 (suggested by the asyndetic juxtaposition of C'McT", Cipq(ITC, 
TELCTW30C), which in a way would point to their role in helping her "to balance 
the counterweight of sorrow" (119-20). 14 
The chorus consists of noble women of Mycenae (129 -ycPG0Xa 
yEvvmcov, 226 ýLXL(a -ycv60XcL) with the status of citizens (1227 TFOXLTL86! ý. ). 15This 
means that they share a social status similar to Electra's, and thus that they 
can advise her with some authority. Similarly, in E. El. the chorus, local 
country-women, suit the present position of the heroine as the wife of a 
farmer. The fact that in these plays Electra finds herself among women of a 
similar social environment has a specific importance because it marks her 
behaviour, namely, her insistence on excessive mourning and a life deprived 
of any joys, as standing out from the normal lives they lead. This serves to 
emphasize in both cases her misery and isolation, not only because of her 
exceptional behaviour but also because she is aware that her equals 
disapprove of it. In the Sophoclean play emphasis is placed on the mutual 
friendship between Electra and the chorus (cf. 134). She is assured of their 
sympathy and concern for her: she states that they have come to console and 
comfort her (cf. 130 TFapaýIVOLov, 229 TFaPaTOPOL). On the other hand, the chorus 
express almost maternal feelings towards Electra, as is indicated in 234 ý16TTJP 
fJ COCTCL TLý TFLUTa and their addresses to her asTreCL (121,827) andTCKvov (154, 
174), and stress that they advise her with goodwill (233 cV'voLq y' aU'K). They 
also have common dislikes: in 126ff they wish death for Agamemnon's 
16 a'8dv). 17 murderer, although with some reserve (C'L [10L OC[IL9 TG'18' U 
The intimacy and friendship between Electra and the chorus are also 
reflected in the structure of the parodos-18 In the strophic pairs the singers are 
14Similarly, in the parodos of HcI. the chorus arrive after Helen's invocation of the Sirens to 
accompany her lament (see pp. 251ff). 
15For an extensive discussion of the social status and age of the chorus see Burton (1980,186- 
87). 
16Kells (1973, on 126f) has no doubt that 6 -rd8E -rropW'v refers to Aegisthus, while jebb (1894, 
on 123ff) and Kamerbeek (1974, on 126) argue that the masculine singular may include 
Clyten-Lnestra as well. 
17For a similar phrase cf. Ant. 1259. 
18See Scott (1996,152ff). 
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assigned roughly equal parts with Electra echoing closely the metres of the 
chorus, which shows a basic agreement between them. As Burton (1980,190) 
puts it, ""Electra and the chorus together explore the pathos of her 
predicament. " However, in the epode things change. It is the first time in the 
parodos that the parts of the singers are unequal. After three anapaestic lines 
(spondaic paroemiacs) by the chorus Electra bursts into a much longer 
utterance employing a mixture of rhythms (dactylic, anapaestic, dochmiac, 
iambic), thus this time constructing her own song rather than continuing 
theirs. This reflects her disagreement with their views and her rejection of 
their advice. As Scott (1996,156) remarks, "the women's music is stilled by 
her forceful tone; they are unable to continue the musical dialogue and reply 
in spoken iambics 11 . 
19 
Throughout the parodos the chorus try to restrain Electra's excessive 
grief by urging her to moderation, thus the contrast between their common- 
sense arguments and her obsession is emphasized. So the parodos takes the 
form of an agon where one character tries unsuccessfully to persuade 
another. 20 This is obvious in the iambic choral statement following the 
kommos where the coryphaeus admits defeat (252-53). As Burton (1980,196) 
remarks, through this extensive confrontation with the chorus "'the tragic 
depths of Electra's heart and mind are gradually disclosed before our eyes... 
None of the effects of this process ... could have been so powerfully achieved 
by a conventional ode for the chorus alone. "' The role of the chorus is to drag 
Electra out of her lamentation and not to join her in it. However, they are 
moved by the depiction of her misery and join their voices with hers once, in 
the third strophe (193ff), where their lamenting anapaests recall those of her 
monody, but they soon return to their previous reproving, hortative tone 
(213ff). Therefore this kommos, like the parodos of the Euripidean El., does 
not constitute a communal, shared lamentation in the manner of the kommos 
of Cho., thus Electra stands isolated among the women of the chorus, who 
have come only to distract her from her mourning. 
The Mycenean women start their lyric dialogue with Electra by 
expressing their disapproval of her excessive mourning (123 aKOPEUTOV 
19Linforth (1963,93) holds a different view, that the epode expresses a decline in Electra's 
emotional situation, which the chorus perceive abandoning lyric expression, but I am not 
persuaded by his arguments. 
20See Burton (1980,195). This is the first in a series of agones that will follow, namely, with 
Chrysothemis and Clytemnestra, during which the action is stilled. Agonistic is also the spirit 
of the kommos in 823ff, especially in its first pair where the chorus try to console Electra. 
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OL[iWyav). She is aware of her excesses (131-32 618d -rC Kal ýUV'LTJýU 
V _6CL [11 
'py'21 222 the stronger phrase C'ýOL8', 0' X6 6a) and, as she states later, feels 
shame for her conduct (cf. 254-55,616-17), yet she is unwilling to give up 
lamenting (132-33). 22 In fact, as she explains in 221,223-24"23 it is a passionate 
compulsion for her: being surrounded by evils she has to react accordingly. 24 
However, in the first strophe she does not defend her lamentation but merely 
asks the women to leave her perform her task (135-36). 
On the other hand, in their next two stanzas the chorus try to show 
Electra that her lamentation leads her nowhere (140 eTT' apjXavov, 142 
aVG[X-UCTLS' 0U'8E[ILa, 144 TCOV 8-u#opwv) with conventional commonplaces: she 
will not raise the dead with her YOOL (137ff), she is not the only one who has 
lost her father (153ff). 25 As Burton (1980,191) remarks, there is a tone of 
rebuke in these statements, emphasized with OV'TOL (137,153). What Electra 
opposes to the disapproval of the chorus is the ideal of filial piety (145-46), 
expressed in her constancy in grief for Agamemnon, which she exemplifies by 
applying to herself the legendary figures of Procne and Niobe (147ff). She 
returns to the theme of filial piety in the epode (237ff), where she presents her 
argument in terms of a natural law (238 C'PXa(7TC). The chorus themselves, 
although they disagree with her attitude in the parodos, praise her for her 
devotion to her father in the second stasimon (cf. 1081 TL3 C'1V Cl')TFCITPLý W8C 
PXao--r0L; ). 
In the second strophe the chorus point to her extreme behaviour by 
contrasting it with the moderate way her sisters, Chrysothemis and 
lphianassa, bear their grief, and try to encourage her with the thought of 
21The chorus in AW. 875 use the same word to refer to Antigone's disposition. 
22For the use of [ii) ou at the beginning of 133 cf. 107. 
23Maybe we can trace a similar interpretation in 236, if we take KaKOTaTO9 in the sense of 
'their wickedness' (see Kamerbeek 1974, on 236), in which case the meaning is: "There is no 
measure in their wickedness, so I have to behave accordingly. " But perhaps it is better to 
understand KaKOraTog as 'my wretchedness' (see the translation of jebb 1894), in which case 
Electra seems to say that there is no point in her plight where she can stop, as the chorus have 
suggested (so Winnington-Ingram 1980,338). 
24This idea is repeated in 256 and 308-9, at the beginning and end of Electra's iambic speech 
after the parodos, where she gives a more rational account of the necessity that defines her 
conduct, and in 619-21, in her confrontation with Clytemnestra, with verbal similarities as 
well: cv 8ELVCLS' 8E'LV' (221), EV TCLS' KO. KCL9 ... KC[Ka 
(308-9), aýaXpcýLg ... aýaXpd (621). 
25For similar statements see p. 121. 
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Orestes' glorious return to Mycenae as the lawful heir of his father. 26 In 
response, Electra points first to her miserable state as being unmarried and 
childless, always lamenting (164-67), 27 and then rejects the optimism of the 
chorus about Orestes' homecoming commenting on his long delay (167-72). 28 
The chorus understand that Electra is at the limits of her despair, 
hence their following attempt to encourage her (173 OdpcycL ý10L, OaPUEL). They 
have a strong belief in the justice of Zeus - they have already mentioned that 
it is under his guidance that Orestes will arrive at Mycenae (162-63 ALo's- 
C4POPL PTWaTL) - so they advise her to rely on him (174ff). They view 
vengeance as the result of two interacting powers (180ff), a human (Orestes) 
and a divine (the god by Acheron)., 29with Zeus supervising all things from 
heaven. Similarly, in the third strophe the chorus see the killing of 
Agamemnon as the result of both a human and a supernatural agent (199- 
200). 30 As Scott (1996,156) remarks, the chorus represent a more Aeschylean 
view than Electra, trusting in the gods to take an active part in the execution 
of Justice. They tried to teach her moderation by expressing their belief that 
time is a great healer (179), but Electra rejects it by stating the opposite: the 
passage of time has plunged her into greater despair (185ff). 186-88 repeat in 
other words the content of 164-67 of the corresponding stanza: d'VCV TEKCCOV 
(187) echoes CITCKVOS' (164) while 188 is an elaboration0f aVVýLýGUT09 (165). 
This time Electra adds more information about her miserable life (189ff), 
describing her almost servile status, like a stranger (C'ITOLK09), in the palace of 
her father, 31 being ill-clothed. 32ill-fed. 
26His characterization as O'XPLOS' (160), surprising since he is an exile, is explained in the 
following relative clause while the long postponement of his name after the pronoun ok (160) 
comes triumphantly at the very end of the sentence. 
27The insistence on the alphas in this section enhances the lamenting effect: 
aKa ýMTGI... CITE KVOý, TaXaLV' aVVýtýEVTOS'... alfql)UTOV. For 8aKPI)GL ýtu&aVa (166) cf. Pers. 539 
-1 - &(IýIV8aXEOV3 8aKpV9L KOXITW)ý and for avq'VI)TOI) OLTOV (166-67) AW. 859 TPLTroXL(7TOV OITOV. 
28For aEL [-tE'i) yap TrOOCL, TrOKV 8' OU'K aýLCL ýavývaL (171-72) cf. 305-6,319. 
29jebb (1894, on 183) has no doubt that the god mentioned is Hades, but Kells (1973, on 173ff) 
and Kamerbeek (1974, on 182-184) argue that the reference is to Agamemnon who rules in the 
underworld. A similar idea is expressed by the chorus in Clio. 355ff. Cf. also the similar 
phrasing used to describe Amphiaraus' status in the underworld in S. El. 839ff. 
30Cf. 528, Ag. 15OOff. 
31Cf. also 6OUXEUELV (814), 6ovXcuw (1192) as well as Clio. 135 Kd'YW' [icv aVTL80UX03. 
32For her appearance see the comments of Orestes in 1177,1181. Cf. also E. El. 107ff, 184ff. 
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Moved by the extent of Electra's misery, the chorus find themselves 
unable to offer any further consolation, so they join her lamentation by 
turning to the past and recalling Agamemnon's murder. The change in tone is 
marked by the shift to anapaests with heavy spondees (193-96) and the 
anaphora Of OLKTpa (193,194). The exact interpretation of lines 193-94 is not 
certain, but, as Electra confirms in 203, they suggest that the murder was 
committed at a banquet. 33 Jebb (1894, on 193-196) believes that O'L KTpa ýLCV 
VOCTTOLS' al) a '6 ' (193) refers to Cassandra's cry at the return from Troy34 or 
perhaps to the forebodings of the people at Mycenae, and the cry ev KOLTMý 
ITaTp(ýMS' (194) to that of the dying Agamemnon or to Cassandra"s death-cry 
(in this case KOLTM3 means 'couch). Kamerbeek (1974, on 193-196) finds this 
interpretation probable but he prefers to see 193-94 as a sort of hendiadys 
which refers to Agamemnon's own death-cry when he was murdered on his 
return (in this case ITaTPW'aL3 means J'ancestral" and the whole phrase ev 
KOLTaLS* IMTPCýM3 is meant to suggest the hall of the Pelopidae where the 
meal took place). Whatever interpretation we accept, KOLTaL3 has ominous 
associations as referring to Agamemnon"s death-couch (cf. E. El. 158KOLTa, CV 
OLKTPOTC[Ta 00[VdT0-U). 35But perhaps the lack of precision in these two lines is Ct 
intentional, as Burton (1980,192-93) argues, suggesting the agitation of the 
chorus at trying to imagine what happened on that terrible night. The 
symmetrical phrasing of verse 197, with the mirroring effect produced by 
36 CLCrOL3 - KTGLvag, emphasizes the matching powers that 60x0s. - 40S., 4, 
coordinated in order to lead to Agamemnon's murder. 
The recollection by the chorus of Agamemnon's murder arouses 
Electra to a higher emotional pitch, as she first comments on that terrible 
event (201-6), then passes to the destructive effect it had on her life (207-8) 
and finally concludes her stanza with the wish that Zeus may punish the 
33Cf. also 284. Sophocles, in contrast to the Aeschylean account (followed by Euripides) that 
Agamemnon was killed in his bath (Ag. 1539-40, Clio. 998-99, E. El. 157), follows the Homeric 
version (Od. 11.409ff) that he was murdered at a banquet celebrating his return. 
34He believes that this phrase is modelled on the Homer .I1 11 ic OLKTPOTaT'ql) 61Ta of Cassandra as 
she dies (Od. 11.421). Kells (1973, on 193ff), however, does not agree with jebb about the 
Homeric influence on this passage since the circumstances of the murder were different in 
Homer: there Agamemnon was killed in Aegisthushouse where he was invited by him. 
351n 272KOLTTl TraTpos- refers to Agamemnon's marriage-bed. For the frequent conflation of 
marriage and death in tragedy see pp. 215ff- 
36An epic form used only here by Sophocles, as Jebb (1894, on 197) notes, which obviously 
gives a loftier tone to the phrase. 
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doers (209-12). Her emotional state is marked by the heavy spondaic 
anapaests in 201-4 (corresponding to those of the chorus in 193-96), the 
anaphoric repetition of w' in 201,203 (corresponding to thatOf OLKTP(2 in the 
choral utterance) and Of a'L (207-8), 37 the pleonastic expression TrcLcydv... 
TTXCOV ... EXOLCYTa (201-2) and the alliteration ofTr in 210, which draws attention 
to the theme of revenge. 
After this stanza, where for the first and only time in the parodos the 
chorus mourn in unison with Electra, they resume their previous conflict with 
greater emphasis. They harshly rebuke her for her previous prayer for 
vengeance (213), finding it excessive and dangerous. Now for the first time 
they use the word a'TI] to describe her state of mind, accusing her of bringing 
herself to this state of misery and making her situation worse: 215ffO'L KCL CIS. 
C'LS' C"1T0L338... Cyq ... TLKTOUCr' Ck'LGL 
ýUXq TTOXC[ioug and in the epode 235 kn'l 
TLKTCLV39 it CT" GtTC1V CITMý, a reproach which Electra does not argue (she uses 
the same word in 224). Her troubles cannot be comforted by any consolation 
(226-28), 40 so she asks the women of the chorus to leave her in peace (229 
recalls 135). After her emphatic resolve not to cease lamenting, stated twice in 
this stanza (223-25,231-32), the chorus give up any further arguments to 
exhort her towards their way of thinking. 41 In their short part in the epode 
they can only stress their good will in advising her. In response, Electra 
concludes her part in the kommos by stating once more her resolve to 
continue honouring her father with her lamentation (239-43), 42 and then 
passing to a more general moral statement, which justifies her lamentation 
and invocation of retribution, that the punishment of the murderers is 
required so that reverence and respect will not vanish from earth (244-50). 
371t refers to the murderous hands mentioned in 206. Note the use of TrPO80TOV (208), which 
was also used in 126 after a similar phrase, KaK4 TE XELP'L. 
38For this phrase cf. Aj. 260 OLKCLCX lTaOTI. 
39As Segal (1966,490) argues, the repetition of this verb is ironic in view of Electra's 
childlessness. 
40For the several interpretations suggested for the dative TLVL (228) and thus the different 
meanings of this phrase see jebb (1894, on 226ff. ). 
41Burton (1980,195) sees a tone of resignation in the combination of particles axx' obv... 'YE 
(233). 
42As Kamerbeek (1974, on 241-243) remarks, the image given for theyOOL in 242-43 is that of 
winged creatures, which is reinforced by the use Of 0'ýVTO'VCOV (cf. Aj. 630 6'ýVTOVOUS' 
Rehm (1994,174, n. 22) suggests that the reference here is to the nightingale. 
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The kommos has reached its end with Electra having imposed her 
personality upon the chorus. 43 Her perpetual mourning constitutes her ethos; 
she is identified with and defined through it. This is the only way she can 
show her devotion to her father and the only counterbalance she can oppose 
to the dire circumstances of her life. So, although she is aware of her excessive 
behaviour, she has decided to continue her countless threnodies as long as the 
circumstances remain the same. Nothing can comfort her, thus she rejects all 
such attempts of the chorus. Their admonitions simply serve as a foil to her 
character, preparing for her confrontations with Chrysothemis and 
Clytemnestra. Here, as in Aj. 348ff the kommos of shared grief, uniting 
individual and group, is replaced by an encounter which demonstrates the 
impermeable isolation of its exarchos. Placed near the beginning of the play, it 
prefigures a course of action yet to be taken, rather than providing emotional 
closure. 
43Similarly, in the shorter kommos in 823ff Electra finally prevails over the chorus, as she 




Scholars generally acknowledge the 'marriage to death' motif in Ant. 
and Antigone as the par excellence 'bride of Hades' in Greek tragedy. This 
motif is to be explored in the light of the frequent conflation of the wedding 
and funeral rites in tragedy, which reflects the close connection between these 
two rituals in real life. 1 
Some common elements between them may be summarized as 
follows. Both the bride and the groom as well as the dead are ritually bathed, 
dressed and adorned; the bride is veiled, the corpse is covered; both the bride 
and the dead are escorted to their new "home' in a procession which often 
involves a horse-cart, with the accompaniment of family and friends and with 
music and dance; both ceremonies end in a banquet. As Rehm (1994,22) 
notes,, the connection between the two rites is reflected in the term Ký8Oý, 
which is used to refer both to a 'relation by marriage' and to the 'funeral 
ritual'. In the wedding as well as in the funeral ceremony women had a 
prominent role. In fact, these were the public events in which they had the 
most important part. The association between the two rituals in real life finds 
its equivalent in funerary iconography, 2 e. g. a woman who died before 
marriage is often presented on her death-couch in her wedding attire; Hermes 
as ývXoTT%iTrOs- often takes the dead woman by the wrist to lead her to Charon 
or to her grave, a gesture normally performed by the groom, as we see from 
wedding illustrations. 
For a young girl the transition from her maiden life to that of a 
married woman meant isolation, separation from her friends and family, and 
could thus be compared to death. It is characteristic that a sense of loss 
pervades wedding hymns as well as funeral dirges alike since both occasions 
mark an irreversible transition. 3 As Seaford (1987,106) puts it, in the cases of 
death before marriage "a transition effected by nature (death) is enclosed by 
the imagination within a similar transition effected by culture (marriage)"'. 
Often in the epitaphs the death of an unmarried girl is imagined as her 
ITwo recent studies which deal extensively with the above themes are Seaford (1987) and 
Rehm (1994). 
2Rehm (1994,30-42) gives an extensive treatment of this subject. 
3See Smyth (1900, cxv) and for parallels in modem Greece Coulton (1983, esp. 130ff). 
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wedding with Hades. 4 Rose (1925,242) argues in his anthropological 
treatment of the subject that ""the tale of Kore being carried off by Hades is a 
kind of 'projection' from the many human KO PCL L who had had the same 
experience. "' Similarly, a young man who died before marriage is sometimes 
talked of as the groom of Persephone. 5 
It is evident from the above that the 'marriage to death' motif was not 
a mere dramatic device but something familiar to the spectators from their 
everyday experience, which offered the tragedians the opportunity for further 
development and exploitation. So, for example, Hecuba adorns the dead 
Astyanax with robes that would be appropriate for his wedding (Tro. 1218- 
20). The TTCTFXOL and CTTCýaVOý Medea sends to Jason's future wife turn out to 
be "AL8a KOCTý103 (Med. 980-81), so that she will be a bride in the underworld 
(985VEPTEPOLS' 6" T'18TJ TTO. Pa VVýIýOKOJITJUCL). Evadne, dressed as a bride, 6 sings 
a monody where she recalls her marriage with Capaneus and envisages her 
intended suicide as an erotic union with him in Hades (E. Slipp. 990-1030). 7 
Turning now to the specific case of Antigone, Creon punishes her 
with a marriage in Hades (654), i. e. burial while still alive in a rocky cave 
(773-74), since this punishment is suitable, as he explains (777-78), for the 
crime of one who has been so much devoted to Hades. Later on, the 
description of Haemon's suicide in the vuýiýciov "AL80V (1205) has obvious 
erotic overtones (1234ff). He is united with Antigone in death (1240-41), and 
so Creon"s threat that he would never marry her while she lives (750) 
becomes true. However, although the image of Antigone as bride of Hades 
pervades a large part of the play, it is especially prominent in the kommos 
between her and the chorus (806ff). 
It is likely that in this scene she appears wearing a wedding dress, as 
she is going to her groom. 8 However, her cýaycLqTj as a bride to her new 
4For some references see Rose (1925, n. 2), Seaford (1987,106,107, esp. nn. 11,16,17). 
-5See Rose (1925, n. 3). The death of a son while about to get married is the most painful loss 
and one that deserves the greatest mourning (see 11.23.222ff). 
6For Evadne's attire see Collard (1975,1.22; 11. on 990-1033,1054). 
7For similar references in tragedy cf. also Tro. 445, Or. 1109, I. A. 461. 
8According to Benett - Tyrrell (1991-92,107) another costume would contradict the audience's 
CF V WV expectations. They also argue (109), following Jebb (1900, on 1222), that the L8' 
mentioned in 1222 should be identified with her veil, which, in a perversion of the ceremony 
of (Ai)aKaXVTT-FTjpLa ývhich denoted the bride's consent to 
her forthcoming marriage, Antigone 
removes in order to hang herself, thus denoting her consent to her unusual marriage. Rehm 
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"home' is identified with her kýopd as a corpse to her grave, the only case in 
tragedy where a character participates in his own funeral procession, a theme 
repeatedly emphasized (810-11,821-22,888,920). So in Antigone"s 
representation in this scene the two rites are conflated, although perverted, 
since there are no wedding hymns for her (813-16,876-77,917 aVVýIGVMoý) nor 
funeral dirges (847,876 a'KXaVTos-, 881-82). Both types of song would be 
normally sung by women, the former by her female friends, 9 the latter by her 
female relatives. Instead, Antigone"s partner in this lyric exchange is a chorus 
of elders. 
In fact, as Seaford (1987,108) suggests, the hymn to Eros the chorus 
sing before her entrance (third stasimon) is appropriate to a hymeneal 
context, in particular the reference to its power in nature, which was aTOTTO! ý' 
of the later wedding ceremony. However, ironic is the fact that while the 
chorus emphasize the power of love Antigone is walking towards her death 
(eros and thanatos, while poignantly contrasted, also appear as one and the 
same). Seaford also remarks (1990,78) that this imaginary wedding 
procession constitutes an inversion of a normal one in the sense that Antigone 
will join her natal family (867,892-93,897-99), whereas in real life the girl 
would permanently leave it. It is worth noticing that the metre of the third 
stasimon (choriambic) continues into the kommos, which shows that the two 
lyric pieces should be seen as a musical unity. This metrical affinity reinforces 
the paradox that Antigone's only wedding hymn is a dirge, 10 which would be 
more poignant if, according to an attractive supposition, the music of this 
kommos also recalled marriage hymns. 11 
The way Antigone laments by identifying her marriage chamber with 
I- Vj)ý, ýG-Loj))12 her tomb (891 W' TVýLýOý W' and her groom with Hades (810-11, 
816) would suit the sort of lamentation for a girl who died before marriage. 
(1994,64) remarks in addition that in this case the veil that reveals the bride is identified with 
the shroud that covers the dead, since ULV8W'V can be used in this meaning as well. 
9AIthough boys could also participate in the singing of an epithalamium (see Smyth 1900, 
cxv). 
IOChoriambs were, among other rhythms, used in hymeneal songs (see Smyth 1900, cxviii). 
So in Ar. Bira's 1731ff telesilleans and pherecrateans are used, in Peace 1329ff telesilleans as 
well as reiziana. In Tro. 308ff Cassandra's ecstasy is conveyed through dochmiacs and 
lambics, but glyconics are also employed as appropriate to the wedding hymn. Glyconics are 
also frequent in the third stasimon of AW. and the first strophic pair of the kommos. 
IlSee Goheen (1951,38,137, n. 5). 
12Cf. also 1205,1207 and the ambiguity of OdX%iov in 804, which can be used to denote both. 
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However, in this case she has to sing her own dirge in advance since nobody 
will do so after her death. Scholars generally are puzzled by Antigone's 
lamentation in this scene, as being inconsistent with her previous defiance of 
death, and try to justify it in some way. 13 However, the evident reason is that 
Antigone has to lament since it is her own funeral and nobody else will do it, 
so I think that whoever sees her representation in this scene as contradictory 
to the heroic temper she exhibited in her previous appearances simply misses 
the point of the conventionality of lamentation for the dead in Greek culture. 
The question concerning the attitude of the chorus towards the two 
main characters of Atit. and the extent to which they support Creon or 
Antigone is controversial. 14 Especially as regards their attitude towards 
Antigone, a detailed analysis of the kommos may be able to clarify this 
matter, although in some cases the interpretation of the chorus' words is 
uncertain (e. g. in 817-18,854-55) and much depends on the tone of their voice. 
Their identity decisively defines their attitude towards Antigone: they are 
males and would, thus, normally disapprove of female boldness, aged (159, 
281) and members of the aristocracy (843,940,988), so they would naturally 
show devotion to Thebes and support its ruler. This kind of chorus is 
appropriate so that, by being distanced from Antigone by age, seX15 and 
status., her isolation will be even more emphatic in the exchange between 
them. 
In the first strophic pair of the kommos Antigone's choriambic 
stanzas are answered by two anapaestic utterances by the chorus (or the 
coryphaeus alone), 16 while in the second pair her stanzas (now iambo- 
choriambic with some dochmiacs) are answered by lyric iambics. The metre 
of Antigone"s lyrics becomes more complicated as the kommos progresses, 
even more so in the epode (a mixture of iambic, choriambic, dactylic and 
13For example, Winning ton-Ingram (1980,139) argues that it is the manner of her death that 
moves her so much. 
14For some different opinions about the sympathies of the chorus in this play see Gardiner 
(1987,83 and nn. 3,4). 
151t is worth noticing that Aiit. is the only one among Sophocles, extant plays where the 
chorus are of a different sex from the main character, if we consider Antigone as such. 
161t is more likely that these anapaests are recitative: see Burton (1980,118), Jebb (1900,248, 
on 110ff), although Gardiner (1987,92, n. 16) finds it difficult to decide between recitative or 
lyric. 
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trochaic rhythms), 17 while half way through, as the emotion rises higher, she 
leads the chorus to song as well. The contrast between her lyrics and their 
anapaests conveys their different emotional situations while, as Gardiner 
(1987,92) notices, even when they are engaged in song their heavily iambic 
tone would have sounded completely distinct from Antigone's lyrics, 
expressing solemnity and calmness in contrast to her distress. In any case the 
change of metre in the choral utterances may indicate a difference in tone: in 
the first two they try to comfort Antigone while in the others they disapprove 
of her boldness more clearly. 
In the anapaestic prelude to the kommos (801-5) announcing 
Antigone"s entrance the coryphaeus expresses their emotional involvement 
with her suffering. As Haemon succumbed to the irrational power of Eros (as 
remarked in the previous stasimon), so now they cannot control their 
emotions, 18 that is, they cannot help weeping for Antigone (802-3), even 
though this is not right since it shows lack of respect towards Creon. 
Antigone starts her lament conventionally by pointing to her suffering (806 
0PdT' c'ýC echoes the coryphaeus opCo from 804) and mourning for her last 
journey and the last time she looks upon the light of the sun (807-9). 19 The 
anaphoric repetition Of VCaTlal) (807), VCaTOV (808) adds pathos to her utterance 
as well as the lack of the future participle afterKOU'TFOT" CLU'OL3 (810), 20 which, 
according to Kamerbeek (1978, on 807-10), "'is suggestive of a breaking off"'. In 
the rest of the strophe she elaborates on the "marriage to death" motif, 
attributing to Hades the adjective (810-11 1TC['YK0LTa3) the coryphaeus had 
used to refer to her tomb (804). 
As a reply to Antigones lament, the chorus try to console her by 
stressing the glory she will receive because of the unique manner of her 
death. McDevitt (1982,136) argues that the connective ov'Koýv (817) is 
important, since it simply takes her thought somewhat further, thus 
indicating that there is a close connection between her words and the chorus' 
reply. By contrast, Knox (1964,176-77, n. 8) argues that nobody is praising her 
at the moment, and thus changes ovKoDv to ov'Kovv, which has a negative 
meaning, i. e. "'not with glory or with praise", as she would have had if she 
17For a detailed discussion of the metrical pattern of the kommos see Pohlsander (1964,33ff), 
Dale (1981,26ff). 
18The parallelism between the two cases is conveyed in the phrasing of lines 801-2 VDI) 8' T'18-q 
I OEjjj(ýv ýEw ý'po[io. L, with OEcvýtCov picked up from 798. 'YW' KaU'TO'! ý' E 
19For a similar idea cf. Aj. 856-58, O. T. 1183, O. C. 1549-50, AL. 207-8. 
20For this phrase cf. also Aj. 858, AL. 207. 
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had had a normal death and thus proper funeral. 21 However, I think that we 
can hardly interpret the attitude of the chorus as being as hostile towards 
Antigone at this point as Knox does. Essential to our understanding of the 
motives of Antigone's deed as well as of the chorus' attitude towards her is 
the interpretation Of aU'TOVO[103 (821). The meaning is usually taken to be that 
she will die 'by her own free will', which suggests a contrast with the natural 
causes of death mentioned in 819-20, and 'following her own law". which 
implies disobedience to other laws she does not accept. There may be a tone 
of admiration or of reproach (or both) in the use of this adjective. Burton 
(1980,119) suggests that the chorus may be thinking especially of her speech 
before Creon (450ff), where she rejected the laws of the state in favour of the 
unwritten laws of the gods. 
The last choral remark (821-22), that her doom to go to Hades alive is 
unique among mortals, reminds Antigone of the similar manner of Niobe's 
death whose turning into a stone may be likened to her rocky tomb (cf. S. El. 
151 EV Taý(ý 1TCTpm(ý). The petrifaction of Niobe is described as a process that 
took place gradually (cf. 827 "the growth of stone subdued her"'), while the 
description of the rain and snow that flow down the rock (828ff) is fused with 
that of the tears of the human figure. 6ýpv3 and 6CLPa3 (831,832) can be used 
either of mountains or of a human body (see Jebb 1900, on 831) while 
TCtK0ý1GVC[V (828) points especially to the human figure, 22 so that the forms of 
rock and woman are presented as closely intertwined: it is as if Niobe still 
lives within the rock. In a way she has suffered a 'living death", as Antigone 
will suffer, while the transitional moments she experienced as she was 
changing into a stone are similar to Antigone"s feelings as she is walking 
towards her tomb. Niobe's solitude on mount Sipylus (cf. Il. 24.614) can be 
also compared to the loneliness Antigone feels at this moment. The 
mythological parallel is extensive (it occupies the whole stanza), with 
elaborate language and vivid imagery, concluding with a comparison with 
Antigone's fate, qt ýIC 8(ILIIWV 0ý10LOTaT(IV23 K(aTCVV(aCCL (832-33). In tracing a 
21However, as McDevitt (1982,143, n. 8) argues, in this case "the 'living death' to which the 
Chorus refers in 821ff ceases to be climactic and becomes rather merely an unfortunate 
circumstance which has prevented Antigone from having a proper burial and the eulogy 
which goes with it. " 
22This verb is frequently used for tragic heroines who pine away with lamentation (see p. 81). 
23This superlative mirrors in a way the one with which the mythological parallel started, 
XU'YPOTaTaV (823), describing Niobe's death. As Davies (1985,248-49) notes, superlatives are 
idiomatic in mythological cxciiipla (cf. also Herc. 1016-17' ý' -1 1 0 OVOS' nl) ... ITEPL(7C1[IOTG1TO9). 
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close similarity between Niobe's doom and her own, Antigone has tried to 
refute the statement of the chorus about the uniqueness of her fate and so to 
find consolation in the thought that another human being suffered the same 
fate as hers. 
The chorus, however, find this parallel inappropriate, stressing an 
important difference between the two female figures: Niobe is of divine origin 
(see p. 207, n. 11) whereas Antigone is a mortal (834-35). There may also be a 
tone of reproof in their words in the sense that Antigone dared compare 
herself with a divine being. 24However, in their next statement (836-38) the 
chorus try to comfort Antigone25 in the thought that it will be a great glory for 
her to have suffered the fate of a goddess. They draw their consolation from 
their previous reproving statement and admit, after all, that her fate is not 
unique, as they had originally stated (821-22). 
26 However, Antigone's reaction, OLýLOL -YEXCOkOL. TL ýLC ... VýPLCCL3... 
(839-40), shows that she has been insulted instead of comforted by the words 
of the chorus. The reason for it is much disputed. So jebb (1900, on 834-838) 
and Linforth (1961,223) argue that Antigone looks for present pity, which she 
does not receive, since the chorus allude to her posthumous fame. 27McDevitt 
(1982,138-39) argues that what Antigone takes as a mockery is that, although 
she has compared herself with Niobe in the manner of her death, the chorus 
draw a comparison between their lives as well, which is inappropriate since 
Niobe was renowned for her many children while Antigone is dying 
unmarried and childless. However, I find it unlikely that CCOaav (838) refers 
to the lives of Niobe and Antigone in general (it is indeed difficult to find any 
common points of comparison), and prefer to take it as referring to the 
moments they experience as fully living beings before they are found in the 
strange situation of a 'living death". What Antigone takes as mockery is, I 
24The reproving tone is conveyed through TOL (834), whose "primary function is to bring 
home to the comprehension of the person addressed a truth of which he is ignorant, or 
temporarily oblivious" (Denniston 1950,537), and the emphasis on the clear distinction 
between Ocoý - OcoyEi)i)ý! 3- (834) anc[PPOTOL - 
8VTjT0'1EVCLS' (835). See also McDevitt (1982,138). TI 
However, other scholars exclude an element of reproof in the chorus' words, e. g. Jebb (1900, 
on 834-838), Oehler (1925,82,95), Brown (1987, on 834-5). 
'? 5As McDevitt (1982,138) remarks, KCLLTOL (836) is wholly consolatory. 
26For the idea of being laughed at by one's enemies see p. 199, n. 3. 
27Similarly Burton (1980,119), who remarks in addition that Antigone is looking not only for 
sympathy for her present suffering but also for an acknowledgement from the chorus that 
she has done the right thing. 
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think, the fact that in referring to her the chorus clearly separate the notions of 
life and death (cf. 838), whereas, by evoking the image of the ever-lamenting 
Niobe in her new form as a rock, she had claimed some kind of immortality 
for herself, namely, that she would continue living in some way in her 
tomb. 28 
In kommoi it is normally the chorus who raise a mythological or 
other parallel in order to console the mourner (cf. S. El. 837ff, Alc. 903ff). 
However, in this case this relationship has been reversed. In view of the 
chorus' inability to provide such an example, Antigone has to undertake their 
role and comfort herself. The fact that they find it inappropriate shows that 
they have a different view-point and, therefore, that they are not the best 
responders to her lament, which results in the intensification of her feeling of 
isolation. So Antigone now turns to her natural surroundings, the spring of 
Dirce and the land of Thebes (844-45), calling them as witnesses to Creon's 
impious laws which send her to her tomb (847-49 0YOLg29 v6ý10LS... ). What is 
especially poignant is her feeling that she is suspended between life and 
death without belonging anywhere, a notion emphatically expressed with the 
use Of ý16TOLK09 (852,868). As Knox (1964,114) puts it, "she has no citizenship 
or legal residence in the world above, but neither will she have it in the world 
below. " Else (1976,59) suggests in addition that the reference to Acheron's 
bride (816) implies that she will not cross Acheron but will thus remain 
suspended between this world and the world of the dead. Thus Antigone 
conceives her situation as a 'living death', i. e. similar to the case of Niobe, 
which contradicts the clear-cut distinction the chorus drew between life and 
death (so 852 answers 838). Her procession is deliberately slow (932,939) so 
that she experiences this status as ever-lasting (like Niobe's). 
The interpretation of lines 853-56 is controversial, mainly depending 
on the verb accepted in 855, i. e. TrpocrgiTmOag or Trpoaincaeg, and its 
meaning. 30 Most scholars agree that in this passage the chorus condemn 
Antigone's boldness, reminding her that she has overstepped some limits for 
28Knox (1964,66) refers to this implication of Antigone's use of tllL- mythological parallel - 
McDevitt (1982,143, n. 19) also considers it as a possibility - but I think that most scholars 
miss the point. 
29olog is frequently used in the Sophoclean and Euripidean kommoi to express agitation, e. g. 
Aj. 351,367,909, Ant. 866, Hipp. 845,874, Tro. 1290. 
3013rown (1987, on 854-5) finds that the Greek is odd anyway and suspects that the passage 
may be more corrupt than is generally thought. 
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which she is now punished. 31 The harshness of their remark is, however, 
palliated by CO TCKPOP (855). Other scholars take 1TPOC71TLrTTCL) in the sense 'to 
throw oneself down in supplication'. 32 However, this interpretation is 
incongruous with Antigone's attitude in the play and the chorus' 
understanding of it. It is unlikely that they see her as a suppliant since they 
have already condemned her boldness in the second stasimon, 604ff, where 
they imply that she has committed hybris and therefore will be punished. 33 
However, in 856 the chorus modify their remark about Antigone's 
personal responsibility in her hybristic behaviour by saying that her present 
ordeal is the penalty she is paying for her father's misdeeds. The notion that 
she is the victim of an hereditary curse is also found in the second stasimon, 
593ff. 34 On such an accursed person the gods impose folly and delusion of 
mind (603 XO'YOU T' a"VOLOL35 KCLL #cv(ýv 'EPLI)IJS'), so that she confuses evil 
with good and is subsequently led to disaster (622-25). It is clear from the 
second stasimon that the chorus consider Polyneices' burial as an offence, 
even though Antigone is not wholly responsible herself, and it is in this light 
that we should see the choral statement in 853-56: personal initiative and 
family curse in combination work upon Antigone. Ignoring the reproach of 
the chorus Antigone elaborates on their final statement (856), being reminded 
of the fate of her family36 and the incestuous marriage of her parents, which 
in turn reminds her of another marriage, no less disastrous, that of Polyneices 
31SO, for example, Jebb (1900, on 853ff) accepts TrpocreTreues- and interprets this passage as 
follows: "We are to imagine the daring offender as going forward to a boundary where 
justice sits enthroned, forbidding all further advance. Instead of pausing there, the rebel still 
rushes on, to cross the boundary - and, in doing so, dashes herself against the throne of the 
goddess. " 
32Cf. Goheen (1951,73-74,148-49, nn. 47,48), Lesky (1952,92-94). Pozzi (1989,502-5) takes 
this interpretation even further, suggesting that here we have a metaphor of sacrifice, in the 
sense that Antigone fell on her knees as a sacrificial victim before the altar of Dike for the 
sake of her family. 
33Burton (1980,121-22) also rejects the image of Antigone's supplication. 
34Cf. also 471 TO' 'YEVVTJý1' CO'ýW'V Eý CO'ýioD TTa-rpos-, which, although a criticism, may also be 
seen as an attempt to excuse her behaviour, as in 856. 
351n 383 they blamed her action on her dýpocrvv-q 
36jebb (1900, on 857ff) and Kamerbeek (1978, on 857-61) prefer to readO'LKTOi) in 859 (instead 
Of OLTOV), in which case the reference is to Antigone's often renewed 
(TPLTrOXLCTTOV) lament. 
Kamerbeek (on 863-65) Suggests in addition that 863ff LCL)... is an example of these laments, 
which reinforces the above argument. 
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with Adrastus" daughter, which caused her death (869-71). In between these 
two unholy unions Antigone reflects on her own accursed, unmarried self 
(867). 
Her reference to her brother at the end of the second antistrophe 
prompts the chorus to comment on her act of burying him, which they 
recognize as pious (872). This remark is meant to comfort her, but its effect is 
modified by TL3 and is certainly undermined by the next two lines (873-74), 
where they condemn her resistance towards authority. The Elders continue 
by attributing her destruction exclusively to her own disposition, 
allTOTVWT0337 6 OP'Yda (875), a phrase which is important for their understanding 
of Antigone"s action, especially since it is their last statement in the kommos. 
Feeling that she is completely rejected by them, Antigone resumes in the 
epode the main reasons for her lamentation, emphasized at its beginning with 
the asyndetic juxtaposition of three compound epithets beginning with CL 
privative (876-77 a'KXaI)TOS', &ýLXOS', aVVýICVM03). The phraseology of the epode 
recalls the first stanza of the kommos: -rav ýTOLýIffl) 0801) (878) echoesTdv 
VECLTaP 080P (807) while 879-80 repeat in other words 808-10. So Antigone's 
lamentation is recapitulated in the form of ring composition. 
CTOLýIC[V (878) andOU'KCTL (879) imply that her lament is at its end and 
prepare Creon's entry, 38 who orders immediate movement rebuking the 
guards for allowing such a long delay. After the lyric expression of her 
emotions Antigone changes to spoken iambics, resuming in a calmer tone the 
themes of her previous lamentation, clarifying the motives of her action and 
reflecting on the consequences. 39 She does not address the chorus anymore, 
37Rehm (1994,65-66) remarks that Sophocles uses several aU'TO- compounds in this play to 
emphasize self-destruction. So in this kommos we also 
findCR')T0V0[10! 3' (821), aU'TO'YEVV-qT' (864- 
65), Haemon and Eurydice kill themselves with their own hand (1175,1315 auTOXELP), 
Oedipus blinds himself aU'TOUP'Y(ý XEPL (52). 
38Whether Creon is present during the kommos or not is a controversial matter. For example, 
Kitto (1956,167-70), Knox (1964,179, n. 21) and Griffith (1999,261,274 on 883-90) argue that 
he is present throughout, Burton (1980,112) and Linforth (1961,224-25) that he comes 
interrupting Antigone's song, Coleman (1972,18, n. 1), similarly, that he comes at the end of, 
or some way through, the kommos. Likewise, I think that Creon's presence during this scene 
would not serve any dramatic purpose nor would it be fitting for his character to tolerate 
such a long lamentation before interrupting it. 
39The question whether Creon is present throughout this speech is also disputed. I think that 
his absence would be more fitting for the same reasons as during the kommos (see n. above). 
He gives his orders, then he withdraws and later on (931) he comes again out to see whether 
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but only her tomb (891-92) and the dead of her family, with emphasis on 
Polyneices (898ff), 40which shows her complete isolation. She feels that even 
the gods have abandoned her (922-23), but still insists on the piety of her deed 
(924 T)V 6UGGOEMP EV'GEýODG' ýEKTTJCTdLktTJV). In fact, her last words in the T1 
anapaestic section concluding her part in the play constitute a contrast 
between the injustice she suffers and her reverence for piety (942-43). In this 
anapaestic utterance she bids a last farewell to her native land and her 
ancestral gods, and invites the chorus for the last time to look upon her 
suffering. Thus she concludes her lamentation as she started it, namely, by 
drawing attention to herself: XCUCYGETC (940) echoes opdTC (806). The urge for 
immediate exit is also emphasized in similar phrasing (939 &y%ica 8Tl "'YC'O 
KOI')KE' TL ýtc' X; Xw) as in the epode (877 dyo4m, 879 Ol')KE'TL 110L). 
Antigone experiences an increasing feeling of loneliness throughout 
the play: she is isolated from Ismene already at the end of the prologue; she 
has not heard Haemon saying that the people of Thebes think she deserves 
honour for her deed (692ff); she expressed her confidence that the Theban 
elders approve of her act (504ff), but their attitude towards her in the kommos 
does not justify her belief. They shed tears on seeing Antigone (802ff), but 
they quickly suppress them when the kommos begins so that she feels she is 
unmourned (847,876 a'KXaUTOS'). They try to comfort her by praising the 
manner of her death (although not her action), but when she rebuffs their 
consolation they turn to condemnation of her boldness and independent 
temperament. As Brown (1987, on 839-52) remarks, here as well as in the 
kommoi of S. El. (although there the chorus is more sympathetic towards the 
heroine), "the element of conflict brings to the lamentation a sharpness and 
dramatic vigour which would be lacking in an ordinary antiphonal dirge. "' 
Although the chorus have expressed their thoughts about her action 
earlier in the play, this is the first time they are engaged in an open 
confrontation with her, all the more poignant since, while walking towards 
her tomb, Antigone would expect to hear words of sympathy and not the cold 
comfort of the chorus. Thus in her last appearance in the play her isolation is 
complete (887 ýtovqv ýpýýiov, 919 w? 8' cpý4oý Trpo'ý ýLXcov)- Coleman (1972,18) 
argues that this feeling is revealing of her own character rather than the result 
they have been executed. Antigone's long delay despite Creon's commands is a characteristic 
example of the technique of freezing the action while the current situation is explored, which 
is frequent in Greek drama: see Brown (1987, on 806-82,883-943), Macintosh (1996,415-17). 
401 will not get involved in the discussion of the authenticity of lines 904-20 and the problems 
they present. Two recent studies on this subject are Murnaghan (1986) and Neuburg (1990). 
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of the behaviour of those around her. However, even if this is the case, it does 
not change the way Antigone sees her fate, and Sophocles takes care to 
present her going to her tomb completely isolated. Antigone is a typical 
example of a Sophoclean hero who, rejecting compromise, is unable to 
communicate effectively with those around her and remains alone till the end. 
The kommos, coinciding with her last appearance and subverted by its lack of 
the supportive structure of antiphony, is the best means to convey these 
qualities of hers. 
1261-1347 
If the kommos in AW. 806ff "'stands at the emotional centre of the 
play", 41 the fourth stasimon which follows creates a pause at the point where 
Antigone's story ends and Creon's downfall is about to begin, thus it is the 
turning point of the play. I do not intend to become involved in the much- 
discussed problem of the relation of the three myths described in the fourth 
stasimon to Antigone's case, 42 but rather to see briefly how it foreshadows the 
future in the implications it draws about Creon's fate. 43 
This is better shown in its second stanza, the myth about Lycurgus. 
He offended Dionysus by preventing the women who were possessed by the 
god from his worship (963-65). Similarly, Creon offended the gods by 
exposing Polyneices" body and not tolerating Antigones burial of her brother. 
In a way Antigone's behaviour caused confusion (cf. 525 ov'K &PýCL 'YUVfl) 
similar to that of the maenads Lycurgus tried to stop. Traditional in Lycurgus" 
story was that while mad he killed his son, a theme which, although not 
treated in the fourth stasimon, could easily have been evoked since it was 
well-known. Similarly, Creon will be proved to "have killed" Haemon with his 
actions. In the end Lycurgus learned that he was wrong (960 ý-rrcyvw). 
Similarly Creon, although throughout the play he repeatedly presents himself 
as right, after the Teiresias-scene he is KOIKO#WV in the eyes of the chorus 
(1104), the messenger attributes to him apOUXLa (1242) while he himself blames 
41Brown (1987,189-90). 
42Two recent studies on this stasimon are Sourvinou-Inwood (1989), with extensive 
bibliography on p. 141, n. 1, and McDevitt (1990). 
43Scholars have long recognized the association between the two cases. Sourvinou-Inwood 
(1989,149ff) gives an extensive discussion of it, on which I draw in my analysis here. 
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OVWV his faults on the delusion of his mind (cf. 1261 ýpcvc3v 81)(74, 
C8 CTýO XMý) %MPT-n' ýtaTa, 1265 c[iCi)v alvoXýa POVXCU[iaTWV, 1269 qialý VUL 
considering himself exclusively responsible for the deaths of Haemon and 
Eurydice (1317-20,1340-41). 44 So finally he will learn from his mistakes and 
not Antigone, as he had claimed for her (779-80). The motif of late learning 
through past mistakes is especially significant in the play, emphasized in the 
last choral utterance as well (1348ff). In fact, the very last word of the play is 
G&8aýaV (1353), while the insistence on the notion of ýpovCLv (1348,1353), as 
Burton (1980,136) remarks, emphasizes that Ant. is for Creon a tragedy of 
it OLVOLCL. 45 
In his kommos Creon appears completely shattered. With the loss of 
Haemon and Eurydice he finds himself in anO-'LKOS, of death, alone among the 
dead (1297-1300). He is also responsible for the death of his son Megareus, 
mentioned only in 1303,46 so, having destroyed his entire family, he is now 
less than nothing (1325), completely helpless (1341-43), wishing only to die 
(1306ff, 1328ff). However, he has lost not only his family but also the respect 
of his fellow citizens, the chorus, who face him in a rather cold and austere 
way without showing any sympathy for him. He has failed in both the 
private and the public sphere. 
It is noticeable that in this kommos Creon sings his first lyrics in the 
play, his extreme emotions being marked by his chiefly dochmiac utterances 
(apart from two iambic trimeters in 1271=1295,1273=1297), his passionate 
cries, the repetition of words and phrases, the frequent questions and 
interrupted phrases and the asyndetic structure throughout it, all this 
doubtless accompanied by expressive gestures. Creon tried to put an end to 
Antigone"s lament, but now he mourns more passionately than she had. She 
was going alive to the dead but he is dead among the living (cf. 1167C'[iývXov 
Pci<p6v). Like her, he is the sole mourner of his ruined house. So in the end he 
441n as much as this kommos elaborates on the grief as well as the guilt of the singer, it can be 
likened to the exodos of Pers. where Xerxes mourns, being himself responsible for the 
catastrophe. 
4-5However, Gardiner (1987,97) points out that these final lines. could be applied equally well 
to the chorus themselves. 
46He was sacrificed so that Thebes would not fall to the Argives. This event is dramatized in 
E. No. 911ff, where Creon tries in vain to save his son, in this case called Menoeceus, who, 
nevertheless, is determined to die. However, in Sophocles' version Creon is more directly 
responsible for this death, as is evident from 1302-5,1312-13. 
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gets what Antigone had wished him to get (927-28). As Segal (1995,131) 
remarks, "these symmetries suggest a moral order of retributive justice" 
Creon enters probably carrying Haemon's body in his arms (1258 6L6 
XGLpOS. CXWV) / -17 what the coryphaeus calls [ivýkt' ETFLG-q[IOV (12 5 8), 
"'a 
memorial of the father's unwisdom". 48 thus blaming him for the death of his 
son, although with some reserve (1259 ct Oqug C'MCLV). This scene would, 
therefore, resemble a funeral procession, paralleling that of Antigone. Creon's 
mourning is compounded after the news of Eurydice's death. So the 
messenger report is subordinated to the kommos., which thus obtains a 
dynamic character: there is action during it (the entrance of the messenger, 
then of the ckkyk1eina disclosing Eurydice"s corpse) and news is reported 
(Eurydice"s death), so that the catastrophe becomes greater as it progresses. 
The interweaving of the two scenes into one is artistically managed, but it 
contradicts the reality of a traditional kommos since there the catastrophe 
belongs exclusively to the past, and the lamentation in the present is a 
reaction to that. As Segal (1995,121) puts it, the movement towards a 
ritualizing closure is sharply interrupted by the shock of a new disorder, 
Eurydice's suicide. 
Eurydice's speaking part in the play is very short (1183-91). In fact, 
she appears only to listen to the messenger's report about Haemon's death 
and then leaves silently in order to kill herself. It is the news of her death and 
the bringing on stage of her corpse that weigh more heavily since their only 
purpose is to enhance Creon's catastrophe and his feeling of responsibility for 
the destruction of his OL KOS'. As Rehm (1994,67) observes, Eurydice's 
representation in this play is exactly the opposite of Antigone. She bears her 
suffering in private, in contrast to Antigone's public lamentation, but in the 
vengeance she reserves for Creon with her suicide, the appearance of her 
corpse interrupts his dirge for Haemon, "a shocking intrusion into her 
husband's world... The tyrant's efforts to subordinate women ... 
fail in the end. 
In different ways both Antigone and Eurydike disrupt the public world of 
Kreon. " 
47/See Kamerbeek (1978, on 1258), Ewans (1999,239 and n. 118). The repeated references that 
Creon is holding Haemon's body (cf. also 1279,1297 and possibly 1345) indicate that they 
should indeed be taken literally, which would heighten the dramatic effect of the scene. 
48SO Jebb (1900, on 1258). ýivýýta is used for a tomb or a monument for the dead while the 
adjective GITLCJ-q[I0S- can mean literally 'bearing an inscription'. For a similar phrase cf. S. El. 
1126-27, where Electra addresses Orestes' supposedly funerary urn as [iVTJýICL0V--'-0PC'CVT0I). 
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Both Antigone and Creon claim the title of the tragic hero in the 
play. 49 As Knox (1964,67-68) notices, Creon seems at first sight to be "the one 
who, like the Aristotelian tragic hero, is a man of eminence, high in power 
and prosperity, who comes crashing down from the pinnacle of greatness... 
But he lacks the heroic temper. "' So whereas Antigone remains till the end 
firm in her beliefs, Creon surrenders. She goes to her death without having 
regretted her deed while Creon is repentant of his previous stubbornness. In 
fact, he seems to be even more isolated than Antigone, since the chorus do not 
address any words of sympathy to him, as at least they tried to do with her, 
not share in his lyric verses, as they did in hers. So he is now in the position 
he described in 473ff as a threat against Antigone: from a boastful king he has 
become a shattered man without any support. In fact, he is in a worse 
position than she since he has to live and face the consequences of his folly. 
The different attitudes of Antigone and Creon could not be shown more 
expressively than through the two kommoi, each of which 'closes", as it were, 
one half of the play, marking the last appearance of each of the two central 
figures of the play. 






Scholars have long puzzled over the structural difficulties of E. Supp., 
failing to find unity in its various scenes, and have tried to interpret them in 
several ways. 1 It is also generally noticed that the play falls into two distinct 
parts: 2 in the first, the prominent feature is the supplication of the mothers, 
who seek and finally achieve the recovery of the bodies of their sons, while in 
the second part a mood of unrestrained grief prevails, as the arrival first of 
the bodies and later of the funerary urns of the Seven gives the opportunity 
for ritual mourning. So the second half of the play is characterized by a 
slower, sometimes static, course in comparison to the quick, agonistic 
movement of the first part. As Collard (1972,45ff) notices, this is mirrored in 
the structure and alternation of the episodes and lyric pieces. 
The first two episodes are long while the parodos and the first two 
stasima very short. By contrast, in the second part the episodes become 
successively shorter while the lyrics increase in length and variety: the third 
stasimon followed by the first kommos (778-837) and the fourth stasimon 
followed by Evadne's monody (955-1030) constitute two extensive lyric 
systems, which together with a short choral ode (918-24) and two other 
kommoi (1072-79,1123-64) complement the atmosphere of unrelieved 
lamentation. The alternation of various lyric forms serves so that a tiring 
repetition of the same device is avoided. As Collard (1972,46) remarks, 
"'Euripides uses purely formal devices to give an impression of connected 
development for a series of dramatically disparate scenes. "' The urgent need 
for the recovery of the dead in the first part of the play leaves no place for 
lamentation there, "'except as an emotive stimulant of Athenian pity, either 
Aethra's (parodos 42-86) or Theseus" (astrophic dactyls 271-85), "3 whereas the 
relaxed mood that prevails after the restoration of the bodies accounts for the 
accumulation of lamenting pieces in the second part of the play. 
1Smith (1966,151-52), Collard (1975,1.24-25) discuss some of the interpretations suggested. 
For a defence of the unity of the play see Collard (1975,1.25ff). 
2See, for example, Collard (1972,45ff), Smith (1966,152ff). 
3Collard (1972,47). 
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The sequence of events concerning the ritual mourning and the other 
funeral rites for the Seven follows, as Collard (1975,1.26) remarks, as far as 
theatrical practice allows, a real-life funeral: the laying out of the dead 
accompanied by mourning (third stasimon - first kommos), the carrying out 
of the dead and the pronouncement of the funeral oration, received by 
renewed lamentation (fourth episode - fourth stasimon), the cremation of the 
bodies off-stage (the time needed for this is filled by the Evadne-scene), and 
finally the bringing back of the ashes of the dead, which provokes further 
expressions of grief (second kommos). However, as is generally noticed. 4 in 
this theatrical representation Euripides interweaves elements from a private 
and a public Athenian funeral (characterized mainly by a private family 
mourning and a eulogy for the war dead respectively), which do not always 
accord well with each other. 
The chorUS5 sing the third stasimon (778-793) while waiting for the 
arrival of the bodies of the dead. The lamenting mood of this ode continues 
into the subsequent kommos (798-837), while the affinity in themes and tone 
between the two pieces is stressed by the metrical resemblance between them, 
iambic metre throughout apart from an enoplian (778=786), two dochmiacs 
(804-817,825) and a dactylic hexameter (808=821). The sequence of a choral 
ode and a kommos with the interruption of an entrance announcement in 
between, as found in Supp. 778ff, is quite common (cf. Pers. 852ff, 6Sept. 822ff ,7 
Ant. 781ff, Herc. 1016ff). As Zuntz (1955a, 11) remarks, the first kommos of 
Slipp. is preceded, like the above mentioned Aeschylean ones, by an ode 
"contrasting achievement and loss and looking back upon the past". 
What the mothers had wanted from the beginning of the play was to 
have the bodies of their sons restored to them. However, now that their 
arrival is imminent, they realize that the fulfilment of their desire will be all 
the more painful for them. 8Their contradictory feelings are described at the 
4For example, Whitehorne (1986,68-69), Hose (1991,11.268), Foley (1993,123). 
5AIthough the number of cliorelitae seems to be problematical in view of the insistence on 
number seven (e. g. 12,102,963-64), most scholars agree that this number is symbolic, not 
literal, and accept that the chorus is represented by 15 members. See Hourmouziades (1965, 
81), Smith (1966,155ff), Collard (1975,1.18). 
6Here the announcement is made by Xerxes himself at his entrance, 908ff. 
71n this case the two lyric pieces are united through iambic metre as well. 
8As Smith (1966,153) puts it, the second half of the play presents in a negative light what was 
positive in the first part. Gamble (1970,394ff) views this contradictory reaction as an example 
of Euripides' concern to demonstrate the doubleness of life. 
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very beginning of the stasimon (778 Ta ýIC'V EV, Ta 6C 8VGTVXffl, explained in 
the rest of the stanza with the symmetrical antithesisTFOXEL kLEP (779) - ý[_Lol 8E 
(782): what constitutes a success for the community is a cause of pain for the 
individual. 9 The pleonastic expression E'LCrL8CLV ... O(Ea[iCt... O'ýOýM... [60DCM 
(782- 
85) anticipates the fear of the mothers at the sight of the dead bodies, which 
is probably effected in the last two lines of the antistrophe (792 vDv 80 and 
announced in a conventional way in the anapaestic lines that follow (794ff). 
The bodies of five of the Seven (those of Amphiaraus and Polyneices 
are missing) are set down in the orchestralO and become the centre of 
attention throughout the episode till line 954, when the whole procession 
moves out for the cremations. The constant presence of the bodies in this 
scene defines all the dramatic events that take place. 11 The funeral procession 
and the number of persons required in this episode, according to 
Hourmouziades (1965,81) more than fifty (i. e. the pallbearers of the five 
bodies, Adrastus and his attendants, the chorus of mothers and the secondary 
chorus of the sons of the dead. 12 all these people joined after the end of the 
kommos by Theseus and his own attendants), makes this scene one of the 
most spectacular in tragedy. Furthermore, the great number of people present 
throughout the fourth episode would give the impression of a more life-like 
funeral enacted in the theatrical space. 
The first kommos, which is the intensification of the grief expressed 
in the previous stasimon, is invited by Adrastus. Like Xerxes in Pers., he 
recognizes his responsibility for the defeat and death of his comrades, hence 
9Cf. the expression of contradictory feelings in a similar context in Sept. 825ff. 
IOThe large number of participants in this scene makes it certain that the action takes Place in 
the orchestra: see Hourmouziades (1965,81), Collard (1975,1.25-26 and passim). In addition, 
815ff indicate that the mothers are close enough to the bodies to be able to touch them. 
1IFor the importance of the display of dead bodies on Attic stage as a means of generating 
further action see Whitehorne (1986). 
12AIthough the boys are first mentioned at line 106, their entry is to be assumed at the 
beginning of the play (see Collard 1975,1.19; Rehm 1988,275, n. 53) and their silent presence 
throughout it till most probably 954, when they go out with the rest of the funeral procession 
to attend the cremations (Collard 1975,1.19; 11.309), in order to come back at 1114. As for the 
number of persons representing this chorus, opinions differ, as in the case of the main chorus, 
for example, Hourmouziades (1965,81) argues for seven Epigoni, Smith (1966,169, n. 20) for 
five, probably seconded by other children of the dead. However, I find it more reasonable to 
suppose that it is represented by the same number of people as the main chorus, so that there 
is a balance between them. 
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his wishes he had died together with them in battle (769,821; cf. Pers. 915ff). 
However, unlike the kommos of Pers., the chorus do not blame Adrastus for 
the disaster, so there is complete unanimity between them throughout it. His 
leadership in the dirge was implied by the messenger (770 "KPCLVT` '8' , a0 VP-q 
TOCLC78E T'EýWYEL3 8aKpl)), although Adrastus takes the opposite view (771 
CLUTCLL 'Y EL(YLV Clý g with an 8L8aCFKOLXOL). He prompts the amoibaic Opývo 
invitation to the mothers to raise a groan for their dead sons (798-801), to 
which they respond by apostrophizing them (802-4). As Collard (1975,11. on 
802-4) remarks, the change from plural (802 61 Tr(fL&ý) to singular (804 TO'V 
OavoVTCL), which is emphatically placed at the end of their utterance, "'isolates 
the grief of the chorus as individuals. " It is noticeable that singulars prevail 
especially in their exchange with the sons (in both the addresses of the two 
choruses to each other and in their apostrophes to the dead), which serves to 
present the communal grief as singularized, and thus to emphasize the 
uniformity of the feelings of the two participants. 
At the beginning of the antistrophe (811ff) Adrastus gives 
instructions to the pallbearers to bring the bodies of the dead closer, insisting 
on their bloody appearance (812 aw'ýiaO' MktaTOGTWYý). This description is 
inaccurate since Theseus had washed the corpses (765-66), but it serves, 
together with the emphasis on their undeserved death (813), to add pathos to 
the scene. The mothers react expressing their desire to embrace their sons 
(815-17), although this does not happen: see Collard (1975,11. on 818), who 
takes Adrastus' phrase E'XELS' C'XCLý (818) in the loose sense "here they are 
before you" (cf., similarly, his comment on 945). In 941ff Theseus, rebuking 
Adrastus, does not allow the mothers to approach the bodies of their sons on 
the grounds that the sight of their mutilated corpses will increase their grief. 13 
So the ritual gesture of touching the corpse performed by the close female 
relatives of the dead remains unfulfilled in this case, while Theseus" concern 
lest the mothers grieve overmuch and Adrastus' advice to them to endure 
their pain (947 [J-CVELV Xp'q TXTjýt6vws*) are in accordance with Pericles' 
exhortation in his Funeral Oration to the relatives of the dead to bear their 
grief stoically (Thuc. 11.44-45). 
The public funeral of the Seven has deprived the mothers of their 
traditional rights of tending the bodies of their sons. So the ritual washing, 
laying out and dressing of the corpses was performed by Theseus (765-66), 
13As Collard (1972,47; 1975,11. on 940) remarks, the prohibition of the mothers to follow the 
funeral procession is convenient for the theatrical convention that the chorus may not leave 
the orchestra during a play. 
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who makes the final arrangements for the burial as well (934-40). It may also 
be the case that the mothers are not even allowed to embrace the funerary 
urns of their sons (1158ff). 14Despite Adrastus" promise that they may do this 
(948-49) and their asking for the urns from the sons, Theseus" subsequent 
words (1165ff) may indicate that they do not finally catch hold of them. The 
mothers can only lament while any closer contact with the remains of the 
dead is left to men. Certainly the role of women was much reduced in the 
public as opposed to the private funerals, but, as Foley (1993,123) remarks, in 
this case the suppression of the female role is exceptional even by the 
standards of Athenian public funerals. 
The address to the dead and the wish to embrace them in strophe 
and antistrophe respectively (802-4,815-17) raise the emotional tension of the 
scene and so naturally lead to antilabic verses in both stanzas (805-7,818-20), 
where Adrastus gives the lead each time with an exclamation/ short phrase, 
which the chorus complete, so as to fit their case. As their utterances show, 
they both share the same suffering (cf. Adrastus in 807 ýiTdOoýicv w", the chorus 
in 8209TEI)EL3 CIT' %iýcýLv a'X-q). The two stanzas conclude with two parallel, 
competitive statements, the chorus again picking up Adrastus" point, in the 
strophe drawing attention to their misfortune (808-10), 15 in the antistrophe 
expressing two unfulfilled wishes (821-23). Hose (1991,11.267) remarks that 
the dactylic rhythm of 808=821 stands out from its iambic surroundings, 
giving these verses greater weight, which is stressed in the second case by the 
heroic tone acquired by the epicisms c"vapov, 07TLXCS', KOVLaL(TLV. 16 
The epode constitutes the intensification of the suffering Adrastus 
and the chorus have exhibited in the previous two stanzas. The greater 
number of resolutions is indicative of the increasing agitation of the two 
participants, as the chorus describe their gestures of mourning (826-27), 
which recall the similar ones they performed in the parodos (71ff), 17 and 
Adrastus continues with three passionate wishes for violent death (829-31), to 
ASee Hose (1991,11.277), Foley (1993,121). However, most scholars believe that they finally 
touch them, for example, Smith (1966, passini), Collard (1975,11.309), Burian (1985,145). 
15For pleonastic expressions such as TEKVWV G'(TFaL6a (810) denoting intensity of emotion cf. 
GLTrGL80[9 ... TEKVWV (35), ýITJTEPES' TEKVWV (100,824-25), Tr(ITPOS'... 
TOD TEKOVTO3 (1133). For other 
examples see Collard (1975, IL on 33-6a). 
16Similarly, the dactylic hexameter in Hel. 356, where Helen states her intention to commit 
suicide, gives a heroic tone to her utterance. 
17As Burian (1985,146) remarks, "the winning of what they so passionately sought has 
reduced them to the misery with which they began the play. " 
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be swallowed up by the earth, to be torn in pieces by a whirlwind, to be killed 
by Zeus' lightning. 18 The first one was the manner of Amphiaraus" death, the 
third of Capaneus', so it is reasonable to assume that the implication behind 
these wishes is that Adrastus would prefer to have died together with them 
(cf. 769,821). The passionate utterances of both the chorus and Adrastus are 
marked by recurring tmeses (see p. 103, n. 7), so that both content and 
phrasing emphasize their extreme agitation. In the last utterance of the epode 
the tone becomes calmer (832-37). Here the chorus trace the present 
misfortune to its original causes, the marriages of Adrastus' daughters to 
Tydeus and Polyneices according to Apollo's deceitful oracle (see 131ff) and 
the Erinys of Oedipus, the two agents which combined to destroy Argos. The 
chorus refer to the first one as affecting Adrastus (cf. 832-33, with the 
anaphoric repetition0f TRKPOV9 - lTLKPUvl9) and the second one as affecting 
ýg), 20 So the division of themselves (834-37 cg -qýids- a 1T0X1')CTT0V09... -ýr'jX0' 'E pLvu 
suffering between them emphasizes what has already become evident in the 
rest of the kommos, namely, that Adrastus suffers no less than the mothers. 
Funeral Oration - Evadne-scene 
At this point (1.838) Theseus and his attendants join the mourners. 
His entrance results in a change of tone from lamentation to praise for the 
dead, as he asks Adrastus to deliver a funeral speech. The greater number of 
people assembled in this scene would also give the impression of the change 
of atmosphere from a private to a public funeral. Although Theseus had 
rebuked Adrastus for his folly in the earlier part of the play, now he 
recognizes that he has grown wiser (842-43), so he can instruct the young with 
18For similar wishes see p. 114 and Collard (1975,11. on 829-31). 
19Collard (1975,11. on 832-3) remarks that this is a regular adjective for marriages, which 
Euripides likes to use in anaphora. 
20The characterization of the Erinys (ITOXUUTOVOý) matches that of the marriages (rrLKPOUý) 
while the postponement of the word till the very end of the sentence is 
done for emphasis, 
belonging originally, as Collard (1975,11.318) remarks, to the technique of the riddle or 
'Yý40S'- 
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his words. 21 Like the funeral orations held for the war-dead in Kerameikos, 
Adrastus" speech praises the dead heroes as models for the living. 22 It is also 
preceded (kommos) and followed (choral songs in 918ff and later 955ff) by 
lamentation for the dead, as in real life. 23 
After the funeral procession has departed for the cremations 
Euripides focuses on a private tragedy, Evadne's self-immolation in the 
funeral pyre of her husband Capaneus and the reaction of her father Iphis to 
it. This scene, a self-contained episode with two characters who are 
introduced suddenly and do not appear elsewhere in the play, has received 
various interpretations. 24However, most scholars agree that it serves to 
enhance the suffering of the mothers depicted in the previous scenes and to 
show the tragic aftermath of the war on the individual as well. Viewed in a 
wider context, this is another case of the mourning of parents for the loss of 
their children, a theme pervasive in the play. 25 So this private scene 
particularizes the communal suffering, but since Evadne and IPhis lack any 
individuality, that is, their tragedy could in effect apply to any wife or father 
of the dead, 26 it generalizes their suffering, extending it from the mothers to 
the wives and fathers as well, so that with the appearance of the sons the 
circle of those affected by the death of the Seven is widened, and the loss and 
pain magnified. 
21MOst scholars believe that VEOLCYLP acYTCoV TCx)V6' (843) refers to the young Athenians, but 
Smith (1966,169, n. 20) suggests that the speech is better addressed to the sons of the dead so 
as to be taught by their fathers' valour. 
22However, this speech has puzzled critics more than any other part of Silpp., and opinions 
are divided on whether it should be taken literally or as a satire of real-life practice, in the 
sense that it holds up as moral examples mythical criminals. For the first view see, for 
example, Zuntz (1955a, esp. Off), Collard (1972), who interpret the play as an EYKW'[ILOV 
'AOTIvCov, and for the second Fitton (1961, esp. 437ff), Smith (1966, esp. 162ff). 
23However, in real life the funeral oration was delivered over the ashes of the dead, not their 
bodies, as here, where theatrical convention requires that the cremation takes place off-stage, 
so the speech precedes it. 
24For example, Fitton (1961,441) regards it as the high point of the play, Smith (1966,164-65) 
and Foley (1993,125-26) find ironic hints in it, Conacher (1967,105) considers it as a rather 
intrusive scene. 
25Goff (1995) associates it with the myth of Demeter and Persephone which was celebrated at 
Eleusis, the place where the supplication of the mothers takes place. 
26See Hose (1991, IL 271). 
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As opposed to Evadne's triumphant death, no doubt a spectacular 
theatrical piece which seems to enact the emotionalism Theseus earlier 
attempted to control, Iphis exemplifies extreme passivity: he has come to 
collect the body of his son Eteoclus and witnesses helplessly the death of his 
daughter. So in the end, deprived of both his children, he declares his 
intention to die from starvation. His decision to ""get out of the way of the 
young" with his death (1113) prepares for the arrival of the sons, so that the 
communal drama is resumed at the point where it was left with the departure 
of the procession. 
1123-1164 
The entry of the sons carrying the funerary urns of their fathers is 
another piece of theatrical effect, mirroring in a more touching scene the 
procession of the pallbearers carrying the bodies of the Seven. In real life it 
was normally the task of the sons to gather the bones of their fathers from 
among the asheS, 27 a practice which Euripides exploits for its dramatic effect 
by introducing a secondary chorus of sons sharing a lament with the main 
chorus over the funerary urns of the dead. 
The greater length of the anapaestic prelude to this kommos (1114- 
22) and the more extended description of the misery of the mothers it 
includes (1115-22) in comparison to the shorter one (795-97) of the previous 
brief announcement indicates the greater pathos inherent in this scene. The 
effect produced by the shared lament between the sons and the mothers of 
the dead is more powerful than that of the first kommos, and with it the play 
reaches its emotional climax. 28 The agitation of the scene is marked in the 
frequent syncopation and resolution of the iambic metre and the frequent 
division of the stanzas. In the first and last pair feelings of loss and desolation 
prevail, while in the central one the sons confirm their decision to take 
revenge. 
The sons begin the first stanza by drawing attention to their grievous 
task of having to carry the ashes of their fathers (cf. the anadiplosis of ýCpw in 
27See Burkert (1985,192). 
28Zuntz (1955a, 12), who insists on the Aeschylean reminiscences of both kommoi, suggests: 
"'This Aeschylean pathos clashes with the totally different tone of the two parts encompassed 
by the KOýLýIOL: the rhetoric of Adrastus' funeral speech and the lyricism of Evadne's monody. " 
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their very first line). The burden they carry is not light because of their grief 
(1125), 29while their gloomy reflection on its small size (1126)30is taken up by 
the mothers, who develop it in the common topos of laments of the contrast 
between past - present (1129-30). 31 In the antistrophe both groups lament for 
their loss. The sons give again, as previously, the key-theme of the stanza at 
its very beginning with the repetition of ciTraLý (1131)., 32while in the rest of it 
they comment extensively on their orphanhood with a pleonastic expression. 
The mothers on the other hand react by recalling the labours of their 
motherhood, which were all in vain (1134-37). This is suggested poignantly 
by their anaphoric questions starting with TroD (I 134-35P3 and the sons' 
categorical confirmation in the second strophe with the repetition of PGPdCYLV 
(1138-39), 34 referring both to the labours of the mothers and the dead 
themselves. 
In response, the mothers give an elaborate description of the 
condition of the dead (1139-41), which, as is generally noticed, finds its 
simpler form in 533-34, i. e. that in death each element of the living returns to 
the place where it came from, the spirit to the air, the body to the earth. 35 
Prompted by this statement the sons call on their fathers (1142), 36 introducing 
a new theme, that of revenge. It was the task of a son to take vengeance on the 
death of his father. 37 So this thought is not surprising, especially in view of the 
fact that feelings of revenge were often aroused through lamentation (see p. 
17, n. 36). What presents problems is the attribution of verse 1144 and its 
29Cf. S. El. 1139-40. Scholars generally accept that the whole passage of 1125-30 draws on Ag. 
437-44, the picture of Ares who exchanges light ashes for live bodies. 
30For this notion cf. also S. El. 1113-14,1142. 
31For a similar idea cf. S. El. 757-58,1158-59. 
ForEý8OKLýLWV (1130) Cf. KXELVOTaTOUg (965), also 
in the context of a contrast between past - present. 
321ts correspondence to the repetition of ýcpw at the beginning of the strophe (1123) as well 
as that Of LW' 'LW' (1127=1134) recall the responsive sound effects of a ritual lament. 
33For similar questions cf. Pers. 956ff, 966ff. 
34Cf. also E'Pag (1162). For the use of PEPdOl and other perfects in the context of lamentation 
see p. 156. 
35As Hose (1991,11.275) remarks, such descriptions belong to the consolatory elements of a 
funeral oration, which try to comfort the survivors by reflecting on the situation of the 
deceased. 
36Their invocation is strongly reminiscent of Electra's appeal to Agamemnon in Clio. 332ff. 
37The most well-known example is obviously that of Orestes dramatized in Clio. and the two 
El. plays. Cf. also S. El. 846ff, Herc. 168ff, Tro. 723. 
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corresponding 1151. If we accept that they form a single utterance together 
with the two previous verses delivered by the sons (as Diggle 1981a), then the 
problem is that the sons begin immediately afterwards the next stanza, a 
sequence not found elsewhere in this kommos or in other extant amoibaia 
(see Collard 1975,11.393). If, on the other hand, these lines are attributed to 
the mothers (as Collard accepts), then their desire for revenge in 1144 is 
contrasted to their objection in 1146-48, where they foresee further disaster. 38 
Furthermore, although it is common in laments for one singer to complete the 
phrase of the other, and that could no doubt be the case in 1150-51, such a 
change of voice is more problematic in 1144 where the question mark after 
c7Ov ýOvov calls rather for an antilabic verse, which, however, cannot have any 
correspondence in 1151. All these problems concerning the distribution of 
parts in the second pair may indicate that the corruption is greater than has 
been suspected. 
The desire of the sons for revenge has often been seen in an ironic 
light. As Burian (1985., 149) suggests, they assume this role "'not as a 
concession to legendary tradition, but as an outgrowth of the process 
illustrated by the funeral speech. "" According to the aims of the funeral 
oration they were taught to imitate the example of their fathers, without 
taking into consideration the folly of the whole enterprise and, as a result, the 
disaster and sorrow it caused. 39 The sons belong to the new generation which 
has not yet acquired the wisdom and learning of the old, as evidenced, for 
example, in Adrastus' reflections on the folly of war (734ff, 949ff). Their 
insistence on revenge proves that unfortunately one can learn only from one"s 
own mistakes (cf. Ag. 177 TMOCL ýtaOo3). In the outcry of the mothers about the 
disaster their enterprise is likely to bring (1146ff) we may plausibly trace 
Euripides' criticism of the madness of war. We should not forget that the play 
was produced during the Peloponnesian war, most probably after the battle 
of Delium in 424,40 and dramatizes the refusal of the Thebans to allow the 
defeated Athenians to recover and bury their dead. 41 
38Collard (1975, IL 394) tries, unconvincingly I think, to reconcile the two cases. 
39See Fitton (1961,439). 
40For the date of Slipp. see especially Zuntz (1955a, 88ff), Collard (1975,1.8ff). 
41As Whitehorne (1986,71) suggests, the spectacle of the bodies of the Seven would remind 
the Athenian audience of their own dead left at Delium. Although I do not intend to talk 
about the political aspect of the play, it is one of its much-discussed interpretations (e. g. Giles 
1890; Zuntz 1955a; Burian 1985). 
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At the beginning of the second antistrophe the sons wish for divine 
help in their enterprise for revenge with phrasing (1145-46 E'T" &V OCOD 
OEXOI)TO3 C'XOOL 6LKa TFaTP CJ03) strongly reminiscent of Cho. 340 a' 
' T' K Xj\ E CW G 
TCOV& Oco'3 Xp-qCwv (the insistence on the notionOf 8LKT is also central in the 
Aeschylean kommos). The wish of the sons prepares for the appearance of 
Athena, who indeed promises the success of their enterprise (1213ff). GV'V O(Ecl) 
(1226) confirms their wish OcoD OEXOVTO3 (1145): there is here an implied 
contrast between the piety of the sons, who seek the help of the gods and will, 
for this reason, succeed, and the foolishness of Adrastus, who led his 
expedition against their will, and, as a consequence, failed. 
Increasing use of resolution in the final strophic pair conveys the 
heightened pathos of the scene (cf. the epode of the first kommos), as the 
thought of revenge gives way to the expression of affection and tenderness 
for the dead. The sons imagine that they see their fathers before their eyes 
(1152), a vision which the mothers complete imagining in turn a close 
embrace (1153). 42 To their feeling of loss the sons add now the words of their 
fathers, which have vanished in the air like their spirit (1155 recalls 1139), 
while the mothers conclude the stanza by commenting on their common 
desolation. At the beginning of the antistrophe the sons comment on the 
weight they carry, thus picking up in aKIJKXOS7 figure the same notion they 
employed in the first strophe. They may consider Pdpos- metaphorically (cf. 
8181TTj[iaTWVPdpo3) as well as literally (cf. 1124-25), so the mothers ask to take 
the urns from them (1159), which moves the sons deeply (1160-61). 43 Finally 
the kommos reaches its end with a pathetic address of the mothers to their 
dead sons (1162-64). 44 
The end of the kommos is marked by Theseus' appearance, who 
brings it to a formal close by requiring from Adrastus that the Argives show 
42The exact meaning of this verse depends on the reading we accept: if we read with Collard 
(1975) ýLXOV ýLX-%Ia ... cyOv, the mothers imagine that their 
dead sons kiss them; if, on the other 
hand, we accept Diggle's reading (1981a) ýLXCIV ýLkq[ICL ... (TOL, or, alternatively, 
(1981b, 30) 
the dead are imagined to kiss their sons. According to Diggle (1981b, 31), in this way 
we avoid the inconsistency of the mothers addressing the fathers first in the second person 
(1153) and later in the third (1156), a change of construction Collard (1975,11. on 1157-8) 
attributes to the mothers' distress. 
43For E'OL'YE ýLov #cvCov (1161) cf. AIc- 108, Tro. 1216. 
44For OV'KETL.. -O'ýOýICLL ac (1162ff) cf. E. El. 1331. 
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an ever-lasting gratitude towards Athens. 45 Athena appears afterwards to 
correct this simple exchange of XdpL3 for xapLg by committing Adrastus to 
swear to a defensive alliance between Argos and Athens (1187ff). Her role as 
a dea ex machina is to relate the mythical events enacted on stage to the 
contemporary reality (so it is generally accepted that the treaty mentioned 
here was the one concluded between Athens and Argos in 420 B. C. ) and to 
widen the sphere of the drama by ensuring success for the expedition of the 
Epigoni (1213ff). 46 As in the other cases of kommoi followed by a divine 
appearance at the end of the play (see p. 68), so here the wider perspective of 
the goddess brings consolation to the mourners and comfort to their present 
suffering, so the final kommos 'closes' in a positive light. 
45Similarly, Theseus brings the first kommos to a formal end by asking Adrastus to deliver a 
funeral speech. 
46Athena's encouragement to the sons to attack Thebes has often been seen negatively as the 
command of a harsh goddess who foments a vengeful war: see, 
for example, Conacher (1967, 
108), Fitton (1961,442). However, the expedition of the Epigoni belongs to the myth and 
Athena's role is simply to give divine sanction to it. 
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2. TROADES 1287-1332 
The death of Astyanax means the loss of the last hope for the 
rebuilding of Troy (cf. 702-5), and so the final collapse of the city comes as a 
natural consequence. In a way his funeral symbolizes that of Troy, especially 
since his coffin is Hector's shield, the sign of his bravery in battle. The lament 
for Troy, coming so soon after that for Astyanax, would no doubt have 
evoked this parallelism in the minds of the spectators. In fact, the two scenes 
are closely interwoven, as the choral anapaests concluding the lament for 
Astyanax (1251-55) are followed immediately by another anapaestic section 
(1256-59) expressing the surprise of the women (introduced by the interjection 
ca ca) at the flames they see on the walls of Troy, which marks the transition 
from the one lamenting piece to the other. 
This is effected by Talthybius' appearance in 1260 (his last in the 
play)l in order to give instructions to the men appointed to set fire to Troy as 
well as to the Trojan women and Hecuba, who have to start moving shortly 
towards the Greek ships. In response, Hecuba delivers an iambic utterance 
(1272-83) which prepares for the final kommos (1287ff), as all the themes she 
touches here find there their lyric expression: the burning of Troy and the 
departure of the women from their homeland as slaves (1274,1279-80), the 
indifference of the gods (1280-81), the contrast between the glorious past of 
Troy and the annihilation that awaits her (1277-78). In her despair Hecuba 
attempts to throw herself in the flames (1282-83), thus indicating her desire to 
share the death of her city. Lee (1976, on 1282) remarks that TTupav (literally 
funeral pyre) has been deliberately chosen, as Hecuba considers the flames 
burning Troy as the pyre of the city, which she wishes to make her own 
funeral pyre as well. 2 The lament for the destruction of Troy can indeed be 
likened to that for a dead person, as it is repeatedly personified throughout 
the play with the attribution of adjectives such as8UCTTTJVOý (173), TaXaLVa (780, 
1 For a discussion of his character and role in Tro. see Gilmartin (1970). 
2Hecuba is the embodiment of Troy from the beginning of the play. Her prostrate, motionless 
figure while Poseidon narrates Troy's misfortunes in the prologue symbolizes the destruction 
of the city itself, a parallelism made evident in the use of language as well: cf. the participle 
TTopeijOE! Laa (9) referring to the devastation of Troy and the compound EKTrOpo-qOE-Laa 
(142) 
describing Hecuba's shaven head, a sign of mourning. 
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1324,1331), 3 in the first and last case in a pathetic apostrophe to it. So the final 
exit of Hecuba and the chorus (1327ff) can be viewed as a funeral procession, 
and thus be paralleled to that for Astyanax (1246ff). 
The final kommos of Tro. can be paralleled to the corresponding one 
of Pers. Both are enacted exclusively by Orientals, led by their king or queen, 
which shows his/her excessive suffering. However, an important difference is 
that the ethnic identity, the oriental colour so much emphasized in the 
kommos of Pers., is almost entirely lacking from that of Tro. In the latter case 
the indulgence in grief is more evidently to be accounted for by the female 
identity of the chorus. Another difference between the two kommoi is that 
whereas in Pers. the chorus originally blame Xerxes for the disaster, in Tro. 
there is unanimity between the participants from its very beginning. In both 
plays, the dominant emphasis is on the totality of the disaster which engulfs 
the participants, although in Pers. the Persian empire continues to exist in the 
survival of the humbled figure of Xerxes, whereas the atmosphere at the end 
of Tro., with the physical destruction of Troy, is one of unrelieved desolation 
and annihilation. The greater expansiveness of the kommos in Pers. is thus in 
no sense a marker of greater intensity of pain and suffering. The 'open' 
ending of the two kommoi, and thus of the plays themselves, is marked by 
the absence of a formal anapaestic closure by the chorus, in contrast to what is 
the case in most tragedies. This also indicates that the chorus are so much 
involved in suffering that they cannot distance themselves from it and deliver 
an anapaestic conclusion, as, for example, the chorus in Ant. do after the end 
of Creon's lament, in which they do not participate. 
The kommos of Tro. is arranged in two strophic pairs (1287-93=1294- 
130114 1302-16=1317-32), the first much shorter than the second. The structure 
of the stanzas, single division in the first pair leading to multiple division in 
the second, and the use of iambic metre throughout, with frequent 
syncopation and high resolution (lines 1288,1300,1313,1328 are entirely 
resolved), mark its ritual character. This scene provides the pathos and the 
emotional intensity lacking from the lament for Astyanax, which is pervaded 
by a surprisingly calm mood. 5 Now Hecuba assumes the leadership, as she 
did in the parodos, with the chorus answering or completing her statements. 
I 3For this characterization of Troy cf. also Hec. 913, Hel. 362. 
4The text in this part is corrupt in several places and not everybody agrees that it is strophic. 
See Lee (1976, on 1287ff) and Dale (1983,234), who calls it prooirnion. 
' See Mead (1938-39,107). Certainly this mood serves to underline the paradoxical I 
circumstances of his funeral. 
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By contrast, in the lament for Astyanax they tried to exhort her towards lyric 
expression of her grief and antiphony without much success. 
Hecuba begins both stanzas of the first pair with a prolonged 
6TOTOTOTCýL, 
an interjection often marking the beginning of a dirge (see p. 90). 
In the strophe she continues with a solemn invocation of Zeus, inviting him to 
look at the suffering of the Trojans with a reproachful question (1290 Ta8" OTLa 
TrO[CTXO[1CV U60pKCIS; C 
). 6The 
chorus answer immediately with8'8OPKCV placed 
emphatically at the beginning of 1291, thus showing only the vanity of this 
appeal. The invocation of the gods is of no use any longer, as Hecuba herself 
has already declared (469ff, 1280ff). They have abandoned Troy to perish 
without caring about the many sacrifices of the Trojans to them (1242 ýIa-r-qv 
8' C'POVOVTODýIGV). The gods' indifference to the suffering of the Trojans is a 
recurrent theme, treated extensively in the second and third stasimon (cf. 
820ff, 1060ff respectively). The chorus emphasize the bitter reality of the 
destruction of Troy with the oxymoron [icyaXO-rroXLS' a'ITOXL3 and the 
juxtaposition of OXCOXCV7 and ov8" GT' CUTL8 (1291-93). In the antistrophe both 
Hecuba and the chorus give a vivid description of what could not be 
presented on stage, the consuming of the city by the fire. 
The second strophe has a more ritual character than the previous two 
stanzas. It is mainly an invocation of the dead (1304 'LCIXG[1(ý TOI')g O(DEVOI)TO13 
OITFUELS-) as a last farewell to them, since the women have to depart shortly 
(1310 ayOýicOa #pO[icO"). Hecuba invokes the earth that has received her dead 
children (1302), her children themselves (1303) and later Priam (1312-14), 
accompanying her invocations with the ritual gestures of kneeling on the 
ground and beating it with her hands (1305-6). 9 The chorus perform the same 
gestures in turn (1307 6Ld8oXd GOL) while calling their dead husbands (1308- 
9). The picture of fifteen women and Hecuba on their knees beating the earth 
must have a really powerful effect, which is reinforced by repeated vocatives 
the urgent (1302 L'CL) -yd, 1303 W' TE KVCL, 1312 'LcL') 'LCO, HpLaýtC NpLaýIC), 
imperatives KXUCTC, ýMOCTC (1303) and the assonance of a and o in 1313-14-10 
6Cf. the similar question in S. El. 823ff- 
7Cf. E, ppEL (107), c'PPELS' (173). 
8For the same phrase cf. 1323 and, similarly, OU'KETL TPOLa Ta8E (99-100). 
9For this ritual practice for invoking the spirits of the dead see also Pers. 683, Cho. 375-76, E. 
El. 678. 
IORepeating privatives, as here CITC[ýOS' d'ýLXOS'... &GTO9, are frequent in lamenting language 
(see pp. 102-3). Poole (1976,265) notices in particular that adjectives of deprivation as well as 
#oD6os- are recurrent in Tro. 
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In her invocation of Priam Hecuba draws a parallelism between his 
and her misery, insisting on his unburied state (1313 d'Taýos- aiýLXog). War has 
disturbed the propriety of funerary rites (cf. also the chorus" description of 
their dead husbands in 1085 0'10alTT09 a'vv8pog), 11 a theme carefully exploited 
in the execution of Astyanax's funeral. 12 However., implicitly Hecuba 
considers Priam more fortunate than herself since, being dead, he is unaware 
of her misfortune (1314 'a 1). 13 The chorus complement Tas, qid3 &GTOý EL 
Hecuba's statement with the oxymoron OaVC[TOS' O'GLOS' CLVOGLOL9 CTýO['Yd_LaLV 
(1316): Priam"s death is considered holy although its manner, slaughter at the 
altar of Zeus, was sacrilegious, because it prevented him from seeing the final 
destruction of Troy and suffering their own degradation. 14 
The antistrophe is mainly a lament for Troy, as the strophe is a 
lament for the dead Trojan men. Like the first antistrophe, it describes the 
complete dissolving of the city in smoke and ashes, which now culminates in 
the collapse of the towers. Hecuba"s phrasing in 1320, where she compares 
the dissipation of the city to smoke that rises into the air, recalls that of the 
chorus from 1298-99. In 1319 and 1322 the chorus insist on the anonymity that 
awaits Troy, a theme on which Hecuba also commented in 1277-78, which is 
in contrast to her previous statement that Troy's fate will become a subject for 
poets (1242-45). The name of Troy has indeed survived through song. In 1325 
Hecuba addresses the chorus with the questions CýMOCT`, GKXUGTG; (Cf. the 
imperatives with which she addresses her dead children in 1303), thus 
drawing their attention to the sound of the towers as they fall. 
This marks the end of the existence of Troy as a city, so what is now 
left for Hecuba and the other women is to make their way towards the Greek 
ships., which means the beginning of their slavery, 8OUXELOV aktEpaV OLOV 
(1330), which recalls 8ouXcLov uTT 0' [icXaOpov (1311). Both Hecuba and the 
chorus point to their departure with self-exhortations (cf. 1329,1332 
1IFor an extensive discussion of this theme see Croally (1994,74ff). 
12Andromache is prevented from offering funerary rites to her son, since she must leave for 
Greece (1129ff, 1145-46), so Hecuba undertakes her role adorning the dead body with the 
poor means she has got (1143-44,1200-2). The washing of the corpse and the burial are 
undertaken by an enemy, Talthybius (1151-53), which also undermines the usual practice that 
funerary rites lay with the relatives of the deceased, while the whole ceremony has to be 
accomplished as quickly as possible (1149,1154-55). For Astyanax's funeral see Dyson - Lee 
(2000). 
13For the theme that the dead are more fortunate than the living see p. 116. 
ASee Lee (1976, on 1315-16). 
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respectively). 15 Noticeably, Hecuba starts and finishes her part in the play 
with exhortations to herself (cf. in her monody 98,99,101,102,103) and with 
mirroring movement: there she raises herself from the ground to sing a 
lament, here the lament has to be terminated as it is time for her and the other 
women to drag their feet to exile. The dramatic effect of the scene is probably 
reinforced by the sound of the trumpet signalling that they have to depart (cf 
Talthybius' words in 1266-67). 16 
The final kommos is the culmination and the ritual enactment on 
stage of the grief repeatedly expressed throughout the play, and mirrors by 
ring composition the lamentation between Hecuba and the chorus in the 
parodos. Now the destruction of Troy has been completed and the Trojan 
women are moving towards the Greek ships, a movement towards which the 
action from the beginning of the play leads in a powerful climax. The 
reference to them in the last verse of the play (1332) resumes the anguish the 
Trojan women had expressed in the parodos in the thought that they would 
carry them away from their homeland (cf. 161-62,167/ 180-81). What was 
presented there as a fearful expectation has now become reality, a parallelism 
very similar to that of Pers. In both the parodos and the exodos of Tro. the 
chorus suffer as much as Hecuba, as they are associated with her through the 
same fate. However, she is in a worse position than they; she has experienced 
a terrible change of fortune, namely, from a queen she has been brought low 
to a slave (cf - the emphatic contrast she draws in her agitated lament in 190- 
96), and has suffered more losses than anyone else. So it is reasonable to 
suggest that the suffering of the chorus serves to foreground hers, which is 
made evident by the fact that she assumes the leadership in both laments. By 
contrast, in the lament for Astyanax Hecuba mourns for her personal loss, 
whereas the chorus, though deeply moved, are not personally affected, but 
see in his death the loss of the future of the city. They are in the position of the 
women who bewail in the background after each yoo3 for Hector in Iliad 24. 
Hecuba and the chorus constitute a continuous presence throughout 
the play after the prologue (Hecuba is present during it as well, but silent), 
which gives it the cohesion critics generally agree that it lacks as an episodic 
play each scene of which concentrates on a different individual. Sienkewicz 
15Characteristic of the last verse of the play is the sounding effect of the alliteration of Tr- This 
is also the case in the final verses of the kommos of Sept. (10OOff) and the last one of Clio. (478). 
16The exit of the women is considerably delayed despite Talthybius' instructions (1285-86), so 
that the kommos can be completed. Cf. Antigone's delayed exit in AW. despite Creon's orders 
(see pp. 224-25 and n. 39). 
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(1978,85) argues that the chorus alone is the central character of the play and 
that it serves as a unifying force: 17 "The chorus is the only principal in the 
Trojan Women that adequately incorporates the identity of the entire city and 
its tragedy. The individual characters are included in this collective tragedy, 
but they each give only partial aspects of it. " Only a chorus with such an 
identity would be suitable to perform a lament for Troy (cf. the identity of the 
chorus in Pers. ). However, I think that Hecuba's continuous presence strongly 
suggests that she shares with the chorus the role of the 'central character' of 
the play. 
171n fact, he compares the collective identity of the chorus 
in this play with that of the 




The prologue of Hel. is divided into two sections, a monologue 
delivered by Helen and a dialogue between her and Teucer. In the monologue 
the spectators get all the necessary information about the innovations of the 
myth Euripides follows (cf. Ar. Thesm. 850 KCLLVIq"EXcn) and are also informed 
of Hermes' prediction to Helen that one day she will inhabit Sparta with 
Menelaus (56ff). Euripides often foreshadows the action of the play by a 
prediction given in the prologue, which, as a result, helps to manipulate the 
expectations of the audience, but, as Hamilton (1978,277) remarks, such 
predictions do not influence the coming action, with the exception of I. T. So, 
although Helen reports Hermes' prophecy in her monologue, she forgets it 
completely when she hears from Teucer that Menelaus is dead (123ff), even 
though his information is second-hand (cf. 126,132KXTJ(ETaL). However, the 
audience will remember it, so when they hear Helen lamenting for Menelaus" 
death they will know that her suffering, although real, is unjustified, and thus 
will be expecting Menelaus' arrival. Furthermore, Helen's misinformation 
helps to make the subsequent recognition scene more exciting. 
Teucer's unexpected arrival has been much discussed. His role is 
obviously informative, but he is certainly not a mere messenger, as Whitman 
(1974,40) suggests; his appearance serves other purposes as well. So Kannicht 
argues (1969,11.12,37) that it reveals the hatred the whole of Greece feels 
towards Helen and (1.54,11.37) that Teucer himself and his fate is a 
representative example of the suffering she has caused to Trojans and Greeks 
alike. 1 Certainly Helen's confrontation with Teucer influences the subsequent 
course of action, as the news he reports prompts her lamentation (cf. 194-95). 
As Wilson (1967,217-18) argues, a dialogic scene preceding a monody in the 
prologue serves to heighten the effect of the monody. 
Helen's lamentation constitutes of two kommoi (164-252,330-385) 
separated by an iambic scene, the first of which is mingled with the parodos 
while the second is in the place of the first stasimon, which is, thus, delayed 
IFor other views see Segal (1971,562-63) and Burnett (1971,76), who see Teucer's arrival in 
the light of the doubling of images which is prevalent throughout the play, i. e. as Menelaus' 
and Helen's double respectively, that is, another sailor who has lost his way back or an exile 
who suffers undeservedly. 
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till line 1107. While the first amoibaion is prompted by Teucer"s news, the 
second is prompted by the suggestion of the chorus that Helen should inquire 
from Theonoe about Menelaus" fate (315ff). The whole of this composition 
(164-385) is characterized by unity in participants (Helen and the chorus 
throughout), in theme (Helen's lot) and partly in the structure and metre of 
the lyric pieces (see below and pp. 257ff). The fact that the two threnetic 
amoibaia are found in the first four hundred lines of the play and so close to 
each other helps to emphasize Helen's grief and despair, so as to exalt the 
reversal of her fortune in the rest of the play. 
The structure of the parodos is unique in extant tragedy. It is as 
follows: pro-ode (Hel. ), str. a (Hel. ), ant. a (chor. ), str. b (Hel. ), ant. b (chor. ), 
epode (Hel. ), which means that the choral entry song is introduced as an 
antistrophe, thus the actor is the leader of the amoibaion and there is metrical 
correspondence between solo and choral song. What normally happens is that 
a rhesis or a metrically independent monody is delivered by the actor before 
the arrival of the choruS2 and after their entrance the parodos takes the 
following form: str. a (chor. -actor), ant. a (chor. -actor) etc., so that choral song 
corresponds metrically to choral song andSolo to Solo. 3The closest parallel to 
the parodos of Hel. is that of Hypsip., where the chorus enter in the middle of 
the first strophe. However, if its structure is: str. a (Hyps. -chor. ), ant. a (Hyps. - 
chor. ), epode (Hyps. ),, 4 then again there is no correspondence between the 
song of the chorus and that of the actor. 
The pro-ode is dactylic consisting of two dactylic hexameters and 
5 
what is generally accepted as a pentameter, which, according to Dale (1968, 
28), are recitative. Here Helen announces formally the beginning of her dirge 
with the participle KaTaýaXXOýICVa (164)"6wondering in what way she will 
21n the parodos of Hel. the pro-ode may be seen as an adaptation of this device. 
3For a discussion of the structure of the parodoi-amoibaia see Kannicht (1969,11.59). 
4See Bond (1963,61). 
5For the problems in metre and content this verse poses see KannIcht (1969, Il. 60) and 
Willink (1990,79-80), who prefers to delete it, arguing that "it derives from an explanatory 
scholion offering alternative glosses" (80). However, in view of the fact that the accumulation 
of similar terms is frequent in tragedy (see p. 75), this verse is appropriate to enhance the 
pathos of Helen's question, thus culminating in her subsequent cry. 
6KCL-raPc'AXO[IaL is a technical term meaning 'lay down as a foundation' (see 
LSJ s. V. KaTapaxxw, 
Il. 7). Willink (1990,78, n. 9) suggests that the sense 'begin (a song)' may be by analogy to 
KCLTG[PX%IaL, which is used to denote the 
beginning of a ritual procedure (see p. 120, n. 29). 
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lament her sorrows better (165). Alternatives such as those she gives are 
frequent in similar contexts in Euripides (cf. Hec. 154ff, Herc. 1025ff, No. 
1498ff, Hypsip. 1. iv. 5ff), which reinforces the argument that ýioDaav should be 
taken in the sense of musical mode /inspiration7 (Cf. I. T. 181ff), rather than in 
a personified sense (=MODCyaV), 8 since the Sirens Helen invokes in the first 
strophe will provide the kind of music appropriate for her lament, but they 
are not actually Muses. If, as I think more probable, G[k1LXXaOCO (165) includes 
the idea of contest, in the sense that Helen anticipates the arrival of the chorus 
and the contest of laments between them (cf. E. Slipp. 71 ayw'v 68 
a 'XXos -... -yocov), 9 it stresses the self -referential artifice of the scene, already 
suggested in her explicit statement that she is starting a lament. 
After the dactylic pro-ode the metre of the amoibaion changes to 
trochaiclO with occasional iambic cola. Although its exact description is 
controversial because of the corruption of the text, especially in the first 
strophic pair, it is generally agreed that most of the cola are dimeters with few 
trimeters (e. g. 195=214,238,244), with some syncopation and high resolution 
(some verses are wholly resolved, e. g. 173=185). The first strophic pair is a 
characteristic example of Euripides" habit of pointing to the musical quality of 
his dirges as such. Both stanzas are abundant in musical terms defining 
Helen"s lament, with decorative and highly descriptive language, while 
nothing is mentioned about the misfortunes Teucer reported to her in the 
prologue; the object of her lamentation is reserved for the second strophic 
pair and the epode. 11 
7See Dale (1967, on 165), Willink (1990,79). 
8This is the reading Kannicht (1969) prints in his text. See also Hose (1990,1-96). 
9See also Willink (1990,79): "the verb is consistent also with ideas of 'concerted performance' 
and 'projection' " and, similarly, Dale (1967, on 165), although she argues that in this case it 
means little more than 'contribute', 'utter'. Downing (1990,13) suggests that verses like this 
one (165) point to Euripides' self-reflexive representation of his own participation in an agoll 
with his play. 
I ODale (1968,92) remarks that continuous trochaics appear in Euripides' late plays (Hel., Plio., 
Or., I. A. ), whereas they are almost entirely absent from his early and middle ones. 
IlWhat constitutes lphigenela's first utterance (definition of her song, narration of her 
miseries) in the parodos of I. T., which presents a great similarity to that of Hel., is developed 
in HcI. as two separate stanzas (Ist and 2nd str. ). Similarly, the reply of the chorus in I. T. 
corresponds to the Ist and 2nd ant. of Hel., although there greater emphasis is given to the 
fortunes of theO'LKOS' of Atreus than to lphigeneia's miseries. 
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The strophe, characterized by a dark, gloomy atmosphere of the 
underworld, gives the answer to the question Helen posed in the pro-ode: she 
invites the Sirens to accompany her lament with their music. As Kannicht 
(1969,11. on 167-78) argues, her description of them (1677TEP0ý0POL 1"GaVL&S', 
168XOOVO'S' KOPM, 174ff ýto-ucTda associated with (Dcpc7cýacrua) identifies them 
as 'Hades- oder Grabsirenen", which appeared on the Attic grave stelai from 
the 5th cent. onwards. The invocation of the Sirens is, then, in accordance 
with the interweaving of the motifs of eros and thanatos which is pervasive 
throughout the play, 12 since they are funerary figures, but still have erotic 
associations. 13 This last remark points to their association with Helen, in the 
sense that both cause destruction through their beauty, 14a recurrent theme in 
the play. 
The first strophe presents serious textual problems with the result 
that the syntax, and thus the meaning, are disputed. Most editors print 
ý10XOLT' in verse 170, which means that Helen is actually asking the Sirens to 
come as her fellow-mourners. However, Willink (1990,85ff) argues that the 
meaning must be that Helen asks the Sirens to accompany her lament from 
the underworld, thus he proposes the reading 0 ýt L XOý T' in the sense 
'participate, consort with. He also accepts TTC[IýMTC in 174, with ýtovcyda 
(174) as subject and 8aKPUCL, TMOGa, [icXca (172,173) as objects, rejecting the 
reading TrqiýcLc of ms L, which requires ýiovc7cla as its object and 
(DcpaGý(acyaa as subject, on the grounds that ýiovc7da, -halls of song', cannot be 
"sent". 15 Willink's interpretation solves some textual problems, but the idea 
that the Sirens will sing from the underworld is awkward. The term ýUvcp8a 
(174), pointing to the role of the chorus in accompanying the singing of the 
actor, suggests a close contact between the two. In fact, in all the other cases in 
tragedy where this adjective, or a similar one, is used, the second participant 
is present or is desired to be present: Or. 132-33 (rTaPELUL), E. Stipp. 73-74(ý T "), 
Herc. 786-87 (OdTC), Hel. 1111-12 The above examples arguably support 
the reading [IOXOLTE, an invocation which would certainly have a strong 
dramatic effect, as it is answered by the arrival of the chorus, who will play 
the role Helen expected the Sirens to do. Furthermore, the antiphonal effect to 
which the phrase IT0.0GO-L TTCLOCU ýICXCCYL [, tcXca (173) points can be achieved 
12For this theme see Wolff (1973,62ff). 
13See Wolff (1973,65, n. 12). 
ASee Hartigan (1981,28). 
15He agrees (89) with Kannicht (1969, Il. on 173-6) that the word can denote persons, a 'choir', 
but only if they function M sitit. 
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only through the actual presence of the chorus. Therefore, I think that the 
interpretation of the stanza is better if Helen actually invokes the Sirens to 
come. 
The invocation of these figures is particularly appropriate for the 
occasion. They were excellent musicians (Helen also points to their musical 
instruments in the problematic passage 170-71), 16 and so they will provide the 
music she required for her lament. Furthermore, the appeal to these creatures 
of the underworld as well as the reference to Persephone, with all the 
chthonic associations they evoke, are appropriate for the object of Helen"s 
dirge, the death of her beloved persons. The myth of Persephone is prominent 
in the play (cf. the second stasimon 1301ff), and is also associated with the 
story of Helen: she was carried away by Hermes while she was gathering 
flowers (244ff), like Persephone when she was kidnapped by Hades. Also, 
they both function as brides of death: for Helen the removal to Egypt is a kind 
of living death (286). 
After the dark, gloomy atmosphere of mourning and the underworld 
in the strophe, the antistrophe begins with bright, peaceful tones, as the 
chorus describe their activity of drying clothes near the water, placing 
emphasis on the colours (179 KVCLVOCL8C3 iMcop, 181-82 ýOLVLK013 ITETAous. 
), the 
sunshine (182 XPUCFECLLULV auycds) and the greenery (180 C'XLK(a XXoai,,, 183 
6OVaKOS' C'PVC(JLV). However, this serene, idealized atmosphere, was disturbed 
by wild cries, so they have come to find out what is happening. 17 They justify 
their entry with a verb of hearing (184 C'KXVOV), 
18 
as the chorus usually do 
when the parodos is prompted by cries or some other noise, 19 and proceed to 
describe what the cries they heard sounded like. The accumulation of terms 
they use shows that they find it difficult to do so. All the words they choose 
16The wind instruments (ALP-uv XCOTO'V T'J' CTUPL'Y'Yaý) were appropriate for a dirge (see p. 51); 
what is more problematic is the reference to the lyre (-q" ýOP[IL'Y'Yaý), which usually 
accompanied joyful songs, an issue I will not discuss here. For different views see Dale (1967, 
on 185), Willink (1990,87-88). 
17The loclis anioemis of 179ff recalls the similar description in Hipp. 121ff (stressed by verbal 
reminiscences as well), which is also disturbed by the news concerning the afflicted queen. 
The difference, however, is that in Hel. the chorus do not know yet who is in distress. 
181t seems better to delete avEpoao-cv of ms L (184) since it has no subject, and I do not think 
that it is reasonable to suppose, as Kannicht does (1969,11. on 183-7), that the chorus already 
know who cried, assuming that Theoclymenus has attacked Helen. 
19Kannicht (1969,11. on 179-90) states these cases. The closest parallel is Med. 131 E'KXUOI) 
ýWVaV, E"KXVOV 6E Podv. Cf. also Tro. 155 GILOV O'LKTOI)S, Hipp. 129-30o'OEv [IOL ... ýaTLý 
ýXOE. 
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L00, ýLa8op"20 21 point to shrill cries: O'KTP'V 6 GIXUPOP C'XC'YOV, E'XCtKEP CUGPYýMCTL 
UTE, ep 'p, 22 23 ' VOUOU, -yo 0K Xa'Y'Y Ct-L CT L dvaood, so the part of the antistrophe after 
184ff is dominated by acoustic images in contrast to the prevalent visual ones 
in 179ff. They think of a female, non-human being, a Naiad, as Helen in the 
strophe invoked some other female otherworldly creatures. 
The comparison of the Naiad being pursued by Pan brings obviously 
to mind the pursuit of Helen by Theoclymenus, and emphasizes the 
rape/ abduction-theme, which is central in the play (Leda"s rape by Zeus, 
Helen"s abduction by Paris to Troy and by Hermes to Egypt). Characteristic of 
these cases is that they are associated with natural landscapes., the archetypal 
parallel being, of course, the myth of Persephone. In trying to define the place 
from where the cries originated, the chorus decide that they came 'UTTO' 
TTGTPLVC[ yvaXa (188-89), a phrase which corresponds to the similar one of the 
strophe uTT6' [i6XaOpa vuxLa (176-77), evoking the ominous associations of the 
underworld. So the antistrophe, although it started with bright pictures, 
concludes with the dark image of mourning that comes beneath the earth, 
which recalls the dirge Persephone will receive in the underworld (176ff). 
In the second strophic pair contact between Helen and the chorus is 
finally achieved. She identifies the previously called Sirens as OýpclkLa 
ýOtPOOIPOU TTXC'tTaS' (191)24 andEXXaVL&S' KOPOL (192), thus pointing to their 
status as Greek captive women, while they address the supposed Naiad as 
, yUvaL (212). The fact that the chorus were washing purple clothes means, 
according to Kannicht (1969,11. on 182-3), that they are in the service of the 
palace. Willink (1990,93, n. 79), however, suggests that they have rather an 
outsider status, as their entry from outside the palace indicates (as in the 
similar choral entries of Mect. and Hipp. ), and that there is no reason for 
supposing as, for example, Barlow (1971,22) does, that they are Helen"s 
206ýta8os-, used especially of the confused voices of a number of men (see LSJ sx. 0[. Ia6oS-), 
seems to have had some association with the sound of pipes and flutes (cf. 11.10.13 all'XCov 
CFI)PL'Y'YCL)I) TI EVOIT11V 6ýicx8ov T' dvOpw'iTwv)- So here it is associated with C"(Xvpov G'XGyov. 
21Willink (1990,93, n. 77) notes that this verb was used with reference to pipe- 
accompaniment (cf. AIc. 346ffTrpO\ý A'LPI)V I\aKCLv auXop). Especially associated with pipes and 
syrinxes was, of course, Pan, mentioned in 190. 
22Probably defining v6[-tov, if we accept Matthiae's proposal instead of the reading Tc, (ýIwv 
(188) of the mss, which is senseless and unmetrical. 
23This noun is used to denote the high-pitched cries of a bird (cf. the simile in Tro. 146ff). 
24As Podlecki (1970,409) remarks, the hunting-image recurs throughout the play (e. g. 51,63, 
314,545,981). Helen herself ý%TaS also the prey of a barbarian oar, ýapoapy TTX(lTqL (234,1117). 
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servants. 25 Whatever their exact status, their role is to sympathize with 
Helen's misfortunes, thus they resemble other female, sympathetic choruses 
(cf., for example, those of El., I. T., Or. ). 
So Helen proceeds to inform them of the disastrous news Teucer - 
now vaguely VaUT1aý'AXC(LC)V TL9 (194) - brought her, namely, the destruction 
of Troy (196-97), Leda's suicide (200-1), Menelaus' death in the sea (203-4), the 
disappearance of the Dioscuri from Sparta (205-210). 26 Concerning Menelaus' 
fate, she presents as true what Teucer had presented as rumour (126,132), 
while from the two versions he gave about the fate of her brothers (138ff), she 
forgets the possibility of their deification. Twice in this stanza Helen 
emphasizes her responsibility for what has happened (198-99,201-2). In 198- 
99 she hints at the paradox of her existence with two symmetrical phrases (8L' 
cýtc -rav TroXI)KTOPOV, VTTOpol)) / 
I, 8L" Cý101) 0'1)0ýla 1TOV 27 the second being in fact a 
correction of the first: it is not she herself but her name28 that is responsible 
for the destruction of Troy. Similarly, in 201-2 she blames her mother's death 
on her own shameful reputation. 
Characteristic in this stanza is the recurrent use of the first person: 
195 ý10L, 198 8L" EýIC, 199 8L" cýiov, 202 qid3,203 6 6" q163. On the contrary, in 
the antistrophe Helen becomes the object of the chorus" attention, hence the 
use of the second person throughout it: 212 crd3,214,224 c7c, 217 070L, 226 o 8c 
c763. The actual contact between Helen and the chorus in the second pair 
results in narrative in relatively simple language in contrast to the highly 
ornate language of the first pair. It also allows for antiphony (219ff), as the 
chorus repeat Helen"s misfortunes, recapitulating them with shorter 
phrases. 29 This arrangement can be viewed as an adaptation within the 
structure of two long stanzas of the quick, antiphonal exchanges of a 
25Dale (1967, on 179-90) also shares the same opinion. 
26The adjective #aPE3 she uses for her brothers (207) was used by Teucer with reference to 
Menelaus (126). 
27A series ofTroXu- compound adjectives is used in this pair to denote great suffering (cf. also 
203TToXt)TTXav'ýS-, 211 TTOXV(7TOP01)). 
286voýta is a dominant motif throughout the play (e. g. 43,66,87,250) as well as the antithesis 
between 6'vo[. ia and Trpdyýta, for which see Solmsen (1934). The philosophical allusions 
evoked by the discrepancy between these two notions are a central theme in the play, and, as 
Griffith (1953) argues, the audience were meant to take the play in this intellectualist sense, 
although others prefer to see it as a more light-hearted one (cf. Pippin 1960; Knox 1979,256ff). 
291 ha%, e not found such a detailed repetition in the antistrophe of themes stated in the 
strophe in any other kommatic exchange. 
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traditional lament. So ýicmqp (219) is in exactly the same position in the stanza 
as AT18a (200), O'LXCTaL (219) is the verb Helen used to denote Menelaus" 
death (204), &8Výla (220) recalls &&)ýtoyci)cg (206), o 8c cyo's- ev (aXL (226) is 
an exact echo of o8 C40ý CP aXL (203), XEXOLTTE ýLOTOV (226-27) is in the same 
position in the stanza as XCXOLlTC UiTTc8a (207-8), which Helen used with 
reference to the Dioscuri. This close responsion by the chorus serves to 
magnify Helen's suffering and to give it a tragic tone. From their list of 
Helen's misfortunes the chorus omit the capture of Troy, but add instead her 
misery of being away from her homeland (222) without any possibility of 
inhabiting it in the future (227-28), which contradicts Hermes' promise (56ff). 
I prefer to accept O'XýLcls- of the ms tradition in 22830 rather than 
O'XýLC_L, Bothe's proposal, even though the third person gives a smoother 
syntax, as the subject of bothXCXOLTFE (226-27) and O'XPLCL is Menelaus, because 
throughout the whole stanza the chorus address Helen, and I therefore find it 
more plausible that they conclude it with a last address to her. After all, what 
the chorus are interested in are Helen's misfortunes, not Menelaus", and they 
take her thought further by stressing the effect they have on her life. 
Menelaus' death is obviously the worst of all (thus it comes, climactically, at 
the end of their list), since it will deprive her of her homeland for ever (cf. 
56ff: her last hope to inhabit Sparta is Menelaus" return). Both strophe and 
antistrophe conclude with a picture of absence from Sparta, which is defined 
through the reference to a topographical detail, Eurotas and the cult of 
Chalkioikon Athena3l respectively. The future reference of the chorus in 228 
reminds Helen of a particular moment in the past in the epode (244ff), her 
occupation of picking flowers for the goddess when Hermes snatched her 
away. Her association with the cult of the goddess there is, I think, another 
reason why 6XPLeis- is a better reading in 228. Among Helen's sufferings the 
chorus also include her bad reputation (223-25) with emphasis on the key- 
word ýUýLs-, thus taking up her points in 199,201-2. In their attempt to 
interpret her many misfortunes - as they state in 217-18,32 nothing bad is 
missing from her life - they prefix their detailed list of them with a statement 
about her bad lot (211ff), which they trace back to the time of her conception 
(213-16). 33 
30Dale (1967) and Kannicht (1969) also accept the same reading. 
31As Kannicht (1969,11. on 227-8) remarks, OXOLE-LS' points to the frequent cultic predicates of 
gods UOLE, O'XpLa. 
32For the syntax of 217 cf. Tro. 106. 
33For a similar notion cf. I. T. 203ff. 
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The amoibaion concludes with a long epode by Helen"34where she 
expands the scope of her speculation beyond her recent aV[IýOPM by going 
back in time, 35 probably prompted by the choral statement in 213ff. The 
consideration of her misfortunes from a wider point of view reinforces and 
enlarges her suffering. In her recapitulation of the past she traces the dpxTJ 
KaKC0V to the person who cut down the pine-tree for Paris' ship, with which 
he sailed to Sparta (229ff). 36 On the one hand his voyage there under 
Aphrodite's guidance in order to obtain Helen's beauty (232ff) and on the 
other hand her removal to Egypt by Hermes according to Hera's plan (241ff) 
reveal the opposition between the two goddesses (cf. the emphatic 6C in 241), 
which is the focus of the epode as the main cause of the war and Helen's 
misfortunes. The references to the disastrous acts of Aphrodite and Hera are 
separated by the interjection CO TaXaWa crvýiýopd! sý (240) which Helen 
attributes to herself, which, with its emphatic position half-way in the epode, 
focuses for a moment exclusively on her, the victim of the two goddesses. 
The two parts of the epode concerning each one of them have almost 
the same length, thus stressing their equal share of responsibility in the 
disaster, and are characterized by a remarkable parallelism in themes. In both 
cases there is a voyage under the instructions of a goddess who favours 
Helen"s abductor, which resulted in the outbreak of the Trojan war (238-39, 
248-49), which was equally destructive for both the Greeks and the Trojans 
(239 AaVa"L8ms-, 249 IIPLa[1L6aLCrLV), 37 the object of enmity of Aphrodite and 
Hera respectively. Finally Helen summarizes her tragedy in the last lines of 
the epode (250-52), especially in the phrase ýMýL&OV #MV: her name is the 
subject of empty talk being separated from herself (the theme that pervades 
34Lourenýo (2000) deletes it as an interpolation, but I do not find his arguments persuasive. 
35Cf. also I. T. 203ff, where Iphigeneia goes through the major facts of her life. Strohm (1957, 
156ff), analyzing the notion of 'Lebensrtickblick' in Euripides, notices that it is characteristic 
of the way he perceives human life: at some stage in one's life one looks back and becomes 
conscious of the past. 
36This is a conventional theme (cf. also Hec. 629ff), which goes back to 11.5.62ff (cf., similarly, 
the cutting of the tree for the construction of Argo in Mcd. 3-4). In other cases the aPXT'J KCLKWV 
of the Trojan war is sought in the judgement of Paris or his exposure (cf. Hec. 644ff, Alldr. 
274ff, I. A. 573ff, 1283ff). For a more extensive discussion of this theme see Kannicht (1969,11. 
on 229-31). The tracing of a misfortune to its original cause is frequent in laments (cf. also Aj. 
934ff, 1192ff, O. T. 1349ff, E. Siipp. 832ff). 
37The non-distinction between victors and sufferers underlies the whole play: see Galeotti 
(1987). 
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the whole play). Although the two parts of the epode are thematically related, 
they are sharply contrasted as far as their imagery is concerned. The first one 
is characterized by a dark, gloomy atmosphere of suffering and war (231 
8aKpoe(Tav, 232 6'XoýtEvov, 2368VCTTVXCCTTaTOV, 38 23880XL09, TTOXI)KTOI)03139 239 
iaToi)cya Oai)aTOV)40 while the second by a peaceful, bright scenery (241 
XPUCTCOL3 OPOVOLCYL, 244-45 XXoEpa-p'68ca TTETaXa), which is, though, disturbed 
by Hermes" violent abduction of Helen (247 avapiTdaa3). This sequence of 
images, dark contrasted to a following bright one, which is in turn disturbed 
by a violent act, is the same as that in the first strophic pair, so the amoibaion 
concludes with the same image with which it started. 
The exposition of the events Helen gives in the epode is a lyric 
expression of her narrative in the prologue (23ff), although there the 
judgement of Paris and T& ALO'ý ýOVXCVýtaTa were also taken into account. So, 
although in the prologue her removal to Egypt appeared as a benign 
protection (44ff), a part of Zeus' plan, in the epode 241ff it appears as the act 
of the jealous Hera in order to set war. In the course of the amoibaion Helen 
laments first (second strophe) for her recent sufferings, reacting emotionally 
to Teucer's news, and then (epode) for the original causes of her evils. So the 
information about her misfortunes we get in the two sections of the prologue 
(her monologue, her dialogue with Teucer) becomes in reverse order the 
object of her lamentation in the parodos. 
330-385 
Unlike the parodos, in the exchange between Helen and the chorus in 
330ff the role of the latter is considerably reduced, confined to a series of brief 
statements, so that Helen evidently dominates it, especially with her long 
monodic utterances in 348-59,362-85. Also, unlike the role of the chorus in the 
parodos where they responded to her lament, now they try to avert her from 
it by suggesting that Menelaus may not be dead. There Helen had to lament 
38Lines 236-37 are problematical and have been deleted by some editors (e. g. Dindorf, 
Diggle). For the problems they present and a possible emendation see Zuntz (1955b, 68-69). 
39Helen attributed this adjective to herself in 198. In effect, she is identified with 
Aphrodite in 
the sense that they are both murderous, although Helen unwillingly. 
40Kannicht (1969,11. on 229-51) argues that these attributes indicate the inevitability of the 
destruction of Troy. 
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for her misfortunes, according to the tragic conventions, and the chorus 
willingly joined her in her dirge. Now, however, the plot has to advance, so 
the questioning by the coryphaeus of the truth of Teucer"s information about 
Menelaus" fate (306ff) together with the subsequent suggestion (315ff) that 
Helen should ask Theonoe is an effective device towards that direction. Helen 
herself, although she does not reply to any of the choral statements, pursuing 
her own train of thought, 41 is influenced by their more hopeful thoughts and 
has started considering faintly the possibility that Menelaus may still be alive 
(340ff), which prepares for Theonoe's positive answer. 
In the part of the exchange till verse 359 Helen is completely 
occupied with Menelaus" fate, stating in her trochaic utterance (348ff) her 
determination to die (which she first expressed in 298, assuming it is 
genuine), if Theonoe confirms Teucer"s report. In her second monodic 
utterance (362-85) she moves away from her immediate concern to a more 
general matter, the sufferings the Greeks and the Trojans endured because of 
her beauty. 42The two distinct parts of the monody are marked by different 
subject (suffering of the opponents, beauty as curse) and metrical pattern 
(iambo-trochaic, dactylic). The change in metre may also be associated with 
the removal of the chorus, although the question when they start moving out 
of the orchestra cannot be answered with certainty. 43 In any case the dactyls 
in 375ff echo the dactylic prelude (164-66), thus closing the sequence of the 
two kommoi with the same metre as it opened, a symmetrical pattern 
reinforced by the entry and exit of the chorus. 
In the first part of the monody the suffering caused because of Helen 
is summarized in the symmetrical phrasing of 365 and the cumulative 
expression of 366, defined further in the description of the mourning of the 
women of both sides: the Trojan sisters have cut their hair as an expression of 
41Regarding verses 330-47, which are pure iambic, Kannicht (1969,11.104-5) remarks that the 
metrical pattern of Helen's utterances (mostly iambic dime te r-lecythion) in comparison to 
that of the chorus (lecythion-iambic dimeter) reflects in metrical terms their antithetical 
statements. 
42Similarly, in the parodos she turned to the causes of the war (epode) after the narration of 
her recent miseries (second strophe). 
43Dale (1967, on 362-85) suggests that they should have entered the palace by 374 while 
Kannicht (1969, IL 121) believes that their exit takes place during the dactylic part. Exit of the 
chorus and ETTLTTdpo6oý rarely happen in tragedy (this is also the case 
in Lori, Aj., AIc., Mies. ). 
Here this device serves so that Menelaus' appearance on an empty performance area and the 
delivery of a monologue by him (386ff) function as a new beginning in the play. 
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sorrow for the death of their brothers (368-69) while the Greek women (370 
'EW3 personified)44utter loud cries while performing ritual gestures (370- 
74). Regarding the theme of beauty treated in the second part of the monody, 
Helen repeatedly insists that it is a curse (cf. 27,236-37,261,304-5,384-85) and 
wishes she could wipe it from her appearance (262ff). Here she refers to two 
mythological examples of women who were transformed by the gods into 
animals because of their beaUty, 45 Callisto into a bear or a lioness (verse 379 is 
puzzling), Merops' daughter into a hind. 
The similarity between their fate and Helen"S46 is that in all three 
cases beauty is proved disastrous, but whereas for the two mythical figures 
only for themselves, in the case of Helen for numerous people as well (383TO' 
6 cýiov 66ýtas- makes the contrast emphatic). Another difference between the 
two cases is that, whereas the two mythical figures forgot their sorrows with 
their transformation (cf. Helen"s apostrophe to Callisto as ýtdKap in 375), 
Helen remains beautiful but deeply unhappy; for her there is no possibility of 
metamorphosis, and thus of forgetfulness of her miseries. Therefore the 
seeming similarity between her fate and theirs serves simply to emphasize 
that the extent of her suffering is unique. 
Helen's lamentation is more extensive than that of the heroines in the 
parodoi of I. T. or the two El. plays, and is also differentiated from it in that it 
does not concern only her personal misfortunes but a more general disaster, 
the destruction of Troy and the deaths of thousands of people. Because her 
lamentation has a wider scope it affects the rest of the play in a way it does 
not in the above mentioned parodoi-amoibaia. In I. T., for example, the play 
with which Hel. has the greatest similarity, the happy outcome foreshadows 
the lamentation of the parodos. This is not so in Hel. Obviously the long 
separated couple is re-united and they escape successfully, but the suffering 
44Kannicht (1969,11. on 367-74) argues that the reference is to the Greek wives, so there is a 
division of roles between them and the Trojan sisters. For a similar distribution of 
manifestations of grief between two parts cf. Hec. 650-56. 
4-5This quality is indicated in the name of the first, 
KcAXLUTCýL (376), and the phrase KaXX00-J)J)C(g 
cf EvcKcv (383) for the second. 
46Dale (1967) accepts in 377 the reading [IaTpo'ý ckds, arguing (on 375-85) that Callisto is 
compared with Leda as a lover of Zeus (cf. also Oehler 1925,98). However, Kannicht (1969,11. 
on 377) rightly argues that this resemblance is irrelevant to the theme of disastrous beauty 
(thus he Puts this phrase among cnices). The reading Diggle (1994a) proposes, KTIpos. instead 
Of ýITJTPOS, is a possible emendation. 
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and the countless deaths of the Trojan war cannot be forgotten. On the 
contrary, the gloomy, lamenting atmosphere of the first four hundred lines of 
the play is taken up in the first stasimon where the chorus, instead of wishing 
success for the escape-plan or singing a joyful ode, lament for the woes of the 
Greeks and the Trojans. Finally Helen is inseparable from the bitter story of 
Troy and, although in this version of the myth she is a modest, faithful wife, 
at the end of the play she resumes her traditional role of causing death and 
disaster with the slaughter of the Egyptians. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Characteristic of the three Aeschylean kommoi I have analyzed in 
detail is that they are pieces of considerable length, which allows a certain 
degree of dramatic progression to take place within them, especially in the 
cases of Pers. and Cho. In Pers. Xerxes, who is responsible for the disaster, 
appears only within the context of the final kommos to perform a ritual 
lament with the Persian elders, while the conflict that takes place between 
them in its first part is the only one in the play. On the other hand, the 
kommos of Cho., although reacting to the catastrophe of the previous play, 
serves mainly to motivate the action that follows. In both kommoi the role of 
the chorus is prominent (in Sept. the lament is exclusively choral, as I have 
argued). In Pers. they criticize Xerxes but later respond to his commands as 
exarchos (thus the movement is from conflict between them to complete 
unanimity) while in Cho. they exhort Orestes and Electra towards vengeance 
(thus unanimity in their aims, and towards the end of the kommos in their 
voices as well). In all three plays the scenes preceding the kommoi lead up to 
them in a powerful climax. The kommos of Cho. also looks forward, initiating 
action and foreseeing the tone on which the play ends. The more or less 
uniform pattern of these three kommoi is absent from the epirrhernatic ones, 
which are much shorter and have a lesser dramatic significance, reflecting the 
different attitudes of the participants, which range from enmity/open conflict 
between them (Ag. 1448ff, Eum. 778ff) to lack of understanding (Ag. 1072ff) or 
different emotional state (Pers. 256ff). 
The Sophoclean kommoi present a greater uniformity than the 
Aeschylean ones. As I have repeatedly stressed, the ritual element 
characterizing the latter is lacking in them, while their usual pattern is that 
the chorus do not join the actor in his mourning. Instead, they try to advise 
him in practical matters or avert a possible disaster, while he refuses to listen, 
insisting on his beliefs. The chorus unite their voice with that of the actor only 
in the two kommoi with Tecmessa in Aj-, as they share in her grief for their 
leader, and accidentally in a couple of other cases, namely, the third strophe 
of El. 121ff and their last utterance in El. 823ff. Otherwise they avert rather 
than exhort towards lamentation, thus we are far from the pattern of the 
Aeschylean kommoi of Pers., Sept. or Cho. The fact that the ritual element, so 
prominent in the Sophoclean tragedies in general, is conspicuously absent 
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from the Sophoclean kommoi is readily to be accounted for by this specific 
relationship between actor - chorus, since the latter do not help the former 
perform a ritual lament. So, for example, Electra in S. El. describes her 
mourning gestures in her monody preceding the parodos (86ff), but after the 
entrance of the chorus the exchange between them develops in an agonistic 
spirit, which would normally preclude any ritual manifestations of grief. In 
their repeated exhortations to the actor to restrain his emotions /reactions, the 
Sophoclean choruses seem to take into account the restrictions imposed by 
the Solonian legislation and Pericles' advice in his funeral oration for 
restraint. On the other hand, the individual with his excessive and 
unrestrained behaviour becomes differentiated from the group, so that it 
conspicuously stands out from it and dominates it. In fact, a characteristic of 
the Sophoclean kommoi is the prevalence of the actors, not only in terms of 
the larger parts they deliver, which is certainly obvious in the epirrhematic 
kommoi where the part of the chorus is confined to some iambic lines, but 
also in the sense that they impose their personality on the chorus by being 
unaffected by their advice. The isolation of the Sophoclean hero, then, 
becomes more emphatic in the context of a kommos since it is now, at the 
time of his great suffering, that the individual would especially need - and 
would, within the traditions of consoling, antiphonal lament, be expected to 
receive - the support of the group of people surrounding him. 
The relationship between the chorus and the actors in the Aeschylean 
and Sophoclean kommoi reflects in a way the relationship between them in 
the plays of each dramatist in general, more conspicuously so in the 
Sophoclean plays where the individual holds an eminent position. By 
contrast, the variable relationship between the chorus and the actor in the 
Euripidean kommoi, which may be partly justified by their greater number in 
comparison to those of Aeschylus and Sophocles, may also indicate that this 
aspect, like others, of Euripides' dramatic technique does not so easily fall 
into more or less specific patterns, as does that of the other two tragedians. 
The ritual content of the Aeschylean kommoi, abandoned by Sophocles, is 
renewed by Euripides, which is in accordance with his reinstatement of more 
archaic features of style and structure in his plays. 1 Although, however, the 
Euripidean kommoi retain the ritual character of the Aeschylean ones J have 
already pointed to the Aeschylean reminiscences of Supp. 798ff, 1123ff, Tro. 
1287ff), 2 they are much shorter and, consequently, do not have such a strong 
IFor a general study on this subject see Aelion 
(1983). 
20n this theme see also Aelion (1983,138-47). 
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dramatic quality. So, for example, the exodos of Tro., although it constitutes a 
powerful climax to the play like the exodos of Pers., is shorter than the 
Aeschylean kommos, which, reasonably, does not allow for the same degree 
of dramatic progression to take place in it. On the other hand, we also find in 
the Euripidean kommoi the usual pattern of the Sophoclean ones, where the 
actor alone mourns while the chorus keeps its distance either by disapproving 
of his attitude or attempting to console him (e. g. AL. 861ff, Med. 131ff, Hipp. 
811ff, El. 167ff, 1177ff). However, even in this case the conflict between 
characters is not so strong as in the Sophoclean kommoi. For example, the 
parodos of the Euripidean El. cannot be compared with that of the 
Sophoclean play either in its length or in the conflict between Electra"s 
determination to continue mourning and the chorus' opposition to it. Perhaps 
this difference between on the one hand the Euripidean and on the other the 
Aeschylean and Sophoclean kommoi can be justified by the general tendency 
towards greater numbers of them as well as of other threnetic passages in 
Euripides" plays in comparison to those of the other two tragedians, since in 
this case the length and pathos of a single piece can arguably be more evenly 
distributed through the play. 
In any case, despite the differences in the way the three tragedians 
treat their kommoi and the various attitudes of the chorus towards the actor 
exhibited in them, they are an essential part of the plays of all three 
dramatists, one of their substantial and clearly defined structures, absolutely 
recognizable and expected. The announcement of a death or another disaster 
requires an expression of grief, so a kommos is expected to follow it (in fact, 
in some cases it is fused with the messenger report). Similarly, the appearance 
of a suffering figure is a clear indication that he will be involved in an 
exchange with the chorus mourning for his predicament, while, likewise, the 
bringing forward of a dead body/bodies is expected to be accompanied by 
antiphonal exchanges of grief. On the other hand, the recurrent features of 
kommoi in the various aspects I have examined, e. g. metre, language, style, 
themes, in association to one another would certainly signal the kommos as a 
distinctive structure. As regards the metrical pattern, for example, I have 
shown that specific metres were used on certain occasions, which could 
arguably lead to the suggestion that the type of music accompanying each 
one of them was also distinctive. Likewise, the many self-references to 
lamentation, with the employment of an impressive variety of relevant terms, 
usually delivered within a kommos but frequently also pointing to it before 
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its beginning or looking backwards after its end, suggest that the performance 
of the kommos is an important part of the shared dramatic experience. 3 
Especially important is the positioning of kommoi in a play, as I have 
discussed in pp. 67ff, in the different functions they can perform as offering 
closure or a semblance of closure, preparing for later events or marking the 
two distinct parts of a play. As I have suggested while discussing the exodoi 
of Pers., Sept. and Tro., kommoi concluding a play have the function of ritual 
closure, as they rehabilitate the previous disorder. So the accusations heard 
against Xerxes throughout Pers. and the conflict between him and the chorus 
in the first part of the kommos are subsumed in its second part in the 
unanimous lament for Persia. Similarly, the ritual lament at the end of Tro. is 
the only counterbalance the Trojan women can oppose to the repeated 
distortions of ritual throughout the play and the atmosphere of complete 
desolation and annihilation with which the play concludes. 4The function of 
kommos as closure is especially important since it constitutes the last 
impression of the audience, in the cases of Pers. and Tro. that of an open 
ending of continuing lamentation and suffering, in Sept. the restoration of the 
equality of the brothers and thus of final justice. In all the cases where a 
kommos functions as closure it is the climactic scene of the play, the 
movement towards which all the previous scenes lead. Some kommoi at the 
end of a play seem to have a similar emotional/ ritual closure, but they are 
interrupted by further action, as, for example, Creon's lament for Haemon in 
Ant. by the announcement of Eurydice's death, after which it is compounded, 
or Antigone's and Ismene's for Oedipus in O. C. by the appearance of 
Theseus, who points to the inappropriateness of lamentation. 
Equally important to the function of kommoi as closure is that of 
kommoi coming early in a play so that they create a certain emotional 
atmosphere preparing in one or another way for the action that follows. I 
have discussed in detail how the great kommos of Cho. foreshadows the 
subsequent action. Likewise in other similar cases, for example, the 
development of Ajax's thought in Ai. 348ff from the point of pitying himself 
and asking to be killed to a clearer understanding of his position and his 
implicit decision to kill himself is clarified further in his iambic speech (430ff) 
and prepares clearly for his suicide, the climactic scene of the play. Similarly, 
3Self-referentiality extends to other rituals as well such as prayer and supplication. For choral 
self-referentiality in particular see Henrichs (1994-95). 
40n the power of ritual song in Tro. see Easterling (1993,19-20). 
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Electra's insistence on mourning, emphasized in the parodos of S. El., justifies 
her actions later in the play and her decision to kill Aegisthus herself. 
The structural significance of kommoi is especially noticeable when 
they mark two distinct parts of a play, as in the cases of Aj. and Ant. In the 
former the kommos coming after the epiparodos mirrors the one following 
the parodos, as they are delivered by the same participants, in circumstances 
which reflect one another and share similar themes (see pp. 203-4). Similarly, 
the kommoi of Antigone and Creon in Ant. parallel their fortunes 
symmetrically at the end of each half of the play. The widespread use of 
kommoi in tragedy and their significant structural functions show that they 
were a predictable and signalled component, in a way conventional pieces 
like the messenger P' T-1 GL9 with which they are frequently associated. No 
doubt the spectators expected to find them in one or another part of the play, 
and they certainly enjoyed such expressions of grief (as Dionysus in Frogs 
1028-29 confirms). 
The frequency of kommoi in tragedy, and especially their 
prominence in the Aeschylean plays, led scholars, particularly in the early 
twentieth century, to the hypothesis that threnos was indeed the basis of 
tragedy. Such views found their justification in the remarkable length, ritual 
content5 and dramatic significance of the three Aeschylean kommoi I have 
analyzed in detail. Before Aeschylus, Phrynichus also seems to have exploited 
the threnetic element in his Capttire of Mileffis and Phoenician Women. 6 So some 
scholars sought the origins of tragedy in the cult of the dead heroes at their 
tombs, an indispensable part of which was the threnos in their honour, 
leaving aside the questions about its possible Dionyslac origins and its 
association with Dionysus. 7 Such theories were based especially on the 
prominence of grave ritual and funerary rites in early tragedy (namely, Pers. 
and Cho., where the tombs of Darius and Agamemnon become the centre of a 
5EIse (1977), stressing the prominence of threnos in Aeschylean tragedy, shows that it is the 
most clearly marked of all its ritual features. 
6As Else (1965,75) argues, this is in accordance with the tradition that he invented female 
roles and female choruses, since women are traditionally more given to lamentation than 
men. 
7Cf. the ancient proverb ou&v TTpO'S' TO'V ALOvvaov. As Segal (1982,16) remarks, "Dionysus' 
role in the origins of drama is one of the most controversial questions 
in the history of Greek 
literature". I will not get involved in this discussion; I refer, indicatively, onIN, to 
Friedrich 
(1996) and the response to him by Seaford (1996) as well as Seaford (1981). 
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large part of the action), 8 which also continues in later tragedies, combined 
with other related matters such as concern for burial and the effect the spirits 
of the dead have on human affairs (e. g. Aj., Ant., O. C., Hec., Hel. ). 9 On the 
other hand, one could argue that the prominence and frequency of kommoi in 
tragedy are justified by the fact that it deals with stories concerning death, an 
important event in the life of the community, which, reasonably, receives 
extensive treatment in a genre which is predisposed to find in the 
representation of death-ritual and lamentation a rich vein of verbal and 
dramatic opportunity. 
The great number of kommoi in tragedy needs to be seen in relation 
to the impressive accumulation of other lamenting passages in it, to the extent 
that some plays consist almost entirely of a series of threnoi of different types. 
This is true, for example, of Pers., Cho., P. V., Aj., S. El., Hipp., Hec., E. Supp., 
Herc., Tro. and Pho. The effect is especially remarkable in the Euripidean 
plays, with the introduction of threnetic amoibaia between actors and 
monodies (both of which are rare in the other two tragedians), which shows 
that Euripides exploits in various innovative forms the threnetic element 
traditional in tragedy for the creation of pathos. 
As I have discussed passim, the various types of laments reasonably 
perform different functions: for example, the kommos depicts the variety of 
relationships between actor - chorus; the choral ode usually constitutes of 
generalized statements, as the chorus are in most cases distanced from the 
suffering of the actor; the monody is appropriate for the expression of 
individual suffering; the monologue allows for extensive addresses to the 
dead. Laments are distributed in a play in such a way as to suit better a given 
occasion and to express different degrees of emotional intensity. So, for 
example, the revelation of Oedipus' identity in O. T. is followed by a choral 
lament (1186ff) prompted by the specific case of Oedipus but extended to 
universalizing thoughts, whereas the kommos is reserved for the climactic 
scene of the play, the appearance of the blinded Oedipus, which puts his 
catastrophe into visual terms. The kommos in S. El. 823ff shows Electra"s 
indignation at the attempt of the chorus to console her now that she is at the 
lowest of her fortunes while her monologue over Orestes' supposed funerary 
urn (1126ff) is an extremely touching scene, as she addresses it almost 
8For the importance of tomb as a scenic feature in Aeschylean tragedy and to a smaller extent 
in the Euripidean one see Arnott (1962,57ff), who remarks in addition that there is no use of a 
tomb in the extant plays of Sophocles, who was generally sparing in his use of scenic effects. 
9For a brief discussion of the most prominent of these theories see Appendix 
IX 
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exclusively while mourning for his and her own predicament. Tragedy, in the 
variety of structures it can accomodate., employs different forms of lamenting 
expressions to suit different situations, thus moving away from the more or 
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APPENDIX VIII: ORESTES 960-981 
Although most editors attribute Or. 960-981 to the chorus, I think that 
Willink (1986,240-41) is right in arguing that an antiphonal lament would 
more naturally follow the messenger"s speech leading to Electra"s monody in 
982ff; so he gives lines 960-64,971-75 to Electra and the rest of the two 
stanzas, i. e. 965-70,976-81, to the chorus. In this case Electra announces 
formally her lament after the messenger speech (960 KaTaPX0[IaL1 CYTGvayýiov), 
performing gestures of grief as well (961ff), while the chorus naturally take up 
her address to the land of Pelasgia (960) in the form of an exhortation to it to 
cry aloud (965-66), 2 continuing her description of ritual actions with a 
reference to the theme of hair-cutting (966-67). Then they express their pity 
for the two siblings (968-70), generalized by Electra as the extinction of the 
whole house of Pelops (971-75), which gives rise to their general statement 
about the fate of mortals (976-81). The problem with this arrangement is that 
it is the only passage in Euripides where a messenger speech is followed by 
an actor's instead of the chorus' utterance. However, as Willink (1986,241) 
argues, it is not impossible that Euripides departs from convention here, and 
there may well have been other similar cases in plays now lost. Furthermore, 
the parallels of other lamenting passages quoted below strongly suggest that 
antiphonal lamentation should be accepted here. So when the verbKaTaPXW/- 
qiaL is used with reference to lamentation, as in Or. 960 (cf. Hec. 685, Andr. 
1199), it is followed by a kommos. Also in I. T. 143ff and Hel. 164ff the heroines 
first announce their lamentation, then they are engaged in an exchange with 
the chorus and finally they deliver a monodic utterance in a decorative style 
contemplating the past, as Electra does in Or. 982ff. As Willink (1986,240) 
argues, it would be intolerable if Electra's first reaction to the news she heard 
was her exotic wish in 982ff. 
1 For the use of this verb to denote the beginning of a ritual procedure see p. 
120, n. 29. 
2Cf. the similar exhortation to Pherai by the chorus in AIc. 234-35 
for Alcestis' imminent 
death 
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APPENDIX IX: THEORIES SEEKING THE ORIGINS OF TRAGEDY TO A 
RITUAL THRENOS 
The most prominent of these theories is that of Nilsson (1911), who 
considers especially important for the question of the origins of tragedy the 
Tpa'YLKOL XOPOL performed in Sicyon in honour of Adrastus and reported by 
Herodotus (V. 67.5). He believes that Herodotus simply draws a parallel 
between the choruses which were honouring Adrastus in his own time and 
those performing in tragedy in the festival of Dionysus; thus, Tpa-YLKOS- is 
used in the sense of "tragic'. In particular, Nilsson seeks the origins of the 
dialogic form of drama in the antiphonal character of the lament for the dead. 
The singing of the threnos was an important part of the contests (musical, 
athletic) organized in their honour, thus, Nilsson argues, even the agonistic 
spirit of the dramatic contests can be better explained if seen as inherited from 
the cult of the dead heroes. 3 
Dieterich (1908) combines the theories about Dionysiac origin and the 
cult of the dead. He argues that the old Dionysiac festival in Athens took 
place in the Anthesteria, the festival of the souls, where a chorus of satyrs, 
who represented the dead themselves, was dancing round the car of 
Dionysus, the lord of souls. This dance, according to Dieterich, was 
transformed into a work of art by Thespis, dissociating itself from the 
particular cult, and this is how the public lamentation for the dead became a 
fixed part of tragedy. In later times he supposes that the whole performance 
was transferred to the festival of the Great Dionysia. 
The theory developed by Ridgeway (1910) is, similarly, that tragedy 
originated in the worship of the dead at their tombs. He argues that the 
dramatic performances at the Great Dionysia were of a comparatively late 
date, a reorganization by Peisistratus of festivals that existed from an early 
period and in which the cult of the dead played an important part. They 
honoured the local hero and consisted of dances and solemn hymns round his 
tomb. At a later date the local cult was absorbed into that of Dionysus, which 
had as its result the change from the tomb of the hero to the altar of the god 
round which the chorus now danced. Lamentation was a natural consequence 
of the cult of the dead and, according to Ridgeway, forms one of the most 
primitive elements in Greek tragedy. 
3Cf. 
'. similarly, 
Adrados (1975) below. 
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In more recent years Adrados (1975) has stressed the prominence of 
threnoi in Greek tragedy, which he considers together with agolles as its most 
characteristic structures, sharing common features. He criticizes Aristotle's 
theory about the origins of tragedy from the dithyramb (Poetics 1149a) as a 
mere construction, agreeing with it only in one point, that the dialogic 
element forms its most ancient nucleus. 4Adrados argues that the threnos for 
a dead hero or some god of the vegetation cycle (e. g. Adonis), which had a 
mimetic character, forms part of the agricultural religion, and shows how the 
passage from these agricultural cults to theatre became possible, as it emerged 
as a new kind of contest modelled on the already existing musical 
competitions. Criticisms of the above theories are many, 5 but it is not my 
intention to discuss them here. Despite the different views they present of the 
way the passage from the hero-cult/ lamentation for the dead heroes to 
tragedy was achieved, they all insist on the central role of mourning scenes in 
tragedy, placing particular emphasis on their occurrence in the early plays, 
which is indeed difficult to miss. 
The prominence of lamentation in tragedy is recognized by other 
scholars as well, independently of their views about its origins. So, for 
example, Murray (1927) argues that the form of tragedy can be explained as a 
modification of the sequence of a primitive ritual representing the sufferings 
of an'EVL(II)TO'S' AaLýicov., a Year Spirit who is identified with Dionysus, which 
consists of six stages: 1) agon (the Year against its enemy), 2) pathos of the 
Year-Daimon, 3) messenger's speech, 4) threnos, 5) anagnorisis (discovery or 
recognition of the slain god), 6) theophany (his resurrection or apotheosis). As 
is generally recognized, this scheme is a mere construction which cannot be 
applied to any extant tragedy, but it is important for my purpose here to 
show that it also considers threnos as a fixed part of tragedy. Else (1957b, 
1965), in contrast to the usual approach, excludes any ritualistic background6 
or any gradual development of tragedy from pre-existing forms, arguing that 
4Similarly, Holzle (1934) and Peretti (1939) argue for the importance of threnoi with 
epirrhematic structure in the origins of tragedy. 
5Exemplified for the older ones in the work of Pickard-Cambridge (1962), who argues for a 
Dionysiac origin. 
6This is certainly a distinctive feature of his theory. Ritual language and ritual practice are so 
pervasive in tragedy and the connection between ritual action and action 
in the theatre can be 
so close (see Easterling 1988; 1993) that it is reasonable to assume, as the majority of 
theories 
do, a ritual origin. 
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it is the product of the creative mind of Thespis and Aeschylus. Thus, 
although he recognizes the prominence of lamentation in tragedy, he is 
unwilling to trace its origins to ritual threnoi, arguing that it is more probable 
that Thespis simply incorporated into it the choral lyric of his time, which 
consisted of threnoi, hymns, paeans and other songs. 
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